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PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

VOL. IV. NOVEMBER 24, 1848. No. 76.

HENSLEIGH WEDGWOOD, Esq. in the Chair.

The following papers were read :

1.
" On a peculiar use of the Anglo-Saxon Patronymical Termi-

nation, ING." By John Mitchel Kemble, Esq.
The author wished to call the attention of the Society to a peculiar

use of the termination ING in Anglo-Saxon, which he considered as

well deserving the serious consideration of the philologist.
It is well known that its ordinary force is the expression of a pa-

ternal and filial relation : that when added to a proper name it im-

plies the son or other descendant of the person who bore that name :

thus, when the Saxon Chronicle says, FriSogar Bronding, Brond

Bseldseging, Baeldseg Widening (anno 855), we are well aware that

it means FriSogar the son o/"Brond, Brond the son q/Bseldseg, Bseldaeg
the son of Woden, and so on. And when the kings of Kent are

termed CEscings, we know that this name implies their being de-

scendants of Eoric surnamed CEsc or Oisc.

Another use however of this termination is to denote the persons
who live in, or possess a particular place or district : as we meta-

phorically say, the sons or children of such and such a place : thus,

the Brytfordingas are the inhabitants of Brytford* ; Beorhfeldingas
are the possessors or inhabitants of a place called Beorhleldf ; Brom-

leagingas, the people of Bromleah, Bromley in KentJ ; Beorgan-
stedingas, the people of Berstead in Sussex ; Dentuningas, the

people of Denton in Northamptonshire ||
. A very striking example

of this is ^ESelswiSe tuninga leah, the lea or meadow of those who
live in /EftelswiS's tun or settlement^. Here there is of course no
real expression of descent, and the well-known meanings of the

words feld, ford, leah, stede, and tun, leave no doubt as to the re-

lation intended to be marked.
But this again requires to be carefully distinguished from the

patronymic when used to denote the name of a place, and when it

occurs in the plural only. In this case the people are in fact men-

tioned, and not the place ; or if the place, it is coupled with the name
in the genitive plural : thus Cystaninga mearc, the mark of the Cysta-

nings or people of Keston in Kent**. Besinga hearh, the idolatrous

building or temple of the Besingas, probably in Sussexff. Of such

names as these about thirteen hundred and thirty are yet extant in

* Cod. Dipl. Nos. 421, 985, 1108.
||

Cod. Dipl. No. 445.

t Ibid. No. 1175. if Ibid. No. 657.

I Ibid. No. 657. ** Ibid. No. 994.

Ibid. No. 663. ft Ibid.Ko. 1163.
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England, and may be recognized in the modern forms : thus Mailing,

Tarring, Charing, Lancing, Worthing, Marling, Poling, Poynings,

Erpingham, Effingham, Hallington, Bensington, Billinghurst, Brent-

ingford, and a host of similar appellations.
But the use of the patronymic to which the author was anxious to

call attention was this. In local names it replaces the genitive sin-

gular of a person. Thus if the estate of earl ./Eftelwulf is to be de-

scribed, it is denoted by the term .^Eo'elwulfing land, not JESelwulfes :

SwiSrsedingden, now Surrenden, in Kent*, is the pasture belonging
to Swiftrsed, and fully equivalent to SwiSrsedes den. The following

examples of this usage will show, by their very number, that this is

no accidental thing, but a genuine Saxon use of the particular form.

1. -ffiSelwaldingtun, A.D. 955 Cod. Dipl. No. 433
2. ^ISelwulfingland, Kent, 801 179
3. Aldberhtingtiin, Kent, 823 ...'..: 217
4. Alhmundingtun, Warw., 860 305, 315
5. Alhmundingmaed, ibid, ibid ibid.

6. jElfredingtiin, Derby 710, 1298
7. -rfESeleaingwudu 1171
8. jESelhuninglond 984, 990
9. ^ESeredingtun 1234

10. Beorhtwaldingtuii 1 1 23
1 1 . Brihtulfingtun, Worcest 570
12. Bryningtiin, Berks 1 152
13. Cyneburgingtiin, Worcest., 840 245
14. Cedhnundinghaga, London, 857 280
15. Cynemundingwic, 869 299
16. Cedlbaldingtun, Hants, 908 342, 642, 1110
17. Ceolulfingtiin 425
18. Cumbringtun, Worcest 570
1 9. CuSeringcotu 1297
20. Cynelmingham 1078
21. Dunwalinglond, Kent, 81 1 195
22. Dedringland, Kent, 845 295
23. Duningland, 860 283
24. Dagardingweg 570
25. Denewaldingham .) 570
26. Dinwaldingden 1014
27. Ecgheang (Ecgheaging) land, Kent, 812 199
28. Eadbaldingtiin, Gloucest., 855 277, 325
29. Eaderingtun, 880, 885 314
30. Eddbyrhtingledh 516
31 . Eadbyrhtingtiin 570
32. Eadelminggara 1368
33. Eddulfinggdra : 274
34. Eadulfingtiin 672, 716
35. E&dwaldingleah 570
36. Ealhmundingweg 1368
37. Ednulfing)7orn . . . . 1252

* Cod. Dinl. No. 1315.



38. Eanulnngttin Cod. Dipl. No. 738
39. Ecgberhtingcroft 1066
40. Ecgberhtingporn 680
41. Folcwiningland, Kent, 811 195
42. Garwaldingtiin 722
43. Gumbrihtinghyrst, 939 377
44. HelfreSingden, Kent, 814 204
45. Hunbealdinghola, Kent, 814 204
46. HerefreSinglond, Kent, 825 220
47. Heregeardinghiwisc, Hants, 854 270
48. Heafiobrihtingleah 1035, 1070
49. Humbaldinggraf 783
50. Hunlafingham 1231
51. Hunrsedingfald 1 159, 1250
52. Hygeraeding seceras 570
53. Hygeraedingtun 227
54. Leommaningweg 570
55. Lullingmynster, Sussex, 880, 885 314, 350
56. Osberhtinglond, Kent, 805, 831 . . . . ? 225

'

n
SWa

!?
nStlil

n 1 Worcest. 940 . 385
58. Oswaldmg villa, J

59. Plegwiningham 1041, 1042
60. Plumweardingpearrocas, Kent, 814 204
61. SwMiuninglond, Kent, 811, 812. . . 196, 199, 1027
62. Sigheardingmaedwe, Kent, 812 199
63. Seleberhtingland, Kent, 814 201
64. Snoddingland, Kent, 838 239, 492
65. SwiSberhtingland* 1032
66. SwiShelmingden 1014
67. Swio'rsedingden, Kent, 1060 1315
68. Tatheringtiin, Gloucester 245
69. Teolowaldingcotu, Worcest 210
70. TeoSewaldingleah, Dorset 547
71. Tidbrihtingham, Worcest 570
72. Tidheardingmo'r . 1357
73. Tidelmingtun 614
74. Tilredingford, Hants 156
75. Tidwaldingtun 685, 1222
76. Wynheardingland, Kent, 811 195
77. Wihtheringstodfald, Kent, 946 409
78. Wulferdingleah, Warwick, 866 291, 292
79. Willeringwic, Gloucest., 866 299
80. Wigbaldingtun 326
81 . Wulfheardingstoc, Dorset 701
82. WulfreSinglond 1098
83. Wulfringtun (Wulfhering), Warwick 612, 645

* It is highly probable that this estate of two ploughs or four hides, which is in

No. 1032 called Swi'Sberhtingland, is the same as that, equally of four hides, called
in No. 1132, Swi'Sberhtes weald, now Sibbertswold, in Kent. If this really be so,
cadit qtiastio.
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84. Wullafingland* Cod. Dipl. No. 688

85. Werburgingwic, Kent 217
86. Wermundingford, Worcest 649

87. Wilmundingcotu, Worcest 724
88. Wulfweardingleah, "Worcest 766

The following names, though not so clearly and obviously recog-

nizable, appear to be of the same character. They do not strike us

quite so immediately, because the names themselves are not so com-

mon as those which are recorded in the foregoing list ; but it is

impossible to account for them upon any other supposition than that

of their being formed upon the names of men, the owners or holders

of the estates intended.

89. jEddingtun, Northampt.. . Cod. Dipl. No. 233, 265

90. jErningweg 1 1 54

91. jEfingtiin, Hants 642, 1229

92. Aggingbeorgas 1 149

93. Aldingburne, Sussex 464, 992

94. Alingmed. 259

95. Angemseringtun, Sussex 314, 1067
96. Antingham, Norfolk 785

97. Appingland 1027
98. Babbingden 187

99. Babbinglond 195

100. Babbing]>orn 685, 1222

101. Baclingtun 984
102. Badmingtiin, Gloucest 570
103. Badingmed 355

104. Baldingcotu 161

105. Beaddingbrycg 1064

106. Beaddingbrdc 1051, 1052

107. Beaddingtiin 342, 606
108. Beardingfbrd, Worcest 570
109. Beningdun, Lincoln 265
110. BeningwurS, Worcest 61, 64

111. Beoccingmaed 743
112. Beringtun, Kent 1049
113. Beolinghop 1027
114. Billingbroc, Worcest 570
1 15. Billingden, Kent 1 14

116. Bleccingden, Kent 288

117. Bobingseata, Kent 1 75
1 18. Boddingmaed 1063

* There are several Lavingtons in different parts of England, all of which arose

in this way. They are sometimes, amusingly enough, distinguished by their first

syllable being prefixed as a separate word : thus in Sussex, Wool Lavington is care-

fully distinguished from Bar Lavington. Yet they ran less risk of being con-

founded in ancient times, when Wulflaf's property was very clearly defined and
marked off from Beorlaf's, Wulflafingtun from Beorlafingtun. Elsewhere we have

Hul Lavington, which is only Hunlafing tun, WoolBed'mgton, once Wulfbaeding tun ;

and many other instances may be found.



119. Boddingweg, Dorset Cod. Dipl. No. 454

120. Bradingleah 272

121. Bradingcotu 242, 683

122. Bretingmsed 1227
1 23. BreSlingmsed 474
124. Brihtingbrdc 268

125. Bryningland 1020, 1021

126. Bruniiigberh 419

127. Buclingwic, Worcest 209

128. Bunningfald 1243

129. Bunningtiin, Warwick 62

130. Buntingdic 60

131 . Burtingburh 939

132. Buttinggraf 126, 682

133. Bynningtun, Northampt 898, 984

134. BynningwurS, Hants 625, 1368

135. Byrdingwic 764
136. Byrhtringden 385

137. Byringfalod '. . . 364

138. Byrnfseringham 1131

139. Cahingleah 330
140. Casingburne, Kent 199, 1027
141 . Casingstrset, Kent 204

142. Ceoferingtreow 1 145

143. Cicelingweg 1035, 1070
144. Cillingcotu, Worcest 570
145. Cillingtun, Middlesex 483, 555

146. Cifingtun, Worcest 570

147. Colinghatn, Nottinghamsh 984
148. Collingtun, Middlesex 824

149. Cotingham, Northampt 984

150. Cotingtiin, Surrey 988
151. Cudingtiin, Surrey 363, 812-

152. Ceolingmdr 1121

153. Cybeling graf, Hants 673
154. Dsedingtun, Oxford 950
155. Didelingtun, Dorset 412, 454
156. Dillingtun, Norfolk 581

157. Doddinghyrn, Kent 1, 144, 295
158. Dorsingtiin, Warwick , 62, 964

159. Drutingstraet, Kent 2, 3

160. Ducelingdiin, Oxford 775
161. Duclingtiin 1218

162. Duddingbearn, Somerset 1052

163. Duddingden, Somerset 461

164. Dunningheafod, Kent 458
165. Dunningland, Essex 685
166. Dunningland, Kent 153

167. Dunningwic 1 24 1

168. Dydingcotu, Worcest 308, 538



169. Dynningden, Gloucest Cod. Dipl. No. 385
170. Eabbingwyl 272
171. Eadingham, Somerset 461

172. Ealdingburne, Sussex 314
173. Ealdingtun, Kent 1 237
174. Ebingtun, Wilts 10/6
175. Eccingtiin, Worcest 5/0, 1298
1/6. Effingknap 505
177. EfreSingdenn 288
178. Elmingtiin, Northampt 520
179. Emecingmere 385
180. Eoredingden 385
181 . Erpingham, Norfolk 785
182. Esingburne, Hants 131, 346
183. Farlingmere, Somerset 567
184. Feodecingleah, Worcest 308, 538
185. Fittingtiin 716
186. Frsecinghyrst, Kent 179, 198
187- Frangsing aecer 1 225
188. FriSSingden, Kent 187, 1049
189. Frumesingleah 204
190. Geaflinglacu 1171
191 . Giddingford, Suffolk 685
192. Gyselingham, Suffolk 1340
193. Grutelingtun, Wilts 381
194. Gynddinggeerstun 308, 538
195. Haewiningland 1098
196. Halingtun, Lincoln 192, 233
197. Haningtun, Hants 739
198. Helmingtiin, Northampt 420
199. Hemingtbrd, Huntingdon 581, 809
200. Hemingti'm, Northampt 809
201 . Heortingtun, Somerset 314
202. Herbedingden 288
203. Hocingmaed 1091
204. Iloingden 1363
205. Honingtun, Lincoln 939
206. Horningdiin, Somerset 816
207. Hrempingwic 175
208. Humbinglond 1020
209. Hummingtun, Wilts 1 188
210. Hwitinghd, Suffolk 685
21 1 . Hwitingtiin, W7

orcest 210, 670
212. Hyldingbrdc, Hants 626
213. Hyringden 1041
214. Icelingtun, Cambridge 967
215. Ilbingtun, Kent 1025
216. Illingtun, Norfolk 957
217. Impingtiin, Cambridge 907
218. Ircelingburh 984



219. Lacingbrdc Cod. Dipl. No. 1253
220. Liccingden 385
221 . Lillingleah, Berks 356, 762
222. Lissingtun, Essex 685
223. Ludadingwic 339
224. Ludingtun 924
225. LuSinglond 957
226. Manningstan 1243
227. MarSingford, Suffolk 946, 947
228. Monningham, Worcest 645
229. Mundingwyl 721
230. Mundlingham 107
231. Ofling aecer, Hants 556
232. Orpedingtun, Kent 745, 896
233. Osmingtun, Dorset 375, 1119
234. Psedingtun, Middlesex 1223
235. Paningtun 579
236. Partingdiin , 749
237. Peattingtun 330
238. Piplingtun, "Worcest 570
239. Plussinghyrst 187
240. Pocgingrod 1 164
24 1 . Poingwic, Worcest 570
242. Pontingtun, Surrey 363, 532
243. Potingdun 1368
244. Pottingtun, Worcest , . 1299, 1358
245. Punningstoc 208
246. Pyndingmersc, Wilts 395
247. Radingtun, Wilts 319
248. Ra&lingbergas 780
249. Ricinghal, Suffolk 1349
250. Ruminingset, Kent 47
251 . Rustingden 1049
252. Sceacelingsecer 1171
253. Sceollingtiin, Kent 1223
254. Scillinghangra, Berks , 427
255. Scillingtun, Bedfordsh 953
256. Scyflingdiin, Wilts 571
257. Scufelingford, Kent 282
258. Siblinghyrst, Hants 589
259. Snattingden, Kent 187
260. Stacingwic 1131
261. Sherfinghyrst 1131
262. Stifingweg, Berks 762
263. Subbingwic, Worcest 210
264. Suclingdun, Lincoln 809
265. Suggingmsed, Dorset 376
266. SuSlingleah 382
267. SwseSelingwyl, Hants 342
268. SwaeSelingford, Hants 713



269. Teetlingtun, Worcest Cod. Dipl. No. 676
270. Talingdiin, Lincoln 297
271. Taningtun, Kent 1041, 1042

272. Teottingtiin, Worcest 146, 514

273. Tettingford, Gloucest 38o

274. Deningden, Kent 1014

275. Drifingden 335
276. Tillingham, Essex 957, 982
277. Timbingtiin, Worcest 150

278. Totingtiin, Norfolk 785
279. Tredingtiin, Worcest 620, 676
280. Tredingdiin, Gloucest 102
281 . Tricingham, Northampt 984
282. Trostingtiin, Suffolk 967
283. Trowingsceaddas, Hants 589
284. Trumpingtun, Cambridge 907
285. Tucingnses, Kent 132
286. Tudingtun, Middlesex 483
287. Tullingtun, Sussex 481
288. Turdingsceat, Hants 673
289. Turtlingford, Worcest 515
290. Ucingcumb 1 186

291. Ucingeecer 178
292. Ucingford, Hants 374, 488
293. Uffingtun, Hants 604, 642
294. Unningland, Sussex 18

295. Uppingham, Hants 590
296. Wsetlingtun, Oxford 311

297. WaetlingworS, Sussex 809
298. Wafmgden, Kent 288
299. Wasingburh, Lincoln 984
300. Wassingwyl, Kent 281
301 . Wermingtun, Northampt 984
302. Weeringwlc, Warwick 705
303. Weascingweg 1035, 1070
304. Welingtiin, Somerset 816
305. Wendlingburh, Northampt 420
306. Widefingden, Kent 288
307. Wifelingfald 353
308. Witingham, Suffolk 959
309. Winlingham, Cambridge 907
310. Wihteringtun, Northampt 575, 984
31 1 . Wopinghangra , . 427
312. Wreningham, Norfolk 921
313. Wufingfald 1243
314. Wuhingland, Hants 624
315. Ylfingden 1 198
316. Ytingstoc 1227*

* Note. Many of the names in this second list will not be familiar to the general
reader of Anglo Saxon. The author would call his attention to a few, which he



These it must be admitted form a respectable body of evidence,

nor when we look at the names themselves would it be easy to avoid

the conclusion that has been drawn. Were there indeed an a in-

serted, were it for example Ceolboldingatun instead of Ceolbold-

ingtun, we should at once conclude that Chilbolton derived its name
from the Ceolboldings, or sons of Ceolbold, its first possessor. Were
it TESelhuningaiond, we might talk of the ^ESelhuningas, sons or

descendants of y6elhun. But this is not the case, and in every in-

stance which I have cited, the patronymic stands in the nominative

singular, not in the genitive plural.

Further, we are enabled to show that the places thus described

did sometimes stand in the closest and most immediate connexion

with the persons from whom they derive their names. For example,
we have Ceolmunding haga, the Ceolmunding tenement or house in

London. Now the charter which names this tenement states also

that Ceolmund sold it to the bishop of Worcester, and that the king
confirmed the sale. This Ceolmund was at the time Prsefectus,

gerefa or governor of the city, and is probably the same person as

afterwards became a duke or ealdorman in Kent. Ceolmunding haga
is

" the house that Ceolmund possessed," and which he sold. The

genius of the modern German would be to form an adjective in isk,

and say Das Ceolmundische Haus, Die Ceolmundische Wohnung,
and the like.

Again, we have Wulferdinglea, now Wolverley in Worcestershire,
and here Wulfherd or Wulfheard is distinctly mentioned as its

owner, paying various sums to th'e king for privileges which he
desired to have conferred upon it. We may therefore assure our-

selves that in every instance a similar reason existed for the name.
There is one very striking case, namely that of Oswaldingtun, a

farm belonging to bishop Oswald, but which in this list appears in

the motley garb, half Latin and half Saxon, of Oswalding villara.

It is also remarkable that in so large a list, embracing such dif-

ferent periods of time and localities, there should be only two names

compounded with that of a woman, viz. Cyneburgingtun, now Ke-
merton, and once a celebrated religious foundation of the Mercian

princess so named, and Werburgingwic or St. Werburh in Kent ;

Nos. 13 and 85 in this list. As feminine proper names for the most

part form their genitive singular in e, there would have been no dif-

must be good enough to accept as existing names upon the author's authority. The
names in the first list speak for themselves, being of common occurrence ; those

that follow are rarer, but still are found. Nos. 98, 99, 100, Baebba, or Bebbe. 105,

106, 107, Beadda. Ill, Beocca. 116, Blecca. 117, Boba. 118, 119, Boda.

124, Beorhte. 125, 126, Brun. 133, 134, Bynna. 151,Cuda. 152, Ceol. 153.

Cytel. 157, Dodda. 162, 163, Dudda. 164, 165, 166, 167, Dun, Dunna, and
Dunne. 169, Dynne. 170, E aba. 175, Ecca. 176, Effi. 181, Erp. 184,
Fiduc. 192, Gisel. 197, Hana. 198, Helm. 199, 200, Kama. 201, Heort. 203,
Hoce. 206, Horn. 214, Icel. 217, Impe. 226, 228, Manna, Monna. 234,
Pada. 246, Pynda. 251, Rust. 256, 257, Sceaf, Scuf. 265, Suga. 272,
Teotta. 286, Tuda. 289, Torhtel. 290, 291, 292, Ucca. 293, Uffa. 313, Wuffa.

314, Wuha.
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ficulty on the score of euphony, which may possibly have had some-

thing to do with the substitution of ing for es in the genitive sin-

gular of the masculine nouns. ^Elflaede land, Beahhilde tun, are even

more easy and euphonious than ^Elflaadingland, Beahhildingtun,
and can be easier pronounced.
As these words are compounds, of which the patronymic is the

first part, they take the articles, pronouns, etc. which belong to the

second word of the compound, as is usual in Anglo-Saxon con-

structions : thus we have o"aet Folcwiningland, the land of Folcwine ;

se Alhmundingsnaed, the underwood of Alhmund.
This use of the patronymic appears to be unknown to every other

Teutonic tongue, and it certainly brings considerable difficulties with

it : but the facts allow of no dispute. They are not easily accounted

for, but they are too numerous and well-authenticated not to chal-

lenge investigation. It is clear beyond cavil that the syllable ing
is in these words used as an equivalent for the syllable es, that is,

for the usual masculine genitive singular ; the few cases where it

might seem merely an euphonic change for an, as in Wufingland,
Wuhingland,Lullingland, which imply the nominatives Wufa, Wuha,
Lulla, forming no valid argument against the Folcwines, Cynemundes,
Eadheres, Wigbaldes, which are represented by Folcwining, Cyne-
munding, Eadhering, Wigbalding. Nor is there any reason to

suppose that these words are adjectives, seeing that there is no such

adjectival form in any Teutonic language. In addition to which we
observe that the patronymic in these words does not take any sign
of number or declension, as an adjective would do, but retains its

simple ing, although the word itself in the accusative singular, or in

the nominative and accusative plural all of which occur would

require particular inflections.

On the whole it seems most probable that some feeling of the

power" of the genitive itself as the generative case, lurks at the foun-

dation of this usage, and that as the simple genitive may replace the

patronymic, so the patronymic may be used to denote a simple ge-
nitive. Folcwining land seems to me to be no more than the gram-
matical converse of "ASap, TOV 6eov.

2.
" On certain Additions to the Vocabularies of the Caffre Lan-

guages." By R. G. Latham, M.D.
The present paper is submitted to the Society with the view of

directing attention to two recent statements respecting the philology
of the great Caffre stock of languages. It by no means pretends to

exhaust the question.
The first of these is the position of a language of the east coast of

Africa, called the Ukuafi. The second relates to the subdivisions of

the Caffre group of tongues.
The most valuable additions in the way of vocabularies that have

been supplied within the last few months, in respect to the philo-

logical ethnography of Southern Africa, are :

] . The collections of Krapf on the eastern coast of Africa.
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2. The vocabularies of the United States Exploring Expedition,
collected by Mr. Hales.

The subjoined tabular vocabulary, is due to the courtesy of the

Chevalier Bunsen, by whom it was received in the August of 1845,
since which time the attention of Ewald and other German scholars

has been directed to the group of languages which it represents.

Comparative Exhibition of Six East-African Languages.

English.
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English.
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Msambara, i. e. the fourth in order. This is primdfade evidence of

its having been considered by the original author as allied to the

other five.

In a notice of Ewald's upon the same languages, the statements

that are made concerning the Sowaiel (or North-eastern Caffre) lan-

guages in general are made in an unqualified manner, or without any
exception in respect to the Ukuafi.

Without stating whether such be or be not the case, the present
writer has satisfied himself that no such assertion is borne out by
the present table ; of this the reader may judge for himself.

Neither is a Caffre affinity made out by the comparison with other

vocabularies, either simple or tabulated.

Nearly half the Ukuafi words of the present table are common to

Mr. Hales's -^pcabularies, yet none coincide ; although Mr. Hales's

vocabularies represent as many as fourteen Caffre dialects. Hence it

is considered the safest way in the present state of our knowledge to

consider the Ukuafi as an unplaced rather than as a Caffre language.
On the other hand, the Ukuafi, although an unplaced language,

is by no means a language without several miscellaneous affinities.

The syllable en-, with which almost all the Ukuafi words, quoted
below, begin, may or may not be the Caffre prefix. Even if it be so,

its presence is by no means conclusive as to the position of the lan-

guage in the Caffre group ; a point upon which the present writer

hopes, hereafter, to lay before the Society full evidence.

English
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Krapf's vocabularies illustrate the languages on the east coast

of Africa, and verify the current doctrine concerning the extent of

the Caffre languages northwards.

Mr. Hales's vocabularies illustrate both sides of the continent.

1. For the parts between the Equator and the Hottentot country.
Here we have, besides specimens of the Kambinda, Congo, and

Angola languages, the addition of the (a.) Mundjola, (b.) and Bengera
dialects. The Mundjola is the name of a savage tribe in the interior

of Congo. The Bengera is the language of Benguela ; an area for

which a good vocabulary has long been wanted.

2. The Makua, Mudjana, and Makonde vocabularies are also im-

portant additions. The fullest Makua vocabulary known to the pre-
sent writer is still in MS. and belongs to the Asiatic Society. The
best proof of the Monjou and Makooa dialects being affre is sup-

plied by Mr. Hales.

3. The last four vocabularies of Mr. Hales are the most important.
For the country between Delagoa Bay and the Mozambique ; for

the parts about the river Zambeze ; for Inhambane, Sofala, Botonga,
Manica, and Mocaranga, the published data have been pre-eminently
insufficient. Now, besides a Nyambana (Inhambane) vocabulary,
Mr. Hales has published a Takwani, a Masena, and a Sofala voca-

bulary, representing the languages of the river Zambeze.
These important materials place the great extension of the Caffre

languages beyond doubt. We are now enabled to state not only
that they are spoken at the Cape and at the Equator, but that it is

nearly certain that they are spoken from the Cape to the Equator
t. e. continuously.
Thus far the current doctrines respecting the philology of South

Africa remain unmodified, or modified only in the way of confir-

mation. The following sentences from Mr. Hales indicate a new
and important fact :

" From a comparison of our vocabularies with

others already published, two inferences may be deduced, one of

which is familiar to ethnographers, whilst the second has not, so far

as we are informed, been distinctly stated. The first is, that from
the Equator to 30 south latitude the continent of Africa is occupied

by a single people, speaking dialects of one language. Secondly, it

appears that this general language, or rather family of languages, has

two distinct subdivisions, which may be entitled (1.) the Congo-
Makua, and (2.) the Caffrarian, each including under it several dia-

lects or minor divisions."

The present writer doubts whether the evidence of Mr. Hales is

quite sufficient to prove that the Congo and Makua languages are

more allied to each other than either is to the Caffre ; admitting,
however, that there is considerable probability of such being the

case.
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We proceed to consider the evidence deducible from a class of

languages nearly related to the Turco-Tartarian family, namely the

Tschudish or Finnish, of which the Lappish and Hungarian are now
generally admitted to be members. The Hungarian was indeed for

a long time regarded as a language sui generis ; but in the last cen-

tury, Sajnovics, and subsequently Gyarmathi, brought abundant
evidence to show that it is closely related to the Lappish, Finnish,
and Esthonian, both in words and construction. Though their de-

monstration was in some respects more empirical than scientific, and
was capable of being carried much further, it was sufficient to esta-

blish their leading position ; insomuch that Adelung, whose ideas

respecting the origin of language inclined him to believe in the ex-

istence of perfectly isolated ones, admitted that the connexion could

not be denied.

A still greater step was made in our own time by Dr. W. Schott

of Berlin, who showed by an able and extensive induction, that the

Manchu, Mongolian, Calmuck, Turco-Tartarian, Tschudish, and

Hungarian are all members of one great family of tongues, divisible

indeed into classes, but still bearing abundant marks of a community
of origin. One general point of agreement among them is, that they
have no single class of words bearing the distinct and exclusive cha-

racter of roots of verbs. The abstract noun forms most commonly
the basis of the coujugational system, but by no means necessarily
and peculiarly so ; other parts of speech, not excluding particles,

being often capable of construction with pronominal terminations, so

as to be perfectly equivalent to verbs in other languages.
The following remarks of Gabelentz, in his valuable sketch of the

Grammar of the Mordwinian language inLassen's ' Zeitschrift fiir die

Kunde des Morgenlandes,' will help to place the capabilities of this

member of the great Finnish family in a clearer light. After ob-

serving that it is important to study all the languages of the class in

conjunction, in order to form an adequate idea of the variety and

copiousness of their forms, he adds :

" In this point of view, the Mordwinian is not one of the least

interesting. One circumstance in particular is well calculated to

attract the attention of the philologist. It has hitherto been con-

sidered a distinctive characteristic of the American languages at

all events of the greater part of them that they can employ almost

every word as a verb, and represent the varied relations for which
VOL. iv. c
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other languages employ auxiliaries, particles, pronouns, and such-

like, by the forms of the verb itself. As these forms are rather su-

peradded to the verb from without than developed from it inwardly,
those languages have been called polysynthetic, with the intention

of thereby designating a peculiar class of tongues. But the Mord-
winian furnishes evidence that the Old Continent can produce an

instance of polysynthesis, though it may be not quite so perfect. Or
could such forms as asodav-tasamisk, 'you will not let me know' ;

maronzolt,
'

they were along with him'
; kostondiido,

' whence are

you?' priivevtemelt , 'they were without understanding'; pazoncin,
'
I am the Lord's' ; tsiiratan,

'
I am thy son' ; and many similar

ones, be well regarded in any other light*?"
It will be sufficient to observe for the present, that though the

above combinations are employed as verbs, and have regular con-

jugational endings, they are for the most part nothing hut particles
or nouns in construction with pronominal suffixes in obliquo. Thus
the base of maronzolt is simply the particle maro= apud ;

and of

kostondiido, kosto = unde ; priivevtemelt being a formation on the ca-

ritive case of an abstact noun, pazoniin a similar one on the genitive
of paz,

'

Lord,' and tsiiratan a combination of a concrete noun with

the suffixes of two personal pronouns, equivalent to vlos -aov -pov,

q.d. 'son of thee [condition] of me.' It is sufficiently obvious that

no one of the above combinations is or can contain in itself a verb,

as that part of speech is usually conceived by grammarians, and that

their apparent verbal character consists in the predicative form in

which they stand, and nothing else whatever.

The so-called regular verbs in this family of languages will be

found on examination to consist of the same or very similar ma-
terials. The analysis of the forms is more clear and certain in some
than in others, owing to a variety of causes. Several of those

tongues, particularly the Finnish and Esthonian, are remarkably sen-

sitive to peculiar laws of euphony, in obedience to which vowels are

modified and consonants changed or elided so as greatly to disguise
the original forms of words. In some also the so-called inflexions of

the verb do not appear to be simple modifications of pronouns, but
coalitions of the oblique pronoun with particular case-endings or post-

positions of the verbal noun, occasionally so transposed, abbreviated

or softened down as to render the analysis of them somewhat difficult.

There are however several languages in which the conformity be-

tween the respective persons of the verbs and ordinary nouns in

construction with oblique personal pronouns is almost complete. In

the Wotiak, nouns ending in vowels are combined with this class of

pronouns according to the following paradigm :

pi [for pi-i] filius met.

pi-ed tui.

pi-ez ejus.

pi-my nostri.

pi-dy vestri.

pi-zy eorum.
* Zeitschrift fur die Kundc des Morgenlandes, vol. ii. pp. 256, 257.
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In verbs, the endings of the simple preterite are as follow :

Singular. Plural.

1. bera-i, dixi. bera-my, diximus.

2. bera-d, bera-dy,
3. bera-z, bera-zy,

Here it is evident, that, with the exception of the coalition of two
short vowels into the corresponding long one in pi, the two sets of

terminations are perfectly identical.

In Tcheremissian the noun is combined with pronouns according
to the following scheme :

ata-m pater met.

clLcl~ C - Tttl

ata-*sha .... sui, ejus.

ata-na nostri.

ata-da vestri.

ata-sht .... eorum.

Compare the conjunctive form of the verb :

Singular. Plural.

1. ischtene-m, faciam. ischtene-na, i/a'aiws.
2. ischtene-t, ischtene-da.

3. ischtene-she, . ischtene-sht.

Here again the agreement is complete, except that the third person

singular ends in -she instead of -sha.

The endings of the present and perfect indicative iscJite-m, facio ;

ischtena-rn, feci, are perfectly analogous, as far as the first and se-

cond persons of both numbers are concerned. In the third person
there is some discrepancy; but Wiedemann, in his elaborate Tche-
remlssian Grammar, p. 122, shows clearly that the third person sin-

gular of the present tense, ischta or ischtesch, has no pronominal

ending or proper sign of person at all, being in fact a mere verbal

noun, employed indifferently as substantive, adjective, or verb ; and
that the third person singular of the preterite, ischten, is another

verbal noun, having frequently the construction of a present or aorist

participle, or a Latin gerund in do. In fact, ischt-esch has precisely
the form of the predicative case, used in various Finnish dialects to

express the category, circumstances or condition of a given subject,
as the instrumental is in Slavonic. According to this analysis,
ischtesch denotes in the act or category of doing, just as mar-esch

signifies in the character, condition or category of a man. Fre-

quently this form requires to be rendered for, in which case it is

nearly equivalent to a dative. Ischt-en, used as the third person of

the preterite, seems to bear a like analogy to an ablative or locative,

not unlike the Welsh construction of the preposition yn with nouns,

adjectives, and infinitives. It is believed that the conjunctive form

given above has the same element for its basis : e. yr. ischtenesh-em,
in [the case of] my doing = if I do.

It is unnecessary to enter minutely into the investigation of the

corresponding forms in Finnish and Esthonian. For the most part

* Pronounced like s in pleasure. The English sound of sh is expressed by sell.

c 2
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they are of the same origin as those already specified, m being

usually attenuated to n, t to d, &c., apparently for the sake of

euphony. It is somewhat remarkable that in Syrianian the personal

endings of verbs differ from the suffixes of nouns throughout the sin-

gular and closely agree with them throughout the plural. In Lap-

pish, the pronominal suffixes employed with nouns do not appear in

any single tense of the verb, but most of them may be elicited from

the various parts of the entire conjugation. In Mordwinian also,

the adjuncts of the noun not found in the indicative tenses present
themselves in the conjunctive and the imperative.
The reason of these discrepancies appears to be, that in their earlier

state those languages, like many others, had duplicate and even tri-

plicate sets of pronouns, some of which were employed in one kind

of construction and some in another. For example, the termination

of soda-tado,
'

ye know,' does not bear the smallest resemblance to

that of tel-ante,
'

your body.' But that tado is really a pronoun of

the second person plural is proved by its being employed in the de-

finite conjugation, in which the verb and its regimen are included in

the same combination : e. gr. soda-tady-z,
' he judges you,' where

the final consonant is the regular sign of the third person, abbre-

viated from zo = ejus, and tady the regimen or objective case= vyuas.
In fact, a general comparison of the dialects shows that the guttural
and dental forms are used interchangeably with nouns and verbs,

and that one is often merely a modification or mutation of the other.

Thus in Hungarian and Lappish the plural of nouns ends in k, in

Finnish in t, and in Esthonian in d. As all the languages have the

same origin, it is reasonable to conclude that the dental forms are

mere softenings of the guttural, like our modern mate from the Old-

English make, A. -Sax. mcng.
The last language of this class which we shall have occasion to

consider is the Hungarian, perhaps as remarkable as any for the

distinctness of its forms and the striking similarity of the two classes

of words which it is at present attempted to identify with each other.

As in most languages of the class, the place of pronouns possessive
is supplied by suffixes attached to the noun, and it is hardly possible
to compare these suffixes with the personal endings of the verb with-

out admitting a community of origin. For example, kez,
'

hand,' is

connected with oblique forms of pronouns as follows :

kez-em, kez-ed, kez-e.

manus mei, tui, ejus.

kez-iink, kez-etek, kez-ek.

nostri, vestri, eorum.

Compare the preterite of the definite conjugation, i. e. of a verb
followed by a regimen with a definite article, an objective personal
pronoun, v. t. q.

Singular. Plural.

1. esmert-em, cognot i. 1. esmert-iik [indef. conj. esmert-iinkj.
2. esmert-ed, o. esmert-etek.
3. esmert-e, 3. esmert-ek.
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It will be seen that the correspondence of the two sets of endings
is perfect, with the exception of uk instead of iink in the first person

plural ; which form however duly appears in the indefinite conju-

gation. Some of the remaining tenses, both of the definite indi-

cative and conjunctive, differ slightly, in one or two persons, chiefly

as it seems for the sake of euphony, or through the retention of

older forms. There is considerable discrepancy between the in-

flexions of the definite and the indefinite conjugations, owing to the

latter having adopted forms of pronouns now obsolete in other com-

binations.

The resemblance between the two classes of endings did not escape
the notice of the Hungarian grammarian Marton, who however

strangely assumes that the pronominal suffixes of nouns, and infi-

nitives, which have precisely the construction of nouns, are borrowed

from the finite verb ; thus taking it for granted, without evidence,

that the verbal combination is the older of the two. Another native

grammarian, Revay, whose acumen unfortunately was not quite

equal to his industry, shows by an elaborate induction that the

endings of finite verbs are all of pronominal origin, and that those of

the definite conjugation are identical with the suffixes of nouns. On
these and similar phenomena he grounds some speculations respect--

ing the rudimentary state of the language, which appear to contain

a strange mixture of truth and error.

After observing that the radical terms employed to denote action,

passion, or state, had originally rather the force of nouns than verbs,

and that they became verbs first by the annexation of personal pro-
nouns, and then by the progressive augmentation of the forms of

moods and tenses, he remarks :

" In the early state of language the primary names of things were

chiefly monosyllables, which also furnished verbs in their most simple
form, before the more enlarged and artificial forms made their ap-

pearance. There remain, even at the present day, some nouns of

this kind, being at the same time verbs ; for example, fogy, signifying
both '

frost' and '
it freezes' ; also lak*,

'

habitation,' which, aug-
mented by the affixing of a pronoun, is used as a verb, lak-ik,

' ha-

bitat.' In the infancy of the language, the forms fagy-en, fagy-te,

fagy-6, arose from the inartificial annexation of the pronoun, having
both the force of the noun and of the verb, when predicated of

persons : primarily denoting gelu, ego, tu, ille, instead of gelu,

rneum, tuum, suum, and then gelasco, gelascis, gclascit. After-

wards, by a more perfect formation which is still in use, a distinction

was made between them in this way, namely that fagy-om, fagy-od,

fagy-a or -ja, lak-om, lak-od, lak-ja, were employed as nouns, and

fagy-ok,fagy-oz,fagy, lak-om, lak-ol, lak-ik, as verbs."

That the rudimentary words of language were nouns, and that

verbs arose out of them by the annexation of personal pronouns, are

positions which we feel by no means inclined to dispute. But that

the pronouns thus employed as the subjects of propositions were, as

Revay imagines, originally nominatives, is not only unsupported by
* Now only used in composition.
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evidence, but repugnant to the very nature of things. It is totally

incredible that habitatio ego could ever be used in regular and con-

nected speech to express either habitatio mei or kabito. All known

languages are constructed on strictly logical principles, and one in

which no distinction could be made between asinus ego and asinus

mei would be unfit for the purposes of intercourse between man and
man. From the very earliest period there must have been some
method of expressing attribution ; and when pronouns were em-

ployed, this was done either by putting them in oblique cases, or by
means of possessive pronouns, nearly all of which are formed on ob-

lique cases ; and in many languages more than one pronoun is em-

ployed in order to render the attribution more clear. Sometimes,
as in Welsh and Finnish, the nominative is used pleonastically along
with the oblique case for the sake of emphasis ; but the proof that

the oblique form is the essential element is, that it is optional to omit

the former, but not the latter. Even in ancient Chinese, a marked
distinction is made between apposition and attribution. Notwith-

standing this fundamental error as to the nature of the relation be-

tween the noun employed as a verb and its pronominal affix, Revay's
remarks, as applied specifically to the Hungarian language, are ex-

tremely valuable and contain the germ of an important principle. He
gives elsewhere various examples of nouns which are at the same
time verbs, and observes that many more such were current in an
earlier state of the language. The formal difference which he at-

tempts to establish between the verb and the noun is fallacious, as

the examples which he gives are both in the indefinite conjugation.
When the definite conjugation is employed, there is, as we have

already shown, no external difference worth mentioning. For in-

stance, tfr may be indifferently noun, adjective, or verb, in the re-

spective acceptations of spatium, spatiosus, spatium habeo, or transeo ;

and ttr-em, ter-ed, ter-i, might either denote spatium mei, tui, sui,

or, as verbs in the definite conjugation, transeo, transis, transit.

Thus ir-om may be either unguentum mei or scribo ; tudat-om, scientia

mei or scirefacio ; vadasz-om, venator mei or venor ; nyom-om, vesti-

gium mei or calco ; and lep-em, tegimen mei or tego. In modern

Hungarian, esb denotes pluvia, and es-ik, pluit ; but in the fifteenth

century the simple root es was employed in both senses. There
is little doubt that at an early period this identity of the verbal

root with the noun was a general law of the language. At present
the abstract noun commonly differs from the simplest form of the

verb by the addition of a formative syllable, usually as or at : e.gr.

ir, scribit ; iras, scriptio ; ir-at, scriptum. Such formatives, intro-

duced for the sake of explanation or distinction, often belong to a

comparatively recent period of a language, as may be seen by com-

paring Gothic with modern German.
The observation already made respecting the Turco-Tartarian

verb, that it is almost entirely an aggregation of participles and pro-
nouns, is in a great measure equally applicable to the Hungarian.
The present tense has been already analysed, as consisting of the

simple root in construction with personal pronouns, in obliquo. The
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imperfect esmere-m, anciently esmereve-m or esmerfje-m, is formed
on a modification of the present participle : the perfect esmert-em is

nothing but the perfect participle esmert, with the usual pronominal

endings ;
and esmertend-6, the future participle, is equally the basis

of the future tense, esmertend-em. In a former paper, "On the Origin
of the Present Participle," the writer took occasion to show that the

Hungarian participles have generally the forms and the construction of

ablative or locative cases. We have also seen that thepersonal endings
of the definite conjugation are recognized by the native grammarians
as identicalwiththepronominalsuffixesregularlyemployedwithnouns.
If we admit both parts of this analysis, it seems to follow that there

is an oblique relation in both constituents of the verb, constituting the

same kind of double attribution that has already been pointed out

in Burmese and Tibetan. It is not a little remarkable moreover,
that inTibetan and Hungarian this phenomenon is exhibited in verbs

with a definite regimen, or in the language of Latin grammarians,
transitive verbs. A similar construction also prevails in Basque and
Greenlandish ; in the latter of which the subject of the transitive

verb has regularly the form of a genitive. Now we can scarcely
conceive anything more repugnant to the ideas usually entertained

of the finite verb, than that it should be formed out of the combi-
nation of an ablative base in construction with a pronominal geni-
tive ; yet this is the case in a variety of languages, if identity of

form is to be trusted. The simpler form, in which the pronoun
alone is put in the oblique case, occurs however more frequently. It

is indeed asserted by some grammarians, that those apparent oblique
cases are, in the conjugation of the verb, really abbreviated nomina-
tives ; but this explanation will not account for instances where the

element is lengthened instead of being shortened, nor for those where
the actual nominatives have nothing in common with the verbal in-

flexions, being- in fact composed of letters of totally different organs.
It seems much more legitimate and rational to consider identity of

form as an indication of identity of power and meaning, till some

good reason is given to the contrary.
It may not be amiss to add a few supplementary remarks on some

Caucasian languages, the exact place of which has not as yet been

accurately determined, but exhibiting some points of resemblance
with the Finno-Tartarian family. In the principal of these, the

Georgian, the conjugation of the verb is singularly intricate, and the

attempts of grammarians to analyse it have not been very successful.

Many of the paradigms in Brosset's Grammar are confessedly erro-

neous ; and Bopp's attempt to account for the characteristic forms
from the Sanscrit is little calculated to produce conviction. Thus
much may be affirmed, that the root of the verb is regularly an abs-

tract or verbal noun, which becomes a verb by the instrumentality
of particles and personal pronouns. It is remarkable that these

elements, indicating the person or subject, are not, as in the Indo-

European and most other languages, terminational, but prefixed,
and in some dialects curiously infixed in the middle of the verb. In

some tenses they are only employed in a fragmentary manner, but



in others their correspondence with the personal pronouns is pretty
i-x;ict ; and, what is of most consequence to our present argument,
they have the forms of the oblique cases, which are totally different

from the regular nominatives. Thus the root qwar,
' to love,' forms

its pluperfect tense in the singular number by inserting, after the

formative particle she, the syllables mi, yi, ti, as follows :

1st pers. she-miqivarebia, amaveram.
2nd she-giqwarebia,
3rd she-tiqwarebia,

The above elements m, g, ti, are precisely those employed as the

dative or objective cases of the personal pronouns in construction

with transitive verbs, and though the first person agrees pretty well

with me ego, the second and third are totally unlike, shen tu,

igi
= ille. To say therefore that they are nominatives, or ever were,

is a mere arbitrary assumption. Even Bopp admits that they are

oblique cases, both in form and construction, but assumes that this

and similar tenses are in reality in the passive voice, without making
the smallest attempt to prove them so.

The Lazian, Suanian, and Mingrelian, on which light has been

recently thrown by the researches of Rosen, are languages of the

same class as the Georgian ; and it will be sufficient to say of them
that they exhibit the same characteristics as have already been spe-

cified, some more and some less completely ; and where the forms

differ, the principle is obviously the same.

In all there has evidently been a great abrasion of characteristic

forms, especially of the pronominal prefixes. In the Suanian, some
tenses accurately distinguish the three persons singular and plural ;

in others, as also in Georgian and Mingrelian, the singular and

plural forms of those elements are the same ; while in Lazian

scarcely any personal characteristic has survived beyond an obscure

indication of the first person. There is however a class of dialects

which it is conceived clearly exhibits the original principle of orga-
nization in the whole Caucasian group ; namely the Abchassian and

Circassian, with their immediate cognates. The Circassian is at

present unfortunately only known to us by the notoriously inaccurate

statements of Klaproth ; but as it is admitted to be closely related

to the Abchassian, we will abstract the extremely interesting and

important remarks of Rosen respecting the structure of the verb in

the latter :

" The Abchassian verb, interesting on account of its great sim-

plicity, exhibits equal completeness and consistency in its formation.

We here find the personal conception or characteristic, indispensable
to the finite verb, completely detached from the termination, so that

the plurality of the subject is not, as is still the case in the Suanian,

expressed by a modification of the ending, but, more naturally, by
means of the pronominal prefixes of the several persons. The ter-

mination simply and abstractedly denotes the verbal action with its

relation to time, and in this capacity can admit of alteration neither

on account of number nor person. The pronominal prefixes, on the
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other hand, are different according to the six relations of person
which they represent, and cannot on their part undergo alteration

according to tense or time."

Rosen proceeds to remark that the six personal characteristics are

perfectly identical with the personal pronouns, being respectively :

Sing. 1. s, z, Plur. 1. h,

2. w, u, 2. sh,

3. i, 3. r,

which are generally prefixed to the verbal root, but sometimes in-

fixed or intercalated in what appears to us a singular manner. He
makes however no observation on a point which we conceive to be

of some consequence, namely that the above elements are not nomi-

natives, but oblique cases, employed indifferently as genitives in con-

struction with nouns, as datives or objective cases with transitive

verbs, and as pronominal subjects with all verbs without exception.
For example, ab,

'

father,' is attributed to the different persons in

the following manner :

s-ab, pater mei.

w-ab, tui.

i-ab, ejus.

h-ab, pater nostri.

sh-ab, vestri.

r-ab, eorum.

Compare with the above the present tense of the verb neh-oit,
'

to

pray' :

Sing. 1. s-nehoit, oro. Plur. 1. ha-nehoit, oramus.

2. u-nehoit, oras. 2. sh-nehoit, oratis.

3. i-nehoit, orat. 3. r-nehoit, orant.

Here we see that the forms of the pronominal elements are per-

fectly identical in both classes ; and there seems no reason to doubt

that the force or construction is, or originally was, the same in

both. We may venture to affirm that s-nehoit primarily denoted

oratio mei, just as s-ab means met pater.
When the dialects more immediately connected with the Abchas-

sian are better known, we shall doubtless be able to derive important
conclusions from them. The opinion of Rosen, who has enjoyed
better means of information than any other European, is, that the

Iberian and Circassian divisions all originally belong to one family of

tongues, though in various stages of development ; the Abchassian

having preserved most of the original type, and the Georgian having
deviated the most widely from it ; owing probably to the greater
amount of cultivation bestowed upon it and mixture with other

tribes. If our remarks on the nature of the relation between the

Abchassian verbal root and its pronominal subject are well-founded,

it is obvious that the same principle of formation may have originally

operated in the entire family ; a point, which, if well-established,would
afford no small confirmation to the argument of the present series

of papers.
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A paper was then read :

" On the Pronouns of the First and Second Persons." By Pro-

fessor Key.
In a paper on the words good, better, best, well, as they appear in

the Teutonic and classical languages, one part of which was read

before this Society, the writer requested the attention of philolo-

gists to those cases of alleged irregularity, in which a deficiency of

forms from one root is said to be supplied from what upon this theory

might be called a complementary root. In particular he referred to

the second aorists in use with cu'pew, <j(uj^t, ep^o/icu, rpe^w, (j>epw
and

vpaw ; to the apparent anomalies in the conjugation of the Latinfero
and sum ; of the English be and go ; of the pronouns he, she, it, they ;

and of the French verb aller. He has since taken occasion to deal

with a large majority of these within the pages of the Society's Pro-

ceedings ; and in every case with which he has so dealt, he has en-

deavoured to establish the position that the varieties are deducible

by the principles of letter-change from one common root.

In the same spirit he now proposes to question the accuracy of the

assertion that " in all the sister dialects of the great Indo-European
language, the nominative singular of the pronoun of the first person is

from a different base from that from which the oblique cases come"

(Bopp's V. G. 326, Transl.) ;
and the additional assertion that " the

plural of the same pronoun ie in most of the same dialects distinct in

base from the singular" (/#. 331). In other words, he is disposed
to maintain that I, me, we, us ; that ego, me, nos ; that eyw, vwt and

>//ze(s, have all arisen from one common stem. Secondly, in as much
as a just objection might be taken against any theory which claimed

to account for the irregularities of the pronoun /, and was not at the

same time applicable to the anomalies of the pronoun of the second

person, it is intended likewise to discuss the declension of the words

thou, tu, and av.

It is a commonly received, and the writer believes a well-founded

opinion, that ego is intimately connected with the Sanscrit numeral

eka,
'

one,' and in like manner that tu is all but identical with the

second numeral duo or two. Such an origin is in perfect harmony
VOL. IV. D
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with the grammatical terms first person and second person, and with

our own idiomatic phrase, take care of number one. It seems more-
over to be remarkably confirmed by the fact that the Chinese alike

for the second person and the second numeral employ one common
sound, which partakes of a liquid character somewhere intermediate

between our r and our /, and has therefore been variously written,

the French preferring the letters eul, the English irr or urh. It

must be admitted that the pictorial symbols are different, but the

objection seems to be of no great weight, as the Chinese frequently

interchange these symbols. Thus when two utterly unconnected
notions happen by the merest accident to be represented by one and
the same sound, we often find in that language that a symbol whose
form evidently shows that it was at first attached to but one of the

two notions, is borrowed by a convenient and pardonable license to

represent the other. For example, this very sound eul happens also

to have the signification of our conjunction
'

and,' and in that sense

has its own proper symbol. This symbol however is at times

employed to denote the pronoun of the second person (Endlicher,

p. 252). Similarly a certain combination of lines intended to re-

present a ship, which the Chinese denote by the sound t'ceu, is also

employed at times to represent the ideas of '

water,'
'

horse,' 'wagon,'
'

arrow,'
'

fish,' &c., because the sound t'ceu happens also to have
these significations (Ib. p. 10). A third example may be the symbol
for a horse, where the four legs, head, mane and tail are visible.

Now the phonetic name for a horse is the syllable ma. But this

same syllable has also the signification, as with us, of ' mother.' Ac-

cordingly the symbol for a horse is also used for ma, 'mother'

(Morrison's Diet. 7465). It has indeed been gravely suggested that

the word was applied to a female parent of the human species on
the ground that among horses there are mares, and among mares
there are mothers. But such reasoning will not nowadays have
much weight. We repeat then that the Chinese in its word eul,

with the double sense of thou and two, gives all but irresistible weight
to the doctrine that the pronouns of the first and second persons,
and the first pair of numerals, are in origin the same.

Now the first of the cardinal numbers has undergone a remarkable
number of changes. At first sight there is little of resemblance
between the Greek els and the Latin unus ; and in truth the letter

s, which alone appears in common, is precisely that part of the two
words which is not radical. But when we take into account the

oblique cases of the Greek numeral with the letter v, and the ad-

m itted fact that a Greek aspirate has often supplanted an initial

d 'gamma, and when, on the other' hand, we take the oldest known
frm of the Latin numeral, viz. oenus, and call to mind that an
initial o before a vowel is likewise a substitute for a digamma, as in

OIKOS, oti'os, Oas, for FIKOS, Fivos, Fos, we at last perceive that a

syllable wen will account for both unus and eh ; and the existence of

such a syllable is placed beyond dispute by the facts that we ourselves

pronounce an initial w in one, and that in some tongues it is actually
written, as in the Lithuanian wiena-s.
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But we must here request attention to a preliminary matter.

On more than one occasion the writer has pressed on the consi-

deration of philologists the doctrine that words possessed of an

initial m readily interchange it with a w, and often discard that w, or

at least change it to an h. As the doctrine forms the base of the

present argument, he may be excused for repeating and enlarging the

list of examples, some of which he obtains from Buttman's Lexilogus

(v. ovXcu), and some from the Dictionary of Liddell and Scott.

(1) Mo^Xev- and o-^Xev-,
' heave by a lever' ; (2) pocr-^o- and oa%o-,

'young shoot'; (3) paa^uXr], fJiaXr),
and axilla, ala ; (4) fj.ovQv\ev-

and ovt)v\e.v-, 'fill with stuffing'; (5) /j.u\evpo- and aXevpo-, 'wheaten

flour,' a\e- and mol-, 'grind,' ovXct-, oXa-, and mola, 'sacred meal';

(6) yuep of petpofjiai,
'

divide,' and 6p<>-, 'limit,' wpa, liora, any limited

portion of time, a season or an hour, and ora, 'limit,' 'border'

(7) fj.o%()e-,
'be weary with toil,' and o-%Qe-,

' be heavy at heart'

(8) ^ueX- of /xeXXw, andvol-,
'
will' ; (9) /jtiav- of /.itai^ai and viola-

(lOWj'oo- and xvoo~> 'down'; (11) pnpij and ^ep- of xeip, 'hand'

(12) Mars, War, and Aprjs ; (13) mill- ofmille, milia and \tXio- ; (14)
mit- of mitto the factitive of it- or ?'-,

'

go/ and FiFrjpi, afterwards iript,

which is related in the same way to eipt, 'I go' ; (15) mas-, mar-is,
and upp-ev- (n. appr/y) ; (16) mari- (n. mare), Sansc. vari- or wari-,

Greek or rather African OCICTI-, Germ, wass-er, Eng. meer, mar-sh,

mor-ass, ivash, wat-er, wet ; and without any initial consonant udo-,

and ara, the suffix of Sam-ara, the river Somme, and Is-ara, the river

Oise ; (17) man, av-ep- or Fav-ep- (n. avr/p), Ital. uomo, Lat. hom-on-

(n.homo),Romance hom,the second syllable ofne-mon-, nie-mand, the

sound wun of no-one, in which no being an abbreviation of none, has

already in it, like the German nein, the numeral one ; the on of the

French on dit, originally written horn dit, and the one of our own one

knows not, the idiom of which corresponds exactly to the German

mansagt ; (18) min- of the Lat. min-or, min-umo-, Germ, mind-er and

wen-ig, Scotch wee ; (19) mer- of mereo and Eng. earn comp. for the

addition of the n after r, maer- of maereo and Goth, maurn-an, Eng.
mourn, bur- of comburo, amburo, bustum, and Eng. burn, cur- of curro

and Dorsetshire him, Eng. run ; (20) mag-,
'

grow,' an obsolete verb

of the Latin, which however is sufficiently guaranteed by its par-

ticiple macto-, the freq. macta-, the old subst. mag-mento-, and the

adj. mag-no-, which stands to it in the same relation as pie-no- to

the verb pie-,
'
fill

'

this verb mag-,
'

grow,' and aug- of augeo,
av^avw, Eng. wax ; (21) Germ, mit and Eng. with; (22) mutter,

'belly' or 'womb,' as seen in bar-mutter, our own mother, in the

phrase rising of the mother for hysterics, Lat. venteri-, utero-, &c. ;

(23) Germ, muth and wuth, both of which correspond to the A.-Sax.

mod, Eng. mood; (24) Eng. wench, and Germ, mensch.

The belief in the possibility of the interchanges which these ex-

amples go far to establish, will perhaps ripen into a strong persuasion
when the case of the numeral one is examined. The nom. of the

Greek numeral is els pia er, thus already presenting in the feminine
a p ; and what greatly strengthens the suspicion thus excited is the

twofold consideration that the Ionic form for the fern, is ia, and
D 2



that the so-called particle p.ei>, and its usual correlative oe, may fairly

be represented by 'one' and 'two.' In form they have again and

again been compared with ev and lv<a ; and as regards meaning, Lid-

dell's very first signification of
fj.ev

and e is : first .... then ....
But connected with the base pe* we have a secondary adjective

pave-* ; and to keep up the parallelism, this very word appears with-

out a
p.

in the form o>o-, as used in the sense ' the ace on the dice,'
' the one.' The word ovo-, in the sense of the animal so called, is of

course an unrelated word, however similar in form. Still it may be

turned to account in tracing the letter- changes. A vf in Greek

usually appears as an s in Latin. Compare eufiev, eoy/es, and sumus,

the termination of the Greek comparative in tov (n. twr), and of the

Latin comparative in ios, afterwards ior, as melios, whence melior

and melius. Hence oro-, the animal so called, has in its first syllable
the analogue of the first syllable of the Latin as-ino-, our ass, and the

Germ, es-cl. Following this analogy, we may safely identify the

o>o- as signifying the lowest mark on the dice with as (assis), the

ordinary term for unity among the Romans, to which all their frac-

tions semis, triens, &c. are referred as a standard. Again, from the

Latin as, assis, is deduced the French and English word ace, L e. the

one of the dice or of the pack of cards. This part of the argument

may as well end with what may more suitably be put in the form of

a question than an assertion. It being a well-known fact that an s

and a guttural often interchange, Is it possible that the Sanscrit

eka,
'

one,' is akin to the word as,
' a unit' ?

We turn again to the pronoun of the first person. Our own,/ is

as short a form as it can well appear in, but \ve have also another

and very different shape given to this pronoun, as heard in certain

phrases in the south-west of England, as chill for '
I will,' cham

for '
I am' (see Jennings's Glossary sub v. UTCHY). Combining the

two forms / and ch into one word, we have the exact representative
of the German pronoun ich. That the English should drop the gut-
tural in their ordinary pronoun is consistent with the pronunciation
of many words, as night, might, right, &c., in all of which the sup-

pression of the guttural is in part compensated by the strengthening
of the vowel ; and this strengthening is shared by the pronoun itself.

The Italian in, as contrasted with the Latin ego, has also lost the

guttural. Indeed there is strong reason for believing that though the

Latin was written with the g, no pains were taken to pronounce it, for

the word in the comic writers seems to have been monosyllabic, and in

equidem,
'
I at least,' the e alone represents the pronoun. What was

just now said of the English pronoun / owing its length of sound to

the suppression of the guttural element, would naturally lead one to

expect that in equidem the first syllable should be long ; and the writer

has elsewhere given his reasons for believing that in equidem, as also

in siquidem and quandoquidem, the vowel which immediately precedes

* Not from p.ev-ta, say L. and S.

f This change, however well established, still surprises, because the two sounds

are to the ear so different. A friend informs me that a little girl of his aged two

years, ha> the habit of substituting n for s, saying nit, nut, una, for sit, shut, Susan.
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the enclitic was really long, the several words being pronounced, if

his view be correct, as e-ke', sike', kandoke'.

The Latin, Italian, and Greek pronouns give us still another letter

for our word in ego, io, and eyw; and the Greek eyw^*, as seen alone,

and also in the dialectic eywvya, Boeot. uavya, for eywye, adds yet a

fourth. This final nasal has been justly compared with the final m of

the Sanscrit aham and Zend azem. But even yet we have not arrived

at the full form of the word. We venture to suggest that the Latin

egomct is the original pronoun. This has been long the writer's con-

viction, but he would scarcely have ventured to publish so strong a

conjecture, had he not found it confirmed in the most decided manner

by the Sanscrit grammarians, who give as the datou of this pronoun
the disyllable asmat. Nay, the declension of the Sanscrit pronoun in

the plural bears evident traces of this additional syllable mat. Thus
the instrumental in that number is asmd-bhis, the dat. is asmd-bhyam,
the gen. asmd-kam, the locat. asma-su, in which the length of the

second a is again a compensation for a lost consonant. The Greek
also comes to our aid, not merely with

/yueis, ?/juewv, /^uects, &c., words
which may fairly be thought to be corruptions of eyyueres, eyjuerwv,
&c. ; the long 77

as before representing the loss of a consonant im-

mediately preceding another consonant, and the r disappearing be-

tween vowels, as in rvirrei for rvTrrert, and what is a more apposite
illustration, in the declension of yepas, yripas, &c. ; but this very r

presents itself in the possessive //juerepos. To be satisfied of this, it

is perhaps sufficient to observe that possessive pronouns f are nothing
more than genitives of the personal pronouns which have been some-
what violently subjected to the process of adjectival declension. The
most familiar example is the Latin cujus, cuja, cujum, as seen in the

phrases cujum pecus ? cuja res est ? Now the regular suffix of the

Latin genitive plural, when seen in the fullest shape, is erum : for

example, boverum, nucerum, the oldest recorded forms, which were
afterwards reduced to bourn and nucum, just as duorum was com-

pressed to duum. The Greek then ought to have had a corresponding
suffix epw', and if the supposed //juerepwj' is to be forced into the

changes called declension, what can be more natural than to proceed
as from a nom. fjperepos ? Of course it would be incorrect to claim

the r as part of a suffix repos, similar to wo-repos from the base TTO-,

because these pronominal adjectives in repos have a reference to one

of two, precisely as is the case with the ordinary comparatives in

repos. But such a limitation of meaning never exhibits itself in the

possessives.

*
Bopp thinks that eyov ought to have been the form of this. Perhaps his view

may be supported by the consideration that n was often written without being pro-
nounced ;

in such cases the preceding vowel had a long sound, and hence a long
vowel was written. Thus the Greeks wrote the Latin words censor, Constantinus,

Krjvawp, KwvaTavTivos.

f Some writers maintain that from the possessive the genitive is derived, but this

seems highly unphilosophical. At any rate the argument deduced in the V. G.

341, from yushmdkdbhir, tells neither way, as either theory will explain it; and

why should the am of yushmdfcam be anything else than what is found in yushmafi-
hi/fim, viz. the suffix of plurality ?
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The writer 'has not forgotten the ordinary doctrine that egomet is

formed from the pronoun ego by the addition of a suffix met, and

that vosmet, sibimet, &c. contain the same suffix. As regards the

first part of this statement, it may be replied that a reduction of

form from egomet down to egom and ego is anything but improbable
in a word which a proper modesty and delicacy of feeling urge one

to compress into the narrowest limits. In the second place, those

who contend for the composition of ego with met have two questions
still to answer, viz. whence comes the liquid at the end of eywv *,

aham, and azem, and then whence comes this suffix met} This last

indeed is a question which must be answered in any view of the sub-

ject, and we may as well proceed at once to the examination of it.

Bopp, leaving wholly out of view the Sanscrit datou asmat, and find-

ing in the Sanscrit declension no traces of the t, has on the other hand
connected with the syllable ma the 5 which precedes it in the forms

asmdbhis, asmdkam, &c. ; and this syllable sma he tells us is a prono-
minal base, referring among other arguments to the appearance of

the same syllable in the declension of several Sanscrit pronouns of

the third person (V. G. 165, &c.), as the masc. dat. of the inter-

rogative kasmai,
' to whom ?

'

and several masculine cases of the

pronoun signifying 'this,' viz. D. tasmdi, Ab. tasmat, Loc. tasmin.

In the very examples on which he thus depends, there will be found

perhaps reason for attaching the s to the initial rather than the

second syllable. The German language has something exceedingly
similar. Thus the so-called adverb da of pronominal origin is by a

hasty observer considered to be the whole of the word, and when the

compounded forms darein, daraus, dariiber, &c. present themselves

the r becomes a stumbling-block, which however is at once removed
when we regard das as the more correct form of the pronominal base.

This before the prepositions which begin with a vowel, as ein, aus,

iiber, naturally changes its sibilant into an r. In discussing the

pronouns of the third person in the pages of the Society in the course

of last year, the writer drew attention to the German neuters das,

was, es, contending that the final s was an equivalent of the n which

belongs to the original form of the third-person-pronoun. It is only
consistent then with the views there put forward, that in the San-
scrit pronouns just quoted, has and tas, rather than ka and ta, should
be allotted to the pronominal base, leaving only a syllable ma for the

second element of the several words. This ma we believe to be
identical in origin and power with the same syllable ma as it appears
in the declension of the first and second personal pronouns, and so

to be a corruption of the syllable mat. But of this more presently.
It will be convenient briefly to consider the pronoun as it appears in

other cases than the nominative.
Now the German gives us for the ace. mich, which bears a remark-

able resemblance to the nom. icli; and as the consonant chj seems to

* It was once proposed to deduce eywv and so eyw also from \eywv, 'the

speaker.' But no trace of an A ever presents itself in the pronoun.
f Yet, as the'accusatives mich, dich and sick all share this guttural aspirate, the

point should not be regarded as certain.
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have no title to be considered as an accusatival suffix, it is probably
to be considered as a radical part of the pronoun. Thus those who
think it no great difficulty to suppose that a root should appear at

one time with, at another without, an initial m, can scarcely refuse

their consent to the doctrine that ich and mich are words immediately
related to each other. But this once admitted, it follows also that

the Latin me, mei, mihi (the last above all as containing a gut-

tural), must also be connected with ego. That the nominative in

particular should have been mutilated and deprived of its first letter,

while the other cases retain the m, seems to be explained by that

feeling of modesty to which reference has already been made ; for the

nominative being the case of the agent, is much more subject to the

charge of egotism than the oblique cases where the first person for

the most part appears in a light no way invidious, viz. that of a

sufferer*.

We are now better prepared to consider the meaning of the Latin

egomet and Sanscrit asmat. The first syllable, we contend, is im-

mediately connected with the first numeral, and the second we hold

to be the well-known noun which appears in our own tongue in the

form man. This root we have already had occasion to speak of as

existing in the first syllable of the Greek Fa>'-ep- (n. CIJ/JJP) ; it also in

all probability enters into the composition of iroi-juev- (n irot-/uji'),

the verb iroi-p,av- (1st person 7rot^cui'-w) and substantive Troi-p.avwp^,
the last of which is most intelligible, being in its first syllable derived

from TTWU, the equivalent, as is well known, of the Gothic/az'Aw, Germ.
vieh, and Latin^jeew- ; while yuavwp stands to pav-rip exactly as Trarwp
in evirarwp to Trarrjp. As to the change of man to the mat of asmat, or

met of egomet, it is precisely what has occurred between the Greek
noun OVO^CLT (n. ovojua) and the verb ovo^iav- (1st person ovopaivu^),
or between erq/zar- and the adj. atrrjpoy- (n. aarrjpuy). Nay, the

Icelandic root man actually takes the form of mathr in the nomi-

native, the final r being the suffix of the case. Our explanation is

at the same time applicable to those Sanscrit pronouns which take a

* In a paper lately read before the Society, and also in a work of Carl Bock's, it

was contended that the suffix of the first person in verbs was often a genitive. The
writer is not unwilling to admit such a doctrine, because he himself long ago pub-
lished the opinion that the nom. and gen. alike had/rowz for their original significa-

tion, and indeed were in origin the same word. As regards the present question
the matter is one of no importance, for whether nom. or gen., the personal suffix of

the verb is always brief in form and so commits no offence against modesty.

f It has been proposed (see Liddell and Scott) to deal with 7rot/j.avii>p
as a con-

traction of TTOifjiav-avwp, just as idolatreia is a corruption of idolo-latreia, and

H<tivvxos of fiovovv^os. Of such a compression the examples it is true are very nu-

merous, and ayavwp, if really derived from ayav-avtiip, is one remarkably in point.
Had Trcnp,avaip been used only in the same sense as Homer's iroifieva \a<i>v, and it

sometimes is so used, the derivative would have been plausible, for ifderived from the

verb Troijuaivw, the word must signify 6 Troifjiaivwv TOVS avdpas, seeing that every
compound adjective formed by the addition of avrjp to a verb, deals with the noun
as the accusative of the verb. Compare arvyavdap, rpvffavtap, aAejjvwp, prj%T)v<ap,

<j>v%r]Vi>)p, aya7T?jj>wp, oXetrjji/wp, Xiveaijvitjp, Qdiffrjvwp, a.ira.Tr)vwp, v\^r)Vii>p.
But the fact appears to be, that the original meaning of the word is simply

' a shep-
herd' (see Hesych.), which it ought to be if the derivation from TTWU -j-/jr;p be
admitted.



suffix mu, viz. kasmai, tasmai. The syllable enters, be it observed, only
in the masculine cases, and we have therefore merely to translate

kas-ma-i,
' to what man,' tas-ma-i,

' to this man.' In fact a final

and t are especially liable to interchange, so that it would be idle

to dwell upon it. As regards the first element of egomet and asmat,

a comparison with the varying forms of the first numeral may be

useful. The eka of the Sanscrit numerals corresponds to the forms

ego, eyw, ich, and the Gothic ik ; as (assis) of the Latin to as of the

Sanscrit asmat, az of the Zend azem, the Lithuanian asz, and the

Old Slavonic az ; to- of the Greek (whence the Homeric masc. dat.

tw and the Ionic fern. ia, as also el of the Germ, eilf) to the Italian

io and English /; yut
of /uta to the pi of etrpi, Ci^w/ji ;

e of e-leven

and the Germ, e-lf to the e of e-quidem ; wen of oenus and Per (n. m)
to the English we and the verbal suffix vas of the.Sanscrit ; the aspi-

rated els to the aspirated )/-/jeis ; and lastly, /JLCV, p.ovo-, to the Lithu-

anian man as found in the Ac. man-en, Instr. man-imi, G. man-ens,

Sic., and also in the oblique cases of the Mantchou (Gabelentz Gr.

p. 36).
In these last words a caution may perhaps be important. The syl-

lable man, or mat, or something like it, appears twice in the pronouns
we have been considering. In the Lithuanian forms man-imi, &c. it

corresponds, according to our view, to the numerical element or pey;
whereas in asmat or egomet, the mat or met is the substantive ; and
the possibility of an error as to our meaning would have been the

greater but for this caution, because the first or numerical element
is subject to the same interchange between the final consonants n

and t. Thus what appears as man in man-imi is in the abl. of the

Sanscrit mat-tas, where tas and tas alone seems to be the suffix of

the case, corresponding, as Bopp himself has pointed out, to the Latin

tvs of funditus, caelitus, &c., and the Bev of the Greek iro-Qev,

ovpavo-6ei>. Again the same syllable appears as med (pronounced
met) in the ace. as well as abl. of the old Latin pronoun.

There still remain a few questions regarding the pronoun of the

first person. The Slavonic, instead of a mere initial m, has in several

cases the more difficult combination of mn, as in the instr. mnoyu,
dat. mnye or mi. Such a form is an easy stepping-stone from an m to

a simple n ; and hence probably the Greek dual KJ-I, the Latin nos,

nobis, nostrum, Sanscrit nas, &c. Indeed the examples of a direct

change from an initial m to n are far from rare (see Liddell and Scott

sub v.
fj.wi',

and Mr. Talbot's English Etymologies). The initial

vowel e of e/ze, spot, &c. Bopp has explained, and it would seem cor-

rectly, by the parallel cases of e-6e\M, o-favs, &c. ; and probably the

form of the German uns (whence our us) arises from a similar cause.

As the Latin umbon- (n. umbo) and ungui- (n. unguis) were traced by
the writer in a recent paper through o-nub-on and o-nug-ui to roots

nub and nug, which correspond to the roots nab and nag of the Ger-

man nab-el and nag-el, Eng. navel and nail, so uns may be a con-

traction of o-nos. Lastly, the vas (va) and mas (ma), which serve as

the respective suffixes of the Sanscrit verb in the first person of the

dual and plural, seem to be but dialectic varieties of the same word.
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Before proceeding to any particular examination of the pronoun
of the second person, it may be as well to observe that a love of uni-

formity seems to have influenced most languages, and led to the

creation of forms which probably would not otherwise have been
found. This may perhaps explain why in the Gothic there is an
ace. thuk, corresponding to the ace. mik, and a sibilant in the first

syllable of the instr. yushmabhis, dat. yushmabhyam. If such be not

the correct explanation, then it is probable that the second numeral,
which is commonly written with a final vowel, as Sansc. dva, Goth.

tva, Gr. Ivo, Lat. duo, Germ, zwei, Eng. two, had at one time a final

consonant which has disappeared*. Or again, another view may be

offered, that some suffix by which ordinals are deduced from car-

dinals may have attached itself, so that yush of the datou yush-mat
shall signify not merely

'

two,' but ' second.' Be this as it may,
there is little danger of error in assuming that either yu or yush in

yushmat is a numerical element signifying either 'two* or 'second.'

If we start from the Sanscrit dva, we have an explanation of the

dental in the Lat. tu, Goth, tku, and Germ, du ; the tvam of the

Sanscrit is precisely parallel in termination to the first person aham.

That du before a vowel should take the shape of a labial b is familiar

not merely in duono-, duello-, which became bono-, bello-, but even

among the derivatives of the numeral itself, as in bis, bini, for duis,

duini; and even the more violent change between duo and vos is

precisely parallel to what has occurred in viginti for duiginti. The

appearance of an s instead of a t in the ordinary form of the Greek

pronoun av, aoi, and in the verbal suffix of eaai, scribis, will cause

no difficulty. Much less then should st in our own verbs, as lovest,

be a stumbling-block, since this combination gives a sound inter-

mediate between s and t. All that we have just stated is without

pretension to novelty, but was necessary to a full statement of the

case. But we object to those who would treat the sti and stis of the

Latin perfects as parallel to our st in lovest. But rather than in-

terrupt our argument by an immediate discussion of this point, we
reserve it for an appended paper.
While the Latin has vos, the Greek has exchanged the digamma

for an aspirate, just as it preferred /juets
to what might have been

Fillets, and in a manner not very dissimilar to the preference in the

same tongue of eiKurt or eiKoai, where the older form is Fim, and
the Sanscrit has vinfati and the Latin vinginti or viyinti. The dual

0<f>wi seems to have been rightly accounted for by Bopp and others

on the theory that a corresponds to the dental of dva or tva, and the

to the v or u of the same forms. Our own you has probably been

produced by an insertion of a y-sound in the middle of the syllable

du, just as the substantive dew is often pronounced dyew, or almost

jew ; and then the degradation to you is easy. The' same applies to

* Our words twin, twain, have such a consonant, and the Sanscrit vin-qati, Latin

vin-ginti, exhibit the same liquid. This would also in part account for the form rvvt]
used by Homer and Hesiod. Again, as n becomes s and sh, and s and sh themselves

interchange with the guttural, we may here also have the explanation of the Ger-
man dich, each, &c., and the Sanscrit yushmat, yushmakam, &c.
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the Sanscrit yushmat, &c., and the Lithuanian dual yu-du and plural

yu-s, yu-mus, yu-su, &c. As to the latter part of vpeis, u/uerepos, what
has been said of the terminal syllables of fipeis, ////erepos, of course

applies letter for letter.

It may be expected that the Latin pronoun of the third person, se,

sui, &c. and its analogues in the other allied tongues should be

treated in the present paper, and it may by some at first sight be

regarded as a serious flaw in our theory, if we fail to point out in

that pronoun some representative of the third numeral. The answer
is twofold : first, that although the speaker is the first person, and
the party addressed the second person, the idea of a third person is

an imagination of the grammarians, as the exclusion of the first and
second persons brings us to no definite individual, but to millions.

Secondly, the pronoun se, sui, is more fitly described as the reflective

pronoun, and indeed in the Slavonic languages is so thoroughly a

reflective pronoun, that it is applicable even to the first and second

persons. It is then no difficulty that we have for the Greek pos-
sessive cr(per-epos, not ff^rj^erepos. We have purposely divided the

word as atyer-epos, so as to give <70er to the base of the word, but

we must leave to future consideration the origin of the reflective

pronoun.

Appendix on the Formation of the Latin Perfect Tenses amavi, fyc.

The use of the auxiliary es (of esse) in the passive perfects both of

ancient and modern languages is familiar to all ; but it has been less

carefully observed that it is likewise employed in the perfect tenses

of the active voice, at least in the Latin* language. Amaveram,
amavero, amavissem, amavisse, evidently contain the forms eram, ero,

essem, esse ;
and in the perfect subjunctive, an older form, amavesim,

may be inferred from the three existing forms, amassim, amaverim,
amarim ; and in amavesim we see the full form esim, which preceded
sim (just as esum, esumus, esunt, preceded sum, sumus, sunt).

But the root es or is,
'

be/ as seen in the forms e<r-rt, es-se, and

English is, &c., and the root wes or wis,
'

be/ as seen in the German
wes-en, the Gothic vis-an, English was, were, &c., are one and the

same word f. It follows then that the t; in amaveram, amavero, &c.

should be attached to the following letters, so that the division should

be directly after the crude form or simple root ama, viz. ama-vera-m,
ama-ver-o, ama-vesi-m, ama-visse-m, ama-visse. In this way the suf-

fixes contain the various tenses of the Latin verb 'to be' in the form
wes instead of es.

The simple perfect presents a few difficulties. But when every

* The Greek past perfect too was formed in the same way. Of eram, era alane

belongs to the verb and tense, m being only the pronominal suffix, and of course

the Greek form corresponding to era would be e.aa or ta. Thus we have explained

ererv^-ea for erervQ-eap., and ereru$-e<rav for erervty-eaavT , the idiom of the

Greek language never tolerating a final p or T. ErervQeiaav is not the legitimate
form.

f See the paper read March 24th, 1849.
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other perfect in the verb has been explained on one principle, no

trifling difficulty should stop us in applying the same explanation to

the one tense remaining. Now the second person plural gives us

all we could desire ama-vis-tis ; and striking off the final s, which

denotes only plurality, we have the singular ama-vis-ti. The third

person plural, we know, is often found in the poets with a short pe-

nult; and poets, I may observe, are apt to retain antiquated forms.

But ama-ver-unt has again a most fitting form for our purpose, viz.

ver^unt for wes-unt. I take next the first person singular, amavi.

The i no judicious philologer will look upon as a pronominal suffix.

I believe an older form to have been ama-vism, which would soon

become amavim,t
and that amavi. Compare, in the first place, the

loss of the pronominal suffix m in the Greek runrw for rvirro/ji (as
seen in rujn-o/n-ni beside ru7rre<r-<u, ruTrrer-at), ervvl/a for ervi//a-/i,

enflea for eriftea-/u, and ererv^ea for
erervr/>ea-/ii (see Bopp, Verglei-

chende Grammatik), and also in the Latin scribo, scripsero. Secondly,
the supposed degradation from amavism to amavim has its parallel in

the French changes from Inculisma, Quadragesima, mesme, to Angou-
Idme, Cardme, mtfrne. Cases more decidedly in point are found in the

Greek eipt for eoyu, and English am for ism, for in these words we
have the very root in question, with the very same pronominal
suffix. But if amavim was ever employed as the first person in the

singular, we may expect as a matter of course amavimus in the plural.
The Latin superlative has two forms, one in issimo-, and one in tmo-,

as longissimo-, optima-. If these two suffixes be of the same origin,

which, however, I do not assert, because the shorter one seems to

have been the older, then we have a case remarkably parallel to that

of the theoretic and actual forms ama-visimus and ama-vimus. There
remains the third person singular. Now it has often been observed

that the poets take the liberty of lengthening the final syllable of

this form, even though it ends in a t, as perrupit Acheronta and
subnt onus in Horace ; rediit animus and praeteriit hora in Ovid. My
theory explains this apparent anomaly, for perrupit will be a cor-

ruption of perrup-ist, precisely as the French once wrote fust (be-
side fusse, fusses^), but now fdt. Other parallel examples of the

actual or virtual omission of an s in the same position are seen in

the French words, nostre or noire, maistre or maitre,fenestre or fe-
ndtre, est, &c. Lastly, those verbs which ended in a vowel naturally

preserved the v, while the consonant-verbs, as fud-i, col-ui, either

discarded it or substituted the cognate vowel-sound u.

A word or two on the ordinary doctrine that amavi= ama -\-fui.

I have elsewhere pointed out that this theory is wholly defective,

unless an independent formation be found for fui or fuvi itself.

Bopp indeed tella us that fuit is an aorist, being the representative
of the Sanscrit ab'dt, or Greek e<i>(r). When he wrote this, he

appears to have forgotten the existence of fuvi. Now this latter

form one would be naturally disposed to class with such perfects as

annuvi from annuo (a form, I may observe, not theoretical, but ac-

knowledged by ancient writers; besides Livy always writes pluvit),
and thus/Mui would be in the class of perfects from vowel-verbs.
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But this would be fatal to the proposed theory, as it would involve

the absurdity of supposing fuvi to be its own parent. This defect

in the theory would be remedied if a different origin were found for

fuvi, and accordingly it has been contended that it is a reduplicated

perfect offio. I am aware that it is a common practice with philologers
to connect the forms offuit with^o ; but I have long thought the idea

to be without foundation. First, we have alreadyfuam,forem,fore,
wadfuturus, besides the perfect tenses of the verb/w, which differ

considerably, both in form and quantity, from flam, fierem, &c.

Moreover, the more correct view, it seems to me, is to attach fio to

facto. In the comic writers, facit,facere, &c. require an abbreviated

pronunciation, such as fait, faere forms which remind one of the

French representatives of the same words. So, again, sufficere, con-

ficere, in the same poets, require a reduction in sound to suffire, con-

fire, which are identical with the French. Indeed, I would more

readily assent to the connexion of fado with the Greek woiew than

with the Greek Qvw. But if we admit this principle of condensation

of form, then facio would become faio orflo; and thus we should

have an explanation of the long vowel, and an explanation too,

parallel to that of musts, inquiro, from musais, inquairo. Add to all

this the fact, that the perfect tenses of fio are made up with the

acknowledged participle offacio ; and the question of form seems to

me divested of all difficulty.

But is the logical connexion intelligible ? All languages, the Latin

among others, abound in verbs which have at once an active and

neuter, or rather let me call it, a reflective sense. Thus, moveo,
'
I

move (anything else),' or ' move myself.' Moves, says Terence,
sed non promoves. So vertit is often used in both significations ;

&c. &c. Apply this to facere, and we have all we want. Fio,
'
I

make myself,'
'
I become.' We have a parallel case in a compound

of this verb, viz. deficere, which has caused some trouble to gram-
marians by its double construction. But the principle I am con-

tending for explains both. With the accusative the construction,

for example, which Caesar always uses it means ' to put down and
abandon,' or, to use a colloquial phrase,

' to leave in the lurch ;'

while with a dative it signifies,
' to become low,' or, again to speak

in a less dignified phraseology,
' to run low,'

' to run short.' Nay,
in this last sense defit is equivalent to deficit. Svfficit also lias the

neuter sense, being, as might be expected from its preposition, the

exact opposite of deficit. Nor should it be left out of view, that the

constructions of^?o have a very exact agreement with those of facio.

We say potestatem facio and potestas fit ; in speaking of '

sacrifices/

even with the omission of the word sacra, pro populo fieri and pro
populo facere ; in the sense of '

estimation,' ut quanti quisque se ipse

facial, tanti fiat ab amicis. There is the same similarity between
such phrases as Nescio quid faciat auro and Quid Tulliola mea fiet.

Lastly, though we may have a difficulty in explaining how the notion

of destruction is introduced by the preposition inter, yet it is a diffi-

culty which applies no more to interficere than to the Lucretian word

interfieri. On the other hand, it is true that the Latin writers,
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tempted perhaps by the alliteration, at times use fio where sum might
be expected, as Miscrior necfuit necfiet; and the participle futurus
still more frequently appears as a deputy for a lost future participle
of fio, as Nescio quid tefuturum sit.

Besides these general considerations, I doubt much whether, in

point of signification, fuit be well adapted to serve as a suffix for the

simple perfect. This tense the simple perfect commonly denotes

the present result of a past action : Domus aedificata est,
' The

business of building is now over, and the house exists.' No Latin

writer would say, Domus aedificata fuit in the same sense, any more
than he would make Trojafuit equivalent to Troja est.

In the theory here given, the main difficulty lies in the assumption
of an archaic amavisimus for amavimus. This defect in the argu-
ment is supplied by a reference to the grammars of other languages.
For example, in the Illyrian the present and perfect tenses of the verb

vidi-ti,
' to see,' are respectively :

vidim, vidish, vidi ; vidimo, vidite, vide ;

vidyeh, vidye, vidye ; vidyesmo, vidyeste, vidyeshe.

Now as ye, yesmo and yeste are the 3rd sing, and 1st and 2nd

persons pi. of the Illyrian verb ' to be,' there can be little doubt as to

the formation of the Illyrian perfect*.
A still stronger confirmation will be seen in the formation of one

of the Welsh perfects as exhibited in a subsequent paper by the writer

on the so-called substantive verb.

* It is but right to add, that this explanation is at variance with Bopp's views as

detailed in his V. G. 454.
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Two papers were read

1.
"
Fragments of Orations in Accusation and Defence of Demo-

sthenes respecting the Money of Harpalus." Arranged and trans-

lated by Samuel Sharpe, Esq.
The following Fragments were brought from Thebes in Upper

Egypt by my friend A. C. Harris, Esq. of Alexandria, who published
a lithographed fac-simile of them in London in 1848. They were
written on papyrus of a better kind twelve inches and a quarter wide.

How long the roll may have been cannot now be known, as the

small portion that remains is broken into thirty-two pieces.
The columns, or pages, usually contain twenty-nine short lines of

about fourteen letters each. There are no spaces between the words,
no stops or accents, no large letters at the beginning of the sentences.

The letters are square and well-written, for the most part in the

form of capitals, except the Omega and the Mu ; but in many cases

are joined together as in a running hand. The Eta and Pi are nearly
alike. The Iota is sometimes added to the dative case of the nouns,
but not always. Upon the whole we may suppose that this in-

teresting manuscript was written under the Ptolemies ; and when the

writer corrected etXaro into eiXero, we see that he had detected his

own Alexandrian provincialism.
Mr. Harris had remarked that the subject-matter of the fragments

was an accusation of Demosthenes respecting the money of Harpalus,
which he naturally conjectured might be that spoken by Hyperides.
But on further examination there seem to be parts of more than one

oration. But by which of the several orators these words were

spoken, or indeed whether they are the original speeches spoken
before the judges in the court of Areopagus, is of course open to

doubt, as it was not uncommon for men of letters to try their skill

in oratory by writing and delivering in their schools, speeches which

might have been spoken on any great occasion.

When Alexander of Macedon set out from Babylon on his Indian

expedition, he left to Harpalus the collection of the taxes and the

charge of his treasure in that city. But Harpalus was unfaithful to

his trust ; he fancied that Alexander would never return alive, and
he spent large sums of the royal treasure in wasteful luxury and
vice. And when Alexander returned westward, he fled from punish-
ment with such treasure as he could carry with him. He came to

Athens as a place of safety, and scattered large sums among the

orators to buy their support. At Athens he was followed by letters

from Antipater and Olympias, accusing him to the Athenians, and

calling upon them to deliver him up. (Diodorus Siculus, xvii. 109.)
VOL. IV. E
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Before the arrival of Harpalus, Demosthenes had proposed to the

Athenians that he should not be received, as he would embroil them

in a quarrel with Alexander : but when he landed the orator changed
his mind, on receiving, as Plutarch says in his ' Lives of the Ten

Orators,' one thousand darics as a bribe. The Athenians however

decided that Harpalus should be arrested and given up to Antipater
as a criminal, and that his treasure should be placed in the Acropolis

for safety ;
and they ordered him to give an account of its amount.

Harpalus said it was seven hundred and fifty talents, or not much
less. Harpalus however escaped from his Athenian keepers, and it

was then that Demosthenes was put on his trial ; first, for receiving

bribes from Harpalus; secondly, for not giving in the account of the

treasure ; and thirdly, for not having the keepers punished who al-

lowed their prisoner to escape. Hyperides, Pytheus, Menessemachus,

Himereus, and Patrocles, were the orators who accused Demosthenes

in the court of Areopagus. He was found guilty of having received

thirty talents, and sentenced to banishment because he could not

pay the penalty of five times that sum.

Plutarch, in his ' Life of Demosthenes,' adds the well-known story
of the manner in which the bribe was given. When Demosthenes,
on behalf of the Athenians, was taking an account of the treasures

which Harpalus had landed from his ships, he was much pleased
with one of the king's cups. He admired the workmanship ; he felt

the weight of gold in his hand ; he asked how much it might bring.
" To you," said Harpalus,

"
it will bring twenty talents." And as

goon as it was night he sent him the golden cup with that sum in it.

The next day Demosthenes came to the assembly with his neck

bandaged. He was expected to make a speech against Harpalus ;

but he had lost his voice and could not speak through hoarseness.

The pretence was laughed at, the reason for his silence was guessed,
and he was ordered to be tried in the court of Areopagus.

This was not the first time that Demosthenes was suspected of

taking bribes. Diodorus Siculus (lib. xvii. 4) says, he was thought
to have received large gifts from the Persian monarch in payment
for his speeches against Philip of Macedon ; and u3schines charges
him with being enriched by these royal moneys. The Athenian

treaty with Alexander may again have given occasion to the belief

that the orator had received bribes from the foreigners.
The oration of Dinarchus against Demosthenes on the same charges

is still remaining to us. It was spoken before the council of 1500

judges, after Stratocles had opened the accusation. Dinarchus says
that Demosthenes had himself asked to be tried, and had proposed
that death should be the punishment if he were found guilty. He
says that the Areopagus had reported that Demosthenes had taken

twenty talents out of the sum brought by Harpalus. He mentions
the sum of three hundred talents received by Demosthenes from the

kings of Persia, the money received by him from Alexander, the

bribes which he took for getting Taurosthenes, the brother of Callias,

made a citizen, and his going to Olympia to meet Nicanor, Alex-

ander's agent. He begs the judges not to be moved by the tears of
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Demosthenes, nor to listen to any orator who may rise to speak on
his behalf.

Demosthenes, as is well known, was found guilty of the accusation,
but we may console ourselves with remarking that Pausanias thought
him innocent.

Julius Pollux repeatedly quotes Hyperides, and once (Kb. x. ch. 36)
his oration for Harpalus, but adds the remark,

"
if it is genuine."

In no case are the words quoted by Pollux found in these fragments.
The fragments seem to admit of the following arrangement :

1st. The accusation, consisting of fragments 7, 25, 30, and 16;
4 ; 26 and 27 ; 8 and 14 ; 1 ; 11 ; 6 and 12 ; and perhaps frag-
ments 19, 21, and 18.

2nd. Fragments 10 and 5 are not quite on the same subject, and
seem against some one who had actually spoken in behalf of Har-

palus, which was not one of the charges against Demosthenes.
3rd. The defence of Demosthenes, which we might conjecture was

spoken by Agnonides, who is mentioned in fragment 6 ; this con-

sists of fragments 15 and 2.

4th. Demosthenes's oration in his own defence, fragments 13

and 9.

5th. A speech in answer to an accusation respecting Euphemus,
which may possibly be part of the last, fragment 1 7.

In several lines there seem to be grammatical errors, which might
perhaps disappear in the hands of a more skilful editor.

The other fragments are too small to be used.

E 2
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 7, 25, 30, and 16.

10

15

20

25

TTO\IV /cat
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 7, 25, and 16 (continued).

r

avS

/cat, ava\_$psLV TO.

fj,ara a?r[p] a

aKpoiro\t,v a

Arrifcrjv . ev rrj avpt[ov

rj/J>epa Ap7ra\o [v si-

Sr) aTToSeigcu ra [%fj-

jtx,
ara oirocra <TT

[i
va

00^ 7TG)5 7TV0e [roil

idflOVTOV

or[V

avrov Set, rov fj,i(T0ov

ai,
'

/cat, KaO-rj-

Kara) VTTO

rrj KaraiT
\_iuQe~] 45

and to carry up those

moneys undiminished

into theAcropolis,which

Harpalus brought with

him into Attica. The

next day he knew that

Harpalus would show

what his treasures were ;

so that not only he

heard their number,

that they were as many

as they seemed, but

that he knew from how

many he should take

his wages ; and sitting

down . ....

\ev
[<re . . . ] ov rov

Xppevr [>j
v

'T>j] erat

TOV AjOTraXov OTTOGCL

ettj TO, xpr)/j,aTa a-

TTJV AfcpOTToXiv : OS'a-

TreKpivaro, ori E-TTTa-

. . .he com-

manded . . . the

dancer to ask Harpalus

how many were the mo-

neys carried up into the

Acropolis. And he an-

swered,They were seven
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 16 (continued).

10

15

20

25
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 4.
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\ov

I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 4 (continued).

. . thou tookest; neither

having bythe decree ap-

pointed a guard over his

body ;
nor re-appointed

it when it was neglect-

ed; nor, when it was

broken through, having

willingly brought the

guilty to justice. It is

clear when on this oc-

casion Harpalus conti-

nued to dole out money

even to the lesser ora-

tors, who were masters

only of noise and cla-

mour, he did not pass

by him who was chief

of all the business and

faithful in this matter.

And so much of this

matter, Judges, hath

Demosthenes despised,

he rather seemeth, (as

one ought to speak

with boldness,) of you

and of the laws as the

first

pas \a{3e[$] f ovSe rq>

rov o*to-

avrov rrjv <f>v-

\aKTjv Karao~rijo-a<},

/cat ovr ey\enrofjt-

vr)V 7ravop0o)V,

ovre Kara\v6eio"r)<}

TOWS ainovs Kptvas

7rpotKa.Br]\ovor[e] rov

Kaipov rovrov re ra~

/j,iev(rai Kat rot? (JLCV

eXarrocrt prjropo-w

airertvev o A/jTraXo?

Xpvcriov rot? 8opv(3ov

fjiovov Kat Kpavyris

ov&e rov row

eTrio'rarrjv

Katrot) rovro Tricrrov

rocrovrov 8',< avSpes

rov 7rpajfj,a-

t, Set fJiera

enretv, v-

Kat, ra>v vo-

coo-re TO /xev

Trpwrov
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 4 (continued).

0/1.6

vat TO,

, avra

7rpo8eBavet(r-

et9 TO Beapi-

KOV, Km Trepi (ov Kva>-

trteov /rat 01 aAXot
(f>i-

Xot avrov e\ejov on

avayKctfrovai rov av-

dpwirov 01 amtw//.e-

voi et? TO

eveyfcetv a ov

/cat enreiv on, na 877-

ra ei? TTJV

T65

ot aicova-av-

//.aXXov

TTt TO49

Kara rov

rov vperepov Xo7ot<j

et prj povov IK[-

vov ettj avry [TOO

. . . . to refund

the money, putting it

for you to interest into

the theatrical fund; and

respecting it Cnosion

and his other friends

said that 'those who

'are accusing the man

'
will make him bring to

'

light things which he

1 does not wish, and own

' that the money ought

'to be put to interest

' for the Assembly into

' the magistracy.' And

when those of you

who heard him would

have been much more

angry at the arguments

against your rabble, if

it had not been quite

fit for him who had

received bribes .
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 26 and 27.

co avfyej] SiKa(TT[oti

. . . vevo . . .

. aQai et .

v wore

t> T; aura

ii\ avrco v (fjavrjcrov

jar a TO) 7rpafy/J,a-

TI x

/xs] v

7r] e<j)t]vav
Kai rav-

]X e/corre9 aXX' ITTO

TOW SiOV 7TO\Xa/Ct9

OUVT]9 OVK 0'
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 8 and 14.

10

15

20

25

30

. . . . v ei Tt<?

. . . . ei odev

. . . .v.v 01

oj/Te? TO

. o] pijTopes Kai 01

(TTparrjy] ot Btariori rot9

Apira-

Xoj . . ] v<j>e\
. . 7

17. Kai eiprj . .

. (ov evefca

v oiSev o

. . ev aSiKov

. 6 . .

ori firj

(TTIV K

TOlTTOt?

OVTO) Kttl

Trap' vpotv

KdT aVTQ)

v o Trep yap

ei

a>

avfy>] e? Sifcaarrai, 81-

8s] /COVT69 TOt?

. to the people . .

while you, O Judges,

were pointing out

many things to the
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rot?

prjropcrtv

a6ai ov rajv

TOVTO TToiew a\\a

/cat, (pi\avdpo)7ri,a<i,

ev /j>ovov irapa(f)v\aT-

roi/re?, OTT&><? Si v/j,as

cr]
rat TO

vov. Kat

I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 8 and 14 (continued).

generals and the ora-

tors, that you ought

to do this, not for the

sake of the laws which

have been given to

them, but of your own

goodness and kindness;

taking care of one thing

only, how on your ac-

count that which has

been taken shall not be

neglected. And I be-

lieve that Demosthenes

and Demades for all the

decrees and strangers'

votes in the city re-

ceived more than sixty

talents each, beside the

royal [sums] and those

from Alexander. And

neither these [sums]

nor those satisfiedthem
;

but now in the very

heart of the city they

have received gifts.

How then, is it not

right to punish these

men ? Why even if

any one of you com-

TWV ev rrj TroXei

vio>v oifjiat. 7T\6Ui)

raXavra

e/carepov

feat ra>v Trap
1

AXeav-

Spov
'

oisSe /M]Te rav-

ra ifcava eariv f^rjr' e-

Ketva '
a/VA,' 77877 6?r' av-

TO) TO)
<T(i>fJ,aTI, T779

7roXe&>9 Batpa

(f>acri. IIet)9 ovtc

OV TOUTOU9

ecrriv ; AXXa row

VfJLWV
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 8 and 14 (continued).

Ti\yot

Siayvoiav

ptav

VTTO rovrwv .

s ev rq>

V) aTTO

TCU, 1) K

eKTrecreirat, . atnToj

TC9 TTO\I\V ov8

<po-

Kat K

//.ev ort

wrrep rov ov% e\a .

TO 0e(opiKov

7T6J/T [e 8^)a-

evefcev [TT\OV-

revcov v/juas ra\av-

TOV co<f)e\,ev ev rp

Sticao'T'ijpKp rovrco[y

KaTijyopovvrav ;

e-

vo? T7/9

on (nca<j>eiov etc

KIJTTOVKWV 649 TO

rov avTov

ovra expijro KCLI
e<fyr)

mon people having

any office and decree

going into the court of

justice, he will either be

put to death orbanished

fromhis country. When

they have wronged the

city in such matters,

theywill escape no kind

of punishment. And it

would indeed be a dis-

grace that Aineus . . .

because he did not. . . .

repay the theatrical mo-

ney, for the sake of five

drachmas, shouldenrich

you by a talent which

became due in the

court of justice under

the accusation of these

very men. And Aristo-

machus when he was

keeper of the academy,

because whenhehadcar-

ried a spade out of the

wrestling ground into a

garden that was near,

he used it, and said

5. MS. Toprv9ets. 14. MS. TOV^OV.
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I. ACCUSATION.

10

15

20

25

Frag. 1.

avrov a/ywvos oie-

rai Sew v/ta? irap\a.-

KpovcracrOai

rtjv

/cat

a\\a

aXXot9 ctyw-

rovs T?79

virep[rt i\ Set,

vvvi /3ov\evaa-

TOV VOW, Kai fit] T(p

tj)
VTTO TOV[T]OV e-

ra? yap

ravra? ra?

Ap7ra\ov o/iot-

vrat, /eat ra9 auras Ka-

ra iravTcov, Kai ov8e-

a \s\Tr etcacrrov atro-

ert

<j>a\aiov <ypa^racra OTTO-

<rov

. TOVTOVV

ct<pe iXera) . . . cr^ ....

. . . ev t . . Trat v .

(3 X
3. MS. CiaXa/3.

in this contest he thinks

that you ought to be de-

ceived into putting off

the decision; but he

also wishes all the other

contests to be got rid of,

even those which relate

to the city ; over which

you ought now to be

taking counsel, and gi-

vingyour attention, and

should not be deceived

byhis reasons about this

matter. Because all

these decisions, which

are about the moneys of

Harpalus, in the same

way the Senate hath

made, and the same

against all; and hath

by no means added

what it hath decided

against each ; but yet

it hath written down the

total how much money

each took. This there-

fore
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 1 (continued).

air .

OVK aet

ajroye

Ol KCLt, Oi

ov yap S[ .

adeve .

TO

virep [rpux-Kovru ra-

\avrayv 8 .....
vrrep

a$iKr)/ji[aTO$ . . aAX' y

irep curav[TMv

err) a-7rovo[ .... Jijjtio-

'

VTT[O TWTOV -

ey-

70) )jAOV OTi

TO

ifcavov

Tot?

TO TT;V /3ov\r)v

<TQV

not about [thirty]

talents

but about the seven

hundred j not about

this crime, but about

all you will be

. . .
,
O Demosthe-

nes. In this judicial

contest he is now

in danger, and yet

he is impertinent. I

think that it will be

clear today to the

Judges that thou

hast taken the money ;

the rejection of thy

advice .
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 11 (continued).

10

15

/u,o9 eTroirja'ev, axrr

CLVTOS V7TO TTJf Tl/^9

a<f>aipe0ei,<;
rov o-re-

<f>avov tjfMcav ov -

Sw/cev, OVK [<p] etXero

OVTWS OVV 'TJp'lVf TOV

SijfAOv Trpoaevijve-

y/juevov, ov TravTa Bi-

. . . . aVT(0 ^/it9

pTOl U/V KCLl
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 11 (continued}.

av, teat \oyov Svva-

vo? BiareT\Ka<; Kai

ore //.ev

/3ov\r)v

TOU<? e^ovr

(TiOV, TToe/JblKOS (OV

KCU raparrci)v rrjv TTO-

\iV \J\Va T1JV &TV)(TIV

eKtcpovov; CTreiSr) Se

ava@a\oiTO TO cnro-

rj (3ov\ij OVTTG)

evprjfce-

vai, TO rev rq> &i<)fj.<p

3f /fat TOW Ato? K\_QU

TOV IlocretStwvo [f . .

. . /8 . . OTTO . .

. , and thou perse-

veredst in putting forth

a quantity of reasoning ;

and indeed when I

was leading the council

to declare who had the

gold, thou wast hostile

and disturbing the city,

so that thou mightest

stop the inquiry; and

when the council put off

the declaration, saying

that it was not yet dis-

covered ; and in the as-

sembly conceding this to

Alexander; andJupiter's

and Neptune's .
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 11 (continued). Frag. 6.

10

O9 OTO '**
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10

15

Kai

I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 6 (continued).

unto him
; that it is in

the power of each of us,

both to accuse in the

court of justice and

to convict those who

have taken the money

and have received

bribes against their

country,

rou?

ra

Kora? /cara TT;? Trarpt,-

809 77 ..... .

TOUJ g]

. V}

. at ov 77

T] oj/ 8ij

- .
] fevro

of the Areo-

F2
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 6 (continued).

7ra<yov eav 8e 77 -vjr?;-
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 6 (continued).

bribes

TrarptSo? icai

vofjuwv,

Satcpvois

[rcov

vtSov

vow eiceivov

OTI

\_
SX~

Frag. 12 (continued).

.... TOJ-

8' av[Qpco7to$

ov StKaia TrotT) [

ojcnrep /cat ot

01 7rtrpo [TTO<]
rov%op [row

TO TrXoiov ;
ovro)

[s
euriv

/cat

n irpos

/cA/ur;cre[T5 raj

against their

country and against

the laws. And do ye

give no heed to the tears

of Agnonides, but have

such a frame of mind

that

such a man when he has

not done what is right,

like any others who are

stewards of property; is

it not the law that

they should be ba-

nished ? And so acted

Agnonides and Demo-

sthenes. Why do ye

weep
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I. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 19.

or i, A.\J~av\Of>u>

\rj ave [x] etv av [TOV

[ep
<*.-

. . . that in order to

please Alexander the'

Senate wi&hed to kill

him; ......

ra9 OTI

roiovrov av

Trpiacre

\ov riva r

Frag. 21.

. oai .

TOV Bij [JM-OU

rrjv

0*9 etv eypatye .

. S' ovSeis TCU[V TOU-

afro? oiTO9

. o 8e o Brj .

TO] VTOV K\,VO [vTOf

10

15

Frag. 18.

avaas

V<ri(T . TO, . T179

So&e 9 Kat

v~\ov

. 9

tcaTij

K TO)V

TCOV Trpo

. it]apa TO)

. VTTO XOITTOV

U]TTO 80^779 yjpt]-

. pa 7Tfj,<f)dr)

vra Tavra av

. OVK
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II. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 10.

TOUTO)[V

rarv

(TTIV OTl

01 e

7-0:9 E\\7;i/MC04? 7T/o[a-

7/iacuj/ ra? /iev /u-

TroXet? rot? o-

rat, ra? Se jj,eyd\a<;

row? 8yva/u,vou?

wvovpe-

eyevero,

IleXo-

icai

;[]

t rot;? ev

ovra.9 ev

/cat Trpo

those who consult for

the affairs of Greece,

furnish the lesser

cities with arms, but

the greater with those

who can purchase them

therein.

And he, because

Philip was so important
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II. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 5.

yap

10

aAA]

Travra? ore

TTOIJJS

i/cas /cat
Trept, 0ij-

ov /cat Trepi

v aTravrcav

v ori xpr)/j,aTa

. Sodevra e/c

1&

a? ra

And dost thou not

think that it is clear

to all that when saying

that thou art speaking

for [Harpalus] thou art

clearly pleading for

Alexander. For I .
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15

7T/J09 TT)V

Tft)V

II. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 5 (continued).

it fell out according

to hope, so that no-

body perceived that the

affairs in the Pelopon-

nesus and in the rest of

Greece were in such a

condition. He under-

stood from the departure

of Nicanor and from

the commands which he

brought from Alexander

crdcu ra S'ev

Kat rtj a\\r) EX-

XaSt oimo9 e^ovra. Ka-

viro TT;? a<f>t-

<f>p(OV

Trap AXe^av&pov Trept

re ro)v (frwyaSwv /cat,

TOV TOVS KOl-

ap

about the deserters, and

also about the . . the

general assemblies of

the Greeks .
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II. ACCUSATION.

Frag. 5 (continued).

10

15

20

VTT

a . . ry

<rv\\a/3a)v rov [Apirot-

\ov Kai

6)5

<f>r]v Be, [o

01 avroi avrjKo[y~

rav[rrjvT69

ra 'XjpyiMaTa KCU TOV[$

(TTpaTKDTas ocrou9 e[xa-

(7T09

TouTOi/9

Of fJ,OVOV

/ca9 a?ro

vou Tty crvXXrjTJret nj

ApTra\ov, a\\a teat

. . embracing by this

decree, Harpalus and

all his companions thou

persuadedst that they

should be received as

though they were from

Alexander, though they

brought no other help ;

and those other men,

when they came up to

the army having money

and as many soldiers as

each of them had, all

those thou not only

forbadst from the com-

mon feast by embracing

Harpalus, but also . .
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III. DEFENCE.

Frag. 15.



III. DEFENCE.

Frag. 15 (continued**

20

25
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III. DEFENCE.

eTrparrov

cr8ai icat

Nw Se Tovvavriov

Oi VOl TOV? V7T6p

errj cro)-

. Ato

Si/cacrrat,

o]i teat 6)? av

rej] Ar)fj,o(r

et tcai . . rat? i/cavy?

. . TT]\OVTOV

Xerai

ou? v . . . e(TTif]Kora

. . ,. EXX^VWV OT6

. v tcarex^e . . o

tre et TOIOVS

xs]?

done should be blamed

and punished. But

now on the other

hand the young men

wish to teach such as

are above sixty years

old. Wherefore, O

Judges, these men,

as though they would

irritate Demosthenes .
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III. DEFENCE.

Frag. 2 (continued).

of the accusations. AndKat, [x>j-

TOWT]&)[V

TOV a7roSovT9 a eXa/3[ev

KaO' avrcov /eat,

<ypa<j)ov)

KCU Sco-

ri

TO

iroieiv

eav

ca

/ca 67/e[A>j]//,aT&>i/ TTO-

Xeo)9 (rcorrjiav KLV-

TOVTWV

a proclamation -was

made about these ;

" That those who give

" back what they have

"taken shall be freed

"from punishment in

"
respect of it." And

theyproposed inquiries;

"
as to those who have

" done wrong in it from

" the beginning and

" taken bribes, and

" when liberty was

"
given to them did not

"
give back the money,

" what must be done

" with them if unpu-

"nished?" But it is

disgraceful, O Judges,

to endanger the safety

of the city for their pri-

vate accusations. For

it was not becoming for

you to

4. MS. row airodovTos.
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III. DEFENCE.

Frag. 2 (continued).

10

15

art

K .

20

rrjv TOVT[COV

vegiav r .

pa? aurwv

25

aft
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IV. DEFENCE.

Frag. 13.

10

15

20

25

xa

pet pev rw ySoy-

. evio . . Kara rwv

f ov

etv cnro-

eva Be irpo rov

TTO .

ava\ . .

avrrjv rrjv [o-

/ttev ^eot? ev-

<rai pot, Kai crcoaat, [ex

Trapoi/ro?

tcacrTai, eicetvo Trapai-

. to the temple

itself will I go and

unto the Gods will

I pray to help

me and save me

from the present con-

tention: asking from

you, Judges, this first



7]

IV. DEFENCE.

Frag. 9.

rp Karr)<yopta

crdat ovrcp /cat epe

eareov rpoirov irpo-

Kat G>9 av

KCU

10

VJ46W

pot /iera-

Ti

TTJ

jopta Trap
1

vpcov av-

ev

Frag. 13 (continued').

25

av

Kpo

to employ the accusa-

tion thus ; and for my-

self I choose the manner

that is to be disconti-

nued, and thus may I

be able to defend my-

self; and do no one of

you stop me if I digress

at all by saying,
" Thou

art not speaking to us/'O *

nor do ye add anything

to the accusation of

yourselves, but rather

to the defence .

Frag. 17.

o eu

0)TOV

Si) ere

V09 J20

09 O ff)\V
I

avrov

. o av rov

wo

eoe

etv

e

TO

25

VOL. IV.
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V. DEFENCE.

Frag. 17 {Continued}.

arq> jevo

yew rov

eav v[uv

e rovro Troirjcrav-

re? 6/370) fjie/Aaprv-

prj/tacriv avroi u? t/ref-

S?;? ecrrtv i; atria /ca-

T' 6//.OU 7T/309 ^C TOf-

TOi9 Trtw? ov/c

et yu-ev Tt<?

TO vratStov 77 <yiyvo-

; /cat io-re-

rayrat? rat? Sta-

av avrou? etvat

Euphe-

mus. But if now when

doing this they have

themselves borne wit-

ness that the accusation

against me is false, in

respect to these mat-

ters ; how is it not ab-

surd, if any one suffered

the child, whether now

born or hereafter, to be

bound by these bar-

gains, that they should

be .

25

Frag. 17 (continued').

V

rov

K(d\vecr

rov

repca

CTK
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2.
" Remarks upon a Vocabulary of the Bonny Language." By

R. G. Latham, M.D.
The following short notices have been suggested by a Vocabulary

of the Bonny Language, collected by Dr. Hermann Koler, M.D., in

1840, and published in his work entitled 'Einige Notizen iiber Bonny
an der Kiiste von Guinea, seine Sprache und seine Bewohner :

'

Got-

tingen, 1848, pp. 182.

The imperfect and fragmentary nature of our information upon the

number, character, and distribution of the languages between the

kingdom of Ashantee and the Portuguese settlements on the Congo
river (including, of course, the Delta of the Niger) was indicated by
the present writer in his Report upon the state of African Ethno-

graphical Philology, published in the Transactions of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, 1847.

In the same report the notices of the Bonny Language were con-

fined to the following statements :

a. That the only Bonny vocabularies were one of Dr. Daniell's,

with which I had been favoured by the author ; the Bonny numerals

in the African vocabularies of the Niger expedition ; and a short vo-

cabulary by Koler, known to me only through a reference of Julg's.
b. That the Bonny was an Ibo dialect. Upon this point I ex-

pressed myself in the following words :

"
I class tliis

"
(t. e. the Bonny)

"with the Ibu languages upon the faith of several current statements

as to its affinity, as well as upon geographical grounds. The short

vocabulary of Daniell is insufficient for a proper philological proof."
Now that I am acquainted with Kdler's vocabulary, I wish to cor-

rect the position which has thus been given to the Bonny language
by classing it as an Ibo dialect, qualified as was the manner in which
that classification was adopted, and provisional as was its character.

The Bonny is to be considered as a separate substantive language.
Such is the external evidence of Dr. Koler, the first page of whose

work supplies us with the following statements :

1. That the Bonny language is spoken over a limited area. The
dialect of New Calebar, about thirty sea-miles westward, although a

dialect of the Bonny, contains many peculiar words.

2. That it is different from the Ibo language.
3. That it is unintelligible to the people of the Brass-Town lan-

guage.
4. That it is different from the Andonny language, spoken on the

south-east.

5. That it is wholly different from the Kwa language, spoken on
the eastern limits of the Delta of the Niger.

By a comparison of the Bonny of Dr. Koler with the Bonny of

Mrs. Kilham's vocabularies, we arrive at the same conclusion, and
we arrive at it by the way of internal evidence. The languages
there enumerated most conterminous with the Bonny are the Ako,
Ibu, Akuonga, Karaba, and Uhobo. Each of these are as different

from the Bonny as they are from each other.

Upon the second question connected with the Bonny language,
viz. the extent to which it has particular or miscellaneous affinities,

I have only to state that even the limited range of comparison sup-
G 2
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plied by Mrs. Kilham's tables, shows that it is anything but an

isolated language. It has miscellaneous affinities, and, as far as the

comparison has hitherto gone, those affinities are quite as numerous
with the languages akin to the Mandingo and Ashanti tongues, as

with the more contiguous dialects of the Ibo ; similar instances of

distant rather than of conterminous affinity being by no means un-

common phenomena in African philology.

English, tree.

Bonny, ilulu.

Rungo, ireri.

Bongo, i-ieli.

English, fire.

Bonny, finneh.

Ako, inna.

Kouri, rain.

English, water.

Bonny, minggi.

Akuonga, manip.

Rungo, aningo.
Bullom, men.

Timmani, munt.

Kissi, mendang.
Fot, minie.

English, moon.

Bonny, akallo.

Bambarra, kalo.

Mandingo, karo.

Kossa, ngoli.

Pessa, ngalu.

Rungo, ogueri.

English, star.

Bonny, balilo.

Mandingo, lolo.

Bambarra, doli.

English, head.

Bonny, tschibbeh.

Timmani, dabum.

English, heart.

Bonny, temmeh.

Rungo, urema.

Bongo, lema.

Moko, lem.

Benin, nlem.

Popo, ajami.

English, hand.

Bonny, barra.

Mandingo, bulo.

Bambarra, bulu.

English, foot.

Bonny, bo.

Bassa, bo.

Popo, afeh.

Bullom, beh.

English, one.

Bonny, nga.
Ibu, na.

Ako, enni.

English, two.

Bonny, ma, me.

Ibu, abo.

Akuonga, epa.

Karaba, uba.

Uhobo, iva.

English, three.

Bonny, terra.

Rungo, ntsharu.

English, four.

Bonny, inni.

Ibu, ano.

Rungo, nai.

Karaba, ina.

Uhobo, enni.

English, five.

Bonny, szonna.

Rungo, otani.

Karaba, itien.

English, seven.

Bonny, szunju.

Rungo, ruenu.

English, eight.

Bonny, inninne.

Rungo, inanani.

Akuonga, enun.

Kongo, inana.
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A paper was read :

" On the Nomen of C. Verres." By the Rev. J. W. Donaldson.
It seems to be worth while to establish definitively the fact that the

notorious C. Verres belonged to the great Cornelian gens. In the

useful Onomasticon Tullianum by Orelli and Baiter, it is stated con-

fidently enough
"

fuit e Corneliis" (p. 641) ; but the authors have

not placed the Verres among the other Cornelii, and have given
no reasons for assigning him to this gens. Nor has any one, it

would appear, either established the point directly or answered the

arguments for the negative of the proposition, which were long ago

put forth by Muretus. The "author has always attached a good
deal of importance to the gentile distinctions of the ancient Romans,
not only because they sometimes contain the clue to useful infor-

mation, but still more because ignorance on this subject necessarily
leads to ignorance on many other subjects, the importance of which
is more generally recognized.

In the first place then, Verres could not be a gentile name, any
more than Scrofa, Porous, or Asina. A Roman wag might have

invented a gens Verrina as a designation for Epicurus and his school

(Hor. I. Epist. 4 16), but no philologer would nowadays acquiesce
in such a gentilitas.
The reasons adduced by Muretus (Varise Lectiones, III. c. 8) are

the following : (1.) In tampering with the accounts Verres sub-

stituted for his own name the designation C. Verrutius C. F. (II. 76.

187). Now if he had originally described himself as C. Cornelius

Verres, this substitution could not have been made. Moreover,
Cicero speaks of the imaginary Verrutius, as, in a manner, the gentilis
of Verres :

"
Responde mihi nunc tu, Verres, quern esse hunc tuum

psene genlilem putes?" (II. 77. 190.)
This argument is more easily answered than would at first sight

appear probable. There is no doubt that a freedman took his nomen
and prtenomen from his patron ; and that men born in a provincial
town, which obtained the franchise, often assumed the nomen and

praenomen of the proconsul whose influence had gained that privilege
for them. Hence we meet with so many Julii in Gaul. But in

many cases the cognomen was better known in the provinces than
the nomen, which was generally omitted in ordinary documents ; and
individuals in the provinces often formed their new gentile name
from the cognomen of some leading man. For instance, the Spaniard
Q. Varius may have derived his name from some Quinctilius or

Atius Vurus, who held office in that province, and the name Verrius

was similarly formed from this very surname Verres. In general
VOL. IV. H
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the formation of a nomen from a cognomen was of the commonest oc-

currence, not only in the case of adjectives like Varus (e. g. Maxi-

mius, Postumius, &c.), but also when the cognomen was a substantive

like Verres (e. g. Porcius, Tullius, &c.). There are reasons for be-

lieving that the Greeks in Sicily regularly neglected the gentile
names of their Roman governors, who would practically acquiesce
therefore in the more special designation. Thus, the law made by
Verres for the sale of corn in Sicily was called lex Verriu, not lex

Cornelia (III. 49. 117), and the Sicilian festivals were called Verria

AndMarcellia, not Cornelia or Claudia (II. 21. > 51, 52). And what
was regularly done in Sicily was also practised in the names of towns

elsewhere. Thus we have not only towns called after the Julian

nomen, e. g. forum Julii (Frejus), &c., but also after the cognomen and

agnomen of the same gens, as C&sarea, and Ceesarea Augusta (Sara-

gossa). With regard to the joking use of the word gentilis, we find

in the Div. in Q. Ccecilium, 4. 13 :

" Scit is qui est in consilio,

C. Marcellus : scit is, quern adesse video, Cn. Lentulus Marcellinus :

quorum fide atque praesidio Siculi maxime nituntur, quod omnino
Marcellorum nomini tota ilia provincia addicta est." On which the

Pseudo-Asconius writes :

"
et Marcellus et Marcellinus inter se gen-

tiles sunt," &c. ; and yet every scholar knows that the nomen of this

C. Marcellus was Claudius, and that the nomen of this Cn. Lentulus

Marcellinus was Cornelius, so that they could not truly be called the

gentiles of one another.

(2.) Muretus finds in IV. 25, 57, what he thinks a conclusive

evidence for his theory that Verres was the nomen and not the cog-
nomen of the accused :

" Ridiculum est," says the orator,
" nunc de

Verre me dicere, quum de Pisone Frugi dixerim. Verumtamen,
quantum intersit, videte. Iste, quum aliquot abacorum faceret vasa

aurea, non laboravit quid non modo in Sicilia, verum etiam Romse
in judicio audiret. Ille in auri semuncia totam Hispaniam scire

voluit, unde praetori annulus fieret. Nimirum, ut hie nomen suum
comprobavit, sic ille cognomen." On which Muretus remarks :

" Nun-

quam, ut opinor,' ita locutus esset Cicero, si et Verres et Frugi
cognomina fuissent." This argument would have been valid had
Piso been the nomen of the L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi here spoken of:

but it is obvious that Cicero places the name Verres on the same

footing as the name Piso, both being cognomina, and applies to the

agnomen, Frugi, the term which belonged equally to Piso and Verres.
I think the passage is rather conclusive in favour of the supposition
that Verres was not a gentile name, like Calpurnius, but a cognomen
like Piso.

Besides these reasons for believing that Verres was a nomen gen-
tilicium, Muretus argues (a.) that a man whose father is called fur
and divisor (III. 69. 161) could hardly have belonged to a pa-
trician gens like the Cornelian ; and (6.) that the indictment being
laid under the lex Cornelia, it is very surprising that Cicero does not
allude to his name, if it really was Cornelius. With regard to the
former objection, it cannot be supposed that any one who knows the
character of the Cornelian family in the days of Sulla and Cicero
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will allow much weight to it. Lentulus and Cethegus, the leaders

of the Catilinarian gang, were both Cornelii; so was the Roman
knight who undertook to bear a part in the assassination of Cicero

(Salust. Cat. 28). The father of Verres was a senator (II. 39. 95),
which is more than can be said of the majority of the Cornelii in

those days. With regard to the second objection, it would seem
that the fact about to be mentioned, respecting the common use of

the name Cornelius, is the best way of explaining the circumstance.

It did not occur to the orator to make any allusion to the name of the

culprit, whose uncomplimentary surname was so much better suited

for his punning invectives.

But if the objections to the statement that C. Verres was a Cor-

nelius will not stand the test of an accurate examination, but rather

tend the other way, the positive arguments in favour of that position
seem quite conclusive.

In the first place, if Verres was not his nomen, he must have had
some other nomen. Now as this family name is nowhere mentioned,
it is reasonable to conclude, & priori, that it was a very common
name. For as proper names are distinctions of individuals, the

constant omission of the nomen of this individual shows that it was
not an appellation likely to distinguish him from others. Thus,
when an eminent man bears a very common name among ourselves,

we constantly drop the surname, or subordinate it, as an unimportant
adjunct, to his Christian name : for example, we never speak of " Mr.
Smith," the witty clergyman, or " Mr. White," the youthful poet, but
of "

Sydney-Smith," and " Kirke- White." On the continent, even

when the surname is not so common, it has occasionally become ob-

solete, and the Christian name of a distinguished individual is alone

retained; take the cases of "Dante," "
Michael-Angelo," "Jean-

Jacques,"
"
Jean-Paul,"

"
Rahel," &c. To return to the Romans,

the combination Servius Sulpicius was so familiar to their ear, that a
secondpraenomenwas often placedbefore Servius (Niebuhr,

'

Lectures,'

II. p. 226, note). Now, what name, of all others, was least likely to be
a distinctive appellation at Rome in the days of Cicero ? The orator

tells us himself (Fragm. I. Orat. pro C. Cornelio, p. 450, Orelli) :

" Quid ego nunc tibi argumentis respondeam, posse fieri, ut alius

aliquis Cornelius sit, qui habeat Philerotem ? Res nota est vulgare
esse nomen Philerotis, Cornelios vero ita multos ut jam etiam Col-

legium constitutum sit." On the supposition that the accused was
a Cornelius, this passage alone seems a sufficient explanation of the

manner in which Cicero has left the nomen of Verres to be taken for

granted : and we might confirm the inference by the fact which

Appian mentions, that Sulla added more than 10,000 Cornelii (i. e.

freedmen of his own) to the roll of Roman citizens (De Bello Civili,

I. 100\

Again, if Verres had any freedman who was called Cornelius, this

must have been the gentile name of the praetor himself. As Appius
Claudius the decimvir had a freedman Claudius who pandered to his

passions, so Verres had a freedman Cornelius, who leads, but is di-

stinguished from, the slaves, employed in carrying off the daughter of
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Philodamus :

" Hie lictor istius, Cornelius, qui cum ejus servis erat a

Rubric, quasi in prsesidio, ad auferendam mulierem collocatus, occi-

ditur, servi nonnulli vulnerantur" (Actio Secunda, I. 26. 67).
An equally decisive case is that of Artemidorus of Perga. who was
the medical attendant of Verves, and had been, in Asia as well as in

Sicily, the willing instrument of his crimes. Now this man is not

only called Cornelius (Actio Secunda, III. 11. 28, 21. 54), but

we expressly read that he and other attendants of Verres, though
Cornelii, were not Roman citizens (III. 28. 69) :

"
Ingerebat iste

Artemidorum Cornelium medicum, Tlepolemum Cornelium pictorem,
et ejusmodi recuperatores ; quorum civis Romanus nemo erat ; sed

Grseci sacrilegi, jampridem improbi, repente Cornelii," i. e.
"
rascals

all their lives, but Cornelii of yesterday." It is clear that Artemi-

dorus and his suite were clients or freedmen of Verres : if so, they
had the nomen of their patron ; but they were Cornelii ; therefore

Verres was a Cornelius. Tlepolemus and his brother Hiero are else-

where described in much the same manner as the lictor Cornelius,

namely, as jackals of Verres (IV. 13. 30).
From the fact that Metellus, who was connected with Sulla by

marriage, was a friend of Verres (Act. I. 9. 26), we might con-
clude that Verres was probably a friend or kinsman of Sulla. But
in any case there cannot be any doubt that he belonged to the same

gens. The praenomen Caius, which was borne by Verres, was not a

favourite one with the more distinguished members of this gens ;

Cneius, Lucius, and Publius were the most usual designations of the

Balbi, Lentuli, Scipiones, Dolabellae, Cinnee, and Sullee. But we are

not without examples of Caii Cornelii, including the seditious tribune
for whom Cicero pleaded. Nor is the cognomen Verres without its

parallel in this gens, for there was a P. Cornelius Asina. We may
therefore hope that in the next Onomasticon Tullianum we shall find

the name C. Cornelius Verres in its proper place.
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The following papers were read :

1.
" On the Connexion between the Ideas of Association and Plu-

rality as an Influence in the Evolution of Inflection." By R. G.

Latham, M.D.
It is well-known that by referring to that part of the Deutsche

Grammatik which explains those participial forms which (like

y-cleped in English, and like ge-sprochen and the participles in general
in German) begin with ge or y, the following doctrines respecting
this same prefix may be collected :

1. That it has certainly grown out of the fuller forms ka or ga.
2. That it has, probably, grown out of a still fuller form kam or

gam.
3. That this fuller form is the Gothic equivalent of the Latin

cum = with.

Such are the views respecting the form of the word in question.

Respecting its meaning, the following points seem to be made out :

1. That when prefixed to nouns (as is, not rarely, the case),
it carries with it the idea of association or collection : M. G. sin]>s

=
a journey, ga-sin]>a

= a companion; O.M.G. perc= a hill; ki-pirki^=

(ge-birge) a range of hills.

2. That it has also a frequentative power. Things which recur

frequently recur with a tendency to collection or association :

M. H. G. ge-rassel= rustling ; ge-rumpel= crumpling.
3. That it has also the power of expressing the possession of a

quality :

A.-S. Eng. A.S. Latin,

feax hair, ge-fea.x comutus.

heorte heart, ge-hzort cordatus.

This is because every object is associated with the object that pos-
sesses it a sea with waves= a wavy sea.

The present writer has little doubt that the Tumali grammar
of Dr. Tutshek supplies an additional (and at the same time a very

intelligible) application of a particle equivalent to the Latin cum.

He believes that the Tumali word= with is what would commonly
be called the sign of the plural number of the personal pronouns ; just
as me-cum and te-cum would become equivalents to nos and vos, if the

first syllables were nominative instead of oblique, and if the prepo-
sition denoted indefinite conjunction. In such a case

mecum would mean I conjointly
= we,

tecum would mean thou conjointly
=

ye.

Such is the illustration of thepossiblepower of a possible combination.

VOL. IV. I
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The reasons for thinking it to have a reality in one language at least

lie in the following forms:

1. The Tumali word for with is da.

2. The Tumali words for /, Ihou, and he respectively are ngi,

ngo, ngu.
3. The Tumali words for we, ye, they, are ngm-de, ngon-da,

ngen-da respectively.
4. The Tumali substantives have no such plural. With them it is

formed on a totally different principle.

5. The Tumali adjectives have no plural at all.

6. The Tumali numerals (even those which express more than

unity and are, therefore, naturally plural) have a plural. When,
however, it occurs, it is formed on the same principle as that of the

plurals of the substantive.

7. The word da = with is, in Tumali, of a more varied application
than any other particle ; and that both as a pre-position and a ^op-
position : daura = soon (da = in, aura = neighbourhood) ; datom=in

(with) front (face); d-ondul =roundabout (ondul= circle) ; dale=
near (le= side), &c.

8. Prepositions, which there is every reason to believe are already

compounded with da, allow even a second da to precede the word
which they govern : daber deling = over the earth (ber= earth).

9. The ideas with me, with thee, with him, are expressed by ngi-dan,

ngo-dan, and ngu-dan respectively ; but the ideas of with us, with you,
with them, are not expressed by nginde-dan, ngonda-dan, ngenda-dan ;

but by peculiar words tinem = with us ; toman= with you ; tenan =
with them.

On the other hand, the following fact is, as far as it goes,

against this view, a fact upon which others may lay more stress

than the present writer. " Da admits of a very varied application.

Respecting its form the following should be observed : (a.) That a

may be elided when it happens to stand as a preposition before words
which begin with a vowel : for instance, ardgen,

' the valley' ; dardgen,
'in the valley'; ondul, 'the circle'; dondul, 'round about in the

circle.' (b.) It changes its a into ^, e, i, o, u, according to the vowel

of the syllable before which the da is placed, or even without any
regard to it. Instances of this are found in diring, dorong, &c. ;

further instances are, doromko,
' into the hut' (rom) ; de*tum or datum,

1 in the grave/ (c.) As a postposition it appends an n : adgdan,
' on the head' ; aneredan,

' on the day.'
"

Taking the third of these

rules literally, the plural pronouns should end in dan rather than in da

and de.

It is considered that over and above the light that this particular
formation (if real) may throw upon the various methods by which
an inflection like that of the plural number may be evolved, and
more especially upon the important but neglected phenomena of the

so-called inclusive and exclusive plurals, many other points of general

grammar may be illustrated.
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2.
" On the word Cujum" By R. G. Latham, M.D.

The writer wishes to make the word cvjum, as found in a well-

known quotation from the third eeclogue of Virgil,

" Die mihi Damseta cujum pecus ?"

the basis of some remarks which are meant to be suggestions rather

than doctrines.

In the second edition of a work upon the English language, he

devoted an additional chapter to the consideration of the grammatical
position of the words mine and thine, respecting which he then consi-

dered (and still considers) himself correct in assuming that the current

doctrine concerning them was, that they were, in origin, genitive or

possessive cases, and that they were adjectives only in a secondary
sense. Now whatever was then written upon this subject was
written with the view of recording an opinion in favour of exactly
the opposite doctrine, viz. that they were originally adjectives, but
that afterwards they took the appearance of oblique cases. Hence
for words like mine and thine there are two views :

1. That they were originally cases, and adjectives only in a

secondary manner.
2. That they were originally adjectives, and cases only in a

secondary manner.
In which predicament is the word cujum ? If in the first, it sup-

plies a remarkable instance of an unequivocally adjectival form, as

tested by an inflection in the way of gender, having grown out of a

case. If in the second, it shows how truly the converse may take

place, since it cannot be doubted that whatever in this respect can
be predicated of cujus can be predicated of ejus, and hujus as well.

Assuming this last position, it follows that if cujus be originally a

case, we have a proof how thoroughly it may take a gender ; whereas

if it be originally an adjective, ejus and hujus (for by a previous as-

sumption they are in the same category) are samples of the extent

to which words like it may lose one.

Now the termination -us is the termination of an adjective, and is

not the termination of a genitive case ; a fact that fixes the onus

probandi with those who insist upon the genitival character of the

words in question. But as it is not likely that every one lays so

much value upon this argument as is laid by the present writer, it is

necessary to refer to two facts taken from the Greek :

1 . That the class of words itself is not a class which (as is often

the case) naturally leads us to expect a variation from the usual

inflections. The forms uv, ol, e, and on, ov, w, are perfectly usual.

2. That the adjectives os eos, /cotos = irolos, and mos, are not

only real forms, but forms of a common kind. Hence, if we con-

sider the termination -jus as a case-ending, we have a pheno-
menon in Latin for which we miss a Greek equivalent ; whilst on
the other hand, if we do not consider it as adjectival, we have the

Greek forms olos, Kolos = TTOWS and us eos, without any Latin ones.

I do not say that this argument is, when taken alone, of any great

weight. In doubtful cases, however, it is of value. In the present
i 2
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case it enables us to get rid of an inexplicable genitival form, at the

expense of a slight deflection from the usual power of an adjective.

And here it should be remembered that many of the arguments in

favour of a case becoming an adjective are (to a certain extent in

favour of an adjective becoming a case to a certain extent) because

a change in one direction by no means necessarily implies a change
in the reverse one, although it is something in favour of its pro-

bability.

Probably unius, ullius y illius, and alterius, are equally, as respects
their origin, adjectival forms with ejus, cujus, and hnjus.
Now it must not be concealed that one of the arguments which

apply to words like mine and thine being adjectives rather than ge-

nitives, does not apply to words like ejus, cujus, and hujus. The
reason is as follows ; and it is exhibited in nearly the same words
which have been used in the work already mentioned. The idea of

partition is one of the ideas expressed by the genitive case. The

necessity for expressing this idea is an element in the necessity for

evolving a genitive case. With personal pronouns of the singular
number the idea of partition is of less frequent occurrence than with

most other words, since a personal pronoun of the singular number is

the name of a unity, and, as such, the name of an object far less likely
to be separated into parts than the name of a collection. Phrases

like some of them, one of you, many of us, any of them, few of us, &c.,
have no analogues in the singular number, such as one of me, afew
of thee, &c. The partitive words that can combine with singular

pronouns are comparatively few, viz. half, quarter, part, &c. ; and

they can all combine equally with plurals half of us, a quarter of
them, a portion of us. The partition of a singular object with a pro-
nominal name is of rare occurrence in language.

" This last state-

ment proves something more than appears at first sight. It proves
that no argument in favour of the so-called singular genitives, like

mine and thine, can be drawn from the admission (if made) of the

existence of the true plural genitives ou-r, you-r, the-ir. The two
ideas are not in the same predicament."

Again, the convenience of expressing the difference between
suus and ejus, is, to a certain extent, a reason for the evolution

of a genitive case to words like is ; but it is a reason to a certain

extent only, and that extent a small one, since an equally conve-

nient method of expressing the difference is to be found in the

fact of there being two roots for the pronouns in question, the root

from which we get ea, id, eum, ejus, &c., and the root from which
we get sui, sibi, suus, &c.

Here the paper should end, for here ends the particular suggestion

supplied by the word in question. Two questions however present
themselves too forcibly to be wholly passed over :

I. The great extent to which those who look in Latin for the

same inflections that occur in Greek, must look for them under new
names. That two tenses in Greek (the aorist like e-rvTr-an, and the

perfect like re-ri0-a) must be looked for in the so-called double form
of a single tense in Latin (vic-si, mo-mordi) is one of the oldest facts
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of this sort. That the Greek participle in -jjievos (ruTrro/ievos) must
be sought for in the passive persons in -mini is a newer notice.

II. The fact that the character of the deflection that takes place
between case and adjective is not single but double. It goes both

ways. The change from case to adjective is one process in philology ;

the change from adjective to case another ; and both should be re-

cognized. This is mentioned for the sake of stating, that except in

a few details, there is nothing in the present remarks that is meant
to be at variance with the facts and arguments of five papers already
laid before this Society, viz. those of Mr. Garnett on the Formation
of Words from Inflected Cases, and on the Analysis of the Verb.

The papers alluded to really deal with two series of facts :

(A.) Deflection with identity ofform. In this the inflection is still

considered an inflection, but is dealt with as one different from what
it really is, i. e. as a nominative instead of an oblique one. Some

years back the structure of the Finlandic suggested to the present
writer :

1. A series of changes in meaning whereby such a term as with

waves might equal wavy.
2. The existence of a class of words of which sestertium was the

type, where an oblique case, with a convertible termination, becomes
a nominative.

3. The possible evolution of forms like fluctuba, fluctubum =fluc-
tuosa, fluctuosum, from forms like fluctubus.

Mr. Garnett has multiplied cases of this kind ; his illustrations

from the Basque being pre-eminently typical, i. e. like the form ses-

tertium. If the modern vehicle called an omnibus had been invented

in ancient Rome, if it had had the same name as it has now, and if its

plural form had been omnibi, it would also have been atypical instance.

Words of the hypothetical form fluctuba, fluctubum, have not been
discovered. They would have existed if the word just quoted had
been (if used in ancient Rome at all) used as an adjective, omnibus

currus, omniba esseda, omnibum plausirum.

(B.) Deflection with superaddition. Here the inflection is dealt

with as if it were not inflectional but radical. This is the case with

'tfyios.
Words like it-, as provedby the genitive i-t-s, and the so-called

petrified (yersteinerte} nominative cases of the German grammarians,
are of this class.

3.
" On the Anglo-Saxon termination ING." By Thomas Watts,

Esq.
At a recent meeting of the Society a paper* was read ' On a pe-

culiar use of the Anglo-Saxon Patronymical Termination ing
'

; and
the author, Mr. Kemble, has also introduced some observations on
the same subject in his valuable work ' The Saxons in England.' In

the discussion that followed the reading of the paper, the present
writer made some remarks which appeared to elicit considerable dif-

ference of opinion. They are now presented to the Society in a

more tangible shape.
* Proc, of the Phil. Soc., vol. iv. No. 76.
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In the Anglo-Saxon grammars it is generally stated, as Mr. Kemble

observes, that the ordinary force of this termination, ing, is "the

expression of a paternal and filial relation," and a passage of the

Saxon Chronicle is often cited in confirmation of this position.
"

Friftogar Bronding, Brond Baeldseging, Baeldaeg Wodening," which
is translated "

FriSogar the son of Brond, Brond the son of Bseldaeg,

Bseldaeg the son of Woden." But in his careful examination of the

Saxon charters, since published in his
' Codex Diplomaticus,' Mr.

Kemble discovered numerous instances in which the termination

cannot bear the meaning which has hitherto been assigned to it.

His paper specifies many of these instances ; for the present purpose
it will only be necessary to refer to one. He finds in a charter the
"
Cedlmunding haga," a tenement in London, mentioned as sold by

its possessor Ceolmund to the bishop of Worcester. The house or

tenement in question cannot of course stand in a '
filial relation

'

to

Ceolmund ; the supposition that it is called Ceolmunding haga from

being in the possession of a '

Ceolmunding' or son of Ceolmund, is

also shown to be inadmissible, because the document states it to have

belonged to Ceolmund himself ; and the effect of Mr. Kemble's dis-

covery will obviously be to cause an alteration in that paragraph of

all future Anglo-Saxon grammars which treats of the meaning of the

termination in ing.
There was no difference of opinion manifested in the Society on

the point that Mr. Kemble had shown what the termination in ing
is not, but it was not considered so indisputable that he had shown
what it is. Supposing it to be granted that the meaning of such a

word as, for instance, Ceolmunding, is merely
" of or belonging

to Ceolmund," there may at first sight be some reason to doubt
whether it is to be considered as the genitive of the name of Ceol-

mund, or as an adjective formed from it. Mr. Kemble has decided

in favour of its being a genitive ; the writer of the present paper
arrived, and chiefly from the data furnished in Mr. Kemble's paper,
at the opposite conclusion.

Mr. Kemble brings forward, as a reason against its being an adjec-
tive, that " there is no such adjectival form in any Teutonic lan-

guage." This statement seems to require some limitation. There is the

same termination in one language our own, the direct descendant of

the Anglo-Saxon, and it is used for the active participle present,
which is not very remote in some of its functions from an adjective.
But if the objection be fatal, it is not fatal to the adjectival theory
only, but to that also which is set up against it. There is no such

genitival termination in any Teutonic language.
It may be further remarked, in opposition to Mr. Kemble's views,

that it is quite contrary to the genius of Anglo-Saxon that the same

genitival termination should be used for different genders and dif-

ferent declensions. Mr. Kemble mentions the instance of " Wer-
burging-wic," named after St. Werburg, and he has found at least

one other compounded with the name of a woman. Yet he says it

is
" clear beyond cavil that the syllable ing is used as an equivalent

for the syllable es, that is for the masculine genitive singular." The
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hypothesis scarcely harmonizes with the facts to which he has him-

self called attention.

On the other hand, what are the objections to considering the

words ending in ing to be adjectives ? One of these objections has

already been considered the alleged non-existence of such an adjec-
tival termination in any Teutonic language. The other is thus

stated by Mr. Kemble :
" We observe that the patronymic in these

words does not take any sign of number or declension, as an adjective
would do, but retains its simple ing, although the word itself in the

accusative singular, or in the nominative and accusative plural all

of which occur -would require particular inflections." To this it

may be answered, that there is in one of the modern Teutonic lan-

guages a grammatical usage exactly in point. In German, as in

Anglo-Saxon, the adjectives in general are inflected according to

gender, number, and case, but there is one remarkable class of ex-

ceptions. The adjectives ending in er, and formed from the names
of places, such as "Pariser," Parisian, from Paris, "Londoner,"
from London, "Breslauer," fromBreslau, &c., are absolutely exempt
from the rules of inflection. They remain the same whether in the

accusative singular or in the nominative and accusative plural, or in

whatever case the other adjectives would undergo modifications.

There is thus proof positive that in a Teutonic language the adjec-
tives formed from the proper names of places may be exempted from
the rules which govern the declension of all other adjectives, and it

seems no violent stretch of hypothesis to suppose that in Anglo-
Saxon the same exemption may have applied to adjectives formed
from the proper names of persons.

It is worthy of remark that the German words ending in er are

used not only as adjectives but as substantives,
"
Pariser," for in-

stance, signifying Parisian,
" ein Pariser," a Parisian ;

" die Pariser,"

the Parisians, &c. The Saxon words ending in ing are often em-

ployed like the German ones in er as substantives in the nominative

case, an additional reason for not supposing them also to be sub-

stantives in the genitive.
In the Russian language, which is remarkably profuse in patro-

nymics, it is stated by grammarians that their original character is

that of an adjective, though the usage of conversation tends more
and more

/ every year to give them a substantive character. Maudru,
in his

' Ele"mens Raisonnes de la Langue Russe (vol. i. p. 165)',
states as an instance, that from the name Alexander, the Russian
can form the adjective Alexandrov, which may be regularly declined

and applied to objects of all three genders, as Petr suin Alexandrov,
' Peter the Alexandrine son,' Anna dock Alexandrova,

' Anna the

Alexandrine daughter,' imienie Alexandrovo,
' the Alexandrine pro-

perty.' He adds, that in the case of persons of a superior grade of

society, this class of adjectives admits of an honorific amplification,
and the Russians use the phrases, Petr suin Alexandrovich, Anna doch
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Alexandrovna. It is this termination vich, which has often, like ing,
been mistaken for a word denoting son; and one English author has

thought he could trace an analogy between witz, a mere erroneous

spelling of it, and the Norman Fitz. Heym, in his
' Russische

Sprachlehre (p. 18),' states, that in legal documents it was customary
to sign the name in this manner, Petr Alexandrov suin, though in

more familiar writing the suin was omitted. Heym's grammar ap-

peared in 1804 : the writer has been informed that since that period
the patronymics have come to be more and more considered as sub-

stantives, and he has never met with an instance in his own reading
of the word suin annexed to the patronymic.

It seems to the writer not improbable that the Anglo-Saxon ing

may have had an origin and history very similar to those of the

Russian ov, and that the hypothesis is strongly supported by the

existence of such a phrase as "
Ceolmunding haga."
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J. F. Von Bach, Esq., of the British Museum, was elected a Mem-
ber of the Society.

A paper was then read
" An Attempt to prove the identity of the roots is, was, and be."

By Thomas Hewitt Key, Esq.
The so-called substantive verb was very briefly discussed by the

writer in an article which was published in the year 1835, and con-

tained some views much at variance with those commonly entertained.

He has since found additional evidence in support of the opinions
he then put forward, and that a correct decision may be arrived at

upon the value of his theory, he now proposes to put together all the

arguments, whether old or new, that have presented themselves to

his mind.

He believes it is a very generally received opinion* that the con-

jugation of the verb '
to be,' in the several members of the Indo-

European language, is made up by the union of forms from not less

than three independent roots, of which, in our own tongue, the re-

presentatives are said to be, is, was, and be. The object of the pre-
sent paper is to prove that these three forms are but varieties of one

stem. The Sanscrit asmi, asi, asti, the Lithuanian esmi, essi, esti,

the Gothic im, is, ist, are admitted to represent the same root,

and the present of the Latin verb readily connects itself with the

same, if, on the valid authority of Varro, we prefix an e to the first

person of the singular and first and third of the plural, espm, es,

es
t
t, es

t
umus, es

{

tis, es
t

unt, in which the letters which follow the syl-
lable es clearly belong to the personal suffixes. In the Irish is met

is tu, is e, is sian, is sibh, is iad, and the Gaelic is mi, is tu, is e,

is sinn, is sibh, is iad, the root maintains the same form unaltered

through all the persons, and Mr. Guest (vol. ii. p. 151) has shown by
examples that northern dialects of our own tongue felt nothing of a

solecism in / is, thou is, you is, they is.

It is also admitted that with this same root as, es, or is, are imme-

diately connected those parts of the substantive verb which after an
initial vowel present an r in place of an s, as in our words art, are.

Thus the Icelandic em, ert, er, erum, eruft, eru, has this consonant in

nearly every person, and we also see it throughout the past and fu-

ture tenses of the Latin eram, eras, &c., and era, eris, &c.

The total disappearance of the vowel of the root has already been

seen in the Latin sum, sumus, sunt ; it is equally wanting in the sub-

junctive sim, sis, sit, and in the three compound participles prae^fns,

ab^ens, con^ens (in Di consentes), which in the 5 alone retain a

* Grimm, D. G. i. S51 ; Bopp, V.G.

VOL. IV. K
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trace of the verbal base. The Gothic dual and plural siju, sijuts,

sijum, siju]>, sind, has suffered the same aphaeresis, and thus prepares
us for a similar reduction of form in the German sind and infinitive

sein. The subjunctive mood also in the Gothic, Icelandic, German,

&c., give us merely an initial s. Nay, the very s itself at times dis-

appears, as in the Greek et/ji, Gothic im, Icelandic em, English am,

the French est as pronounced, and Italian e, as also in the participle

ens of the later Latin, and other examples will be seen below.

So far we have been dealing with what is admitted : we proceed
next to the assertion that be had originally a final sibilant. One

proof is in the acknowledged fact that the Old German gives a first

person birin, as well as bin or pin,
'
I am,' also a first person plural,

pirumcs, pirum, or birum,
' we are,' and a second person plural, pirut

or birut,
'

ye are.' For, as wartimes or warum,
' we were,' warut,

'

ye

were,' warun,
'

they were,' are admitted by Grimm himself to be

connected with an infinitive wes-an, it seems but reasonable to con-

nect bir-in, pir-wm.es, pir-um, bir-um, pir-ut, bir-ut, with an infinitive

bis-an or pis-an. In fact the four letters umes of war-umes and pir-

umes, and these alone, belong to the personal suffix which signifies
'

we,' corresponding to the termination of the Latin s-umus, vol-umus,

and the Doric rvTrr-ofj.es.
But the most distinct evidence is found in

the Celtic dialects. In the Breton, for example, whether we com-

pare the infinitive bez-a,
' to be,' with kan-a,

' to sing,' or the indi-

cative present bez-ann, bez-ez, bez, pi. bez-omp, bez-it, bez-oht, with

Mn-ann, kan-ez, kdn, pi. kan-omp, kan-it, kan-ont ; or the future

Mz-inn, bez-i, bez-o, pi. bez-imp, bez-ot, bez-int, with kan-inn,

kan-i, kan-6, pi. kan-imp, kan-ot, kan-iht; we always arrive at the

result that bez is the real stem of the Breton verb. A connexion of

this verb bez with our own be, becomes almost a certainty when we
find the Breton often possessed of duplicate forms, one with and one

without a sibilant. Thus the infinitive beza (itself a corruption of

bez-an) appears in the dialect of Treguier as be-an, and in that of

Cornouailles as be-a. So also
'

ye will be
'

is expressed indifferently

by bez-ot or bi-ot. And the conditional has running throughout a

twofold form biz-enn, biz-ez, biz-e, pi. biz-emp, biz-ec'h, biz-ent or

bi~enn, bi-ez, bi-e, pi. bi-emp, bi-ec'h, bi-ent.

The Gaelic also upon a closer inspection bears evidence that the

root had for its final letter, if not.an s, yet what is most closely allied

to that letter, a dental aspirate. The present it is true has bi mi,

bi thu, bi se, &c. ; yet when we compare the future bithid mi, bithid

tu, bithid se, with the future of the verb buail,
'

strike,' viz. buailidh

mi, buailidh tu, buailidh se, we cannot but admit bith to be the stem
of the substantive verb. A comparison of the subjunctives past and

future, viz. bhithinn and bhitheas of the one verb, with bhualinn and
bhuaileas of the other, leads to precisely the same result. As in the

Breton, so also in the Gaelic, the final consonant of the root is often

absorbed. Thus the imperative has bitheam or biom, 'let me be.'

From O'Brien's Irish Grammar we will merely quote the archaic

form of the indicative present of the substantive verb, and of an or-

dinary or regular verb signifying
'
to- deceive.'
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SING. PLUR.

bidhim, bidhir, bidhin biodhmur, biodhbhur, bidhidh

mealam, mealair, mealan or tnealaidh inealamar, mealabhar, mealaid.

The final r in the second person singular, and in the first two

persons of the plural, evidently corresponds to the final s of the Old
German and Latin pronominal suffixes ; and it then requires no very
nice anatomical talent to see that bidh is the base of the Irish verb,
as bith is of the Gaelic. The law for the assimilation of vowels,
which so generally characterizes the Celtic tongues, will account for

the introduction of an o in biodh-mur, biodh-bhur, before the u of the

final syllable, and also for the appearance of the vowel a in all the

syllables affixed to the base meal. The comparison with what has
been said above is tolerably complete, when we add that the disyl-
labic bidhim is at times reduced to biom,

'

I be.'

From Owen's Welsh Grammar, prefixed to his Welsh Dictionary

(London 1793), our quotation must be less limited, as the great

variety of form prevailing in that language seems to throw much

light on the anomalies of the other languages. Here also, for the

sake of easy comparison, we add the corresponding tenses of another

verb, so that it may be more readily seen what portion of each word

belongs .to the base, and what to the suffixes. As the orthography
of Owen is peculiar, it is but proper to warn the reader that for the

letter v, where it occurs in the specimens subjoined, he will find in

the ordinary Welsh orthography /"pronounced as the English v, for

z the letters dd pronounced as the English tk in thou, and for
p,

ch

pronounced as ch in German.

Indicative Mood, Present Tense.

elwyv elwyt elyw
byzwyv byzwyt byzyw
wyv wyt yw
ydwyv ydwyt ydyw

elwn elit elai

byzwn byzit byzai
oezwn oezit oez

elais elaist eles

buais buaist hues

bum:}: buost bu

elaswn elasit

elswn elsit

buaswn buasit

buwn buit

elasai

elsai

buasai

buai

PLUR.

elym ely elwynt / am going, &c.

byzym byzy^ byzwynt / be, &c.

ym y* ynt / am, &c.

ydymtydy9 ydynt I am, Sac.

Imperfect Tense.

elem elec elent / was going.

byzem byze9 byzent / was, &c.

oezem oezec oezent I was, &c.

Perfect Tense.

elasam elasac elasant / have gone.
buasam buasac buasant / have been.

buam bua9 buant.

Pluperfect Tense.

elasem elasec

elsem elsec

buasem
buem

T , ,

> 1 had none.
J

buoezwn buoezit buoezai

Here in the first place it

* Also ywq. f Also tvyn.

elasent

elsent

buasent
~|

buent \-Ihadbcen.
buoezem buoeze9 buoezent J

is evident that byz is the base of the sub-

J Also buwyv. Also buwa, btiuujs or btioex.

K 2
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stantive verb, though we also find this base taking the form of yd,

and indeed absolutely disappearing in the forms ym,y$, ynt,
' we are,'

'

you are,'
'

they are.' We must alsorequest attention to the two forms

of the past imperfect, and particularly to the second, where the o before

e is in power nearly akin to a w, so that we have something very
similar to our own was. The perfect and pluperfect by the way seem
to throw much light on the corresponding tenses of theLatin verb. In

a recent paper the writer contended ihatfuimus was a corrupted form

fromfuisimus. The twofold form of the Welsh buasam and buam is

in exact agreement with this. Moreover the appearance of the u in

buasam and buam makes one more willing to admit the received doc-

trine that the Latin fu is connected with our base be. It is also an

interesting fact that the Welsh bu-oezwn has in the last two syllables
the exact representative of the Welsh imperfect, asfu-eram has that

of the Latin imperfect.
We have thus seen evidence of a final dental, both in the Ger-

man and the four leading dialects of the Celtic tongue ; we will next

point to a language geographically most remote. But if two lan-

guages, for the most part utterly distinct, are to have a point of

contact, such contact is most likely to be found in a root like that

with which we are dealing. Now the Mantchoo seems beyond a

doubt to possess this verb, and that too in the double form which
we have claimed for our European tongues. The evidence will be

at once comprehended by a comparison of the substantive verb in

Mantchoo with the conjugation of an ordinary verb in that language.
Now Gabelentz tells us that khoacha,

'

nourish,' has an infinitive

Jchuacha-me, an imperative khoacha, and a future kh6achara, whereas

the corresponding parts of the substantive verb are bi-me, bis-ou, and
bis ire. In the Mantchoo, even more than in the Celtic tongues,
the assimilation of vowels holds good, so that the strong vowels in

the termination of the future khoachara, following the strong vowel

in the root of the verb, differ only, as is to be expected, from the weak
vowels in the final syllables of bis-ire.

The varieties of form which stand in the closest connexion with

our was, wert, were, are the Gothic vis-an,
'

to be,' vis-and,
'

being'

(nom. visands), &c., the Icelandic infinitive ver-a,
' to be,' the past

tense var, vart, var, vorum, voruft, voru, the imperative veri, ver-tu,

veri, &c., verandi,
'

being,' and ver-it,
'

been.' An Englishman, pre-

judiced by the accidents of his own grammar, and disposed to con-

nect the idea of past time alone with this form of the word, may
perhaps be surprised to find the same root employed, as has been

just seen, in the present participle of the Gothic and Icelandic, and
in a tense so much more connected with futurity than with the past
as the imperative. The German wes-en,

'

existence,' also, though
called a substantive, is only another form of the Gothic infinitive

vis-an. The Latin scholar too, when he considers the forms fui,

fueram,fucro, begins to fancy that the idea of a perfect tense is con-

nected with the base/w, but he is soon set right by finding fore,

forem, and futtirus from the same base, and also the archaic sub-

junctive fuam.
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But let us again turn our eyes to the Breton. It will be recol-

lected in particular, that '

ye will be' was represented by the double
form bez-ot or bi-ot. The same appearance and disappearance of the

sibilant occurs with the stem vez. Thus the subjunctive present is

ra vez-inn, ra vez-i, ra vez-o, ra vez-imp, ra vi-ot, ra vez-int. Here
the second person plural has vi-ot, where analogy would have led us

to expect vez-ot ; and indeed in the past tense of the same mood,
the z almost systematically disappears, viz. ra venn, ra vez, ra ve, ra

vemp, ra vec'h, ra vent, which are evidently deduced from vez-enn, &c.

The loss of the sibilant from this form of the root is also very visible

in the Manx branch of the Celtic tongue, as dy ve,
'
to be,' va mee,

'

I was,' va oo or v'oo,
' thou wast,' va eh or v'eh,

' he was.'

It appears then that the three roots alleged to be unconnected
have this in common, that they all appear, now with a -

final s, now
with a final r, and now with no final consonant ; secondly, that

while the two roots beginning with a w and a vowel have in their

vowel portion a common readiness to interchange a, e, and i, as seen

in the forms asmi Sanscr., esmi Lith., im Gothic, of the one, and was

English, wes-en German, vis-an Gothic, of the other, even those forms

which commence with b have a vowel which varies between i, e, and
K ; the sole marked difference therefore lies in the initial consonants.

We might here avail ourselves of the fact that the lip letter b, and the

digamma or w, are intimately related; and also of the second fact, that

an initial digamma is apt to disappear. But the matter may be placed

beyond doubt by examples closely parallel. The Latin language had
an old form bur-o, as well as ur-o,

'
I burn,' represented in fact by

our own word burn, just as maer-eo is represented by mourn, cur of

curro by him (Dorsetshire) or run. The existence of buro is partly
seen in am-buro, com-buro ; but more indisputably in bustum, the place
for burning a corpse. And in the first syllables of Ves-ta, Ves-evus,
we see an intermediate form between bus of bustum and us- of ustus.

Indeed the long u of uro, ussi, prepares us for a form oes, which is

nearly the same as ves, just as unus, cura, utor, are known histori-

cally to have arisen from oenus, coera, oetor. Secondly, ed-o,
'
I eat,"

had an older form bed-o, as seen in am-bed-o,
'
I nibble,' and here also

we have an intermediate form in vescor. Thirdly, the root i,
'

go,'
while it had originally a final t, as seen in it-er, in-it-ium, comes,
com-it-is, &c., so also had once an initial b, as seen in the forms
so familiar in Plautus, adbitere,

' to approach,' perbitere,
'

to perish,'
&c. But we need not travel beyond our own verb for evidence.

The Grammar of the Highland Society tells us, that although the

negative form of the substantive verb is commonly bheil (p. 14), yet
after the conjunctions mur,

'

if not,' nach,
' that not,' the initial

bh is lost, as mur 'eil, nach 'eil. Similarly the Breton verb when used

impersonally has three forms, bo-ar, vo-ar, or o-ar, all signifying the
same as the French ' on est' ; bo-ad, vo-ad, ed-od, all signifying

' on
e^tait' ; boer, voer,

' on sera' ; bijed or vijed,
' on serait.'

The forms bo-ar, vo-ar, o-ar, &c., which have been just quoted
from the Breton, remind us that the vowel o also claims an occasional

place in the root. This is nearly in agreement with the Lithuanian
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buw of the pres. perf. buw-au, the past imperfect bu-dawau, and inf.

bu-ti, &c. ; the last of which is all but identical with that form of the

Breton infinitive which prevails in the Vannes dialect, viz. bout. It

corresponds also pretty closely with the Sanscrit bhav-ami, and, as

has been so often noticed, with the Latin fit orfo, of fuain, fui t fu-
turus and fore. But the Latin also virtually exhibits the substantive

verb with an initial b, for arbitero- (nom. arbiter) is formed from the

old preposition ar,
'

near,' and bi, or perhaps rather bit, in the sense

of being, for this substantive means,
' one who is present,'

' a by-
stander," and only in a secondary sense ' an umpire' or '

judge.'
We now turn to a question of entirely a different character, the

original meaning of the so-called substantive verb. Logicians will

naturally be unwilling to give up what plays so conspicuous a part
in their system, as the Copula. But it must be admitted that there

is something so metaphysical and indefinite in the idea of being or

existence, that it can hardly have been the primitive meaning of the

word ; and in truth the most trustworthy writers on language have

long taught us to regard the physical meaning of a word, or that

which belongs to the senses, as antecedent to that which belongs
to the mind.

Now it is a familiar fact that esse, est, esset, have the signification
of '

eating,' a notion which is of the first moment to uncivilized man,
and therefore well-entitled to an early place in the most limited vo-

cabulary. The same root appears in es-ca and es-culentus, for when
these are placed alongside of posca and poculentus, we can be at no
loss to assign the syllable es to the base. And here a consideration

of the forms of the root signifying
'
to eat,' will in a remarkable de-

gree confirm the changes for which we have contended in our inves-

tigation of the verb '

to be.' The Sanscrit ad, the Old High-German
iz-an, izu, az, azumes, ezaner, the German essen, and its third person
isst, have the same variety of vowels as the substantive verb. Se-

condly, vescor,
'
I eat,' has the initial digamma, which is found in

our past tense was. The Greek fiovicw, fiopa, correspond to the forms

be, bim, &c. ; and still nearer to those which have already been quoted
from the Welsh and Breton, as commencing with bu and bo. Here
also we bring in not merely bedo, the longer form of edo, but also the

German bissen and our own bite. But perhaps the strongest confir-

mation of what we are saying is seen in the Gaelic, where to bith,

the base of the substantive verb, corresponds ith, the base of the verb
'
to eat.' The very letters of edo occur in the Breton substantive verb

6d-od ; and but slightly modified in the Welsh yd-ym, yd-yr, ydynt.
With the digamma of vescor, the second g of the German participle

ge-gessen seems connected, and with this again gee, the ordinary
word used in Manx.
That from the idea of eating there is but a slight step to that of

living will be at once admitted. Thus, for example, Sallust and
Caesar express the very same notion, one by lactevescuntur, the other

by lacte vivunt. Here again there is not merely an identity of sense,

but also an identity of origin. We should not have thought the form
of the Greek/3t-os, fii-orr), though highly favourable to the idea of their
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being connected with our verb be, as affording by itself a sufficient

foundation to rely upon. But the Manx and the Gaelic seem to re-

move all doubt. The verb be-agh of the Manx is indisputably formed
from be, or as the Manx writes it, bee, by a process common to all

verbs in that language ; and indeed a verb so lengthened is called the

modus consuetudinalis. Now beagh has commonly the notion ' to

live,' although in the third chapter of Genesis (v. 18) it corresponds
to 'eat' of the English translation. It will be remembered that the

word '
eat' occurs repeatedly in that chapter, but in all the other in-

stances a single act of eating is spoken of, and then the Manx uses

gee. So in Gaelic, from the verb hi,
' to be,' come biadh,

'

food,'

beatha*, 'life,' bith, 'existence,' beath-ach, 'an animal -f.' Thus an

explanation of the guttural belonging to vixsi, victus, 'food,' is found
in the derivation of the Manx beagh from the simple verb bee of that

tongue.
The ideas of children often supply the best instruction in questions

of the highest philology. The writer remembers a child being sadly

puzzled by the first attempt to explain to him the death of an absent

friend. At last his mother said to him, Poor so-and-so will never

eat any more, and the child was at once satisfied. Again, as to live

is to eat, so on the other hand with an Esquimaux, starvation is the

ordinary form of death. Such also was probably the case with the

uncivilized tribes of ancient Germany, and the word sterben might
well be synonymous with the Latin mori.

* Compare the Greek (3iorrj, Latin vita. f Compare the Latin bes-tia.
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A paper was read :

" On the Nature and Analysis of the Verb :" Continued. By the

Rev. Richard Garnett.

The next division of the general subject which it is proposed to

consider, is that of the great family of Polynesian languages ;
a class

equally remarkable for its peculiar structure and the immense extent

of territory over which it is spoken.
It is still a controverted question how far this family may be

affirmed to consist of several distinct races partially intermixed, or

to be in reality reducible to one common type. If physical charac-

teristics were to form a criterion, there appears a marked distinction

between certain light- and dark-coloured populations, and several

writers have supposed that there is nothing in common between the

two except a few borrowed words. On this ground the Australians,

the Papuans, the Feejees, the Harafooras of the Philippine and Mo-
lucca islands, and the Malagassy, have been sometimes separated
from the proper Malayan and Polynesian tribes, and assumed to be

radically distinct from them, both in race and language.
The Australian languages certainly differ materially from those of

the Malayan type, though a similarity of structure may be traced.

Respecting the Papuan Negrito, there is great want of information,

especially as to grammatical character ; however, the vocabularies

hitherto collected present a number of Malayan words. But if lan-

guage is to be regarded as a criterion, the Feejee, the Moluccan

Harafoora, and the Malagassy are closely connected with the main
stock ; in fact they are in several respects more perfectly organized
than the Malay or Javanese. We may therefore venture to include

them in the class of which we are now treating, and reason from

the phsenomena which they present.
It was observed in the first paper of the present series, that in the

Feejee language the functions of a verb may be discharged by a noun
in construction with an oblique pronominal suffix, e. gr. loma-qu=r
heart, or will of me, for / will. Though there are examples of this

in other languages of the family, it is not the ordinary way in which
the Polynesian verb is formed. So far is the finite verb from being
a simple original element, that it commonly requires to be equipped
with an array of particles, prefixed, infixed, or postfixed, as the case

may be, before it can act in that capacity ; and the basis on which

this complex expression rests is generally a noun, sometimes a mere
adverb or preposition. The peculiar organization of the class is

most fully exhibited by the languages of the Philippine Islands, and
VOL. IV. L
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next by the Malagassy ; the Malay and Javanese having lost a good
deal of their original type, though they exhibit traces of it in par-
ticular instances.

Almost all philologists who have paid attention to the Polynesian

languages, concur in observing that the divisions of parts of speech
received by European grammarians are, as far as external form is

concerned, inapplicable, or nearly so, in this particular class. The
same element is admitted to be indifferently substantive, adjective,

verb or particle, and the particular category in which it is employed
can only be known by means of its accessories. Thus Iloorda, in

his notes to Gericke's Javanese Grammar, observes that the root of

every verb is necessarily a noun, and that its verbal character de-

pends entirely on the pronouns and particles by which it is modified.

William Humboldt also, in his great work 'Ueber die Kawi-Sprache/
repeatedly states that no very distinct line of discrimination can be

drawn between nouns and verbs, and that the passive verb in par-

ticular, the class most commonly employed in the more perfectly

organized tongues, can only be resolved into a formation equivalent
in force and construction to an abstract noun.

In Tagala there are two principal modes of formation, commonly
called active and passive. In the former, the ostensible verb is con-

strued with the nominatives of the personal pronouns, according to

the following paradigm :

1. 2. 3.

1st Future Sing, susulat . . aco, ca, siya,
Plur. -- . . tayo, cayo, sila ;

usually considered as equivalent to scribam, scribes, c.

In the passive voice the personal pronouns are regularly appended
in the genitive case ; e. gr.,

1. 2. 3.

Sine, susulatin, co, mo, niya, "I .,
.
y
, > scnbar, &c.

Plur. -- attn, inyo, mla, J

Here it might be alleged, that in the active voice the personal pro-
nouns are plainly nominatives, and consequently susulat, the base to

which they are appended, must have the true force of a verb.

It is however easy to show that the formations above specified are

neither actives nor passives, nor verbs at all, in the sense in which
that part of speech is commonly understood. The root of the for-

mation is a noun sulat, Arab, surat, writing. The aggregation of

particles expressing the various modifications of time, converts it

into a nomen actoris, nearly equivalent to an active participle, in the

former class ; and into a nomen actionis or passionis in the latter.

The proof of this is, that the entire phrase in both classes is con-

vertible into a virtual participle by merely prefixing the definite

article, thus:

Active Pres. . . ang sungmusulat . . 6 ypa^wr.- Perf. . . ang sungmulat .... 6 yeypdtyws.
Fut. . . ang susulat ...... o

Passive Pres.. . ang sinulat= rb ypa<j>6fjLevov, &c.
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In this construction the force is the same whether the personal pro-
noun is expressed or not. Ang sungmusulat aco is simply scribens

ego, and ang sinulat co, scriptum or scriptio mei. This explains at

once the reason why nominatives are employed in the so-called

active form and oblique cases in the passive. It is also completely
subversive of the supposed verbal character of the phrase. '(.)

ypdtyuiv eyw is sufficiently intelligible ; but it is not so easy to make
sense or grammar of 6 eyw ypa'^w.
Another strong argument against this presumed verbal character

is furnished by the remarkable fact, that in transitive constructions

the so-calied passive form is preferred to the active, especially with

a definite regimen. When the object of the action is a personal

pronoun, a noun in construction with a possessive pronoun or a de-

finite article, or anything of which the individuality is plainly spe-

cified, the passive form of construction is indispensably requisite.
Thus the absolute phrase, / will eat, is expressed by the active voice,

with the personal pronoun in the nominative, cacan-aco ; but, I will

eat the rice, by the passive, cacanin-co ang palay, the personal pro-
noun being here in the genitive. This is seemingly analogous to

the Latin construction comedetur a me ; but the true analysis is,

the eating of me, or my eating, [w;zV/ be~] the rice, = comestio mei, or

mea. The supposed verb is in fact an abstract noun, including in

it the notion of futurity of time (forthwith, hereafter, v. t. y.),

in construction with an oblique pronominal suffix; and the osten-

sible object of the action is not a regimen in the accusative case,

but an apposition. It is scarcely necessary to say how irrecon-

cileable this is with the ordinary grammatical definition of a

transitive verb; and that too in a construction where we should

expect that true verbs would be infallibly employed, if any existed

in the language.
The Malagassy stands next to the Philippine dialects in the regu-

larity of its forms and the apparent complexity of its structure, being

capable, by means of its numerous prefixes and affixes, of expressing
the times, circumstances and other relations of actions with great

nicety of discrimination. In one particular it seems at a first glance
to differ materially from the branch which we have just been con-

sidering. Each of the fifteen voices of the Tagala has its corre-

sponding passive, the oblique form of construction already noticed

prevailing in all. But the thirteen voices of the Malagassy verb, as

classed by grammarians, have all the forms of actives or neuters, and

though the oblique form of expression is not absolutely unknown, it

is of comparatively infrequent occurrence. This difference is how-
ever more apparent than real. The place of the passive forms is

sufficiently supplied by participial or abstract nouns, having pre-

cisely the same oblique form of construction as the Philippine pas-
sives, and often modified by prefixes and affixes in a similar manner.
The rule of employing the oblique construction with a definite

regimen does not appear so imperative as in Tagala ; but, whether

necessary or not, it is a very common idiom, examples occurring in

almost every page of the Malagassy version of the Scriptures. Thus,
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'

1 love' may be expressed by the simple form iza/io tia, or with the

pronoun in the genitive, tia ko. It is equally permissible to say

fitiuva ko, the literal rendering of which is simply amor mei. Mr.

Freeman observes, in the short sketch of grammar appended to his
' Account of Madagascar,' that verbal roots are transformed into

participles by prefixing the particles voa, ova, or ; and that the

pronominal affixes again convert these participles into verbs; e. yr.
ova = change; a-ova = changed ; a-ova-ko= I changed. He further

observes that another form is made by giving a participial termina-

tion to the root, adding -ena, -ina, -ana or -aina, and sometimes -vina,

-vana, -zena, -zana, or some similar adjunct; the final syllable being

rejected when the pronominal affix is appended, as fantatra, known ;

fantatr ao, thou knowest, or knewest ; fanta-ny, he knows or knew.

It is stated in the Malagassy dictionary that there has been a dif-

ference of opinion among the Missionaries as to some of those forms

being really participles, or more properly participial nouns. There

are ample grounds for believing that, in point of fact, there is not

such a thing as a true participle, analogous to a Greek or Latin one,

either in Malagassy or in any other Polynesian language. Their

place is supplied, as in the Celtic languages, by a circumlocution

with the abstract noun and particles expressive of time, place, or

some similar adjunct ; and the formative syllables, as well as the

grammatical construction, are those of nouns, and not those of verbs.

Fitiavana, for example, corresponds accurately to dilectio, and is

currently employed in that sense ; though, with a suitable prono-
minal affix, it is used as equivalent to a verb. The form of the

personal pronoun clearly shows the true character of the word. If

it were analogous to the passive participle dilectus, or the active

aorist
QiXi'jcras,

it would be construed with the nominative, izaho fiti-

avana not with the genitive, fitiava'-ko.
The above examples from the Tagala and Malagassy, to which

many similar ones might be added from other languages, are of con-

siderable value as establishing one important point in the general

argument. Whatever may be thought of the proposition that all

verbs were originally nouns, there can be no question that nouns in

conjunction with oblique cases of pronouns may be and, in fact, are

employed as verbs. Some of the constructions above specified
admit of no other analysis ; and they are no accidental partial phe-
nomena, but capable of being produced by thousands. They may
therefore be safely regarded as organically belonging to the lan-

guages in which they are found ; and they are the most marked and

prevalent in the most fully organized tongues, and employed pre-

cisely in those constructions in which, according to European ideas,

a bond fide verb would appear to be most imperatively called for.

The true character of many of the forms to which we have ad-

verted is so obvious, that it was hardly possible that it could alto-

gether escape the notice of philologists. Thus, Roorda observes,
that in the Harafoora of Ceram, a language allied in some respects
to Malay, and in others to Javanese, but presenting more of the

original type than either, the personal pronouns used in conju-
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gating verbs are often in the oblique or genitive form ; and that

many combinations called verbs are in reality nothing but nouns.

For instance, pina-sanih-an, the ostensible passive of sanih, to agree,

immediately acquires the sense of agreement, determination, through
the mere prefixing of the indefinite or definite article.

William Humboldt also admits that the Tagala passive forms and
the Malagassy participial ones are in reality to be resolved by
abstract nouns, and that the noun lies at the base of all the verbal

formations. But being unable to divest his mind of the prevalent
idea of an essential and radical difference between the verb and other

parts of speech, he endeavours to make it appear that this character

resides in the verb substantive, which is to be supplied by the mind
in all cases where the functions of the verb proper are to be called

in requisition. This theory presupposes the existence of a verb sub -

stantive in the languages in question, and consciousness of that

existence and of the force and capabilities of the element in those

who speak them. Unfortunately the Spanish grammarians, to whom
we are indebted for what knowledge we possess of the Philippine
dialects, unanimously concur in stating that there is no verb sub-

stantive either in Tagala, Pampanga, or Bisaya, nor any means of

supplying the place of one, except the employment of pronouns and

particles. Mariner makes a similar remark respecting the Tonga
language, and we may venture to affirm that there is not such a

thing as a true verb substantive in any one member of the great

Polynesian family.
It is true that the Malayan, Javanese and Malagassy gram-

marians talk of words signifying to be ; but an attentive comparison
of the elements which they profess to give as such, shows clearly
that they are no verbs at all, but simply pronouns or indeclinable

particles, commonly indicating the time, place or manner of the spe-
cified action or relation. It is not therefore easy to conceive how
the mind of a Philippine islander, or of any other person, can supply
a word totally unknown to it, and which there is not a particle of

evidence to show that it ever thought of. To say that it is suffi-

cient for the mind to supply the idea of existence, would attempt to.

prove too much, it being clear that the mind is equally capable of

supplying it in any other case whatever. A more suitable oppor-

tunity may perhaps occur of showing that many of the current no-

tions respecting the nature and functions of the verb substantive are

altogether erroneous, and that they have been productive of no small

confusion in grammar and logic.
A second theory respecting the so-called Polynesian verbs is, that

their essential character resides in the formative prefixes employed
to distinguish the different tenses and voices. This will be found
on examination to be equally untenable. Those formatives cannot
communicate the character of a verb to any other part of speech ;

for this plain reason, that they do not possess any such character

themselves. They are in fact mere particles, indicating some at-

tendant circumstance, and occurring in other combinations in the

unequivocal senses of to, for, after, further, like, or something si-
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milar. Thus the Malayan de, the formative of the so-called passive
voice, is simply in, on, at ; the Malagassy ho, interpreted shall, or

shall be, in reality means for ; and the Harafoora toro, also a forma-

tive of the future, answers pretty exactly to the Fr. pour or Germ.
um = in order that. It is evident therefore that the combination of

such elements with nouns or adjectives cannot convert them into

verbs, any more than the prefixing a Greek or Latin preposition can
make a verb out of a word that is not one already. Explanations of

this sort, which are in fact mere suggestions of a non causa pro
causa, are little calculated to advance the progress of philology, and

only lead one to suspect that there is something unsound and un-

substantial in the hypothesis which they are advanced to support.
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The Secretary laid on the table several copies of the following
"Address," which had been furnished by Mr. Twisleton. The
"Address" and Translation originally appeared in the ' Wexford

Independent' of March 31, 1849.

ADDRESS, IN THE BARONY OF FORTH LANGUAGE,

Presented in August 1836, to the Marquis of Normanby, then Earl of
Mulgrave, and Lord Lieutenant of Ireland ; with a Translation of
the Address in English.

To 's Excellencie Consantine Harrie

Phipps, Earle Mulgrave,
" Lord

Lieutenant- General, and General
Governor of Ireland ;" Ye soumis-

sive spakeen o' ouz Dwellers o' Ba-
ronie F.orthe, Weixforthe.

Mai't be plesaunt to th' Eccellencie,

Wee, Vassales o' " His Most Gra-
cious Majesty" Wilyame ee 4th, an az
wee verilie chote na coshe an loyale
Dwellers na Baronie Forth, crave na
dicke luckie acte t'uck necher th' Ex-

ellencie, an na plaine garbe o' oure

yola talke, wi' vengem o' core t'gie
oure zense o'ye grades wilke be ee

dighte wi'yer name, and whilke wee
canna zie, albeit o' "Governere"
" Statesman" an alike. Yn ercha an
al o' whilke yt beeth wi' gleezom o'core

th' oure eene dwitheth apan ye vi-

gere o'dicke zovereine, Wilyame ee

Vourthe unnere fose fatherliezwae

oure deis be ee spant, az avare ye
trad dicke lone ver name was ee kent
var ee Vriene o Levertie, an He fo
track ae neckers o' Zlaves. Mang
ourzels var wee dwitheth an Irelone

az oure general haime y'ast bie'

ractzom home delt tous ye lass ee

mate var ercha vassale, ne'er dwith
ee na dicke wai n'ar dicka. Wee
dewithe ye ane fose deis bee gien var

eegudevare o' ee lone ye zwae, t'avance

pace an levertie, an wi'out vlinch ee

garde o' general riochts an poplare
vartue. Ye pace yea wee ma' zei

ye vaste pace whilke be ee stent o'er

VOL. IV.

To His Excellency Constantine Henry
Phipps, Earl Mulgrave, Lord Lieu-

tenant-General and General Govern-
or of Ireland : The humble Address

of the Inhabitants of Barony Forth,

Wexford.

May it please your Excellency,
We, tbe subjects of His Most Gra-

cious Majesty William IV., and as we

truly believe both faithful and loyal
inhabitants of the Barony Forth, beg
leave at this favourable opportunity to

approach Your Excellency, and in the

simple garb of our old dialect to pour
forth from the strength (or fullness) of

our hearts, our sense (or admiration) of

the qualities which characterize your
name, and for which we have no words
but of "

Governor,"
"
Statesman," &c.

Sir, each and every condition, it is

with joy of heart that -our eyes rest

upon the Representative of that Sove-

reign, William IV., under whose pa-
ternal rule our days are spent; for

before your foot pressed the soil, your
name was known to us as the Friend

of Liberty, and He who broke the fet-
ters of the Slave. Unto ourselves

for we look on Ireland to ha our com-
mon country you have with impar-
tiality (of hand) ministered the laws
made for every subject, without regard
to this party or that. We behold you,
one whose days devoted to the welfare

of the land you govern, to promote
peace and liberty the uncompro-
mising guardian of common rights and
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ye lone zince th 'ast ee cam, prooth,

y'at we alane needed ye giftes o' ge-
neral riochts, az be displayte bie ee

factes o' thie governmente. Ye state

na dicke die o'ye lone, na whilke be

ne'er fash n'ar moil, albeit " Constitu-

tional Agitation," ye wake o'hopes ee

blighte, stampe na yer zwae ee be rare

an light/.om. Yer name var zetch

avanct avare yie, e'en a dicke var bie,

arent wbilke ye brine o' zea, an ee

crags o'noghanes cazed nae balk. Na
oure glades ana whilke we dellte wi'

raattoc, an zing t'oure caules wi plou,
we hert ee zough o'ye colure o' pace
na name o'

"
Mulgrave." Wi " Irish-

men" oure general hopes be ee bond,
az "

Irishmen," an az Dwellers na
coshe an loyale o' Bavonie Forthe,
w'oul dei an ercha dei, oure maunes
an aure gurles, prie var lang an happie
zins, borne o'leurnagh, an ee vilt wi

benizons, an yersel an oure zoverine

'till ee zin o'oure dels be var ay be ee

go t'glade.

public virtue. The peace, yes we may
say the profound peace, which over-

spreads the land since your arrival,

proves that we alone stood in need of

the enjoyment of common privileges,
as is demonstrated by the results of

your government. The condition, this

day, of the country, in which is nei-

ther tumult nor confusion, but that

constitutional agitation, the conse-

quence of disappointed hopes, confirm

your rule to be rare and enlightened.
Your fame for such came before you,
even into this retired spot, to which
neither the waters of the sea yonder,
nor the mountains above, caused any
impediment. In our valleys where
we were digging with the spade, or as

we whistled to our horses in the plough,
we heard in the word "

Mulgrave,"
the sound of the wings of the dove of

peace. With Irishmen our common

hopes are inseparably wound up ;
as

Irishmen, and as inhabitants, faithful

and loyal, of the Barony Forth, we will

daily and every day, our wives and

our children, implore long and happy
days, free from melancholy and full of

blessings, for yourself and good Sove-

reign, until the sun of our lives be for

ever gone down the dark valley of

death.

The Barony of Forth lies south of the city of Wexford, and is

bounded by the sea to the south and east, and by the Barony of

Bargie to the west. It is said to have been colonized by the Welsh-

men who accompanied Strongbow in his invasion of Ireland ; but by
the term Welshmen, as here used, we must no doubt understand the

English settlers of Gower and Pembroke. Vallancey published a

specimen of their language. Some of the grammatical forms can

hardly fail to interest the English scholar, and we may venture more

particularly to call his attention to the verbal ending th. In no
other of our spoken dialects do we find the th still lingering as an

inflection of the plural verb.

The following papers were then read

1. "Vocabularies of certain North American Indian Languages."
By J. Howse, Esq.
The following words and forms of speech were collected partly by

myself, and partly by such missionary and commercial agents as

were known to have the requisite opportunities ; the same list of

names and phrases being transmitted to all.

Over and above the information concerning the general affinities

between the different aboriginal languages of North America that
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was thus expected, the particular evidence as to the extent to

which the remarkable structure of the Cree and Chippeway verb was
common to the other languages of the Algonkin family, and to lan-

guages still further removed, was a very prominent object of the

inquiry. Upon this principle, phrases like who gave it to him ? whom
did he give it to ? were preferred to the names of natural objects, the

degrees of relationship, and the like.

The dates, which occasionally accompany either the vocabulary
itself, or some remarks upon it, will show that the collection was
made previous to more recent investigations in Indian philology.

A.

1. Equivalents in the language of the Nipissingue and Algonquin
Indians of the Lake of the Two Mountains, in the district of Mon-
treal, Lower Canada. Date 1835. Signed Chs de Bellefeuille,

ptre Director of the Mission of the Lake of the Two Mountains.
D. Ducharme, Intr

. J. Dupont. Note on the orthography :

" Dans
ce tableau, le lettre u se prononce comme le diphthongue ou, en

Fran^ais. Tous les autres voyelles comme en Fran^ais. La lettre

g, devant i, et devant e, se prononce comme dans les mots Fran^ais
gui, gue."

2. Equivalents in the language of the Shawnees, Miami River.

3. Equivalents in the language of the New Brunswick Indians.

All these are in one dialect the Micmac. It seems that the sound
of the letter r is wanting in this language. The vocabulary was

originally made by Antony Rogers, an old intelligent hunter (but
not an Indian), who had lived some time amongst the Indians, and
is believed to be well acquainted with their language. He was as-

sisted by Abitase, said to be half Indian and half English.
4. Equivalents in the language of the Blackfoot, Blood or Paegan

Indians. Duplicate Vocabulary.
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The Nipissing, Shawnee, and New Brunswick dialects are un-

doubtedly Algonkin. The position of the Blackfoot is uncertain.

It has been placed, however, in juxtaposition with the three former

for the sake of comparison.

B.

1 . Equivalents in the language of the Iroquois Indians of Caugh-
nawassa and St. Regis, date 1835.

2. Equivalents in the language of the Mohawks living on the

Grand River.

3. Equivalents in the language of the Hurons.
4. Equivalents in the language of the Stone Indians. Collected

by J. Bird, Esq. of the Red River Settlement. Accompanied with
the note, that " the Stone Indians are the most numerous of any of

the tribes of this part of North America. There are about 1 200 to

1400 tents. They inhabit the mid-country from between the Mis-
souri and Assineboin rivers from within fifty miles of Red River

westward to the sources of Qu'appelle River, about the source of the

elbow or north branch of the Assineboiu River, and from thence to

the Red Deer's Hills on the Saskatchewan. The Swampy-ground
Stone Indians are now living close to the Rocky Mountain near the

source of the Red Deer's River, Saskatchewan. The Stone Indians

have nothing of the gravity which characterizes all the other tribes of

North America, but seem, on the contrary, tohave an excessive flow of

spirits, and to give way to it entirely ; they speak with the utmost ra-

pidity and exhibit wonderful quickness in every motion. Active and

restless, they continually harass other tribes, from the Mandans in

the south-east to the Blackfoots in the west, and may truly be called

the Frenchmen of North America, like whom they are considered

bold and impetuous in war, but soon discouraged when they meet
with persevering resistance."

The Iroquois, Mohawk and Huron are members of the same class

of languages. The place of the Stone Indian is more equivocal.

Although generally separated by most authors from the Mohawk (or

Iroquois) tongues, it has, by some, been connected with that group.
In the present tables it is placed in juxtaposition with the other

three, on the same principle that the Blackfoot was arranged with
the Nipissing, Shawnee, and New Brunswick, i. e. for the sake of

comparison.
Akin to the Stone Indian (which is also called Assineboin) are

the Sioux (Nadowessioux or Dahcota), Winnebago, Otto, Osage,
Omahaw, Yancton, Quappa, and other dialects ; a fact which gives

importance to the present vocabulary ; since, if the language which
it represents be considered Iroquois (or Mohawk), the allied dialects

must have a similar ethnological position.
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Vocabularies of the Chipewyan, the Beaver- Indian, the Kootonay,
the Sikanni, the Flat-head, the Okanagan, and the Atnah (or

Shushwap) languages, spoken in Oregon and New Caledonia, will

be laid before the Society at some future meeting.

2. "On the Conjectural Affinity of certain Hebrew and English
words." By Dr. Benisch.

There was a time when Hebrew was considered as the parent of

all languages, and consequently as the prototype of the Teutonic

dialects. At present the Sanscrit is generally held to be the origin
of the Indo-European tongues, yet there are certainly some elements

which are common to the English and the Hebrew. The following

examples are submitted to the reader as illustrating generally the

connexion supposed to exist between the Shemitic languages and
those which are more immediately allied to the Sanscrit.

The Hebrew verb debber, generally translated ' he spake,' origi-

nally meant ' he induced to go,'
' he led,'

' he drove.' This is the

signification at least which it still has in Chaldee, as may be seen

from Gen. ii. 15, where the verb took, in the passage "And the Lord
God took the man and put him into the garden of Eden," is ren-

dered by Onkelos udebar. Nor is this primitive signification of

debber quite obsolete in Hebrew, it being still discernible in the de-

rivatives deber, generally translated '

pestilence,' but really meaning
sweeping or driving away ; dobroth,

'
floats of timber,' and midbar,

rendered '

wilderness,' but in fact meaning pasturage to which cattle

were driven; and by transposition, darban,
' a goad,' that is, an in-

strument used to stimulate or drive. Such transpositions in Hebrew
are not rare, as may be seen, for instance, from the words keseb and

kebes,
' a lamb,' simlah and salmah,

' an outer garment,' kesil and

sakal,
' a fool.' Nor are they uncommon between the Hebrew and

its cognate dialects. Compare the Heb. alat,
' he wrapped up,' with

the Arabic atala ; the Heb. lakach,
' he took,' with the Arab, lahaka ;

the Heb. shaar,
' a gate,' with the Chaldaic tra*.

In this transposed form the word dibber seems to exist (with its

primitive signification) in the Arab, daraba (percutit), that is, wielded
or drove the striking instrument ; in the Sansc. dkurv,

' to press on,'

in the G. treiben, and the Eng. to drive, &c. The connexion between
the primitive signification of dibber,

' he drove,' and the secondary
one ' he spoke,' is natural, and analogous to what we find in other

languages ; compare the G. brechen and sprechen, &c.

The Eng. words hole, hollow, and hell, answer to the G. hohl,

hoehle, and the corresponding terms in the Swedish and Icelandic

languages ; and after a little consideration the philologist may pro-

bably assign the same root to the Eng. cell, cellar, caul, and quill, to

the corresponding Ger. zelle, keller, and kiel, to the Gr. KOI\OS and

KotXta, and the Lat. coelum. These words may be collated with the

Sansc. hal,
' to hollow, dig, or work,' but may with still greater pro-

priety be compared with the Heb. and Arab, chalal,
'
to perforate.'

* The substitution of the n in the cognate dialects for the Heb. B> is of constant
occurrence : for instance, the Heb. shor,

'
a head of horned cattle,' in Chaldaic,

Syriac and Arabic taura. Thus also the Greek and Latin taurus, the German and

English s''er, steer, &c.
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The Eng. word basalt is from the Greek. That this substance

originally received its name from its hardness and similarity in

colour to iron, appears from Pliny, who says,
" Invenit ^Egyptus

in ^Ethiopia quern vocant hasalten, ferrei coloris atque duritiei,

unde et nomen ei dedit." (See Furst's Concordance sub v.) Now
this word is identical with the Heb. barsel,

'
iron.' The Hebrew

scholar, acquainted with the researches of modern grammarians,
will no doubt remember various other words into which a formative ">

is inserted, as for instance sharbet,
' a sceptre,' from shebet,

' a staff,'

&c. ; he will therefore have no difficulty in pointing out basal as the

root of barsel. In this root the writer also thinks he discovers the

origin of the Gr. j3a<n\evs, and not in the Heb. mashal or bashan, as

Gesenius and Furst conjecture. The form barsila, in the signifi-

cation of '
ruler,' is plainly found in the targum of Canticles I.

The sound pur, an onomatopoeia for the action of bursting, break-

ing, &c., has been shown to exist in a large number of languages

belonging to widely different families. The philologist will at once
be reminded of the G. brechen, the Eng. to break, &c. In no language
however, known to the writer, has such an extensive use been made
of this root as in the Hebrew.
The syllable per is found quite pure without any addition in the

verb pur,
'
to burst' ; it has a suffix inpar-ats, 'to burst forth' ; a

prefix in sha-bar,
' to break

'

; a suffix inpar-ak,
' to break off,' par-ach,

' to break forth,' viz. to blossom, par-ah,
' to break forth as from

under cover,' viz. to be fruitful ; in the substantives per-ach,
' a

blossom,' bar,
'

grain,' she-ber,
'

corn,' from which is derived the verb

sha-bar,
' he dealt in corn,' &c. We are thus led to the Lat. pario,

the G. gebaeren, the Eng. to bear, with the analogous terms in the

cognate dialects ; the Lithuanian peru, the Russian beru, the Sansc.

bhar,
'

to produce, to carry,' the Lat. fruor,fructus,fruyes,far, and

frumentum, the G.frucht, with the similar terms in the Romanic
and Teutonic languages, the Polish fruct, the Welsh ffrwyth, the

Wallachian phrutta, the Albanian phriut, the G. beere, the Eng. berry,
the Polish her, the Eng. barley, &c.

The Latin verb capio, the Gaelic gabhan,
' to take,' and the Welsh

cipiaw,
' to snatch,' sound very like the Heb. kaf,

' the hollow of

the hand.' This substantive is formed from the verb kapap,
' he

bent/ inasmuch as through the bending of the hand objects are laid

hold of. In Sansc. the root kup or hub means ' to cover,' the same

signification as the Heb. chapap. This latter root apparently ac-

counts for the origin of the words ice^aAj? (old form Ku/3^), caput,

kopf, the French chef, the Eng. chief, and for similar terms in the

Hungarian and Welsh languages.
The English words circle, to circulate, &c., with the corresponding

terms in the other Teutonic dialects, are derived from the Gr. Ktpicos
. or K-fHicos, and these Greek words may easily be traced to the Sansc.

garhan,
'
circuit.' Now the same word in the same signification is

extant in the Heb. kikkar, contracted from kirkar, and applies to

several objects having a round shape. From this root may be deduced
the Heb. kir (with a

p), meaning that which surrounds, viz. a wall,
and kiriah (in the Syriac and Phrenician kert), signifying that which
is surrounded by a wall, viz. a town. By softening down the pa-
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latic
[5

into the guttural y, we have the Heb. *VJ7, 'a town.' That
the interchange of the p and ^ with the weaker aspirates, and vice

versd, are not rare, will appear by comparing the Heb. kotereth and

atereth,
' a crown' ; ketor-eth and athar,

' incense' ; the Heb. or and
the Lat. corium ; the Heb. Oreb and the Lat. corvus ; the Heb. agil,

something round,
' a finger-ring' ; agalah, something rolled,

' a car' ;

and the G. kugel,
'
a ball.'

The English words masculine, marriage, &c., are derived from the

Latin mas, which is also found in the Sansc. mas, Russian and Bo-
hemian mush, and the Finnish mies. Now this word, in the same

signification, exists also in the Heb. The word alluded to is that

pronounced by the German Jews mesim (D*n3) meaning
' men,'

the singular of which, if it were found, would, according to analogy,
sound mes.

There are several conjectures as to the origin of the name of Star-

chamber. The most probable appears to be that stated by Black-

stone, who thinks that the chamber may have received its name from

its having been a deposit for the contracts of the Jews called starrs,

under an ordinance of Richard II. This etymology seems to be a

probable one, inasmuch as it is certain that public officers were ap-

pointed during the middle ages to superintend the monetary dealings
then extensively carried on by the Jews, and the extent of these

dealings must have given importance to the office in which the va-

rious disputes arising therefrom were settled. It is true that the

Chamber is also called Camera Stellata, or Chambre des Estoylles, but
this may be merely a blundering translation of the English name.

Dr. Johnson derives the verb to chirp from to cheer up. In this

he is nc doubt mistaken. The expression is probably an onomatopoeia,
and seems to correspond with the Sanscrit root svart,

' to resound,'
'

growl,' and with the Heb. tsippor,
' a bird.' This Hebrew word

seems also to offer a satisfactory etymology for the Eng. sparrow
and the German sperling.
The Eng. verb to seeth, Germ, sieden, may be compared with the

Hebrew zood of the same signification ; and if this root, as Gesenius

thinks, is an onomatopoeia, we may also compare with it the Gr. <r<w,

the G. zischen, the Eng. hiss, the G. sausen, and the Sansc. teis,
' to

resound.'

The word fathom, formed from the A.-Sax.faethem, the G.faden,
as well as the similar words in the other Teutonic languages, have
been compared with the Sansc. vat and vant,

' to bind,' the Irish

fead, &c. To these the writer thinks may be added the Hebrew
abnet,

' a certain kind of girdle,' the ff not being radical. The
Sansc. vant and the Heb. band offer a satisfactory etymology for the

Eng. to bind, the G. binden, and their numerous cognate terms and
derivatives.

The English words measure and to mete, the G. messen, together
with the cognate terms in other Teutonic languages, also the Welsh
mcdraw, the Russian mezuin, the Lat. metior, modus, and the Gr.

p.Tfieio, are clearly connected with the Hebrew verb madad, and the

substantive mddah,
'

measure.' The number of these examples might
be readily increased.
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A paper was read :

" On English Etymologies :" Continued. By Hensleigh Wedg-
wood, Esq.
CHRISTMAS Box. Difficulty has been felt with respect to the

meaning of the word Box in this expression, and resort has even
been had to the oriental Bakshish, a present, in order to explain it.

The sense is however made perfectly clear by a reference in Cot-

grave:

Pille-maille such a box as our London prentices beg withal before

Christmas.

To SCORCH. Properly to contract, to shrivel up, which may
happen either from heat or cold. From curtus, short ; It. scorciare,

to shorten ; Provencal acorchar, acorsar, to shorten or contract ;

Sp. escorsar, to foreshorten ; escarchar, to curl the hair, to nip
or cover with hoar- frost ; escarchado, that which is crisp and
crackles.

To PANT. To go pit-a-pat is a common expression for the beat-

ing of the heart, and in Bailey's Dictionary it is said that pintledy-

pantledy, in Lincolnshire, is used in the same way. From Fr.panteler,

according to the author ; but that is evidently putting the cart before

the horse, as pintle-pantle might easily grow out of pit-a-pat, but
not vice versa. Fr. panteler, panteiser, to pant.

RELAY, RELY. A relay, Fr. relais, It. rilasso, is a supply of

horses, dogs, &c. prepared beforehand,
" for the ease of those one

has already rid hard on" (Cotgr.) ; a relief, from relaxare.
' A relais

spared, at rest, that is not used' (Cotgr.) :

Ses fin et ses relays. Provenyal.
Sans fin et sans relache.

Let wife and land lie lay till I return. B. & F. Love's Pilgrimage.

Now to rely on a thing
'

to rest or repose upon it' (Richardson)
is to use it as a relay to look to it for rest or relaxation.

HOUSINGS. More properly houssings ; Fr. housse, the long cloths

of parade, sweeping the ground, formerly laid over horses on state

occasions, from housser, to sweep. Houssee de pluie, a driving
shower ; houssine, a switch ; housson, butcher's broom, because used

as a whisk ; houssu, tufted.

The verb housser is, I believe, the French representative of our

whisk or swish, Ger. wischen, from the noise of moving a loose body
rapidly through the air. For the equivalence of housse and whisk,

compare hush ! and whisht !

" Whist, hist, hush, are the same word," says Richardson,
" with a

little variation in the sound."

VOL. iv. o
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WHIP, WIPE, WHAP ; SWIP, SWIPE, SWEEP, SWAP. The foun-

dation of all these words is an imitation, by means of the syllable

whip or swip, of the sound made by something pliable moved smartly

through the air ; hence a whip is the instrument employed in such a

motion, and the motion itself is expressed by the same word in

many branches of the Teutonic stock. Thus we speak of whipping
a thing out of sight ; of whipping away, for being off in a hurry.

Icel. vippa i lopt, to snatch up; Dutch wippen, to vibrate, to totter,

to twinkle ; wipsteert, a wagtail ; Dan. vippe, to wag, move up
and down.

It then expresses the momentary character of an action. Dan.

Vips ! var fuglen borte, Whip ! the bird was off; Sc. in a whip, in

a moment (Jamieson) ; PI. Deutsch., up de wippe sitten, to be on

the point of doing a thing.
Then as every rapid motion of the arm is brought round with a

swing, we have Icel. vippa, to whirl ; to wip, to bind round

(Jamieson) :

Thair bricht hair hang glitterand on the strand

In tresis clear wypit with golden threads. Dunbar.

Hence wyp, a wreath ; Goth, vaip, corona. The insertion of the

nasal m gives Dan. wimpe or winke, G. wimpern, to wink or twin-

kle ; wimp-brauwe, wijm-, wijn-, wijng-, wind-brauwe (Kilian), the

eyelid; Du. wimpel, a veil, a streamer, a Wimple: wimpelen, to

veil, to wrap up ; wimpel, a Wimble, an instrument for boring by
circular motion'; Sw. wimla, to be dizzy, or, as the G. wjmmelen,
for the confused motion of insects, of a crowd of people, &c. ; D.

wemclen, to drive round, to twinkle, to palpitate ; Sc. wammle or

wamble, to turn round, to move in an undulating manner, like an

eel in water (Jam.) :

Wi' her tail in her teeth she wammled it roun'. Scott.

Isl. hvim or hvimp, motus celer ; a whim, a momentary intention ;

Dan. vimse, to wander idly about ; whimsical, turning to and fro,

changeable in disposition.

Again, from whip, by lengthening the vowel to express a more de-

liberate, continued action, we have to wipe ; while the broader a in

whap adapts the word to represent a stroke with a larger or less

pliable instrument than that signified by whip.
The addition of an initial s without change of meaning is a com-

mon sign of living onomatopoeia, as in plash and splash ; whirl and

swirl; knap and snap. So we find swip with precisely the same
force as wip in the expression of rapid, sudden, reciprocating or cir-

cular motion ; rapidity, or instantaneousness :

Ridwfethlan his svveord droh
And swipte to than kinge. Layamon.

Ridwaethlan drew his sword
And struck at the king.

A.-S. swipe, a whip ; Icel. svipa, to flog, to wield or brandish, to

hasten ; Icel. svipan, svipr, Dan. svip, a moment ; Isl. svipta, to
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snatch; G. schwipps, cito (Wachter); Sc. swipper, swippert, swift ;

Isl. svif, a sudden motion, brandishing, bending ; swiff", rotatory
motion, or the sound produced by it, as the swiff of a mill (Jam.) ;

Eng. swift, in Chaucer swiff, rapid ; Icel. sveifla, to whirl, to brandish;

sveif ansa rotatilis, a swivel.

Here too the longer vowel in sweep, G. sckweifen, expresses a

longer, more continuous action, as in wipe compared with whip.
What a swipe \ says the boy, when he sees the cricket-ball struck

with a wide sweep of the bat.

To swap represents the motion of a larger body :

All sodeinly she swapt adown to ground.

Swap off his head. Chaucer in Richardson.

The sense of changing, in which swap is now commonly used, is

derived from the notion of turning, so intimately connected with all

these words expressive of sudden rapid motion.
The change ofp into the sonant b in swab seems to represent the

resisted effort in rubbing with such an instrument.
It is not in our power to show any form of the word with an ini-

tial s exactly corresponding to the Dan. or G. wimpe, wimpern, but

parallel with hvima, wimmelen, &c., we have to swim, to turn round,
as a swimming in the head ; Dutch swijmen, swijmelen, to doze,
to be dizzy, to faint; swijmelinge, levis somnus, sopor (Kit.), bring-

ing us very close to the Fr. somme, sommeil. To swim, in the

sense of floating on the water, is probably derived from the tre-

mulous motion of a liquid surface, so that, when we speak of a table

or floor being
'
all swimming with water,' it is in exact conformity

with the original force of the word, and the sense of supporting our-

selves on the surface is a secondary application.

Again, corresponding to the forms above cited ending in p, mp,
m orf, we find others precisely equivalent ending in k, nk, ng, Ji, nd.

Thus whack and whap are used colloquially in the same sense, and
swak and swap :

And with a swake there of his swerd
He straik the Lyndsay to the baiie. Wyntown in Jam.

And thai

Swappit out swerdys hastily .
; Barbour.

A.-S. swicol, deceitful (t. e. unstable, apt to turn), stands parallel
with Isl. swipul, fugax, caducus ; our switch with swipe, a whip ;

Dan. vimpe with wink ; Germ, wickeln, to wrap up, with wimpeln
in the same sense ; vik (Molbech, Dialect- Lexicon), lively, brisk, or

our quick with wip ; compare quink-steert (Outzen) with wip-steert,
a wagtail. So quink-jacht, queck-jacht, tweig-jacht, a jack-a-lanthorn

(Outzen). The Germ, schwindel, dizziness, schwind, geschwind,
swift, must rest upon a form schweinen, parallel with swim in the

sense of turning round, which also appears in the Plat. D. swinen,

swinden, dwinen, to disappear, waste away, to dwindle. Compare Sw.
swindel, swingel, or swimmel darnel, so called like the Fr. ivraie,

from its intoxicating quality, inducing dizziness. The Du. wijng-
brauwe, an eyelid, would lead us to suppose that the wing of a bird

o 2
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may also derive its name from the vibratory motion which is the

special function of that member. The addition of an initial s gives
rise to verbs in all the Teutonic dialects equivalent to our swing, ex-

pressive of rapid or forcible whirling movement.
To CABLK. To stuff the cracks between the planks of a ship with

tow, &c. From calcare, to tread. Proven. calca, calgua, a tent

of lint.

Pausa en quascuna fissura calyua de coto vielh (llaynouard). He puts
in each crack a tent of old cotton he caulks it with cotton.

PANTALOON. Yrompannus, cloth, we have Sp./jawo; panal, a clout;

panalon, a great clout, a slovenly fellow whose shirt hangs out at

his breeches (Baretti). Hence probably applied to the old man
careless of dress the lean and slipper'd Pantaloon.

MUSCOVADO. Port, mascabado, ill-conditioned, unmarketable;
hence applied to the coarsest kind of sugar. Mascabar, to discredit,

dishonour ; Sp. menoscabar, to diminish, impair ; Prove^al mescabar,

menescabar, to lose, to fail, to come to ill. The whole equivalent to

our word mischief, from minus, Port, menos, and cabo, chef, head, end,

conclusion.

DUNGEON. The true derivation of this word was pointed out by

Menage, and the currency of any other at the present day is an in-

stance of the uselessness of merely suggesting etymologies without

supporting them by adequate evidence. It is singular however that

the quotations brought together by Ducange should not have made
clear to him the erroneousness of the derivation which he adopts,
and which still appears in our dictionaries, from dun, a hill :

" minus propugnaculum in duno sive colle sedificatum."

We see from Ducange and Muratori (Diss. 26), that the part of

a stronghold which from its position or structure had the command
over the rest was called dominio, gradually corrupted into domnio

(as domnus for dominus), domgio, dongeo, Fr. donjon (as sonyer from

ftnmuore), examples of all which forms may be seen in Du-

cange. In a charter of the year 1179, given by Muratori, is an

agreement,
"
quod de summitate Castri Veteris quse Dongionem ap-

pellatur, praedictus episcopus ejusque successores debeant habere
duas partes ipsius summitatis, scilicet ab uno latere usque ad vineam

episcopi et ab altero usque ad flumen," showing that in this case the

dominio was mere open ground. In general however it was applied
to a tower or other work which had the command of the rest of the

fortress.

Milites ocyus conscenso Domnione, dome scilicet principal! ct defen-

siva. Ducange.
The name of Dungeon has finally been bequeathed to such an un-

derground prison as was formerly placed in the strongest part of a

fortress.

QUOIT. Properly a flat stone, Dutch kaeye, key, originally doubt-

less haede, the d corresponding to the final s in G. hies, gravel ;

A.-S. ceoscl, a pebble :

De kaeye schieten, ludere silice, lapide, disco certare disco saxeo, ferreo

plumbeo. Kilian.
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Perhaps a quay, Port, cais, Du. kade, kaa, kaey,
'

acte, littus, lapi-
deus ad ripam agger' (Biglotton, 1624), was originally some such
word as kaey-werk, a mole, or stone embankment, which we actually
find in the dictionary last quoted, the latter half of the word being
omitted, so as to leave only that which signifies stone.

To BALE a vessel to empty out the water with a scoop or

bucket ; Du. baalien, from baalie, a bucket. In the same way Fr.

bacqueter, to bale, from bacquet, a bucket.

BOARD. A plank. A probable origin of this word is suggested
by the Isl. bord-vidr, edge-wood ; wood cut so as to have edges
to it, from bord, an edge, and vidr, wood :

Oc med endilongum bsenom war umbuiz a husum uppi, reistr up bord-
vidr a utan-verdom thaukotn sva sem vig-gyrdlat vaeri. Sverris Saga, 156.

And along the side of the town preparation was made up on the houses

edge-wood (or boarding) raised up on the roofs like the war-girdle (or

boarding-netting, as we should now say) in a sea-fight.

To PEEP, TEET, KEEK. So long as Onomatopoeia is a living

principle in a word, the consonants are extremely moveable, and rea-

dily interchange with those of similar character in other classes. It

is nearly indifferent whether we make use of a p, a t, or a k, in the

imitation of most kinds of inarticulate sounds, as is seen in the names
of the pee-wit, Sc. tu-quheit, tee-whoap, pees-weep; Du. kie-vit.

When therefore we find such synonyms as peep, keek, teet, in the

most familiar part of the language (compare Sc. keek-bo, teet-bo

bo-peep), we are led to suppose that the imitative source is not far

off. Now the most natural imitation of a sharp sound is made by
the syllables peep, keep, keek or teet. In Latin accordingly we find

pipire, pipiare, pipilare, to peep or cheep like a chicken, to cry like

a child or small bird ; hence pipio, a young bird ; It. pippione,

piccione, a pigeon, properly a young one ; to pipe, to make a shrill

sound; to cheip (Jamieson), to squeak with a shrill and feeble

voice to creak, as shoes or a door ; cheiper, a cricket ; Isl. keipa,
to cry as a child.

The note of a little bird is commonly imitated by the syllables

tweet-tweet, whence to twitter as a swallow ; Dutch tijte, tijtken, a

chicken or any small bird : a torn-tit. A tit is subsequently applied
as a term of contempt to anything weak or small, as a child or

small horse :

Besides, when born the tits are little worth,
Weak puling things, unable to sustain

Their share of labour, or their bread to gain.

Dryden in Richardson.

To titter is applied to suppressed, high-pitched laughter.

Again, the same kind of sound is represented by the syllable kik

or keek in the Latin cicada, a cricket or cheiper ; the Dutch kieck-

hoest, kinck-hoest, the chin-cough or hooping-cough, from the shrill

sound of drawing the breath in that disorder ; Dutch kiecken, a chick

or chicken, is probably direct from the sharp chirp of the young
bird, as cock from the fuller cry of the grown fowl.

To chink is said of the sound of small pieces of metal striking to-
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gether, or of the sharp sound of an infant's laugh, to chink with

laughter. In the secondary application of chink or crack to a fissure,

we see the passage of a word from a direct imitation of sound to a

representation of the cause by which the sound was produced. A
hard thing, in breaking, makes such a noise as we have seen repre-
sented by the syllables chink, crack, cheip : hence a crack or chink

is applied to a fissure or incomplete rupture in something hard. A
creek is a narrow piece of water running up like a crack into the

solid land. A piece of earthenware is said to chip, when a piece
flies off with a creaking sound, and a chip is the part that separates.
To chap, to form chinks or cracks. The creek or skreek of day
(Jamieson) ; Dutch kriecke, kriekeling (Kilian), the peep or first

appearance of day, the land and sky separating and letting a bright
streak be seen, as a light room through the crack of the door. We
thus are led to the notion of separation between the parts of the

breaking body and the appearance of something beyond, to the

bursting of a bud or a shell, to the idea of sprouting, germinating or

coming into life, or of simply looking through a narrow opening :

The rose knoppis tetand forth their head,
Gan chyp and kythe their vernal lippis red.

Doug. Virg. in Jamieson.

The egg is chipped, the bird is flown. Jamieson.

Dutch kippen, to hatch ; kip, a young chicken. In the same way
chick, a flaw in earthenware ; to chick, to crack or chap, also to

sprout or germinate (Forby).

Finally kiecken (Du.), kige (Dan.) to keek, to look through a nar-

row opening, to peep. It is true that we cannot show either peep or

teet in the sense of a mere crack, but as a proof of the natural con-

nexion between a sharp sound and a narrow opening, we may quote
the Sp. silbar, to whistle ; silbato, a crack ; we then have at plppe

(Dan.), to sprout or shoot forth as a bud or seed, whence our pip,
that which sprouts ; pip-ling (Dan.), a pippin or small tasty apple,

originally probably a seed-ling. To teet, we have already seen in

the sense of shooting forth. At titte (Dan.), to peep or look through
a narrow opening ; hence by broadening the vowel to express a

fuller action, we have O.-E. to tote, Swed. tola, to look, and the

vulgar (outer, a person employed to look out for custom.

CHARCOAL is commonly explained as if from A.-S. cerran, to

turn ; quasi turned-to-coal :

And Nestor broil'd them on the coal-turn 'd wood.

Chapman's Homer in Richardson.

But such a composition as turn-coal for turn-to-coal, or for coal-turned,

is quite contrary to the analogy of our language, and the first syl-

lable seems more properly chark than char :

Or if it flames not out, charkshimto a coal. Quotation in Richardson.

Now to chark or chirk is to make a grating or creaking noise :

There is no fire, there is no spark,
There is no door which maie chark. Gower in Richardson.
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Hence chark-coals would be equivalent to creak-coals, from the

grating or creaking sound heard in moving charcoal or coke. It

seems to be the same with the Old-Dutch krick-kolen, carbones

creperi (Biglotton) ;

" carbones acapni minusculi q. d. carbones cre-

pitantes" (Kilian) ; "a sono quern ardentes edunt," he adds ; but

this must be a mistake, for no charcoal crackles in burning.
JADE. A worn-out horse. To JADE. To fatigue. From ilia

(Lat.), the flanks,
"
quse in respiratione attolluntur et contrahuntur

in cursu vero et anhelitu maxime concutiuntur" (Forcellini), the

Portuguese have formed ilhal \ the Spanish ijar, ijada, the flanks ;

ijadear, to pant or palpitate ; and dropping the i, jadear, to pant,
to fatigue, to jade ; hence a. jade, a worn-out animal.

To STROLL. Derived by Richardson from straggle, as sprawl

(not from spraddle but) from spraggle ; sprawle, to throw out the

hands and feet, undoubtedly, says Outzen, from sprage, spragle ;

Dan. sparke, to kick ; sprakelig, sprawlig, lively, kicking about.

But the word is stroll, not strawl, and there seems an essential dif-

ference in the application of the two words. In straggle, the leading
idea is separation from the main body or purpose that is had in view.

In stroll, the idea is movement in a variety of directions, which might
well be derived from the Dan. straale, to radiate, to stream out from

a centre.

ABRIDGE, ALLAY, ASSUAGE. We sometimes meet with words in

English which seem to possess claims of nearly equal strength to a

Teutonic and a Roman parentage having no connexion with each

other. Thus, as Mr. Fox Talbot has pointed out, the verb to betray
bears the closest resemblance to the G. betriegen, Du. bedriegen, to

deceive, while the forms trash, betrash, which we find in Chaucer,

(the sh corresponding to the ss in the Fr. trahissois, trahissons, &c. :

Bien t'a trahie. R. R. 3230.

She hath thee trashid without wene.)

leave no doubt that it actually descends from the Fr. trahir, which
is itself the It. tradire, Lat. traders, to give up ; the d being soft-

ened down (as in guadagnare, O.-Fr. gaagner, to gain, and so many
other cases), while between triegen and traders there can be no sus-

picion of the most distant relationship.
It is possible that the resemblance, in sense and sound, to the

G. betriegen, may have led to the addition of the particle be to the

simple tray or trash, though it is not easy to see how the influence

of a German or Dutch word could be felt at the time that trahir was
so translated into our language.

In other cases of a like nature there may be a real though remote
connexion between the Teutonic and the Latin root. To abridge is

certainly from the Fr. abreger, and that from abbreviare (as soulager
from It. sollevarej, the v passing into u, and the i into j or soft g.

Compare Provencal brevitat, breugetat, brevity ; breuges, abridges

(Raynouard). On the other hand, to abridge is referred by Ri-

chardson without hesitation to the G. abbrechen, to break off, con-

tract, abridge. But though I believe there is no lineal descent

oetween abridge and abbrechen, it is possible their resemblance may
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be explained by collateral relationship, as the Gr. ftpa^vs seems to

show that brevis itself may originally be derived from the notion of

breaking or curtailing. In the case of allay, or allegge (as it was

formerly written), to ease or lighten grief, to quiet pain, to calm the

wind, &c., there seems no such fundamental relationship between
the Latin and Teutonic root. We find cases in which we cannot

doubt that the word is a mere adoption of the Fr. alleger, to lighten,

assuage, allay, Cotgr. ; It. alleggiare, alleviare, from levis. In other

cases we seem led with equal certainty to the A.-S. alecgan from

lecgan, to lay, a derivation corroborated by such expressions as the

Swedish wadret lagger sig, the weather abates ; warken logger sig, the

pain is allayed. So in Virg., venti posudre, the winds were laid :

She (Old Age) wepith the time that she hath wasted,

Complaining of the preterite,
And of the present that not abitte,

And of her olde vanitie,
That but aforne her she may see

In the future some small socoure
To leggin her of her doloure. R. R. 5.018.

Here it is manifestly the Fr. alieger, to lighten :

The joyous time now nigheth fast

That shall allegge this bitter blast

And slake the winter sorrow. Shepherd's Calender, March.

He bihet God and that folk an behest that was this

To alegge all luther lawes that yholde were before,
And better make than were suththe he was ybore.

R. of G. 422.

In these quotations ulegge is certainly the A.-S. alecgan, to put
down, repress.
But in such passages as the following, we feel at a loss to which

stock to refer the word :

Heart that is inly hurt is greatly eased

With hope of thing that may alledge his smart. F. Q. III. 2.

The fact seems to be that both alecgan and alleger passed into En-

glish in the forms of alledge or allay, furnishing a word that may
with equal propriety be applied to the relieving of pain, grief, or the

like, whether we consider it as used in the sense of lightening or

setting to rest. Thus at length allay from alleviare became con-
founded with allay from alecgan, as well in meaning as in form,
while levis and lecgan themselves are fundamentally unconnected.
The confusion is increased by still another allay, or alloy (as we
now write it), signifying the mixture of baser metal with gold or

silver in coinage :

The gold of hem hath now so base alayes
With brass, that tho the coin be faire at eye,
It wolde rather brast atwo than plie. Chaucer in Richardson.

from lex " monetarum in metallo probitas a lege requisita ac definita.

ItsMslega; nobis Loi, Aloy." Ducange.

Unusquisque denarius cudatur et fiat ad legem nmlecim denariorum, &c.

Cbarta, an. 1312.
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To alloy or allay was then applied, by a natural metaphor, to bringing
down the quality of other things besides coin to a lower standard,
to making them less active or obnoxious, and thus it came to trench

upon the senses of the same word from the other derivations. In

the following passage

When flowing cups run swiftly round,
With no allaying Thames. Lovelace in Rich.

the water may be considered either as constituting an alloy of the

more precious beverage, or as calculated to bring down and assuage
the fiery qualities of the latter liquid.

Again, in assuage, we waver in a similar manner between a Saxon
and a Latin root. We cannot doubt that it comes to us directly
from the Fr. assouager, which seems unquestionably formed from
the O.-Fr. souef, soft, sweet, equivalent to the Lat. suavis, as

alleviare, alleger, from levis ; abbreger from brevis.

Mais moult m'assouagea 1'oingture,
D'une part m'oingt, d'autre me cuist ;

Ainsi m'aide, ainsi me nuist. R. R. 1890.

translated by Chaucer,

Now softening with the ointment
It softinid here and pricked there,
Thus ease and anger were yfere.

On the other hand, the A.-S. aswefian, to soothe, appease, set at

rest, sopire (Bosworth), affords a perfect explanation of the word in

such expressions as assuaging grief, pain, anger, &c. Perhaps in

this instance also the resemblance between the French and the Saxon
verbs may be .explained by a common original.

In the Sc. souch, soogh, swough, for the sound of the wind blowing
through trees, the roaring of flames, or the like, the imitative inten-

tion is distinctly felt :

Ane sound or swouch I heard there at the last,

Like quhen the fire by felloun windis blast

Is driven amid the flat of cornes rank,
Or when the burn in spait hurls down the bank. D. V.

November's wind blaws loud with angry suyh. Burns.

This is manifestly the same with the A.-S. swegan, swogan, sonare,

cum impetu irruere. Swegde swithlic wind, cum strepitu irruit ve-

hemens ventus (Lye). Tha wudu-beamas swegdon, the trees were

sooching (Jamieson). Another application of souch is to the long

quiet breathing in sleep or stupor :

I hear your mither souch and snore. Jam.

Hence applied to sleep itself,

John keikit up at screik of day
And fand her sowchand sound. Jam.

Over all landis were at rest ilkane,

The profound swouch of sleep had them overcame.
D. V. in Jam.

VOL. IV. P
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We constantly find swough in Chaucer for a state of insensibility :

She lost at onis both her wit and breth,

And in a swough she lay and woxe so ded,
Men mightin smiten of her arme or lied,

She felith nothing neither foule ne faire. Lucrece, 1.34.

Hence our modern swoon, and Spenser's swound, sound :

The prince himself lay all alone,

Loosely displayed upon the grassy ground,
Possessed of swete sleep that lulled him soft in swound. F. Q.

For within that stound,
Half slumbering in a sound,
I fell down to the ground. Skelton.

Here we are brought very near the Italian sonno, which we shall

find coming from the same source by a different route.

From the sound of breathing in slep, or sleep itself, it was
an easy passage to the notion of calmness, quiet, silence. Keep
a calm sough Be silent. He grew quite souch He became en-

tirely calm. (Jamieson). Thus we are brought to the Germ.

schweigen, A.-S. swigan, swugan, suwian, Gr. aiydv, Lat. silere. In

the same way from whish, whush, a rushing or whizzing r.oise, a

whisper or the noise of breathing, we have whisht ! hush f be silent.

The change of the guttural ch into f, as in laugh, gives to sovf,
used in many of the same senses as souch. To souf, to breathe high
in sleep, to slumber or sleep in a disturbed manner, expressive of the

sound (Jamieson) :

Then softly did I suofe and sleep,
Howbeit my bed was hard. Burel's Pilgrimage.

Here we come up with the Isl. sofa, Sw. sofwa, Dan. sove, to

sleep; Isl. svaefa, sopire ; sefa, mitigare, lenire ; A.-S. aswfefian;
also sofna, to fall asleep, and Dan. sovn, Swed. somn, sleep, somnus.

It. sonno ; Sp. suenno ; Fr. somme, sommeil. To the latter, the Dan.

slumme, to slumber, is related in the same way as the G. schluckzen,

to sob, to the Sw. sucka, to sigh ; or the Lat. sorbere to the

Germ, schliirfen, to sup or sip. Thus we find sleep itself (which
cannot be separated from slumber) brought within the extended
circle of words springing from this source.

If the O.-Fr. souef, soft, be really from this root, it must be con-

sidered as parallel with the Sc. souch, quiet, tranquil, and the pri-

mitive meaning would be, that which was lulling or soothing to the

senses, to any of which it might be applied in particular. Thus the

Lat. suavis is properly applied to the senses of smell or taste ; the

Fr. souef quite as much to that of touch :

Poli fut et souef au tact. R. R.

In Chaucer

There n'is a fairer necke I wis,
To fele how smooth and soft it is.
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The following papers were read :

1.
" Note upon an Extract from a Copy of a Letter from the Rev.

W. Koelle, dated Foursh Bay, West Africa, Jan. 14, 1849, addressed

to the Rev. H. Venn, and announcing the Discovery of a Written

African Language." By E. Norris, Esq., Assistant Secretary to the

Royal Asiatic Society.
After stating the contents of Mr. Koelle's letters, to the effect

that a written book in a native African character had been discovered,
that the language in which it was written was the Vei language,
and that the locality of the tribes that spoke the Vei was to the back
of the settlement of Liberia, the writer added the following brief

notices of his own, founded upon the examination of a few short

extracts from the alphabet and vocabulary in question.
The only specimen of the Vei language hitherto published is a

vocabulary taken by Professor Gibbs from the mouth of John Ferry,
an African of the Kissi (or Gissi) nation, who was brought from his

native country about 1821, at the age of eleven or twelve, and who
besides his own tongue, spoke the Vei language also. This, along
with a Kissi and Mendi vocabulary, was published, with remarks by
the collector (Prof. Gibbs), in SiUiman's Journal, vol. xxxviii., A.D.

1840. The numerals of these three dialects from Professor Gibbs's

paper were published in England, in the Vocabularies collected for
the Niger expedition.
The philological position of the Vei language, as determined both

by Professor Gibbs's vocabulary and the extracts from the book in

question, is that of either a dialect of the Mandingo, or of a separate

language closely allied to it.

In respect to the alphabet itself, it has the appearance of being a

syllabarium.

2.
" Communication concerning the Vei and Mendi Dialects."

By the Rev. A. W. Hanson.
In the year 1847 the present writer was attended, during his voy-

age from Africa to England, by a young Vei girl, who acted as nurse-

maid to his child. Her name was Ann Hicks ; and she died in the

Westminster Hospital in April 1848. A short vocabulary of her lan-

guage coincided with that of Professor Gibbs ; it was evidently closely
allied to the Mandingo. The ey in the word Vey was pronounced as

the pronoun I ; and the name was the native name by which the in-

habitants of the Vei country designated themselves.

Respecting a language (or dialect) called the Mendi, and which

(as may be seen by reference to a paper* of Professor Gibbs's, of

Yale College) is closely allied to the Vei, the following details may
* The one referred to in the previous paper. ED.

VOL. iv. q
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be added to our present scanty amount of information concerning
the tribes between the Mandingo and the Cru country.

In 1840, a crew of Africans who had risen upon and destroyed
their captors, put in to one of the harbours of one of the Northern
States of America. Attention being directed to their language, the

present writer was consulted. He decided that it was almost iden-

tical with the language known to himself, from previous specimens,
as the Vei. It was also a language spoken in a country within

sight of mountains covered during part of the year with snow ;

probably of the country due east of the Vei district. From this

country so few of the Africans of the United States had been

imported, that only one American negro was found who understood
the language. The name by which these people called themselves

was Mendi. These Mendi were expressly questioned by Professor

Gibbs whether they had any written character, and expressly stated

that they knew of none.

3. "Remarks on a Vocabulary of the Cameroons Language."
By R. G. Latham, M.D.

In Captain Allen's and Mr. Thompson's Narrative of the Niger
Expedition, is an Appendix, by the present writer, on three African

vocabularies, with which he was favoured by Mr. Thompson. These
are the (1) Edeeyah, or language of Fernando Po ; (2) the Fishman
dialect of the Cru ; and (3) a language called the Bimbia.

This last language being spoken on a part of the west coast of

Africa, south of any of the known dialects of the delta of Niger,
and north of the dialect of the Gaboon, was wholly new and un-

placed.
The language in which the affinities of the Bimbia were most

likely to be found was the language of the Cameroons River ; indeed
it was very likely that the Bimbia and Cameroons languages might
be identical. And this last was the quarter to which the comparison
(as far as it went) was more particularly applied. The data, how-
ever, for the Cameroons itself were insufficient, consisting of a single
MS. vocabulary in the library of the Asiatic Society. Of this single

vocabulary the present writer had only some short extracts, an

upon wishing to refer to the original, found that it had only been
lent to the Society, and that it was in the hands of the original
collector.

With materials thus scanty, (viz. the Bimbia vocabulary of Mr.

Thompson, and the extracts from the Cameroons vocabulary), all

that could be made out was, that

A. The Bimbia had no "very close or unmistakeable affinity"
with any of the languages in its neighbourhood. Appendix to Capt.
Allen s and Mr. Thompson s Narrative.

B. The Cameroons,
" without being particularly allied to any

known language to either the north or south, had certain miscella-

neous affinities." Report on the present state and recent progress of
Ethnographical Philology, Transactions of the British Association,
1847,
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Now after the Appendix to the Narrative had been placed in the

hands of Mr. Thompson, that gentleman met with the Cameroons

vocabulary, from which the extracts had been taken, in extenso, and
has printed it with the Fishman, Bimbia, and Edeeyah ones. By
this increase of materials he has been able to attach to the Appendix
a note of his own containing an exception against the statement as

to the Bimbia and Cameroons languages having no particular and
unmistakeable affinities. He considers it

" unfortunate that the Ca-
meroons vocabulary to which Dr. Latham had access should have
been so scanty. The merest glance at the arranged vocabularies
of the several languages now given, shows the evident affinity be-

tween the Dualla and Bimbia." As this is precisely the observation

that would have appeared in the Appendix had the Cameroons vo-

cabulary been sent to the present writer along with the others, we
have a new fact in philology, viz. that the Cameroons and Bimbia
are dialects of one and the same language, and that instead of the

former language being known only by one vocabulary, it is known
by two, i. c. the Cameroons proper and the Bimbia. This subtracts

something from the numerous elements of confusion for the phi-

lology of the parts in question. Furthermore we learn from Mr.

Thompson that the name of the Cameroons language is Dualla ; that

the dialect of the Amboise islands is a dialect of the Dualla ; and
that it is probable that the difference between the Dualla of the

Continent and the Edeeyah of Fernando Po is overrated.

It may now be remarked that Captain Allen and Mr. Thompson's
Narrative supplies us with the first ten numerals of a dialect (or

language) called the Bamboko, collected by the collector of the Ca-

meroons vocabulary. Upon this Mr. Thompson truly remarks, that
"

it corresponds closely with the Dualla and Bimbia." It does more
than this ; it coincides with three of the thirty dialects represented

by their numerals in Bowdich's Ashantee, viz. the Sheekan, Kaylee,
and Oongoomai ; of which, however, only the first five numbers are

given.

English, one.

Bamboko, ja yokoh.

Bimbia, yoko.
Dualla, hau.

Sheekan, illwatoe.

Kaylee, woto.

Oongoomai, wootta.

English, two.

Bamboko, bia bibaki.

Bimbia, bibah.

Dualla, ibah.

Sheekan, ibba.

Kaylee, ibba.

Oongoomai, beeba.

English, three.

Bamboko, bia bilalo.

Bimbia, bilalo.

Dualla, Hallo.

Sheekan, bittach.

Kaylee, battach.

Oongoomai, bittach.

English, four.

Bamboko, bia bini.

Bimbia, bini.

Dualla, inai.

Sheekan, binnay.

Kaylee, binnay.

Oongoomai, binnay.

Oongobai, binnay.
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English, five.

Baraboko, bia bitah.

Bimbia, bitanoh.

Dualla, bitamo.

Sheekan, bilta.

Kaylee, bittan.

Oongoomai, bitten.

Oongobai, bittan.

This clears the ground a little further, and leaves it probable that

any future specimens representing the Bamboko, Sheekan, Kaylee,

Oongoomai and Oongobai dialects may represent different dialects of

what may provisionally be called the Dualla-Bimbia language.

4.
" On the Tumali Alphabet." By Dr. Lorentz Tutshek of

Munich.
In a note appended to an elaborate paper of Dr. Tutshek's, read

on the 23rd of June 1848, it was stated that "the portion of the

papers relating to the Tumali alphabet having been unfortunately
mislaid, had been unavoidably omitted." The omission is now re-

medied ; the following remarks upon the alphabet in question being
a translation of the missing extracts. Hence the present number
serves as the complement to No. 75.

There is no proper Tumali alphabet. If at any future time either

their priests, medicine-men or impostors, find an alphabet necessary,
it will most likely be the Arabic alphabet adopted from foreign
Fakirs. I cannot say whether hitherto anything has been written

in such an alphabet or not. The language however is such, that

with a few additional signs our own is sufficient for its representation.
The following is the system which a careful investigation leads me
to adopt :

1. (").
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the vowels a, e, i, o and u may appear as half-vowels, separating
consonants from one another precisely after the manner of full

vowels ; but at the same time being exceedingly short. Each how-
ever forms its syllable ; indeed it sometimes happens that in a tri-

syllable, or even in a quadri-syllable, there may be no more than
one single full- toned vowel the remaining syllables being formed

by the half-vowels abde
rr

ak=a sort of snake; ngiy's
e
lub

ak=I stride

over; ng'nda k's
e

b't=they divide. Here we may see that in one and
the same word (as in the second example quoted above) three dif-

ferent half-vowels may occur, any one of which may take an accent,

just like a full-toned vowel. Nevertheless it is easy to believe that

the ear has difficulty in distinguishing between them, although in

some cases it is important to do so, inasmuch as a difference of

meaning may depend upon the distinction. Thus ng
a
n=milk, ng'n

an adverbial suffix, signifying how, whilst ng
ln=the hand. These

half-vowels continually occur, the two commonest being a and e.

G has always the sound of the English g in go. Followed by n

it becomes the nasal ng, as in long, going. Whether initial or middle
it preserves this sound, or rather that of the German ng in words
like Klengen, Engel, where the harder .after-sound of the English g
is wholly wanting.

Of the ng there is a modification which I represent by ng. This
sound differs but slightly from that of the next letter.

The Spanish n. I do not attempt to describe the manner in which
these two allied sounds differ from each other. Examples occur in

the words ng(in= a tooth, deleng= above, nuwrn=the descendant, dgeit

(or on)-=father, master.

The diphthongs are au, ai, el, oi, ui and ui.

In the Tumali language the consonants decidedly prevail ; the

utterance is harsh, and there is a total absence of rhythm.

5. "A Vocabulary of the Fazoglo Language." By Dr. Lorentz

Tutshek of Munich.
The following vocabulary .was collected from a boy born at Hobila,

in the south of the Fazoglo country, purchased out of slavery at

Alexandria by the Duke Maximilian, and entrusted for education to

the present writer, A.D. 1844.

The only Fazoglo words hitherto known are found in the Voyage
de Meroe by Caillaud ; where however they are given, not under the

present name, but under the title Qdmamyl.

Vocabulary of the Fazoglo (Hobila) Language.

A.

abandoned, wao ; an abandoned

house, shullwao.

above, assur.

abroad, hoa.

accustom, buagane' (?).

accustomed (to be), buagane'.
active, maha.

acute, b'ilindu.

adopt, biiza. 2. gida.

afraid, hiba, ghiba.

afternoon (the time between 3 and
4 o'clock), galguru.



agreeable, dzab.

all, d'ill.

allure, amala.

alone, megade.
also, hazizi.

altercate, b'ila.

and, o.

anger, mogodiyo.
angle, gelge'dz.
animal (generally), ging.
ankle (of the eye), are ho.

ankle-bone (on thefoot) , mogargad.
arm, boe.

armiger (of the king), domberr.

arms (of a fish), giirga'd.

as, na.

ask, da'gata.

ashes, hogoa.
ass, shilerr.

astray, d'ogari (?).
attack (milit.), d'ala.

aunt (father's sister), mama.
aunt (mother's sister), dade goale'.
autumn (?), golane'.

avaricious, gaz
a
gann.

B.

babbler, mundull.

back, gundi.
bad, dagoazi. 2. zuni.

bag, l
u
guf ; (of leather), bogtflfa.

2. orra.

balance, mudull.

bald-head, garallo.
bark (of dogs), ga'la.

bashful, bud.
basket, ngande' ; (twisted ofgugu,

reed, for preserving grain),

undung.
bast, zord'o.

heal, latuss.

bear (a child), alle (?).

bear, torong.
beat, fia.

beast, ging.
beer, zura.

before, hare.

beg, guzinga.
behind, gundi.
believe, gatnula.

bellows (a pair of), <5rra.

belly, io.

beloved, halla (?).

below, hiri.

beseech, gtizinga.

bestow, anda.

between, nidze (?), beda (?).

betray, b'ula.

big (with child), gumberr.
bile, galoang.
bind, d'aza.

bird, midze'.

bite, gora.

bitter, gassi.

black, mill.

bleed, gaua.
blind, milare . ( When the blindness

is caused by extirpating the eye-

balls, butare.)

blood, gaua.
blow, ha'na or hula.

blue, lahiiri ; bubugo.
blunt, nuzur.

boar, madang.
boat, honggorr.

body, budzige'.
boil, huza.

bone, gara.
border, ngingis (?).

bore, faya.

bound (between meadows, fields,

8fC.),
abala.

bow, goda. 2. dogodza.
bow, denak (only used by children).
bowl' (of clay), lagat.

box, aholo.

boy, haze.

braid, g&'ra.

brains, huhe'dz.

branch, 'nggolboe.
bread, h6zo ; crust of the bread,

gere ; the soft interior part,

dudug; properly, yelk (of an

break, bezoa. 2. gola, to break in

pieces, ofa.

breast, gohorr.
breathe, amula. 2. za'ra.

brick, malmo.

bridge, h6go.
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brim, brink, antulo.

briny back, nga'a.

broad, tanguali.

broom, goga.
brother, agudi.
brother-in-law, mazi.

brown, tario.

bud (of a flower), mogorgot ; (of

corn), buguli.

buffalo, d'e'rio.

bull, b'od'6.

bury, dira.

butcher, fihang.

butterfly, burbudu.

by (near), nidze.

C.

calf, bebeng.
calf (of the leg), gala'yo.
called (to be), dzulla.

camel, hambal.

caress, d'ab'ala.

carob-tree, magal.

cartilage, genggeredz.
cast, d'aga. 2. fa.

catch, mufa.
catch (something which fallsfrom

above), lagargadinga.

caterpillar, mud (?).

cautious, gare.
cease, baga.

ceiling (of a room), hogo.
cement, diaga.
chain of iron (for captives),

d'ong (?).

chalk, belbete'.

chase away, gaga.
cheat, ma'ala.

cheek, hanggo.
cheerful, bizare.

chew, dzagala.
child, gua ; goa.
chisel, gM6.

*

chlorosis (green sickness), d'a'za.

church (prayer-house), shulli

nga'na or shullberu.

cistern, gumbulang.
cithar (music, instr.with strings),

banggarang.
clack (with the fingers), ie'da.

clap, d'afa.

cleave, gera.

clever, madare.

climb, haya.

cling, tintilinga.
close up, mimidzinga. 2. nida.

coal, galgashys.
cock, honggong.
cod (of caterpillars), go.
cold, d'isht; / feel cold, all

d'are.

column, huzu. 2.
a
bala.

combat, b'ila. 2. bassoa. (To com-

bat from a distance by casting

spears, dzeda.)

compare, anamu
(?).

conceal, baiiu.

conduct, hoza.

congregate, buralo (?).

content, dzobio.

cook, gaha.

coquetish (to be), gagada.
corner, gelg^'dz.

cornhouse, gadzarna.

cottage, gambuk. 2. tugul (Ar.).

cough, hoainga.
council, buralo.

count, g6'ra, hana.

country,
adar.

courageous, bonggong. 2. b'fl-

b'izi (lit. warrior-hearted).
cousin (son ofmy mother's sister),

oda
bo.

cousin (daughter of my mother's

sister), "mbri.

cow, hang.
coward, hurno.

cricket, hurabelyo.
crocodile, dabro.

cross, dza'ra.

crow, gorno.
crude (not cooked), gogoang.
cruel, b'ilb'izi (lit.

warrior-

hearted).

crup, crupper, abongo.

cry, mura ; to cry, weep, ba.

cuckoo, gugu.
cucumber, eria'.

curved, bang.
cut, geda, gya (?).
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dance, ha'ssa.

daughter, muzang.
day, amoshyo.
dead, muze'.

dead body, fifiu.

dear, halla.

deceive, maala.

deep, b'ilio.

desirous, guguz.
despise, hafiti.

devour, huga.
dew, gadzia.

die, gia.

dig, hud'a. 2. b'ala ; to dig up,
bera.

diligent, maha.

dirt, fera. 2. did'e. 3. gurre'.

disappear, d'oga.

disdain, hafia.

disgust, bubudz.

disgusted (to be), bubudza.

divide, b'ua. 2. talaba.

diviner, nagurge.

dog, kale ; a sort of greyhound,

zolag.
door, darhad'e.

dough, idze'.

dove, zanggoar. 2. gori. 3.

gurgudu.
down, boa.

down, flix, fed'ef^d'e.

draw, zua. 2. dzod'a ; to draw

along, gura; to draw away, zi-

baho (?).

dream, fe'zinga.

drink, me'ra.

drive {cattle), maga.
dry, shte.

duck (wild), mare (?).

dull, ung.

dung, gading. 2. unggung.
dust, runggu ; dust-cloud, gul-

gulu.

dwelling (under the earth), diho.

dwarf, humuri.

E.

eagle, basmia (bashmia).
ear, 1116.

ear-wax, illeo gassi (lit. bitter of
the ear).

earn, d'edza.

earth, dzaga ; a white sort of
earth for cleansing weapons,
burbuza.

east, assur.

eat, ghinga.

ebony, dari.

echo, goe'ghyo.

eclipse (of the moon), lawinzo ;

properly the name of a mytho-

logical animal which is said to

devour the moon (during the

eclipse).

egg, holholo.

eight, madabhaleng (?).

elbow, gongga'leng.

elephant, made.

empire, dar.

envious, ne'dzio.

equal, namui.

exchange, mala.

exercise, dabara.

extinguish (firefor inst.), le'b
e
za.

eye, are.

evening, gud'uffe'.

F.

face, are'dyo.

fainting, gudufi (?).

fall, lagassa.

false, gudzang.
falter, dagana.
famine,

ahuleno.

finger, habbalo.

finish, miidza or mudzinga.
fire, mo.

first-born, hagaga.
fish, d'agul.

five, mag
uzu.

|
Jlail, b'ab'a.

flame, tute'.
'

flash of lightning, agassa.

| flower, gugu.

flute, alfendztn.

fly, buna.

fly, horong.

foal, muragoa.
fog, buk.
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fold up, muguda.
food, binding.

fool, dzure'.

foot, ho.

foot-step, anhe'ra.

forehead, aregundi (lit. above the

eyes).

foreign, dzidze.

forest, adodo.

foreteller, nagurge ; (another

sort), zanggur.

forge, didza.

forget, d'oga or d'ogoinga.

forgetful, zarb'issi (Jit. heartless),

fortune, kin.

fountain, hugud'.

four, manamo.

free, bade'.

freeze (Ifeel cold), all d'aze.

friend, habo. 2. maad'e'.

frightened, marang.
frog, gangga'ss ; (another kind),

goe'ghot.

full, haralo (?).

funnel, gado.

G.

gain, d'edza.

garden, gong. 2. ga'aga.

gargarize, lugurgudinga.

general (commander-in- chief, per-

haps also vice-king), magadang.
genius (tutelar), shumang (not

everybody has his tutelar genius,
but only distinguished persons).

gemini, bure.

get ready, mudza or mudzinga.
get up (from bed), haya.

giant, ganzul.

giddy, ziring.

give, anda or dia.

give ivay, barshinga. 2. zibaho(?).

giraffe,
a
harra'yo (?).

girl, muzang.
gland, dizo.

glass, bade.

globe, migit.

glowing (ofcoals or iron), hogaga.
2. rorugin ngat, d'ammut.

go, ada ; to go away, ngenzia ; to

go on horseback, haya or haya
maragundi (lit. to mount on

horseback).

goat, mia ; roebuck, hat ; the lap-

pets of a goat, gargade.

goatherd, hazemio.

gold, hoda; a certain piece of gold
used as coin, (Till.

good, dzab. 2. godi.

gourd, ginggazi ; (another sort),

agoare.

grandfather, bobod'uni.

grandmother, 06.

grape, manggo.
grass, ne'ra; (another sort), d'ozo.

grasshopper,^bando ; (anotherkind),
be

rr
e

nggadu.
greet, gera.

guinea-worm, lagunze.

gun (or something similar, carried

on a camel's back), ermea.

H.

hail, e'shyo.

hair, buss.

half, d'afa. 2. "zaloa.

halt, he'd'a.

hailing, d'aguti.

hammer, duge'll ; a great ham-

mer, loss.

hang, marad'a ; to hang, arad'a.

hand, habba.

hand-bow, denak (only used by
children, this weapon not being
in use with men).

handsome, b'izi.

hard, hazali.

hare, hogorr.

hare-lip, b'uantoe.

hawk, gigza. 2. zi
e

ngga.
he, ine.

head, all6.

headache, bun allo.

healthy, bade'.

heap, dyama (Arab. ?).

heap up, hddza.

hear, halayo (?).

heart, ago.

heavy, ne'd'i.

hedge, dzandzalare (?).
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heel, holng.
hem, gigza.

hen, midze' hao.

herdsman, haze.

here, ane. 2. le.

Az'jrA, gadari.

hill, b'ago.

Azss, shoa.

hit (a mark), adza.

Aoarse (o/Me voice), shill-ngalo.

hobble, he'd'a.

hold, ta ma ;
Jo Ao/rf fast, felin-

ge'dza. 2. ge'lgeldza.

hollow, bario.

Aome, haoai.

honest, b'izi.

Aowey, nganza'. 2. dudug (?).

hoof, d'od'oro.

horn, balulo.

horse, mure', mura; a 6/acA: horse,

digiling; to go on horseback,

haga or haga mura gundi.

hot, darang. 2. bad'e'.

house, shulli. 2. hao. ^acA-

house, ngandung.
how, as, mide

l. 2. na.

hump (ofa camel or buffalo), b'ago.

hump-back, shilgit.

hundred, gedzri (?).

Aww^er, hulang. TAe w^ari (see

Annotations) is able to see the

hunger; he says that it looks

like an ass. To die by hunger,

gia hulangyo.
hunt, fed'a.

husk (of a nut, $c.), gundi (lit.

back).

hydrophobia, meala.

hydrophobous, meala.

I.

/, all.

idle, za'za.

increase, hodza.

in/lamed (of the eyes), galbang.

insult, ba'za.

invite, b'aha.

iron, d'ong.

island, ghialo.

J.

jerk out (of horses), giaga.

joint, bulzu. The knots on a reed

are also called bulzu.

joyful, hodyo.

jump, gud'a.

junket, gamuru (?).

K.

keep, d'a'ma ; to keepfast, bolgodza.
2. felinge'dza. 3. ge'lgedza.

kid, galme.
kind, bizare.

king,
a
gorr.

kiss, dzot.

kiss, dzota.

knee, ndubang (?), guzung (?).

knife, handgir.

knock, abda7 2. fia. 3. zabuta.

knot (on a reed), bulzu.

knot, lag
a
za.

7fwow,ma'ada; (not to know), za'la.

L.

ladle, alung.
lamb, merre' goa (lit.

child of a

sheep),

lame, d'aguti.

language, ra'a.

lappets of a goat, gargade.

larynx, ba lla.

lazy, za'za.

lead, hoza.

leaf, ille (prop. ear),

leather (tanned leather), zargada.

lentil, had'a'.

lie, alia.

lie (tell lies), zawa, or gya zawa

(lit.
to cut lies),

lie-teller, hochor (prop. hare),

light, haf'ti.

light, dara.

lion, lilach
en.

lip, indulo, ndulo.

//^ew,ia,ille (lit. to put on the ear),

little, gozi. 2. dze'di.

lively, garure.
liver, nehe.

lizard, hond'ogo ; the female,

lenggio. 2. bok. 3. mimi.
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load (a gun), zaffa.

load (to load upon), hod'a.

locust, bando. 2. ziro. 3. be
r-

r
e

ngadu. 4. hangu.
long (of time), bed'e.

long (of space), godzoni.
look (to lookfor), fe'd'a. 2. gawa.

to look round, kina.

looking-glass, numuntara.

loose, gogod.
loose, beda.

lose, d'ogoinga.
Lord, shar.

louse, d'ini.

low (not loud), medzede.

lukewarm, d'esse.

lungs, d'od'oz.

M.

madman, dzure.

maize, muchule.

make, ga, ganna.
man, ndimili. 2. giawule' or in-

dewule'.

mane, shudugu.
manure, gading. 2. unggung.
marry, gaa.
mass, dyama.
meadow, d'afat. 2. gurr.

meagre, iagadi. 2. yanggal.
?/, gola.

measure, anamu
(?).

meat, oong.
medicaments, zammuk (Ar. ?).

melon, gaskun. 2. arabu.

mend, lagd'a or lah'd'a.

merchandize, zimbil.

merry, gad'a. 2, hodyo.
met (to meet with), buroa.

middle, bulare.

milk, err.

milk, bMrra.

mist, buk.

mix, tag
aza.

modest, bude.

money, hoda.

monkey, mogol.
moon, zigi.

morning,
azaba ; time before sun-

rise, oandye.

moss, g'mgoni.
mother, dadi.

moulding (roundthe walls ofaroom,
to place utensils), margele.

mount, haya.
mouth, andu ; antu (?).
much, many, d'uni.

muck-fly, gira.

N.

nail (on the fingers, toes), mazo.

naked, gamb'un.
nape, ta'nga.

narrate, dzedzarna.

nauseousness, bubudz.

navel, madz'ra'mba. 2.
abullu.

near, liza.

neck, ta'nga.

needle, ndilli.

nest, dula.

net, adzaga.
new, hoti.

new-born, gawia (of men and ani-

mals). 2. nagadzi (of animals _

only).

night, habien.

nine, halho.

nipple, errindu.

nod (of sleeping persons), nodoz-

dinga.
nod (to nod at), garbidza.
noise, gurgur. 2. ha'rrharr.

north, hiri.

nose, amung.
not, wala (Ar.).

nothing, zari.

now, naharele (Ar.).

O.

oar, alung.

obey, halayo (?).

oblivious, zarb'issi
(lit. heartless).

oblique, lemguima.
obtuse, nuziir.

offend, la'nga.

offering, b'und'u or b'and'u.

oil (to anoint the body, used by

warriors), b'ilbale.

old, barang. 2. mill or milalo.

old man, barang goale.
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old woman, madz.

olive, shyo.
once (in old times), bed'e.

one, mod'ogono.
onion, be

lya.

open, uda (uta?).

orphan, wao.

ostrich, midze amurti.

ox (castrated), huhu.

oxen-herd, hazahangu (?).

owl, horoross.

P.

pain, buna
e.

pan(ofclay ,for roasting), nganza'.
2. gighe.

pass by, dzara.

patch (for mending), lagd'a.

pea, d'ab'ari. 2. 'nggogong.
peace, zelea. 2. gumu.
pearl, manzi.

peel off, dzira.

penis, gurre\

people, fa or hoa.

pepper (pip. nigr.), filfil. 2.

(capsic. annuum),
a
ze'a.

pharynx, ngaloyo (?).

pick up, bera.

pile, d'anggul.

pincers, banggass. 2. domo.

pinch, dzama. 2. me'daga.

pipe (tobacco), daua.

pitch, ningga.

pitcher (water-), hazi. 2. azii.

3. a very great one with a nar-

row opening, humbull.

place, an 6.

place, hod'a ; to place back, nga'a ;

- to place down, tara (dara?).

plate, lagat.

play, ilua (?).

pluck, hora. 2. fida or fira.

poisonous (ofplants), fit.

polish, d'ab ala.

pond, dzer6re.

pool, zurre'.

pork, hussuru.

porcupine,
a
beng.

pot, gighe ; (a little one), die

goru.

pour, b'od'a. 2. hod'a; to pour in,

dya.

praise, ge'geda.

pray, nga'na or anga'na.

press, dirrhidza. 2. ghima. 3.

baaza.

property, kin.

proud, garri ; to be proud, garfa.

prudent, farare.

pull, fida or fira ; to pull out, dzoda.

puncher, banggass.

punice, gudze.

purling, wazwaz.

purse, boro.

put, hod'a ; to put aside, te'hela ;

to put a thing again on the place

from whence it has been taken,

nga'a ; to put in, tara ; to put
down, agya.

Q.

quick, quickly, bira or biraho.

R.

rags, gedengge'.
rain, ra ; it rains, ra bide.

rainbow, inassa'll.

ram, banganga.
raven, gorno.
raw, crude, gogoang.
razor, gidze'.

red, bene', beni.

reed, male. 2. 'mbilili.

reflection (of light), dorrdorr.

relate, dzedzarna.

remain, guta.

resembling, namui.

rest, guta.
return, ngoa.
reverberate, de'gela.

rib, hele.

rich, b'ad'i.

ring, dolo.

ripe, mane.

rise, haya.
river, dale.

rock, bar.

rod, mara.

roof, shull alio (lit. head of a

house). 2. gagye'.
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room, ano.

root, fili.

rotted, dzoaingge.

rough, goagoazi.
round, namulo (?), ngingir (?).

rub, huza.

rudder, alung.
ruin, dzoaingge. 2. bagalo.
run, buna.

runner, bumbung.
rush, aba.

S.

sack, l
u
guf.

sacrifice, b'und'a or b'and'a.

saddle, mad'e.

saliva, murga.
save, b'ada.

scarf, marago.
scorn, hufia.

scorpion, ege.

scrape, scratch, gur
uda. 2. feta.

scrobiculus cordis, b'issi.

secale cornutum, zuzu.

sediment, badza.

send, ne'bena.

senseless (of a leg, for instance,

after having been pressed during
a certain time by the other),

gadundurr.

serpent, gure. Different sorts of

serpents are : gure mill (black

serpent) ; gure galzi (green) ;

gure beni (red, not poisonous ;

children play with it) ; mahe

ng
(green and very dangerous) ;

gagu (green, changes the co-

lour) ; gagulo (very thick).
servant, dandamm.
set free, beda.

set on fire, dara.

shaft of a spear, munde.
shake, ligirgidinga.

sharpen, abila.

shave, geadza.
she, mere.

sheep, merre.

shell, gule.
shield, haru. 2. shildo (it is qua-

drangular).

shirt, kamiz (Ar.).
shore, bulindu. 2. abulo.

short, gad
r
issi. 2. hatid'i.

shot, zawuta (Ar.).
shoulder, bebel.

shove away, bana.

shrug (one's shoulders), himidza.

shuttle, honggorr.
sick, fimudze'. 2. badingging.
sickle (a sickle-like instrument for

cutting grass), b'izida.

side, gario.

sign (to make a), garbidza.

sign, garbidz.
silent (to be), giida or giida fish.

2. bua mazing.
silver, zring.

sing, hera.

sip, gadza.
sister, 'mbo.

sit, d'a'ngaza.

six, madyara.
skin, zafa.

slack, gogod.
slave, dandamra.

sleep, ziza (in Hobila), dersha

(in Fazoglo).

sleepy, nododzingi.
slide, ha'ra.

slime, haring.

slough, zurre.

smack, fia halio (?).

s?wa//,bidigidzi. 2.dze'di. S.gozi.
small-box, gerenggereng.
smell, ngoiii (?).

smiling, murgess.
smith, hugull. 2. gahin.
smoke (tobacco), me'ra daiia (lit.

to drink the pipe),
smooth, rabazi.

smooth, d'ab'ala.

snail, mashgo.
snare, dehe'.

snare, zara.

snuff, zaot (Ar.).

snuff, z
ara'wa.

soak, bud'a.

sob, he'gela.

society,
a
gazoa.

soft, d'azuri.
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soften (by rubbing), hnza.

soldier, bonggorre.
son, godi.

son-in-law, madu.

soot, belet.

sorceress, gira.

soul, guzunggun.
sound, bade'.

sound, tintilinga.

sour, b'eti. 2. dzoti.

south, belgundi.
sow, fada ; to sow by sticking the

seed, fadza.

spade, hoe or hote.

spare, mudza.

sparkle, morunggu (lit.fire-dust).

sparrow, d'id'i.

spawl, gudza.

speak, galla.

spear, berr ; a spear with barbel-

hooks, hereng or herheng ;

the iron piece on the shaft, to

make the spear heavy, b'ess.

spectre, halale.

spider, barbat.

spin, zua.

spindle, mud' a.

spirit, guzunggung; (man's: the

thinking principle in man),

oroingging.

spittle, gudza. 2. murga.
splashing (ofthe water), dzanggol .

splendour, rarazingi (?).

splinter, fe'ra. 2. clanak. 3.

ab'ala.

split, b'ua. 2. ab'ala.

spoon, "b'ala.

spring (well), hugut.

spring-time, guzandu.

spy, magurge.
squeeze, ghima. 2. dirrhidza.

squinting, galare.

squirt (of the rain), radza.

stable, mada.

stag, turbe'a.

staggering, ziring.
stained (grey and black, of ani-

mals), borrong.
stake, d'anggul.

stammering, borodz.

stamp (on the ground), ziUi.

stand, b'e'la.

star, idzo.

stare (bird) ?, gordzodzo.
stay, bua.

stick, hadia.

stick (to stick in), zifa.

stiff, harre.

sting (of trees, plants), "rab'e.

2. anze
; (of animals),

a
fia.

sting, zuga.
stir, mula. 2. bera.

stock (of trees, plants), ho
(lit.

foot).

stocking (royal), ar
a
ho.

stomach, tuluz.

stone, bele.

stork, tara.

straight, bengyo.
strainer, atina.

stretch (to stretch oneself),
dzodu

e(?).

string, marra ; (of bast), dze'ra.

stuff, zafa. 2. diaga.

stump (of a felled tree), hungut.
stupid, ung.
stutter, dagana.
stutterer, dagan.
subterranean world (the future

world according to the creed of
the Fazoglo people), gule.

suck (to suck out), ngara.
sun, mozo.

swallow, ziro.

swallow, d'onga. 2. nagua.
sweat, baroang.
sweat, baroe (baroa?).

sweep, fea.

swell (of rivers), huza.

swing, shuinga.
swim, guda or guda feri.

swollen, bagashi.
sword, temmer.

T.

tcenia, ruwa.

tail,
a
borong.

take, had' a. 2. doma.

talk, galla.

tallow, lumge.
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tamarind (?), malat.

tame, budza. 2. hao.

tanning-bark, dzawa.

tape-worm, riiwa.

taste, here'ba.

teacher, achorare.

tear, dzeb'ira.

tear (to tear into pieces), b'ua ; to

tear out, dzoda.

ten, raadoma.

tendon, ho;ira.

tent, gambuk.
tepid, batalo.

testicle, dosi (dori?).
thrash, hiima.

there, aganda'.
thick, dundulung. 2. marzi.

thief,
a
garra.

thigh (the upper part of the),

guruyo.

thing, gin
enda.

thin, d'afet.

think, shuringa.

thirst, gulii.

this, le. 2. mbele.

thong (of leather), zalwa.

thou, 'nggo.
thread, badyo ; threadfor sewing,

harudze.

three, mote.

throat, ngallo (?).
throne (seat of the king), "gorr

8

mad'eo.

throw (to throw off), d'iila.

thunder, bare.

tickle, legergedinga.
tie, lag"za ; to tie on, garra.

tiger, nagura.
timorous, hurnu or hurne'.

tired, shille'.

titillate, legerge'dinga.

tobacco, humbak.

toe, holo; the great ^oe.hodadene',

lit. mother of thefoot ; the little

toe, hogoale', lit. the young of
the foot.

tomb, holl. 2. dirza.

tomorrow, mufe ; the day after to-

morrow, mufemang.
tongue, halla.

too, hazizi.

tooth-groping, horho.

torch, ahula,

tortoise, hadada; (another sort).
rre.

touch, baaza or badza.

town, dar.

trace, anhera.

trachea, ngallo.

travel, ra'nga.

tree, 'nggole ; goff(?).
tremble, gogodinga.
trot, he'ra (?).

trumpet, bulling.

tuft (of hair), dulang.
turn (to turn aside), bars-hinga;

to turn back, nga'a.

twig, 'nggolboe (lit. arm of a tree,

a dry twig), belbeza.

two, magaling.

udder, geze'.

U.

uncle (father's brother), bobo or

goale (?) ; (father's mother s

brother), nirw,.

unequal, zarulo.

unkind, gudugiiz.

unripe, gurdo (of fruits). 2.

gardza (of corn, $c.).
untrue, gudzang.
urtica, b'amb'alung.

V.

valley, bard' a.

vanquish, gara.

vanquisher, garl. 2. mangga (see

Annotat.).

verge, mara.

victim (to be sacrificed), b'und'u.

vine, manggogala.
vivacious, garure.
void, zare. 2. doge.
vomit, guinga or goa.

W.

wait, d'inga. 2. bua. 3. b'e'la.

wanton, gagada.
war, b'ila.

warm, bati.
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wart, gard'a.

wash, gidza.

wasp, mod'ong.
water, feri, ferio (?).

wave, daiak.

wax, nganza' ga'ss (lit. fat of the

honey).

u>ay,gagal; togiveway,\)arshinga..

we, ngani.
weak, nab'uti.

weave, gara.

weep, ba.

weft of hair, fidzong.

weight (a certain), d'ora ; (an-

other), malat ; bllish, &c. ; a

d'ora is, fadzoa.

well (spring), hugut.
west, shtegundi (?).

wet, budzi.

whet, abila.

whip, marshing.
whistle, fendzinga.
whistle, hasse.

white, hoti ; (intens.), hohoti.

white of an egg, dighirr.

within, ghio.

why ? 'nggio.
widow, wao.

wild, yaru.

wind-up, nea.

wind (linen), dorbiza.

window (the hole by which light

enters into a room), ngandung.

winter (time of rains), adzaga'.

wipe off, dzoa.

wire, zimmit (?).

witch, gira.

woman, nanga.
wood, nara galla (?) ; (forest),

adodo.

woman in child-bed, habadi.

wood-worm, 'nggolmud'.
wooden leg, mall.

wool (of sheep), shudugu. TJie

use of wool for making cloth

seems to be unknown in Fazoglo.

worm, horong ; rain-worm, be-

rere.

wound, orong. 2. acha.

wrap up, guba. 2. nea.

wrestle, dala.

wrestling, dalu.

wrong, perverse, gadab'i.

Y.

year, rondu
.

yelk (of an egg), dudiig.

yellow, hogozi and galzi (tiro

nuances).

yes, 10 ; ayua (Ar.).

yesterday, bazolong ; the day be-

fore yesterday, gighe.

you, hau.

young, godi ;
a young man, giagbil

or bonggorr.

ANNOTATIONS.

Fazoglo Words which could not be taken up in the Vocabulary in

alphabetical order.

azanzang, a bird similar to our swan, but not web-footed ; it is

eaten. 2. a worm, very long, with many feet.

bang, a weapon of wood, about three feet long and of this form,

^S. provided with iron stings. It is also worn by

j^V women, but only as an ornament on holidays.

burbuza, a sort of white earth, like chalk.

balmoe, a plant; weedings in corn-fields.

biro, a beetle, similar to our gold-beetle.
bulmidze", a tree with eatable fruits. According to the superstition

of the people, it has its origin from the dung of a sacred bird of

the same name (midze* means bird).
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Bubu, name of a fabulous person out of the old celebrated family of

the Horone. He was a magician, and is said, among other deeds,
to have once saved the town Shute, which was besieged by the

people of Met, by sending against them swarms of bees as great
as birds, which stung the foes on their noses and killed them all.

In Hobila, the native town of Dabro, there is still now a very old

tree, (Jnygole Bubu), sacred to Bubu. Upon an altar which is

erected under this tree, sacrifices are offered to his memory on
certain days of the year. His spear is still preserved as a sacred

relic. J?
bdrbade, an ornament of silver of this form

x^SsL
worn in the ales nasi.

bobaross, a tree. (s^fjj/

"bai, an animal : by touching it, it causes a burning on the hand,
similar to that caused by touching an urtica.

b'iz6, an insect similar to our ant.

dagalgazang, a long worm with many feet.

doloring, an armlet of silver engraved with Arabian words.

dulvlu, a flower of red colour.

dytjmbt:, a tree ; fruits red, of the form of our plums.

digil, a tree, growing very high and extending its branches very far.

dabok, a tree.

d'ir
u
ad, a night bird.

d'iri, a water-beetle.

d'od'aff", a bird.

d'id'i, a little bird which is said to have its nest between the horns

of the tarrio (buffalo ?).

dzora, a part in the interior of the body (?).

dzememio, an insect which collects honey like the bees ; perhaps
bumble-bee (?).

dzargumio, a little insect of bad odour ; sometimes it becomes very

dangerous by creeping into the ear of sleeping persons.

dzarrtndyo, a bird.

dzabita, to suck (?).

dztfngeho, a beetle, the fseces of which are so sharp and poisonous
that they corrode the human skin and make persons blind when

brought in contact with the eyes.

fita, a kind of broom, made of dogo, a plant.

fio, a large free place, near Hobila, for military exercises. It is also

the name of a saint.

filfiz, a reed, of the seed of which oil is expressed which is used to

anoint the body.

gagu, a reed, similar to the Spanish reed; it is used like this for

twisting.

gerdaga, a kind of salt, used as snuff.

god'e, a red sort of clay, used to cover the interior walls of the room ;

by mixing it with clay of other colours a kind of artificial marble

is manufactured.

galgala, a tree which produces a very hard resin, used for cementing.
Gola, a Fazoglo saint ; his history is similar to that of Bubu.

VOL. IV. R
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gdrd'a, a tree, the touching of which is said to originate warts on

the hand ; its root is used as a medicament against the con-

sequences of the scorpion's biting.

gafa, a tree extending its branches very far, so that cottages may
be built upon them.

gurdzogo, a singing-bird, of a black-grey colour.

gagdnd'al, an insect similar to our wasp.

gumba, a military covering of the head, a kind of cap made of leather

or fur, with a hair-bush.

gondall, an ornament of silver of this form NVv^^O^ worn in

the septum narium. \^?
gori, a bird similar to our dove.

gafa, a tree like the walnut-tree ; the nuts, which are very sweet, are

also called gafa.

guld, the place whither the souls of deceased persons go.

hassar, a tree ; perhaps aloe.

huyunazo, a little animal which is said to be wholesome for wounded

parts.

Himbi, a lake near Hobila, with pure drinkable water, surrounded

with very high shadowy trees. Before drinking of the water it is

necessary to pray to the spirit Himbi, to whom the lake belongs.

hdndzara, a poisonous mushroom.

Hodi, an old Fazoglo saint.

huU, a little wild beast, similar to a cat.

hadza, a plant by which it is possible to make oneself invisible,

which enables the eyes to see subterranean treasures, &c. &c.

Hdrmine, a female saint who is venerated as the goddess of the rain.

Liblu
d, a tower near Hobila, very old and in ruins. It has been built

to the memory of deceased distinguished warriors, by whose souls

it is said to be inhabited. Children are afraid to pass by it in

night-time.

lafe, two pieces of ebony, ^-^^-vN which are clapped one

against the other during <^^^ \J the dance.

mogo, an animal similar to our chamois ; its horns, gighe, are used to

preserve gold-corns.
mbillis, a precious stone, red ; another sort is mandyor.
milgia, a sort of grey clay used for manufacturing vessels ;

it becomes
red when burnt.

mard, an insect which undermines the earth ; it is said to undermine

houses, so that they fall in ruins. It is afraid of ashes, and may
be chased away by strewing it on the ground.

mashyd, mabudzi, mahdza
ra, mamut, mahorhen, mabtf'lb^dd. mahazizi,

names of different sorts of beetles.

muri, a chain of differently coloured stones, used as ornament.

mogal, an animal similar to the monkey, but its meat is eaten (?;.

mdnzilu, a pendant of pearls, ornament worn in the ear-laps.
'mbadza'ra, the seed of the sugar-cane.
nuss, a plant similar to our ivy ; it bears eatable fruits (?).
nuss nagura, ivy ; nagura means

'

tiger' ; the tiger is said to like the

ivy and to make its harbour in it.
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ngongonding, a rape-like plant, of narcotic effects ; the root is used
to send children to sleep. Dabro has dictated a little song, which
is an Aya bobaya of the Fazoglo people :

"
ngongondinga ashinoa dya goa-o, (repet.)

gawulong gulang gadya zurab'edr-o,
banda bulyonga ganam budzabia'-o."

I am unable to give a translation of this song, Dabro not being in

Munich at this moment.
ozonzolo, a bird of which Dabro has narrated a good many very sin-

gular things. It is black and of the size of a stare ; it has a human
voice, and is able to speak intelligibly, and really to converse with
men. When a child is in the neighbourhood of a poisonous serpent,
it babbles and speaks so long till the child understands the words
and saves himself by running away. When a wanderer has lost

the right way, the ozonzolo comes to his aid and indicates the

direction in which he is to go. When warriors are following
an enemy and have lost the trace, the ozonzolo speaks from a
tree to the chief and serves as his guide, &c. All this was

firmly believed and asserted as true by Dabro ; who said that he
himself had often spoken with the oz6nzolo when a child and a

boy of seven to eight years. Probably the song of the bird is of

such a kind that it seems to imitate the human language.
zafek, a bird of prey.
za'mo, a disease ; it is properly the name of an old magician who is

said to have created this disease.

ziring, an ornament of silver ~(P\ worn in the exterior part of the

ear, fastened by a needle. \J/
Ngari, a magician, who makes a very important figure in the nar-

ratives of Dabro ; but the indications are so obscure and often so

contradictory, that I wish to converse still oftener with my pupil
before giving an account of the ngari.
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We now come to a class of tongues, which, when the circumstances
of those who speak them are considered, might a priori be thought as

likely as any to exhibit the phenomena of language in nearly their ori-

ginal state, namely those of the great Continent of America. Our
knowledge of them indeed only dates from the sixteenth century; but
we also know, that before that time they had neither been corrupted
by the caprices of writers nor the refinements of grammarians. We
then may safely regard all principles of formation common to them
and those of the Old World as equally original, and inherent in the

very nature of language.
The scanty and unsatisfactory nature of the materials at present

accessible, renders a general and connected analysis of the verb in

the South American languages an undertaking of no small difficulty.

Many dialects are barely known by name ; of many others we have

nothing beyond meagre and inaccurate vocabularies
; and those that

have been grammatically analysed, have been commonly treated by
men disposed to refer everything to classical models, and to find

everywhere something like Latin cases, moods and tenses. The

multiplicity of forms and the uncertainty of their proper analysis is

another great obstacle. Besides the absolute, oblique and possessive
forms of the pronouns, we often find triplicate and even quadruplicate
sets employed in the conjugation of the verb, each tense having its

appropriate one. Sometimes those variations may be accounted for

as being combinations of several elements, namely of particles de-

noting the time of the action, and very frequently of other pronouns
in the objective or dative case, which coalesce with the proper sub-

ject of the verb in such a manner as to make it hardly distin-

guishable.
In other cases this solution is only matter of conjecture, or to be

inferred by analogical reasoning. But, amidst much that is at pre-
sent obscure and doubtful, there is no lack of instances in which
the analysis of the simple tenses of the verb is perfectly certain.

The pronouns employed in conjugation are readily recognised as

such, and when this is the case, it is important to observe that they
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commonly agree with the oblique forms employed as possessives,

scarcely ever with the absolute form of the nominative, except in a

few cases where the same word is indifferently used in both capacities.

For example in the Lule, a language spoken to the west of the Pa-

raguay, the personal pronouns are as follows :

1. 2. 3.

Nominative Sing. quis, ue, meoto.

Plur. ua, mil, meoto.

Genitive or 1 Sing. s, c, ce, p.
Possessive / Plur. cen, lorn, pan.

The latter set of forms is identical with the personal endings of the

ordinary verb ; e. gr,, mait-ce, thy will ; loot-ce, thou art ; tanta-cen,

our bread ; lopsaui-cen, we forgive.
The identity of the oblique cases of the pronouns with the per-

sonal formatives of verbs is equally close in the Moxan, the Ma'ipurian,
and the Mixtecan. In the Araucanian, the Betoi, the Mexican, and

several other languages, the resemblances of the two classes are con-

siderable, but do not amount to perfect identity. In Guarani and

some other tongues the same forms serve both as absolute nomi-

natives and as possessives, the personal characteristics of verbs being

totally different, while in others no resemblance can be traced in

any of the three classes ; and again in some there are five, six or

seven sets of personal pronouns, with scarcely a single element in

common. It would be vain to attempt to reconcile all these discre-

pancies with the aid of our present means of information ;
the com-

parison of a number of kindred dialects might possibly help to clear

up a part of them.

Some points, from which interesting and important conclusions

may be drawn, have been obscured by the erroneous views taken of

them by European philologists. W. Humboldt, in the introductory

part of his work ' Ueber die Kawi Sprache,' vol. i. pp. 188-9, among
some remarks on the structure of the South American verb, all inge-

nious, but occasionally questionable, has the following observations

on the conjugation of the Maya dialect :

" The affixed pronoun of the second leading class is also employed
as a possessive pronoun in conjunction with substantives. It be-

trays a total misapprehension of the difference between the noun
and the verb to allot a possessive pronoun to the latter, to confound
our eating with we cat. This however appears to me in those lan-

guages which are guilty of the fault, to consist chiefly in a want of

properly discriminating the different classes of pronouns from each

other. For the error is evidently more trifling when the conception
of the possessive pronoun is not laid hold of with due precision, and
this I believe to be the case in the present instance. In almost all

American languages, the perception of their structure is to be de-

duced from the pronoun ; and this, in the manner of two great
branches, winds itself around the noun as a possessive, and around
the verb as governing or governed ; and both parts of speech usually
remain united with it. Commonly the respective languages have
different forms of pronouns for each class. But when this is not
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the case, the idea of the person is connected with either part of

speech in an uncertain, changeable and indeterminate manner."
The illustrious author seems to regard the agreement of the pos-

sessive and conjugational pronouns as a sort of error in language,
originating in the want of due discrimination on the part of those
who commit it. It is apprehended that the error is not in the lan-

guage, or the people who speak it, but in ourselves, when we attempt
to adjust apparently novel grammatical phenomena to our own
preconceived ideas. Were the instance of the Maya language a soli-

tary one, there might be room for suspecting some error or cor-

ruption in the matter. But when we find a multitude of languages
in all parts of the known world in the same predicament, we may
venture to affirm that there must be some good reason for it. This
reason we believe to be, that there is no essential difference between
the simple noun and the verb ; and that in an early stage of lan-

guage our eating might very well mean precisely the same thing
that we eat does at present. With respect to the Maya language in

particular, the framers of it can hardly be suspected of inability to

discriminate between the different classes of pronouns, there being
few nations who make so many distinctions as they do. They have
four different sets of conjunctive pronouns : one employed before the

verb or noun as a sort of auxiliary or verb substantive ; another in

the same capacity after them ; a third serving as possessives and

conjugational pronouns with nouns commencing with consonants ;

and a fourth employed with the same parts of speech when they

begin with vowels. Besides all these they have long and distinctly
marked forms, for nominatives absolute : tinmen, ego ; tinmenel, tu ;

tumen, ille ; tamen, nos, &c. Now they could certainly employ the

last-mentioned class in conjugating the verb, if they entertained the

same ideas about nominatives and their necessary conjunction with

verbs that are current among European grammarians. But instead

of saying tamen zaatzic, we forgive, as according to Humboldt's

reasoning they ought to have done, they choose to employ c'zaatzic,

just as they say, c'ziipil, our sin ; or, ca-yum, our father. We
may surely give them credit for knowing how to combine the ele-

ments of their own language in a proper manner and according to

rational principles. And if we find it difficult to reconcile their

system with our own /, we, ye, they love, it may be as well to in-

quire whether they or ourselves have departed furthest from the ori-

ginal principle of formation.

With respect to the North American dialects, at least some of the

principal ones, our means of information are tolerably ample. Much
light has been thrown on their organization by the labours of Eliot,

Zeisberger, Heckewelder, Schoolcraft, and more recently by Howse,
whose Grammar cf the Cree language contains, along with a good
deal of questionable reasoning, a valuable collection of materials. It

is pretty universally recognized that these Northern languages do

not differ as to their general character from those of Southern and
Central America. Du Ponceau does not hesitate to say, that all the

languages from Greenland to Cape Horn are formed upon the same
s 2
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principle. This is rather a hazardous assertion to make, while there

are so many of which we know absolutely nothing ;
but it is be-

lieved to be substantially correct, as far as our present means of in-

formation extend. The most remarkable feature of the family to an

European is the polysynthetic character of the verb ; in other words,

its capability of aggregating the component parts of an entire clause

of a sentence into a single word, or at least what appears as such to

the ear, and is written as such by grammarians.
There has been however a great deal of exaggeration and misap-

prehension on the subject. It would be a mistake to suppose that

every person of every tense is an intricate polysynthetic combination.

Many such doubtless occur ; but there are many others just as sim-

ple as the ordinary verbs in other languages, and substantially formed

upon the same principles. The error has been in regarding elements

as integral portions of the verb which are mere accessories, variable

according to circumstances. An Indian, for example, if he wished

to say,
"

I give him the axe," would not only embody the subject

/, the dative him, together with an objective pronoun it, in one

combination, but would moreover intercalate axe, in an abbreviated

form perhaps, but still distinguishable by one familiar with the Ian-"

guage. It is however clear that him, it, axe, are no integral or ne-

cessary elements. The verb still remains a verb when they are

omitted ; the only essentials of it being the subject and the root or

verbal noun. The point which we are most concerned to investigate
is the nature of the connection between the two.

It was observed at an early period by grammarians that there is

no difference between the Indian possessive forms used in combi-

nation with nouns, and the personals employed in conjugating verbs.

Du Ponceau remarks, that Eliot, in his Grammar of the Massa-
chusetts language, does not consider the pronoun as apart of speech,
but only speaks of it as a. possessiveform of the noun and the verb ;

and that this is in fact the principal part which it plays in those lan-

guages. He further states that there is no difference in them be-

tween the personal and the possessive pronoun in the inseparable
form ; they are distinguished by the sense of the phrase and the no-

minal or verbal terminations of the word to which they are joined.
Heckewelder also observes in his grammar of the Lenni Lenape or

Delaware, that the possessive pronoun is the same as the personal,

separable and inseparable, which is used in a possessive sense, and
that no ambiguity results from this similarity ; the meaning being
always understood from the context, or the form or the inflection of

the word with which the pronoun is combined. Howse also states

in his Cree Grammar, that the possessive pronouns before nouns are

expressed in the same manner as the personal before verbs ; and his

paradigms show that the forms are the same in both cases.

In the Sahaptin, an Oregon dialect, it is remarkable that there is

a duplicate conjugation of the verb, the personal pronouns in one
division being nominatives, and in the other regularly genitives ; the
form of the root also being different for each. For example,

' he is,'

according to the former construction, is expressed by ipi hiwash ;
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but according to the second by ipnim ush ; ipnirn being the genitive
of the pronoun of the third person. It seems evident that in the

first instance the supposed verbal element is in the capacity of being
put in apposition with its subject, bearing in fact some analogy to

our present participle, but that in the second it can only be attri-

buted to it in the manner of a noun substantive.

It may be observed in general terms, that there are many dif-

ferences of detail in the Northern Indian languages. Scarcely any
two have precisely the same personal pronouns throughout, or arrange
them in the same order in construction. But the agreement of those

employed in conjugating the simple verb with the possessives used
in conjunction with nouns is a general feature among them. This
does not arise from poverty of forms, there being commonly a distinct

and marked form fur the absolute nominatives. These, in Cree for

example, are in the singular : 1. netha, I ; 2. ketha, thou ; 3. wetha,

he, or it ; while the possessives and formatives of verbs are, 1 . net,

2. ket, 3. oot ; or still more briefly, ne, ke, co. If therefore the pos-
sessives have the force and construction of oblique cases, it is difficult

to assign a valid reason why the conjugational ones, identical with
them in form, and admitting of the same analysis, should not partake
of the same character.

The Greenland, of which the Esquimaux is merely a dialect, was
for a time supposed to be generically distinct from the so-called

American Indian languages, but it is now allowed that it agrees
with them in all their most marked peculiarities of structure. It

differs from all of them hitherto known in its vocabulary ; but it has

the same polysynthetic character, embodying as they do the subject
and predicate along with all their accessories, in one compact phrase ;

being one word to the ear, or to the eye when written, but sometimes

capable of being resolved into a dozen. The same remarks that

have been made respecting the pronouns of the Northern Indian

tongues are applicable to the Greenland or Esquimaux. The ar-

rangement differs, the possessives and verbal formatives being com-

monly prefixed in the former and postfixed in the latter ; but the

personal terminations of the simple tenses regularly resemble the pro-
nominal suffixes of nouns, not the absolute forms or nominatives.

It is true that several forms are used with nouns which do not occur

iu the conjugation of the verb, but this is owing to a regard to

euphony, not to any radical difference in the elements themselves.

It has already been observed that very exaggerated and erroneous

ideas have been advanced respecting the structure of the class of

languages of which we have been treating in the present paper.

They have been represented as the products of deep philosophic con-

trivance, and totally different in organization from those of every
known part of the Old World. The author of ' Mithridates' regards
it as an astonishing phenomenon, that a people like theGreenlanders,

struggling for subsistence amidst perpetual ice and snow, should

have found the means of constructing such a complex and artificial

system. It is conceived that there cannot be a greater mistake than

to suppose that a complicated language is, like a chronometer or a
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locomotive engine, a product of deep calculation and preconceived

adaptation of its several parts to each other. The compound por-
tions of it are rather formed like crystals, by the natural affinity of

the component elements ; and, whether the forms are more or less

complex, the principle of aggregation is the same.

There is a logical faculty inherent in the mind of attributing its

proper relations to each given subject, and, when enunciated inwords,
those subjects and relations which belong to each other are naturally
and properly placed in juxtaposition. In the Indian languages,
and probably in many others when in their original and inartificial

state, there is moreover an evident anxiety to leave nothing implied
that is capable of being expressed within a given compass. In the

abstract, giving is a single word, denoting a simple action ; but in

the concrete, there are implied the accessory notions of a person

giving, a thing given and a receiver; all of which an American
Indian would think it necessary to express in mentioning a specific

act. Languages in a more advanced state are less solicitous about

formally enunciating what can be readily supplied by the under-

standing. In the well-known passage in Alciphron,
"

I want fifty

pieces of gold, and not letters e' pe <f>t\eis, Sos," it is clear from

the context that the full meaning of the last word is, "give [me

money}." Nevertheless an Algonquin would think that he left the

matter imperfect if he did not say,
"
money give thou it me,"

or something equivalent. A Basque would embody all the pronouns
with the verb, but would separate the word money ; a Mordwinian
would perhaps strike out the objective pronoun it, as superfluous,

carefully retaining
"
give me thou" ; an European thinks the

simple cos sufficiently significant and more emphatic. In none of

the combinations, long or short, is there anything marvellous, or

anything implying the exercise of profound ingenuity or previous
calculation. On this point Mr. Albert Gallatin well observes :

" The fact, that, although the object in view was, in every known
Indian language without exception, to concentrate in a single word
those pronouns with the verb, yet the means used for that purpose
are not the same in any two of them, shows that none of them was
the result of philosophical researches and preconcerted design. And
in those which abound most in inflections of that description, no-

thing more has been done in that respect, than to effect, by a most

complex process, and with a cumbersome and unnecessary ma-

chinery, that which in almost every other language has been as well,

if not better, performed through the most simple means. Those

transitions, in their complexness and in the still visible amalgamation
of the abbreviated pronouns with the verb, bear in fact the impress
of primitive and unpolished languages*."
To this we may add, that the same method of formation is not

unknown in other languages, modern as well as ancient. In the Se-

mitic dialects, for example, the objective pronoun is regularly incor-

porated with the different persons of the finite verb, just as it is in

Basque or American Indian. Du Ponceau observes, that the French
*

Archzeologia Americana, vol. ii. pp. 202-3.
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phrase
" tu m'6tourdis," only differs from the corresponding Al-

gonquin in the method of writing it. He might have remarked
that the Italian combination, rfro^e/o= dare-habeo-tibi-illud, em-
bodies in itself more elements than many of the American poly-

synthetic forms represented as so very wonderful, but which we

may be assured were formed in the same manner and on exactly
the same principles.

There are two points connected with the leading object of the pre-
sent essay which it may not be amiss to notice. The first is, that in

the American languages generally, in theBasque.and to a great extent

in the Mordwinian dialect of the Finnish, the capability of receiving

conjugational inflections is not limited to one particular class of

words, but extends to all parts of speech. Not only substantives

and adjectives, but adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, interjections,
and even certain classes of pronouns receive the pronominal affixes

and are carried through the different persons according to the usual

analogy of a transitive or intransitive verb. Now it may be fairly

inferred that where all words are or may be verbs, none are essen-

tially or peculiarly so. Their capability of assuming personal forms

evidently depends upon some principle common to all, not the pro-

perty of a single class. This we believe to be nothing more or less

than predication. All words express relations, and all relations may
be predicated of the subjects to which they belong. When those sub-

jects are represented by pronouns, their union with the predicates,
if according to certain grammatical forms, becomes to all intents and

purposes a verb, whatever the term might originally denote, or what-
ever class of words it might belong to.

The same extensive principle of formation may be traced in other

classes of languages. To say nothing of denominative verbs from

nouns, we have evaiju<m'w, yuacajot^w, cum plurimis aliis, from ad-

jectives ; xwi< w from an adverb; Germ, innon, ubaron, our own
utter, and many other Teutonic verbs from prepositions ; the Ice-

landic efa, dubitare, from a conjunction ; aiaw and the Germ, iichzen,

to groan, from interjections. The fact is, that the current ideas of pri-
mitive verbs, constituting a sort of native privileged class or aristocracy
in language, is totally unfounded. There is no intrinsic difference

between them and the ordinary terms constituting the mass of lan-

guage, though there is an adventitious one, resulting from their com-
bination with an additional element.

The other point appearing to call for notice is the apparently sin-

gular practice in the Greenland and many American languages of em-

ploying a different verb for every different manner in which an action

may be done. Thus in Chilian, elun is, to give ; eluguen, to give more;

eluduamen, to desire to give ; elurquen, to appear to give ; and so on,

through a long list of possible modifications. Gallatin remarks of

theNorthern Indian languages, that by affixing, prefixing, or inserting
an arbitrary particle, or rather an abbreviated noun, verb, adverb,

preposition, or conjunction, the verb is made to designate the spe-
cific modification of the action ; each modification apparently con-

stituting a different mood or voice of the primitive verb.
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In the Greenland language this principle is carried to an almost

unlimited extent. Fabricius gives in his grammar a list of nearly
three hundred postpositions, by the aid of which complex verbs may
be formed from simple ones, and this by no means exhausts the

number. Some of those postpositive elements correspond to Greek
or Latin prepositions in composition ; others are adverbs, or similar

words expressive of the manner or circumstances of the action ; and
not unfrequently three, four, or even more, are appended in closely
consecutive series ; the last regularly receiving the pronominal con-

jugational affixes. All this seems very strange and intricate to us ;

but it depends in reality on a very simple principle. In such Greek
words as eiri7rpo\e(jj,olo^o\ew (solus degere),a.\\o<f>poveu), erepoirpoffd)-

TTCW, the modifying elements areprefixed to the verb, the combination

being regarded as one word and capable of being predicated of one

given subject. In Greenland similar elements are regularly postfixed,
and with less restriction as to their number. All however relating
to the same subject are considered as forming one aggregate, and are

predicable in the aggregate of that subject, just as the Greek combi-

nations above specified are of theirs, only in a different order. As
the genius of the language requires the personal terminations to be

placed last, they thereby become immediate appendages of the ad-

verb or other modifying word, instead of the leading verb, and fre-

quently with a separation of many syllables from it. This shows

clearly that the personal terminations are no inherent portions of the

verb, evolved as it were out of its substance, like the branches of a

tree out of its trunk, otherwise they would have adhered to it more

closely. There is no want of parallel examples in languages of the

Old World, some of which we may find occasion to advert to in the

further prosecution of the subject.
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" On the Connection of Pope Gerbert with ' the Geometry of

Boethius.'
"

By George Sloane, Esq.
In the editions of Boethius's collective works we^find a translation

of the first four books of Euclid, or rather of the propositions or

enunciations alone. This treatise is divided into two books, both of

which purport to be a translation of Euclid, although in fact the

first only is such, the second being for the most part a collection of

problems in mensuration.

The so-called translation is followed by a kind of supplement or

appendix, which in the printed editions bears the title of Boethii

liber de Geometria, but in the MSS. of Demonstratio Artis Geometric^.
With the exception of a kind of catechism of geometry and some
arithmetical observations, which seem to be nothing more than con-

fused extracts from the Arithmetic of Boethius, it contains scarcely

anything but fragments from Varro, Seneca, and the Agrimensors.
It begins with an introduction on the origin and value of geometry,
part of which is to be found in the ' Outlines of Geometry and As-

tronomy' of Cassiodorus, the friend and contemporary of Boethius,
and the rest is, in the opinion of Blume, a free imitation of a passage

inAgenus Urbicus*. This introduction is followed by a collection

of extracts from Frontinus, Balbus, Hyginus, and the Libri Colo-

niarum, on the qualitates agrorum, the controversiae and the limites

(p. 395-403) ; to which are subjoined lists of nomina Agrimensorum
and of lapides finales (p. 403-406).

If we turn from the printed editions to the MSS. of the Geometry,
we shall find that they differ exceedingly in their contents, as well

from the editions as from one another. In the library of Berne, for

instance, there are two MSS. of the Geometry, divided into five

books, the first two of which correspond to the appendix, the third

and fourth to the first, and the fifth to the last of the printed copies.
In the older of these MSS.f the matter contained from p. 1544 mid.,

of the Basil edition of 1570, to the end is wanting; and between

* " Bei aller Verschiedenheiten im Einzelen, doch in Gedanken und Wen-
dungen einer Stelle des Pseudosimplieius werwandt 1st, so dass man sie als eine

freie Imitation des Leztern bezeichnen konte." Blume, Ueber die Handschriften

der Agrimensoren, in Rhein. Mus. fur Jurispr. vii. p. 229. The two related pas-

sages are p 64, 24 65, 14, and 394, 11 395, 14. [The references are through-
out this paper to the pages and lines of the new edition.] I confess I can find

no similarity in the two, beyond both containing the praise of geometry.

f The contents of this MS., which is of the 10th century, are minutely de-

scribed by Sinner, Catalogns Codd. MSS. Bibl. Bernensis, p. 292. The title given
to the book in the MSS. is

' Boetii libri Artis Geometrise et Aritmeticae numero V
ab Euclide translati de Graeco in Latinum.'

VOL. IV. T
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the fourth and fifth books is inserted a piece with the title Altercatio

geometricorum de figuris numeris et mensuris (p. 407 seq.} : the

fifth, besides being fuller than the editions, contains a fragment, De
Mensuris et Jugeribus, which is expressly ascribed to Frontinus,

but which is partly taken from Columella (v. 1-3), and partly from

the fragment De Jugeribus Metiundis (p. 354).
The more recent of the Berne MSS., which was written A.D. 1004,

has all that is contained in the other, and in very nearly the same
order. It has, in addition, Frontinus de Agrorum Qualitate, with the

commentary of Agenus Urbicus (p. 1-8) ; an extract from Hyginus
de Limitibus Constituendis (p. 182-191) ; and a fragment of Censo-

rinus de Geometria*.
There are again other MSS. which do not contain so much as the

printed copies. Such are the Harleian, Lansdowne, and ArundeJ
MSS. in the British Museum, none of which have the appendix f.
The Harleian and Arundel MSS. coincide in their contents with the

editions down to the beginning of the Demonstratio.or Appendix, that

is, nearly the foot of p. 1536. Immediately after the table in that

page, there are a few lines which have never been published in the ori-

ginal Latin, and the existence of whichwas unknown until M . Chasles

gave a French translation of a portion, in his 'Aper^u sur 1'Histoire de

Geometric,' from a MS. belonging to the town of ChartresJ. At
the end of this passage the Harleian has the words epilogus finitur :

and then follows in both this sentence " Si quis vero de contro-

versiis, et de qualitatibus et nominibus agrorum, deque limitibus, et

de statibus controversiarum scire desideret, Julium Frontinum necnon

Urbicum Agenum lectitet. Nos vero hsec ad prsesens dixisse sufficiat."

Here the Arundel MS. ends, but in the Harleian we find what is

a meagre abstract of Balbus, followed by a collection of geometrical
and arithmetical problems, which are taken, in part at least, from

Nipsus, Epaphroditus and Vitruvius.

*
Sinner, /. c. p. 292. In the library of Trinity College, Cambridge, there is a

MS. of Boethius's Geometry, the contents of which are very similar to, if not iden-

tical with, those of the second Berne MS. The loss of some papers prevents me
from giving a more detailed account of it. It does not agree with any of the MSS.,
the readings of which are given by Lachman, in the order of the Nomina Agri-
mensorum, unless, indeed, there is, as I suspect to be the case, a misprint as to the

order of the Munich MSS.(w), with which it agrees in reading ClaiidiiznAAugustini.
It is also fuller in the Nomina Lapidum. The MS,, which is probably of the

eleventh century, deserves a closer examination. Five MSS. have been used for

the new edition of the Agrimensors, two of which (a and m) apparently do not

contain the Euclid, and one (2) has only the two books without the appendix.
t These MSS. are respectively numbered 3595, 842, and 339.

% Memoires Couronnees de 1'Academic de Bruxelles, t. xi. p. 457. The contents

of this MS. are fully given by M. Chasles in his 'Catalogue des Manuscrits de la

Bibliotheque de Chartres.' According to Bethman it is not older than the end of

the twelfth century.

Only a part of these problems are published in Lachman's edition (p. 297-30 1 ).

Some of them were also published from the Arcerian MS. by Hase, in Bredow's
'

Epistola- Parisinae,' p. 201 seqq., and the whole of them by Schott in his ' Tabulae

Rei Nummariae Rom. et Giaec. (Ant. 1615),'from a MS. in the Cistercian Monastery
at Duyn, which had also the ' Musica et Arithmetica' of Boethius. Is the MS. in

the public library of Cambridge (Moore 74) similar to this?
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Such and so varied are the contents of the different MSS. We
have now to inquire whether any and what part is to be attributed

to their reputed author.

The opinion of Niebuhr on the authorship of this treatise is to be

found in the appendix to the first edition of the second volume of his
'

History.'
"

It is absolutely certain," says he,
" that the section on

the art of marking out boundaries in Boethius's Geometry can never

have been written by the learned and talented Consular. It is a

confused heap of rubbish, almost worse even than the great compi-
lation. Boethius's Geometry, until the appearance of Pope Gerbert's,

was, with Nipsus, Vitruvius and Epaphroditus, the manual of the

land surveyors ; and by one of them has this addition, which dis-

honours his name, been surreptitiously introduced ; just as the rude

ignorance of the copyist, at least of the MS. from which it was

printed, has stript the propositions and diagrams of what was most
essential*."

Blume agrees with Niebuhr in thinking that the Demonstratio is

spurious, but differs from him as to the genuineness of the Euclid.

For allowing, on the authority of Cassiodorus, that Boethius indeed

translated the Elements, he contends that the translation, which now
passes under the name of Boethius, must be considered as spurious,
inasmuch as in most MSS. it is found mixed up with the Demon-
stratio, and that consequently both must stand or fall togetherf.

Although it is impossible to produce any positive proof in support
of the common opinion that the translation we possess is the work
of Boethius, still there is a certain amount of negative evidence to

that effect. It is not disputed that Boethius did translate the Ele-

ments. Besides the testimony of Cassiodorus already alluded to, we
find Gerbert, in his Geometry, referring to the definition of some

elementary terms in geometry given by Boethius, and which are

apparently identical with those which we find in the treatise in ques-
tion J. With this we must combine the fact, that until the resto-

ration of the Elements in their perfect form at the close of the

eleventh century by Adelard's translation from the Arabic, there was
no work, so far as is known, which professed to be a translation of

Euclid, save and except the meagre list of propositions which now
goes under the name of Boethius.

There seems to be more force in Niebuhr's assertion, that, though
* Hist, of Rome, translated by Walters, vol. ii. p. 557.

f Rhein. Mus. fur Jurispr. B. vii. p. 235. He conjectures that a part of the

genuine translation probably survives in the 14th and 15th books ofa mathematical
work to be found in a palimpsest MS. at Verona, which is evidently allied to the

printed translation of the summary of Hypsicles. Whatever grounds there may be

for denying the genuineness of the common translation, there can be no doubt that

this conjecture is altogether unfounded. For though the Elements consist of

fifteen books, it is quite clear, as well from the books themselves as from other tes-

timony, that the two last were not written by Euclid ; and there are very good
grounds for saying that they are the work of Hypsicles, who cannot have written

earlier than the middle of the sixth century, that is, at least five-and-twenty years
after the death of Boethius. See Mr. De Morgan's articles on Euclid and Hypsicles
in the ' Diet, of Classical Biography.'

t Fez, Thes. Anecdot. Noviss. t. iii. part ii. 9.

T2
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the translation is genuine, we have it only in a mutilated form.

From the remarks with which Boethius prefaces the demonstrations

of the first three propositions of the first book, we may readily as-

sume that Boethius adopted the opinion of those who considered

that Euclid only arranged the propositions, and that the demon-
strations were the work of others. The admirable literary history
of the Elements by Mr. De Morgan, in the 'Dictionary of Classical

Biography,' shows how this error may have arisen ; and when we
find Boethius confounding Euclid the geometer with his namesake
the philosopher of Megara a most portentous error, and one quite
inexcusable in him, we ought not to be surprised if he also adopted
the current opinion on the subject, viz. that Theon and not Euclid

was the author of the demonstrations.

The only argument against the genuineness of the translation which
seems to have any weight, is that derived from the circumstance of

a part of the Demonstratio being inserted in the midst of the Euclid

in most of the MSS. The part so interpolated is not any of that

continuous whole, if it may be so termed, which we have called the

Appendix, but a portion of the Altercatio (p,407, 1-410, 7), filling

nearly two leaves in the Bamberg (5), and about one leaf in the

Rostock (r) MS. of the Demonstratio. A careful examination of the

contents of each page of the MSS. will convince any one that Blume
has made a stronger assertion than the facts warrant, when he says
that the two are completely blendedtogether (ganz und gar vermengt),
and will at the same time show us how the confusion probably
arose*. Leaving out of consideration the two propositions of the

third book, inserted in the Altercatio (p. 408, 3-9), all that we find

is, that some few of the following propositions (389, 28-390, 20) are

placed at the end of the Altercatio. This may, I think, be readily ac-

counted for by supposing that a leaf of the codex from which our pre-
sent MSS. are derived, containing the portion in question, had been by
some accident transposed out of its proper place, and inserted where
we now find it. This transposition may also be accounted for by sup-

posing that the writer of the original MS. having by accident probably
overlooked or omitted the matter contained in p. 489, 28 seq., did

not discover his mistake till he had got to p. 408, 3, where he in-

serted the two first of the missing propositions, but then changed
his mind and reserved the remainder for the conclusion of the piece
he was then engaged about. I say the conclusion, for it is evident

that the following part of the Altercatio, from p. 410, 8, does not

cohere even with the Euclidf.
That the Demonstratio did not proceed from the pen of Boethius,

few persons will be inclined to dispute. Independent of the grounds

* The sequence of the matter in the MSS. is 387, 1-22; 388, 20-389, 20;
390, 21-391, 16; 391, 24-392, 17; 407, 1-408, 2; 408, 3-9 (389,21-27);
408, 10-410, 7 ; 389, 28-390, 20.

t The conclusion of Euclid (p. 390, 20) is not far from the beginning of p. 1.5

of the Rostock MS., while p. 410, 8, corresponds with the latter halfof the following
folio. That the writer was very stupid or very careless, is evident. See for in-

stance the confusion in 385, 21-386, 7 ; 388 ; 391, 18-26.
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assigned by Niebuhr and Blume for denying its genuineness, the

book itself shows that it is the production of a Christian, and that

consequently it cannot have had the author of the Consolatio for its

author*.

In order to understand and appreciate Blume's opinion on the

origin of the treatise we are considering, it is necessary to say a few
words on the classification of the different MSS. of the fragments of

the Agrimensors. In the article on these MSS. which we have al-

ready had occasion to refer to, and in which everything then known
and calculated to throw light on the subject has been carefully col-

lected by the learned and able author, Blume divides the different

MSS. into four classes : 1, that of which the Arcerian is the repre-
sentative ; 2, the MSS. containing the extracts from the Digest;
3, the MSS. of Nipsus ; 4, those of Boethius. In the course of the

article he has endeavoured to trace, as far as his data permitted, the

history of the several MSS. which pass under review, and particu-

larly of the celebrated Codex Arcerianus, which he identifies with

the MSS. said to have been discovered by Thomas Phsedrus in the

Monastery of Bobbio, in the year 1494, and translated by him to

Romef. The Arcerian is also considered by him to be the source of

the fourth-class MSS., or those containing the treatise attributed to

Boethius J.
After insisting that the genuineness of the Euclid is bound up

with that of, the Demonstratio, Blume goes on to say : Rather

* " In quibus locis arbores intact* stare videntur, in quo loco veteres errantes sa-

crificium faciebant," p. 401, 6. In the passage of the Liber Coloniarum (p. 241, 5)
from which this is taken, errantes is not to be found. That Boethius was a heathen
has been clearly shown by Obbarus, in the introduction to his edition of the Con-

solatio, Jen. 1843.

f Though it is difficult to deny the extreme probability of this supposition, yet
there are difficulties which make the author hesitate. The known connection be-

tween John Lasco and the celebrated Erasmus would seem to raise a presumption
that the Erasmus whose name appears on the MS. was no other than that great

philologist. But this would go far to show that the Arcerian was not the same
MS. with the Bobbio. The MS. is not mentioned either in the Catalogue of the

Bobbio library, printed by Muratori in the third volume of the Antiq. Ital., nor yet
in the one compiled in the year 1461, and published by Peyron in his ' Commen-
tatio de Bibliotheca Bobiensi.' In the first-mentioned list, which is as old as the

tenth century, we find ' Libros Boetii iii. de Aritmetica et alterum de Astronomia.'

I have not been able to find any mention of the Astronomy of Boethius, except in

the St. Gallen MS. and in the letter of Gerbert, hereafter quoted.

J After pointing out the supposed resemblance of a part of the introduction to a

passage in Agenus Urbicus, he proceeds :
" Das Uebrige schliesst sich dem Arce-

riamis meist wortlick, und oft selbst biichstablich in sichtbar corrumpirten Lesarten

an : doch steht auch Einiges darunter, was sich sonst teils gar nicht, teils wenig-
stens nicht in Avcerianus erhalten hat." Though this is undoubtedly true, still in

many places it deserts the Arcerian, and agrees with the Erfurdt MS. which belongs
to the third class. See, for instance, 395, 20

; 396, 4, 5, 15 ; 403, 8, 10 ; 409, 17,

20-25. If p. 27, 12 is to be considered as the original of what we have in Boethius,

p. 397, 6 and 409, 6, then the writer must have had a MS. of the third class before

him, for in neither of the other two classes is the first-mentioned passage to be

found. The definition of measure, which Boethius attributes to Frontinus

(p. 415, 11), is in the Jena MS. (a transcript of the Arcerian) given to Balbus ;
and

in the Gudian, which belongs to the second class, to Frontinus ;
and in those of the

third class, to Nipsus.
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may Gerbert be considered the compiler of this Appendix. For in-

dependently of Gerbert's probable connection with the Arcerian at

Bobbio, and without reference to the MS. of the third class, in which
Goesius says he found the Epistola ad Celsum ascribed to Gerbert,
we must most especially take into consideration a MS. belonging to

De Thou, which was used by Rigaltius, and is thus described in the

Catalogue of De Thou's library : "Boetii Musica, Arithmetica, Ger-
berti Geometria et Rhythmomachia*." It was from this MS. that

Rigaltius copied what he called the Fragmenta Terminalia, but which
is an almost literal extract from the Demonstratio (p. 401, 10-403, 4).
He most commonly refers to the second book of Boethius, but on one

occasion he expressly mentions the revision of Boethius by Gerbert
or some one else. Another proof is, that in a published treatise of

Gerbert on Geometry, we meet with at least part of one of the ex-

tracts from Hyginus, which are to be found in the second Bernese

MS. of Boethius f. Blume however is of opinion that the work in

its present form is unworthy of Gerbert also :

" For even Gerbert
could not have dealt with the contents of the Arcerian MS. in the

awkward and silly way in which the MSS. of the pseudo-Boethius

represent their compiler to have done : and a part also of its contents

must have been derived from a MS. of the second class with which
Gerbert was not acquainted so far as we know." He accordingly

conjectures that some person living on this side of the Alps got hold

of Gerbert's extracts from the Arcerian, and by the help of these and
other similar materials, fabricated the work in question. He ob-

serves that all the MSS. of the fourth class appear to have proceeded
from Alsace or Flanders, whilst those of the third class, on the con-

trary, had their origin in Italy : and Gerbert, who was continually

moving to and fro between France and Italy, was in those times the

best medium of communication on such matters, though his words
were often mutilated and misunderstood by his ignorant contempo-
raries.

Ingenious and plausible as this hypothesis is, the author is unable
to assent to it. It is obviously founded ou the double assumption
that the Arcerian is the identical MS. found at Bobbio by Inghirami,

*
According to Oudin, this MS. came into Colbert's collection, and from thence

into the National Library at Paris. (Suppl. in Bellarmin. p. 313.) This leads us to

identify De Thou's MS. with the one numbered 7185 in that collection, and which
is said in the printed catalogue to have "belonged to Peter Pithou and afterwards to

Colbert. It seems to be a collection of distinct MSS. bound up together. The
Arithmetic of Boethius is of the eleventh century, and the Musica of the fourteenth,
while Gerbert's Geometry belongs to the thirteenth. In the same collection, No.
7377 C., there is another volume, containing two letters on geometrical subjects, one
addressed to Gerbert, and the other written by him, and also a MS. with the title
' Geometria Euclidis interprete Boetio.'

f Pez, /. c. 81. Gerbert's work was printed from a single MS. belonging to the

Monastery of St. Peter at Salzburg, which is manifestly imperfect. Blume sug-

gests that if other copies were examined, its deficiencies might probably be supplied.
The copy in the Arundel collection is still more imperfect, containing only the first

thirteen chapters. The only MS. of Gerbert in England that I have been able to

discover, is one of the twelfth century, in Sir Thomas Phillips's collection at Middle-

hill, No. 4437.
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and that Gerbert having become acquainted with it during his

tenure of the abbacy of Bobbio, subsequently communicated a part
of its contents to the northern and eastern parts of France. At the

time that Blume wrote his article it was universally supposed that

Gerbert's connection with Bobbio began as early as the year 969 and
did not finally cease till 983*. The subsequent researches of Hock
have established that Gerbert did not become abbot of Bobbio till

the year 981 or 982, and that he did not continue so above a year,

during which time he was so engaged with secular affairs, that it

was hardly possible for him to have bestowed any attention on the

corrupt and almost unintelligible MS. of the Agrimensorsf. But

granting that Gerbert did become acquainted with the Arcerian

Bobbio, this is far from establishing the conclusion attempted to be
drawn from it. Indeed I hope to make it probable that part at least

of the matter common to Boethius and Gerbert was known long be-

fore the time of that prelate.
If we cannot connect Gerbert with the Arcerian MS. at Bobbio,

there are, it seems, no reasonable grounds for saying that he was more

intimately acquainted with the writings of the Agrimensors than

any other well-educated man of his time, unless such connection can
be inferred from the statement of Goesius, that part of the Expositio
Mensurarum, which in the Arcerian bears the name of Balbus, and
in the MSS. of the second class that of Frontinus, was in his MS.
attributed to Gerbert (Goes, in not. p. 142). Goesius goes on to

say, that he has made some corrections and additions with the aid of

that MS., and he expresses his surprise that Rigalthadnot done the

same, as he had the same MS. lent to him by Rutgersius. Now this

MS. lent to Rigalt was undoubtedly nothing more nor less than a

transcript of the Arcerian, made by NansiusJ, and consequently
Goesius was mistaken so far ; but it would be too rash to say that he

is mistaken as to what he found in a MS. which he had before him.

His words are,
" Ha^c in manuscriptis adscribi video partim M. J.

Nipso, partim etiam, ut est in manuscripto, Domno Gerberto Papse
et Philosopho." He distinguishes between the MS. of Nipsus and
that of Gerbert. So far as Nipsus is concerned, the difficulty may
be got rid of by supposing that Goesius had one or more MSS. of

the third class, in which the preface is ascribed to Nipsus. With

respect to Gerbert it is not so easy to give any satisfactory expla-

* Histoire Litteraire de France, t. vi. p. 559seqq.
f Gerbert oder Papst Sylvester II. und sein Jahrhundert, von C. F. Hock, pp.

64-67 and 195-199. The narrative of Richerius, who was the scholar of Gerbert,
and wrote his history at his request, as to the early career of his master, is in my
opinion quite conclusive against the common opinion as to the time when he be-

came connected with Bobbio. Richer. Hist. lib. iii. c. 43 seq. in Pertz, Monumenta
Germanica Historica, t. iii. 16. That he had not much leisure for literary pursuits

is proved by his own words :
" Cessimus ergo fortunse, studia quenostra, tempore

intermissa, animo retenta, repetimus' (Ep. 16). "Disparibus in BobienseCsenobium

meritis prsestant laudati viri . . . Gerbertus potissirnum ob jura abbatialia vindicata

.... Gerbertus scientias universas attigit : verum vix ad paucos annos (?) rem Bo-

biensem moderatus est, juribus potius, quam studiis revocandis intentus." Peyron,
J. c. p. xi.

t See Blume, I. c. p. 180.
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nation. The only way of accounting for it, which occurs to me, is,

that as the matter which in the Arcerian is distributed between

Epaphroditus, Vitruvius, and Balbus, is in the third-class MSS. given
to Nipsus, and as a great part of it is also to be found in Gerbert,
all Goesius meant to say was, that such was the case, and not, as

his words would lead us to suppose, that any part of Balbus was

expressly ascribed to Gerbert ; or perhaps he only meant that there

was a substantial resemblance between the account of measures, &c.

in Balbus, and in Gerbert.
The next argument is, that Rigaltius has edited from a MS. of

Gerbert's Geometry what is in fact a part of the Demonstratio : and
Blume refers to Rigaltius's note in p. 240 :

"
Gerbertus, sive quis

alius Boetii Geometrica sublegit, postquam ad hujusmodi negotia

pervenit, de iis sese nihil attingere velle profitetur :" and he then

gives the sentence which has been before quoted from the Harleian

and Arundel MSS. This certainly creates a difficulty, which, in the

absence of more accurate information as to the MS. used by Rigal-
tius, it is not easy to overcome. It must be observed that this sen-

tence does not occur in the Salzburg MS. of Gerbert ; and in the

Arundel, which has a fragment of his Geometry, it forms a part of

the Boethius, and not of Gerbert. And we may presume that it

was not in the original from which that MS. is copied ; for if it oc-

curred in Gerbert, it must have been in that part which is to be

found in the Arundel.
The last argument is derived from the Geometry of Gerbert con-

taining the identical extract from Hyginus as to the methods of

ascertaining the true direction of the meridian by observations of the

sun. This argument, like the first, is based upon the supposition,
that as there are no traces of the third-class MSS. to be found in

Flanders and Alsace, consequently the fragment could only have be-

come known in those quarters through some one who, like Gerbert,
was acquainted with the Arcerian. We have however shown that

there are very slender grounds indeed for supposing that the Arcerian

was known to Gerbert*.
On the other hand, there are some reasons for believing that the

mathematical part of the Arcerian was known long before Gerbert's

time. We find a part of the problems attributed to Nipsus, Epa-
phroditus and Vitruvius, in the Propositiones Arithmetics, said to

be by Beda, but which was probably the work of Alcuin t.

Again, in the library of St. Gall there is an old MS. of which the

* Later researches have proved that Blume is mistaken in confining the MSS. of

Boethitis to Flanders and Alsace. Besides the one at Chartres above-mentioned,
there is one at Middlehill, which came from Tours. They are found at St. Gall,
and also in the Laurentian library at Florence (Plut. xxix. cod. 19).

t Bedae Opera, Bas. 1563, i. 133. It is printed in the Ratisbon edition of Alcuin

(t. ii. p. 442), from a' MS. belonging to the Monastery of Richenau, in which it

bore the name of Alcuin. In the library of Valenciennes there is a MS. of the tenth

century, which formerly belonged to the Monastery of St. Amand or Elnon, and
which contains the Podismus (p. 296 seq.), but whether it is derived from a first or

third class MS. I an unable to say. It is described in Pertz, Archiv der Gesell-

schaft fur D. Gesch. viii. 440.
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following account is given by Haenel :

" 830. Boetius in periher-

menias, geometriam, de differentiis, divisionibus, cognatione, syllo-

gismis, topica Ciceronis,Ekkehardi IV. notse marginales, versus. Cod.

membr. eptimus, eadem manu scriptus in pergaraeno solido*." The

age of the MS. is not mentioned, but as it contains marginal notes

by Ekkehardus IV., it cannot be later than the close of the tenth or

the beginning of the following century f. The oldest of the Berne
MSS. belongs, as has been already stated, to the tenth century ; and
the other, which came from Strasburg, was written in 1004. Here
then we have three MSS. almost coeval with Gerbert, and the most
modern of which must have been written about twenty-five years
after he became abbot of Bobbio, in which the work is attributed to

Boethius : and one of which was perused and annotated by the pupil
of Notker, the friend of Gerbert, and probably for he also belonged
to St. Gall by Notker himself. It is hardly possible to conceive

that a new forgery, the materials for which are supposed to have been

partially derived either from Gerbert, or taken from his work, could
in this short space of time have been palmed upon the world as

the work of Boethius.

* Haenel, Catal. MSS. 712. There is another MS. of the ninth century at St.

Gall (248), which contains Boetius et Beda de Compute, Mathesi, Astronomia, Geo-

graphia et vi aetatibus niundi. Haenel, 681. Unfortunately this account does not

inform us which of the works are by Boethius. Is the Astronomia the same work
as the Astrologia mentioned in the old Bobbio catalogue, and by Gerbert ? In a letter

written at Mantua probably in the year 972, he says,
"
quod reperimus speretis

id est octo volumina Boetii de Astrologia, praeclarissima quoque figurarum Geo-
metries, aliaque non minus admiranda." Ep. 8.

f Ekkehard was born about A.D. 980 and died about A.D. 1036. Arx in Pertz,
Mon. Histor. t. ii. p. 74.
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A paper was read :

"On the Nature and Analysis of the Verb:" Continued. By
the Rev. Richard Garnett.

We now come to the most important and perhaps the most difficult

portion of the general subject, namely the application of the prin-

ciple attempted to be established to the great and important family
of Indo-European languages. Many of the phenomena noticed in

the languages of which we have previously treated are both obvious

and unequivocal, as far as outward form is concerned. They are

indeed admitted in particular cases by philologists who hold the or-

dinary opinion respecting the distinct elementary nature of the verb.

But in the greatest part of the Indo-European languages the analysis
of the component elements of this part of speech is by no means so

simple and self-evident as it is in some other families. Various
causes may be assigned for this, one of which is, that in the early

period of the parent language a number of elements were employed
as personal terminations which cannot now be traced among the

separate personal pronouns. Another reason is, that in some of the

leading tongues, more particularly in Sanscrit and Greek, a vast

number of articulations have been sacrificed to considerations of

euphony, the restoration of which is often a matter of conjecture,
and sometimes altogether impracticable. One point however is

conceded, even by some who would be disposed to deny that the

theory of the original identity of noun and verb is applicable to lan-

guages of this type, namely that the personal terminations of the

simple verb, or at all events a portion of them, are of pronominal

origin. This concession at once establishes a certain degree of

analogy between them and the tongues of which we have already
treated. It now remains to inquire how far this analogy may be

presumed to extend.

It would be both tedious and unnecessary to examine in detail all

the members of the family now under consideration. They are all

confessedly descended from the same general stock, and if a great

leading principle of organization can be established respecting any
one of them, it must equally apply to all. It is proposed at present
to examine the Celtic portion, more especially the Welsh, which ap-

pears to exhibit phenomena of considerable interest and importance
to the comparative philologist.

It was observed nearly a century and a half ago by Edward Lhuyd,
that the distinctive terminations of the Cornish verb were clearly
connected with the pronouns. It is but justice to a meritorious and

VOL. iv. u
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ill-requited scholar, to give his own words on the subject, which show
how far he was in advance of his age as a scientific philologist :

" We may observe, that the verbs have derived their distinction of

persons originally from the pronouns, in regard we find yet some

footsteps of them in their termination. For the last letter in Gue-
lav [I see] is taken from vi, I ; the last of Guelon [we see], from

ni, we; of Gueloch and Gueloh [ye see], from chui and AMI, ye;
and in Guelanz, the third person plural, the pronoun [which] is

almost wholly retained for am, onz, or oinz, is but the same with our

Welsh uynt or huint, they*."
Dr. Prichard, who does not appear to have been aware of the above

statement of Lhuyd, makes a perfectly analogous one with respect
to the personal terminations of the verb in Welsh, in his well-known

work,
' The Eastern Origin of the Celtic Nations.' Both those

eminent scholars refer those terminations to the ordinary nomi-

natives of the personal pronouns, of which they consider them
to be abbreviated forms. As far back as A.D. 1836, the writer

believed that he saw reason to allege strong objections to this view

of the matter, which he expressed in the following terms in a cri-

tique on Dr. Prichard's work :

" We have observed that Dr.

Prichard's statements respecting the Celtic languages throw a new
and important light on the formation of language ; and this we hold

to be particularly the case with respect to the verb. He has shown
that the personal terminations in Welsh are pronouns, and that they
are more clearly and unequivocally so than the corresponding end-

ings in Sanscrit or its immediate descendants. However, he lays
no stress upon a fact which we cannot but consider highly important,
viz. that they are evidently in statu regiminis, not in apposition or

concord : in other words, they are not nominatives, but oblique
cases, precisely such as are affixed to various prepositions, For

example, the second person plural does not end with the nominative

chwi, but with ech, wch, och, ych, which last three forms are also

found coalescing with various prepositions iwch, to you ; ynoch,
in you ; wrthych, through you. Now the roots of Welsh verbs are

confessedly nouns, generally of abstract signification : ex. gr. dysg
is both doctrina and the 2nd pers. imperative, doce ; dysg-och or -wch
is not, therefore, docetis or docsbitis vos ; but doctrina vestrtim,

teaching of or by you. This leads to the important conclusion that

a verb is nothing but a noun, combined with an oblique case of a

personal pronoun, virtually including in it a connecting preposition.

This is what constitutes the real copula between the subject and the

attribute. Doctrina ego is a logical absurdity ; but doctrina met,

teaching of me, necessarily includes in it the proposition ego doceo,

enunciated in a strictly logical and unequivocal formf."
The above theory was supported by a reference to the Syriac

periphrastic verb substantive, also alleged at the commencement of

the present series of papers. The application of the whole process
of induction from the Coptic, Semitic, Finno-Tartarian and other

*
Archaeologia Britannica, vol. iii. p. 246.

t Quarterly Review, vol. Ivii. pp. 93, 94.
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classes of languages is too obvious to be here insisted upon. No
one capable of divesting his mind of preconceived systems who com-

pares the Welsh prepositional forms er-ov, er-ot, er-o, er-om, er-och,

er-ynt, for me, thee, &c., with the verbal forms car-ov, car-ot, car-o,

car-om, car-och, car-ont or car-wynt, I, &c. will love, will deny the

absolute formal identity of the respective sets of endings, or refuse to

admit that the exhibition of parallel phenomena in languages of all

classes and in all parts of the world, furnishes a strong primdfacie
ground for the belief of a general principle of analogy running
through all.

The above Welsh terminations are easily identified with the cor-

responding ones in Sanscrit, Greek, Latin, &c., with the exception of

the second person singular in t, and the second plural in ch. The
former may be readily understood to be an older form than the ordi-

nary sibilant, especially if we compare the Doric or Latin tu with
the Ionic <rv. The guttural form of the second person plural is not
so easily reducible to the ordinary dental endings in other languages.
A comparison with the Irish sibh, vos, and other etymological data,

seems to indicate a connexion with the reflective pronouns sva, sui,

Sic., self, which are frequently employed to represent more than
one person. Compare the Greek dual forms er^wt, <r0w, and the San-
scrit sva, suffix of the second pers. imperative in the Atmanepadam
or middle voice.

The Armoric and Cornish terminations are for the most part mere
dialectical varieties of the Welsh. The Irish verb differs consi-

derably, the entire conjugation having every appearance of being a

fragmentary collection of synthetic and analytic as well as active and

deponent forms. The third person singular of every tense is most

commonly analytic, while the terminations -maid, -maoid, -maois,

which have no counterparts in Welsh or Armorican, exhibit a remark-
able resemblance to the Greek peda and the Zend -maidhe. Many of

the other synthetic forms agree more or less closely with their corre-

spondents in other dialects, sometimes with one branch and some-
times with another. Thus the termination of the conditional -fann
or -Jinn, unknown in Welsh, appears in the Breton kan-fenn, I would

sing ; and the dental characteristic of the second person plural in

several tenses, for which in Welsh we find a guttural, also occurs in

the Breton present and future kani-t, ye sing, kanot, ye will sing.
The most ancient and genuine forms of the preterite also manifest

a general community of origin with their Cymric counterparts ;

ex. gr.

Irish. Sing. 1. ghlanas. Plur. ghlansam.
2. ghlanais. ghlanabhar.
3. ghlanastar. ghlansat.

Welsh. Sing. 1. gwelais. Plur. gwelsam (or-som).
2. gwelaist. gwelsach(or -soch).
3. gwelodd (or gweles). gwelsant.

It may be here observed, that the Irish third pers. plural, as well

as many other cognate words, regularly elides the nasal element of

u 2
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the Armorican and Cymric dialects. The remarkable termination of

the second person plural, -bhar unknown, it is believed, in all other

Indo-European dialects is referred by Pictet to the Sansc. vas, vos.

Bopp, with his usual eagerness to find a Sanscrit archetype for every-

thing, likely or unlikely, endeavours to extract it from -dhvam, the

termination of the second pers. plural of the Sanscr. middle voice.

It is conceived that it would be a much more obvious process to

refer it to the oblique case of the personal pronoun bhar= vestrdm,

which is not only the same word formally, but furnishes a very ap-

propriate meaning. Even admitting Pictet's identification with vas,

which involves no impossibility, it would not, if an original Sanscrit

element, be the nominative [yuyam], but the genitive, dative, or

accusative. In fact, examples of forms identical with actually ex-

isting nominatives, employed as personal terminations of synthetic

Indo-European verbs, have yet to be produced, and it is presumed
that such are not readily to be found. Pictet indeed alleges from

the Welsh "
Englynion clywed" the formula " a glywaisti=audivisti-

ne ?" as an example of the full nominative form ti, employed as an

inflexional termination. He might equally have quoted from several

poets caravi, I love, as a parallel instance of the use of the nomi-

native mi. Every Welsh scholar however knows them to be mere

euphonic abbreviations of glywaist ti, carav vi, the nominative being
annexed as in Latin or Italian, for the sake of emphasis or metre.

Besides the evidence deducible from the identity of the personal
terminations of verbs and the prepositional forms of pronouns in

Welsh, there is another of no small weight, furnished by the con-

sideration of the formation and structure of the entire body of verbs

in the language. In Sanscrit and the classical tongues, verbs are

usually divided into two distinct classes, primitive and derivative, a

large proportion of which latter class are styled denominatives, as

being formed directly from nouns. Thus cano is supposed to be a

primary or radical word, while vulnero, puerasco, &c. are allowed to

be formed from vulnus andpuer. Such words are, it is well known,

very numerous in Greek, and they are perhaps till more so in

Welsh, which is excelled by no language of the family in the power
and variety of its synthesis. The following example will give some
idea of its copiousness and plastic power, and of the manner in which
verbs are formed from nouns, simple and derivative, abstract and
concrete :

llyw, guide, ruler ; llywed, llywedu, llywiaw, to guide.

llywawd, guidance ; llywodu, to conduct.

llywiad; llywiadu.

llywiant ; llywiannu.

llywodraeth, governance ; llywodraethu, to govern.

llywodri ; llywodru.

llywydd, a president ; llywyddu, to preside.

llywyddiad, presidency ; llywyddiadu.

llywyddiaeth; llywyddiaethu.
To which may be added, as of the same origin, llyiveth, a muscle,
i. e. a ffuider ; llywethu, to be muscular.
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Here we see that a series of nouns from the same stem, denoting

guide, ruler, or guidance, governance, become respectively the bases

of verbs of cognate import. It is also obvious that the shorter and
the longer forms are all on the same footing ; llywed and llywiaw

being as clearly formed from llyw, as llywyddiaethu from llywyddiaeth.

Except in the number and variety of forms, this phenomenon is in

no way remarkable, and presents itself in one shape or other in most

languages. In all of them the concrete or abstract noun is pre-
dicated of the usual pronominal subjects, according to recognized
forms, and thus becomes a verb. But it is of no small importance
to observe, that it is impossible to establish any distinction in this

respect between Welsh denominative verbs and those which cor-

respond to the so-called primitives in other tongues. It has already
been observed that the roots of verbs in this language are con-

fessedly nouns ; dysg, for example, being at the same time teaching,

instruction, and the root of the verb dysg-u, to teach. In like manner,
can-u, to sing; car-u, to love ; cas-au, to hate; cel-u and cudd-io,

to conceal ; cwyn-o, to complain ; with multitudes of others, have
for their roots the still simpler forms and ideas, can, song ; cclr, love ;

cas, hatred ; eel, cudd, covering, concealment ; cwyn, murmur ; and
the same may be affirmed of almost every verb in the language. The
correctness of the view taken by the native grammarians in regarding
the noun as the root may be supported by many considerations.

In the noun both notion and form are simple, either as subjects or

predicates ; in the finite verb they are complex, necessarily com-

prising both subject and predicate, each element capable of being

separately conceived. Again, if the supposed primary verbs and the

denominatives are traced either in ascending or descending series,

it is impossible to discover that any one link of the chain is formed
on a different principle from the rest. Car-u, to love, is as readily
and legitimately referable to car as its basis, as its cognate car-

ueiddiaw is to caruaidd, or Hywodraeth-u to llywodraeth.
If this is conceded respecting the Welsh, it must equally hold good

with respect to- Greek, Latin, German, and other languages, now
universally admitted to be cognate with Celtic. Can-o, cel-o, seuflw,

Germ, ich weine, anciently wein-em, must have been formed in the

same manner and on the same principle as their counterparts can-af,

cel-af, cuddi-af, cwyn-af'; and if one class originally meant song,

concealment, lamentation of or by me, the others must at one time

have had the same import. If the writer is not mistaken, this view
receives a strong confirmation from the Vedic Sanscrit, in which, as

Rosen observes, the assumed d'hatoo or verbal root is frequently

employed as a nomen actionis, and regularly inflected through most of

the ordinary cases. Thus, as to outward form, those roots appear to

be exactly on the same footing as the Welsh primitives of which we
have been speaking; and when combined with the usual personal
terminations, or other words when in the form of finite verbs, they
are capable of exactly the same analysis. In fact, the writer be-

lieves that they admit of no other, either as to form, the known

analogies of other languages, or the principles of logic.
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But it will perhaps be objected that the simple Welsh forms can,

eel, &c., though allowed to be nouns, are equally imperatives of the

second person, and that this is the true root of the verb. This ob-

jection, though specious, admits of an easy reply. A little consi-

deration will show that no part of the verb approaches so nearly in

its nature to a noun as the second person of the imperative, and that

a simple noun is, in point of fact, often employed in the place of

it. When the crier of the court calls "silence!" or the drill-ser-

jeant
" attention !

"
the effect produced is exactly the same as if

verbs were used instead. The person addressed construes the term,
noun though it be, as a command to perform or refrain from a cer-

tain specified action, and does accordingly. Consequently according
to the axiom,

"
things equal to the same thing are equal to each

other," it seems that if nouns may be imperatives, imperatives may
very well be nouns.

Nor is this faculty restricted to the noun, a simple particle being

equally capable of exercising the same functions. The German in-

teijectional adverb fort ! Eng. away \ may be legitimately rendered

by obi ! or abito ! the Ital. via, originally a noun, having precisely the

same force. In the phrase
"
away with you !

"
a pronominal adjunct

is introduced, and in this familiar expression we see the germ of the

process by which the simple noun or particle became arrayed with

personal suffixes, so as to put on the character of the complex term

called the verb. We may at the same time discern the precise nature

of the copula or connexion between them, which, when the pro-
nominal element is in obliquo, is necessarily a virtual preposition.

Many proofs indeed may be given that personal terminations are

neither the exclusive property nor integral portions of such verbs as

we find in Greek and Latin. In the Semitic languages many par-
ticles are construed with oblique suffixes, the combination having all

the force of a verb : .ex. *3"TiJ/ (odeni), literally yet of me = I am

yet. The compound preposition 7J/7 (la-al), over, upon, is in

Ethiopic conjugated throughout as a verb, in the sense to be over,

surpass, &c. The Gothic phrases hirjats= TrdpeiTTov, hirjith
=

Trctpeore, are said by grammarians to be dual and plural imperatives ;

and so they are, as to import and outward form ; but when analysed,

they are confessedly mere modifications of the adverb her, which in

its turn is of pronominal origin. Many words, supposed to be pri-

mary and radical verbs, would, if properly examined, turn out to be

of similar descent.

In the writer's paper
" On the Formation of Words from Particles,"

many instances were given of Old-German verbs formed directly from

prepositions and other indeclinables ; and many others might have

been produced from Welsh. At present, a couple of examples may
suffice. The adverb or conjunction mal, like, as, so, is obviously
the basis of the verb mal-u, to guess, imagine, q. d. to liken* (Gr.

etica'<i>).
In the same manner the preposition rhag, before, is the

parent of rhag-u, to go before, also to oppose. Both are regularly

* Still used for guess in some parts of Lancashire.
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conjugated throughout, and their respective imperatives are mal,

rhag. Now we may fairly ask, if these supposed radical imperatives

really are radical in this particular application ; whether, in short,

they are anything more than particles employed with reference to a

particular subject ? whether, in short, our own forward ! is not, to

all intents and purposes, as good an imperative as rhag ? If this is

not the case, by what process did the particle become a word of a

totally different class ?

Some persons who still cling to the same species of mystical jargon
in philology that has been so long exploded in natural philosophy,
will be ready to say that the word used as a verb is endued with an
occulta vis, or innate vital energy, rendering it capable of expressing
action or motion ; in short, that can, sing ! differs from can, song,
in the same degree that a magnetized steel bar differs from an or-

dinary one, or a charged Leyden jar from a discharged one. It will

be time enough to consider this assumed energetic principle when it

has been made manifest by something like a rational analysis. At

present the writer expresses his total disbelief of its existence ; nay,
even of the possibility of its being infused into any sort of word
whatever. There is indeed such a principle connected with lan-

guage, but it resides in the human mind, not in the elementary
sounds or combinations of sounds of which human speech is com-

posed.
A few remarks on the formation of the causative verb in Celtic

may serve to close this branch of the discussion. Pictet, who is as

usual followed by Bopp, has the following theory on the subject :

" Verbs of the tenth class [in Sanscrit] adding ay to the root,

which ay equally distinguishes the causatives and a portion of the

denominatives, find their representatives in the Irish verbs in igh or

aigh, also comprehending causatives and denominatives. In Welsh,
the formation of causatives and denominatives is operated by the in-

sertion of ia or i, another modification of the Sanscrit ay ; thus

bhavaydmi, I cause to be (causative of bhtf), is in Welsh bywiwyv,
I vivify ;

in the infinitive bywiaw. An example of a Sanscrit verb

of the tenth conjugation, having its analogous one in Irish, is bhtish,

to adorn, forming in the present bhtfshaydmi. The Irish beos-aigh-im,
I adorn, from the root beos, whence the adjective beosach, beautiful,

is the complete facsimile of it*."

The identification of the Celtic causative verb with the Sanscrit

form, would lead to consequences which Pictet was far from con-

templating. The Irish terminations which he gives are the ordinary,

though by no means the only ones in that dialect ; but his statement
of the Welsh forms gives a very insufficient view of the matter.

Verbs implying causation are very frequent in this latter language,
which possesses an almost illimitable faculty of forming them. The

point of most consequence for our present investigation is, that the

great mass of them is based, not upon what are called primary verbs,

but on nouns and adjectives, most commonly on the latter. Either

the simple or the derivative adjective may become the stem, and as

* De 1'Affinite des Langues Cehiques, pp. 148, 149.
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derivative forms are pretty numerous, the array of causative verbs,
of synonymous or slightly varying import, is in a similar ratio. This
will appear clearly from an analysis of the example adduced by Pictet

himself ; bywiaw, to vivify. This has nothing whatever to do with
Sanscr. bhavaydmi or its root, being directly formed from the adjec-
tive byw, living, which it is hardly necessary to say is cognate
with Gr. flws, Lat. vivus, &c., referred by Bopp himself to the San-
scrit rootjtv. Similar verbs are formed from the derivatives of byw,
as may be seen from the following list :

byw, living ; bywdu, to vivify.

bywiaw.

bywaidd ; byweiddiau.

bywiawg ; bywioccdu.

bywiogi.

bywiawl ; bywioli.

Here we see that the simple adjective and its three enlarged forms

have branched out into six verbs, all signifying to cause to live.

Theoretically speaking, every adjective in the language is capable of

being treated in the same way, and examples of causatives from

nearly every known form might easily be collected. That the first

two verbs in the list are formed from the adjective, and not from a

more primitive verb, is proved first by the analogy of many thou-

sands of similar formations ; and secondly by the fact that no simple
verb analogous to Lat. vivo exists either in Welsh or any other

Celtic dialect.
'
I live' can only be expressed by

'

I am living,' or

more properly by
'
I am in living,' similar to

'
in vivis sum,' or the

Old-English
'
I am on live,' of which alive is merely a various form.

With respect to the form bywiogi (from bywiawg}, it is important
to remark that it is etymologically cognate with the Irish forms in

aighim, or more frequently in uighim, also derived by the best Irish

grammarians from nouns or adjectives in ach. Thus, among mul-
titudes of similar instances, Ir. salach, filthy ; salaighim, I pollute ;

torrach, pregnant ; torraighim, ingravido, are etymologically the

same words as Welsh halawg, halogi ; torawg, torogi. We may
therefore feel assured that Pictet's example beosaighim is formed ac-

cording to the same analogy, directly from the adjective beosach,
not from the imaginary root beos ; and consequently if it is formally
identical with Sanscrit bhtishaydmi, it follows that the base of the

latter is equally an adjective or a noun. That this is a possible sup-

position would appear from the circumlocutory form of the perfect,

bhdshaydm-babhuva, &c., where the first word has both the form and
the construction of a noun. This is in fact admitted by modern
Sanscrit grammarians, though they are not exactly agreed as to the

analysis of the phrase. Bopp resolves it into the accusative femi-

nine, but Dr. Trithen observes, that though this solution may suit

the formations with the auxiliary chakdra=feci, it will not do so well

for those with dsa or bubhuva=fui. A locative case would be most

according to the analogy of other languages ;
but this differs from

the Vedic locative masculine sivayd in the nasal termination, and
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from the ordinary locative feminine sivdydm in the quantity of the

penultimate*. It can however hardly be separated from the base
of the entire verb, and consequently if it be a noun, that roust be

equally so, or at all events closely related to that part of speech.
Denominatives, which are confessedly formed from nouns, have

nearly the same form of conjugation, and indeed there seems no in-

vincible reason why a causative should not be formed from a noun
or adjective in Sanscrit as well as in other languages.
The Welsh forms bywiawl, bywioli, are of interest, from the cir-

cumstance that we know their precise analysis. The termination

awl is etymologically the same as Gael, ail, Ir. awiAaz7=like, so that

bywiawl is literally
'

life-like.' We may here observe that licte is a

common element in German causative verbs : ex. gr. ver-herr-lich-en,
to glorify. Marty examples of a similar employment of the same
element in Old-High-German may be found in Graff's Sprachschatz,
Art. LIK. It is also remarkable that in many Polynesian languages
the causative is formed by the prefix maca, or same dialectical

variation of it, which as a separate particle denotes like, as, how.

There is reason to believe that many of the formative suffixes in a

multitude of languages had originally the same import, and that this

apparently simple element has exercised no small influence on the

organization of human speech.

Except as to the great variety of forms in Welsh, the connexion
of the causative verb with the adjective is no special peculiarity of

that language. In Lithuanian, almost every adjective has its cor-

responding causative, and nearly every page of a Greek, Latin, or

German Dictionary will furnish examples of the same class of words
formed according to the same or a similar analogy. Nor will it

avail to say that they may be in reality formed from the original
verbal root, and not from the noun or adjective derived from that

root. It is notorious that many of them are based directly upon
augmented forms, of which they include the full signification, and
of which the Lat. melior-are, Germ, besser-n, iirger-n, verherrlich-en,

are sufficient instances. Now, if it be of the essence of a verb to

denote motion or action, and the faculty of doing this resides in the

roots of primitives, it might be expected that terms expressing action

causing another action, would, a fortiori, be entitled to rank in the

same category ; or at all events that their relation to words endued
with the supposed characteristic would be clear and unmistakeable.

* Forms with a long penultimate are however found in particular roots, as well

as in many denominatives based upon nouns and adjectives : thus in pandydm-cha-
7fdra= laudavi, the first word has precisely the form of a locative of the a declension.

It may not be irrelevant here to observe that the Indian grammarians usually define

the d'hatoos or roots by an abstract noun in the locative case : ex.gr. the numerous
roots signifying to go, are commonly explained by gatau \n going, Welsh yn

inyned. This is, in fact, the nearest approach that can be made to the abstract

notion of a verb, and would, in combination with a, subject in the nominative, be

exactly equivalent to a Manchu or Mongolian one. It is however evidently not a

simple but a complex expression, combining the idea of an abstract relation with

an element denoting place, and parallel in every respect, except that of form, to

the analytic phrases with in or on in Celtic and other languages.

u3
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On the contrary, we find that while many of the so-called primitive
verbs are neuters, those possessed of this double energy are formed
in countless multitudes from that third-rate part of speech, the ad-

jective, and may even come from particles, words still lower in the

grammatical scale. Thus vacare, to be empty, a term neither ex-

pressing motion, action, nor result, nor anything in short beyond
absolute negation, is allowed to enjoy all the native dignity of a

primary verb, including of course the motive and active energies di-

stinguishing that part of speech from others ; while vacuare, which
does express an action performed and an effect produced, must get
its energies as it can, through the medium of the adjective vacuus.

This may be philosophical, but it seems hardly reconcileable to the

principles of common sense ; it is however only one out of thousands

of glaring inconsistencies which the usual theory involves.

The truth is, that the definition of a verb, as a word intrinsically

denoting action or motion, is exactly on a par with the old one of a

bird as a creature whose essential characteristic is to fly, of which the

production of an ostrich or an apteryx is a sufficient refutation. The

following appears to the writer a more legitimate view of the ques-
tion. All words denote relations, and every relation is capable of

being predicated of a suitable subject. When this is done according
to certain grammatical forms, the combined predicate and subject
become a verb, whatever the nature or import of the former may be.

Some languages, as was observed in the first paper of the present
series, can carry this principle of formation to an almost illimitable

degree ; in others it is more restricted in general practice. There
are however abundant traces in the latter class of the original ope-
ration of the principle. Almost every Indo-European language
furnishes instances of verbs formed from nouns, adjectives, pronouns
and particles ; and those secondary and tertiary formations are found

capable of expressing all the same modifications of idea as their

supposed primitives in some cases still more emphatically. On the

other hand, the roots of those primitives are found in whole classes

of languages to be identical with simple nouns of cognate meaning,
while in others the noun only differs from the assumed root in au
adventitious termination, commonly of pronominal origin. We may
therefore rationally conclude that the simple verb is formed from a

simple noun, pronoun or particle, and the derivative one from a form
that has received some augmentation ; but that, as to the original
and characteristic principle of structure, there is not the smallest

difference between the two.
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The Rev. J. Richards, Fellow of Sidney Sussex College, Cam-

bridge, was elected a Fellow of the Society .

The following papers were then read :

1. "On a Vocabulary of the Avekvom Language." By R. G.

Latham, M.D.
This is a vocabulary from the Ivory Coast, for the parts between

St. Andrew's and Dick's Cove, as published in the last number of

the Journal of the American Oriental Society. Its value, more espe-

cially, consists in supplying, for the first time, one of the deficiencies

of the Mithridates ; whilst it also explains one of its more frag-

mentary vocabularies.

A people calling itself Quaquas is mentioned as occupying the Ivory

Coast, but no specimen of their language is given. Now the voca-

bulary in question is one of the Quaqua language, called also Avek-

vom, and it is the first of any length that we have for these parts.
One of the Quaqua or Avekvom dialects is the Asini ; the Friscoe,

Basam, and Apollonia being the others. This Asini is most probably
the Issinesi of the Mithridates a hitherto isolated specimen.
The following table, although short, is sufficient to verify the po-

sition so often laid before the Society by the present writer, viz. that

notwithstanding considerable differences, none of the African lan-

guages hitherto examined are isolated ; but, on the contrary, have

miscellaneous affinities, even when irreducible to a particular class.

This last however is not the case with the Avekvom (Quaqua). It

is evidently Ibo-Ashanti. At the same time it forms a separate sub-

division, different from the Grebo or Kru tongues on the north, and

the Fanti on the south and east.

ENGLISH. AVEKVOM. OTHER IBO-ASHANTI LANGUAGES.

arm ebo ubok, Efik.
blood .... evie eyip> Efik ; eye, Jebu.

bone ewi beu, Fanti.

box ebru branh, Grebo.

canoe .... edie tonh, Grebo.

chair .... fata bada, Grebo.

dark eshim .... esum, Fanti ; ekim, Efik.

dog etye aja, ayga, Jebu.

door .... eshinavi . . . usuny, Efik.
ear eshibe .... esoa, Fanti.

fire eya ija, Fanti.

fish etsi eja, eya, Fanti.

fowl .... esu suseo, Mandingo ; edia, Jebu.

ground-nut . ngeti .... nkatye, Fanti.
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AVEKVOM.ENGLISH.

hair .

honey .

house .... eva

moon . . efe

emu
ajo

mosketo . , ,

oil ....
rain . , .

rainy season

salt ....
sand . . .

sea ....
stone . . .

thread . ,

tooth . . .

water . . .

wife . . .

cry ....
give ....
go ....
kill ....

English, one.

Avekvom, eton.

Kossa, ita.

Pessa, tah.

Kru, du.

Bassa, do.

Popo, da.

Haussa, dea,

English, two.

Avekvom, anyu.

Popo, ono.

English, three.

Avekvom, aza.

Uhobo, ezza.

Kossa, shau.

Pessa, saua.

English, four.

Avekvom, ana.

Mandingo, &c., nani.

Kru, &c., nnie.

efo

inyu
efuzumo-sohn
esbi

etsa

esian-na . . .

etyu
desi

jesi

enena . . . .

esonh . . . .

emise . . . .

yaru
nae

le

bai .

OTHER IBO-ASHANTI LANGUAGES.

ih\vi, Fanti.

ewo, Fanti ; oyi, Jebu.

ifi, Fanti; ufog, Efik.

habo, Grebo ; ofiong, Efik.

obong, Fanti.

ingo, Fanti.

sanjio, Mandingo.
ojo, rain, Jebu.

ta, Grebo.

utan, Efik.
idu, Grebo.

sia, shia, Grebo.

gise, Grebo.

nyeng, Mandingo ; gne, Grebo.

nsu, Fanti.

muso, Mandingo; mbesia, Fanli.

isu, Fanti.

nye, Grebo ; no, Efik.

olo, Jebu.

fa, Mandingo; pa, Jebv.

English, five.

Avekvom, enyu.
Fanti, enum.

Ashanti, inni.

English, six.

Avekvom, awd.

Ako, effa.

English, eight.

Avekvom, etye.

Ashanti, avotui.

Fanti, auotui.

Appa, tita.

Popo, tatu.

Moko, tua.

English, ten.

Avekvom, ejiu.

Fanti, idu.

Kissi, to.

Benin, ti.

2.
" On a Short Vocabulary of the Loucheux Language." By

J. A. Isbester.

The Digothi, or Loucheux, is the language of the North American
Indians of the lower part of the river Mackenzie, a locality round
which languages belonging to three different classes are spoken,
the Eskimo, the Athabascan, and the Koluch of Russian America.
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To which of these classes the Loucheux belongs, has hitherto been
unascertained. It is learned with equal ease by both the Eskimo
and Athabascan interpreters ; at the same time an interpreter is ne-

cessary.
The following short vocabulary, however, shows that its more

probable affinities are in another direction, i. e. with the languages
of Russian America, especially with the Kenay of Cook's Inlet ;

with which, whilst the pronouns agree, the remaining words differ no
more than is usual with lists equally imperfect, even in languages
where the connexion is undoubted.

ENGLISH. LOUCHEUX. KENAY.

white man , . manah-gool-ait.
Indian .... tenghie* .... teena=m.
Eskimo . . . nak-high.
wind etsee.

headwind. . . newatsee.

fair wind . . . jeatsee.
water tchonf thun-agalgus.
sun shethie channoo.

moon shet-sill .... tlakannoo.

stars kumshaet . . . ssin.

meat beh kutskonna.

deer et-han.

head umitz aissagge.
arm tchiegen .... skona.

leg tsethan.

coat chiegee.
blanket .... tsthee.

knife tlay kissaki.

fort jetz.

yes eh.

no illuck-wha.

far nee-jah.
near neak-wha.

strong .... nehaintah.

cold kateitlee .... ktckchuz.

long kawa.

enough .... ekcho, ekatarainyo.
eat beha.

drink chidet-leh.

come chatchoo.

go away . . . eenio.

/ see su.

thou nin nan.

(my) father . (se) tsay .... stukta.

(my) son . . . (se) jay .... <ss/-ja.

3.
" On the Use of the Verbs shall and will." By Professor De

Morgan.
On reading Dr. R. G. Latham's remarks on the origin of the custom

* The ff is sounded linrd. t As the French n in bon.
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which now regulates the use of the verbs will and shall, Professor

De Morgan was first made acquainted with the theory propounded by
Archdeacon Hare on this subject. It was a subject that had not pre-

viously engaged his attention, but there immediately occurred to him
another explanation, that seemed to possess sufficient plausibility at

least to deserve discussion. He presumes it did not occur to either

of the gentlemen above referred to, or they would have deemed it

worthy of some notice.

The matter to be explained is the synonymous character of will

in the first person with shall in the second and third ; and of shall

in the first person with will in the second and third : shall (1) and

will (2, 3) are called by Dr. R. G. Latham predictive; shall (2, 3)
and will (1) promissive. The suggestion now proposed will require
four distinctive names.

Archdeacon Hare's usus cthicus is taken from the brighter side of

human nature :

" When speaking in the first person we speak sub-

missively ; when speaking to or of another, we speak courteously."
This explains / shall, thou wilt ; but I cannot think it explains I will,

thou shalt*. The present explanation is taken from the darker side ;

and it is to be feared that the a-priori probabilities are in its favour.

In introducing the common mode of stating the future tenses,

Grammar has proceeded as if she were more than a formal science.

She has no more business to collect together / shall, thou wilt, he

will, than to do the same with I rule, thou art ruled, he is ruled.

It seems to be the natural disposition of man to think of his own
volition in two of the following categories, and of another man's in

the other two :

compelling, non-compelling ; restrained, non-restrained.

The ego, with reference to the non-ego, is apt, thinking of himself,
to propound the alternative,

' Shall I compel, or shall I leave him to

do as he likes?' so that, thinking of the other, the alternative is,
'

shall he be restrained, or shall he be left to his own will ?
'

Accord-

ingly, the express introduction of his own will is likely to have re-

ference to compulsion, in case of opposition : the express introduction

of the will of another, is likely to mean no more than the gracious

permission of the ego to let non-ego do as he likes. Correlatively,
the suppression of reference to his own will, and the adoption of a

simply predictive form on the part of the ego, is likely to be the mode
with which, when the person is changed, he will associate the idea

of another having his own way ; while the suppression of reference

to the will of the non-ego is likely to infer restraint produced by the

predominant will of the ego.

Occasionally, the will of the non-ego is referred to as under re-

straint in modern times. To / will not, the answer is sometimes you
shall, meaning, in spite of the will sometimes you will, meaning that

the will will be changed by fear or sense of the inutility of resistance.

Of the strength of the objection to be derived from the departures
from the rule made by the Scots and Irish, the author does not feel

able to judge.

* It often happens that you will, with a persuasive tone, is used courteously for

something next to, if not quite, you shall.
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A work, entitled " Rimes Guemesiaises," was laid on the table,

presented by P. S. Carey, Esq., Bailiff of Guernsey.

Two papers were then read :

1.
" On the Original Area of the Slavonic Population." By R.

G. Latham, M.D.
The current opinion, that a great portion of the area now occupied

by Slavonians, and a still greater portion so occupied in the ninth

and tenth centuries, were, in the times of Ceesar and Tacitus, either

German, or something other than what it is found to be at the be-

ginning of the period of authentic and contemporary history, has ap-

peared so unsatisfactory to the present writer, that he has been
induced to consider the evidence on which it rests. What (for

instance) are the grounds for believing that, in the first century,
Bohemia was not just as Slavonic as it is now ? What the arguments
in favour of a Germanic population between the Elbe and Vistula

in the second ?

The fact, that at the very earliest period when any definite and de-

tailed knowledge of either of the parts in question commences, both
are as little German as the Ukraine is at the present moment, is one
which no one denies. How many, however, will agree with the

present writer in the value to be attributed to it, is another question.
For his own part, he takes the existence of a given division of the

human race (whether Keltic, Slavonic, Gothic or aught else) on a

given area, as a sufficient reason for considering it to have been in-

digenous or aboriginal to that area, until reasons be shown to the con-

trary. Gratuitous as this postulate may seem in the first instance,

it is nothing more than the legitimate deduction from the rule in

reasoning which forbids us to multiply causes unnecessarily. Dis-

placements therefore, conquests, migrations, and the other disturbing
causes are not to be assumed, merely for the sake of accounting for

assumed changes, but to be supported by specific evidence ; which

evidence, in its turn, must have a ratio to the probability or the impro-

bability of the disturbing causes alleged. These positions seem so

self-evident, that it is only by comparing the amount of impro-
babilities which are accepted with the insufficiency of the testimony
on which they rest, that we ascertain, from the extent to which they
have been neglected, the necessity of insisting upon them.

The ethnological condition of a given population at a certain time

is primd facie evidence of a similar ethnological condition at a pre-
vious one. The testimony of a writer as to the ethnological condition

of a given population at a certain time is also primd facie evidence

VOL. IV. Y
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of such a condition being a real one ; since even the worst autho-

rities are to be considered correct until reasons are shown for

doubting them.

It now remains to see how far these two methods are concordant

or antagonistic for the area in question ; all that is assumed being,
that when we find even a good writer asserting that at one period

(say the third century) a certain locality was German, whereas we
know that at a subsequent one (say the tenth) it was other than

German, it is no improper scepticism to ask, whether it is more

likely that the writer was mistaken, or that changes have occurred in

the interval ; in other words, if error on the one side is not to be

lightly assumed, neither are migrations, &c. on the other. Both are

likely, or unlikely, according to the particular case in point. It is

more probable that an habitually conquering nation should have dis-

placed an habitually conquered one, than that a bad writer should be

wrong. It is more likely that a good writer should be wrong than

that an habitually conquered nation should have displaced an habi-

tually conquering one.

The application of criticism of this sort materially alters the rela-

tions of the Keltic, Gothic, Roman and Slavonic populations, giving
to the latter a prominence in the ancient world much more propor-
tionate to their present preponderance as a European population
than is usually admitted.

Beginning with the south-western frontier of the present Sla-

vonians, let us ask what are the reasons against supposing the po-

pulation of Bohemia to have been in the time of Caesar other than

what it is now, i. e. Slavonic.

In the first place, if it were not so, it must have changed within

the historical period. If so, when ? No writer has ever grappled
with the details of the question. It could scarcely have been sub-

sequent to the development of the Germanic power on the Danube,
since this would be within the period of annalists and historians, who
would have mentioned it. As little is it likely to have been during
the time when the Goths and Germans, victorious everywhere, were

displacing others rather than being displaced themselves.

The evidence of the language is in the same direction. Whence
could it have been introduced ? Not from the Saxon frontier, since

there the Slavonic is Polish rather than Bohemian. Still less from

the Silesian, and least of all from the Bavarian. To have developed
its differential characteristics, it must have had either Bohemia itself

as an original locality, or else the parts south and east of it.

We will now take what is either an undoubted Slavonic locality, or

a locality in the neighbourhood of Slavonians, i.e. the countrybetween
the rivers Danube and Thiess and that range of hills which connect

the Bakonyer-wald with the Carpathians, the country of the Jazyges.
Now as Jazyg is a Slavonic word, meaning speech or language, we
have, over and above the external evidence which makes the Jazyges
Sarmatian, internal evidence as well ; evidence subject only to one

exception, viz. that perhaps the name in question was not native to

the population which it designated, but only a term applied by some
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Slavonic tribe to some of their neighbours, which neighbours might
or might not be Slavonic. I admit that this is possible, although
the name is not of the kind that would be given by one tribe to

another different from itself. Admitting, however, this, it still leaves

a Slavonic population in the contiguous districts ; since, whether
borne by the people to whom it was applied or not, Jazyg is a Sla-

vonic gloss from the Valley of the Tibiscus.

Next comes the question as to the date of this population. To put
this in the form least favourable to the views of the present writer, is

to state that the first author who mentions a population in these

parts, either called by others or calling itself Jazyges, is a writer so

late as Ptolemy, and that he adds to it the qualifying epithet Meta-
nastce (MerovaVrat), a term suggestive of their removal from some
other area, and of the recent character of their arrival on the Danube.

Giving full value to all this, there still remains the fact of primary
importance in all our investigations on the subject in question, viz.

that in the time of Ptolemy (at least) there were Slavonians on (or

near) the river Thiess.

At present it is sufficient to say that there are no & priori reasons

for considering these Jazyges as the most western of the branch to

which they belonged, since the whole of the Pannonians may as easily
be considered Slavonic as aught else. They were not Germans.

They were not Kelts ; in which case the common rules of ethno-

logical criticism induce us to consider them as belonging to the same
class with the population conterminous to them ; since unless we
do this, we must assume a new division of the human species alto-

gether; a fact, which, though possible, and even probable, is not

lightly to be taken up.
So much for the a priori probabilities : the known facts by no

means traverse them. The Pannonians, we learn from Dio, were of

the same class with the Illyrians, i, e. the northern tribes of that

nation. These must have belonged to one of three divisions ; the

Slavonic, the Albanian, or some division now lost. Of these, the

latter is not to be assumed, and the first is more probable than the

second. Indeed, the more we make the Pannonians and Illyrians
other than Slavonic, the more do we isolate the Jazyges ; and the

more we isolate these, the more difficulties we create in a question
otherwise simple.

That the portion of Pannonia to the north of the Danube (i. e. the

north-west portion of Hungary, or the valley of the Waag and Gran)
was different from the country around the lake Peiso (Pelso), is a

position, which can only be upheld by considering it to be the country
of the Quadi, and the Quadi to have been Germanic; a view,

against which there are numerous objections.

Now, here re-appears the term Daci ;
so that we must recognise

the important fact, that east of the Jazyges there are the Dacians

(and Getse) of the Lower, and west of the Jazyges the Daci of the

Upper Danube. These must be placed in the same category, both

being equally either Slavonic or non- Slavonic.

a. Of these alternatives, the first involves the following real or

Y2
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apparent difficulty, i. e. that if the Getse are what the Daci are, the

Thracians are what the Getse are. Hence, if all three be Slavonic,

we magnify the area immensely, and bring the Slavonians of Thrace

in contact with the Greeks of Macedonia. Granted. But are there

any reasons against this ? So far from there being such in the nature

of the thing itself, it is no more than what is actually the case at the

present moment.
b. The latter alternative isolates the Jazyges, and adds to the

difficulties created to their ethnological position, under the suppo-
sition that they are the only Slavonians of the parts in question ;

since if out-lyers to the area (exceptional, so to say), they must be

either invaders from without, or else relics of an earlier and more ex-

tended population. If they be the former, we can only bring them
from the north of the Carpathian mountains (a fact not in itself im-

probable, but not to be assumed, except for the sake of avoiding

greater difficulties) ; if the latter, they prove the original Slavonic

characters of the area.

The present writer considers the Daci then (western and eastern)
as Slavonic, and the following passage brings them as far west as

the Maros or Morawe, which gives the name to the present Mora-

vians, a population at once Slavonic and Bohemian :

"
Campos et

plana Jazyges Sarmatae, mqntes vero et saltus pulsi ab his Daci ad

Pathissum amnem a Maro sive Dana .... tenent."- Plin. iv. 12.

The evidence as to the population of Moravia and North-eastern

Hungary being Dacian, is Strabo's Feyoye rrjs \Mpas yueptoyios

ffvp.fj.et'dji'
K Tra\aiov' rou

fj.et> yap AO.KOVS Trpoaayopevovcri, TOVS d&

Ferns, Feras p.ev Trpos TOV Hovrov KexXifjerovs, Ka Trpos rrjv ew, Aacovc

ce TOVS els ravavTia Trpos YepfjLaviav KUI ra$ TOV lorpov Trj/yas.

From Zeuss, in vv. Gette, Daci.

In Moravia we have as the basis of argument, an existing Slavonic

population, speaking a language identical with the Bohemian, but

different from the other Slavonic languages, and (as such) requiring
a considerable period for the evolution of its differential characters.

This brings us to Bohemia. At present it is Slavonic. When did

it begin to be otherwise ? No one informs us on this point. Why
should it not have been so ab initio, or at least at the beginning of

the historical period for these parts ? The necessity of an answer
to this question is admitted ; and it consists chiefly (if not wholly)
in the following arguments ; a. those connected with the term

Marcomanni ; b. those connected with the term Boiohemum.
a. Marcomanni. This word is so truly Germanic, and so truly

capable of being translated into English, that those who believe in

no other etymology whatever, may believe that Marc-o-manni, or

Marchmen, means the men of the (boundaries} marches ; and without

overlooking either the remarks of Mr. Kemble, on the limited nature

of the word mearc, when applied to the smaller divisions of land, or

the doctrine of Grimm, that its primary signification is wood orfo-
rest, it would be an over-refinement to adopt any other meaning for it

in the present question than that which it has in its undoubted combi-

nations, Markgrave, Altmark, Mittehnark, Uhermark, and the Marches
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of Wales and Scotland. If so, it was the name of a line of enclosing

frontier rather than of an area enclosed ; so that to call a country like

the whole of Bohemia, Marcomannic, would be like calling all Scot-

land or all Wales the Marches.

Again, as the name arose on the western, Germanic or Gallic side

of the March, it must have been the name of an eastern frontier in

respect to Gaul and Germany ; so that to suppose that there were
Germans on the Bohemian line of the Marcomanni, is to suppose that

the march was no mark (or boundary) at all, at least in an ethnolo-

gical sense. This qualification involves a difficulty which the writer

has no wish to conceal ; a march may be other than an ethnological
division. It may be a, political one. In other words, it maybe like

the Scottish Border, rather than like the Welsh and the Slavono-

Germanic marches of Altmark, Mittelmark, and Ukermark. At any
rate, the necessity for a march being a line of frontier rather than a

large compact kingdom, is conclusive against the whole of Bohemia

having been Germanic because it was Marcomannic.
b. The arguments founded on the name Boiohemum are best met

by showing that the so-called country (home) of the Boii was not

Bohemia but Bavaria. This will be better done in the sequel than
now. At present, however, it may be as well to state that so strong
are the facts in favour of Boiohemum and Baiovarii meaning, not the

one Bohemia and the other Bavaria, but one of the two countries, that

Zeuss, one of the strongest supporters of the doctrine of an originally
Germanic population in Bohemia, applies them both to the first-

named kingdom ; a circumstance, which prepares us for expecting,
that if the names fit the countries to which they, apply thus loosely,
Boiohemum may as easily be Bavaria, as the country of the Baiovarii

be Bohemia; in other words, that we have a convertibleform of ar-

gument.

2. " Vocabularies of certain North American Languages." By
T. Howse, Esq.
The vocabularies of the first of the two folloM'ing tables represent

languages or' dialects of that section of the American Indians which
is known under the name of Chipewyan (different from the Chip-

peways or Ojibbeways) or Athabascan ; this last being the term

recommended by Gallatin in his '

Synopsis,' and adopted by Prichard

in his
'

Physical History of Man.'
Those of the second contain the Kiitani, a language hitherto un-

classified, and two dialects of the great Atna class of languages,

spoken from the head-waters of Frazer's River to the parts about

Puget's Sound.
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PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

VOL. IV. FEBRUARY 22, 1850. No. 92.

Professor KEY in the Chair.

A paper was read :

"On the Probable Future Position of the English Language."
By T. Watts, Esq.

Since the revival of letters there has been a general tendency to

the establishment of what may be called a universal language, that

is, of a language universally understood by those who make any at

all an object of liberal study. At the present time there can be
no doubt that this honour, so far as possessed by any language in

Europe, is still in possession of the French, though its position is no

longer so commanding as it was. In any country foreign to France
in which two modern languages are made an object of cultivation,
French is one of the two ; in those countries where only one is cul-

tivated, French is the one.

The position now occupied by the French was, it is often said, for-

merly in the possession of the Latin language ; but this is not ex-

actly the case. The Latin language not only enjoyed the distinction

which French possesses, but one of much superior value. The
French is read by the scholars of different countries ; the Latin was
not only read, but written. The effects are widely different. At
the commencement of the sixteenth century Erasmus of Rotterdam
was the most distinguished author of Holland and the most distin-

guished author of Europe. His productions issued from the presses
of Rotterdam, London, and Basil ; they were read with equal ad-

vantage in every civilized country. At the commencement of the

nineteenth century Bilderdijk was the most distinguished author of

Holland, and almost unknown even by name beyond its boundaries.

Southey, in his epistle to Allan Cunningham, mentions his name,
and thus proceeds :

" 'And who is Bilderdijk?' methinks thou sayest;
A ready question, yet which, trust me, Allan,

Would not be ask'd had not the curse that came
From Babel, clipt the wings of Poetry.

Napoleon ask'd him once, with cold, fix'd look,
' Art thou then in the world of letters known?'
And meeting his imperial look with eye
As little, wont to turn away before

The face of man, the Hollander replied,
' At least I have done that whereby I have
There to be known deserved.'

"

Perhaps Bilderdijk had a genius equal to that of Erasmus, but

Erasmus wrote in Latin and Bilderdijk wrote in Dutch, and these

were the consequences.
This difference in the universality of the Latin andFrench that the

one was generally read and written, the other only read is evidently

VOL. iv. 2 A
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one of great importance. The effect of the diffusion of the Latin

language was to enable every writer of whatever country to assume

the station to which his talents entitled him ; the effect of the dif-

fusion of the French has been to concentrate the attention of Europe
on the writers of a particular nation, who might or might not be

worthy of it. There have been periods, such as during the reign of

Napoleon for instance, when the literature of France was, beyond

comparison, inferior to those of England and Germany. It was a

poor consolation for the Englishman who was unable to read in the

original Goethe and Schiller, or for the German who could have

wished to study Scott and Byron, to give his nights and days to the

pages of Chateaubriand and Lebrun.

There are no insuperable difficulties indeed in the way of a fo-

reigner's attaining a sufficient mastery over the French language to

use it as an author, at least as far as prose is concerned, and at one

time it seemed not unlikely that a fashion of doing so might arise.
" Several foreigners," says Gibbon, "have seized the opportunity of

speaking to Europe in this common dialect, and Germany may plead
the authority of Leibnitz and Frederick, of the first of her philo-

sophers and the greatest of her kings." England was once in the

danger of losing to a foreign language the immortal production of

Gibbon himself, who had indeed published his youthful
'

Essay on

Literature,' in French, and it is to the advice of Hume, though he had
himself once conceived the notion of retiring to France and adopting
its language, that we are indebted for the enrichment of English
with the ' Decline and Fall.' Goethe, it is said, regretted even in

later life, the abandonment of an early project to compose his wri-

tings in the best-known language of Europe.
For the last century, however, the torrent of example has set the

other way. It is now just about a hundred years ago that Klopstock
paved the way to the recultivation of German, and a language till

that time neglected and despised has assumed a position among the

first and richest in Europe, rich both in its native resources and in the

productions of genius. This lesson has been fertile in results. The
countries of Scandinavia, though their combined population is scarcely

equal to that of the seventh of Germany, have brought two languages
into the field. These, from their similarity to English and German,
might be acquired without great effort by those already acquainted
with both, but with the Slavonic languages the case is very different.

The Russian and the Polish literatures, one of them brought into

existence during this period, the other revived after a long trance

which threatened to be fatal, are in languages quite unconnected with

any that had previously been considered worthy of the cultivation

of the scholar. The extent of Europe which belongs to the domain
of the Slavonic tribes is however so vast, that it might have been
considered probable that at some period one of their dialects, at all

events, would rise into literary importance. But the cultivation of

the Slavonic languages was followed by that of the Hungarian. A
language wholly remote from any other European speech, except
the Finnish and the Laplandic, has been made the vehicle, not only
of poetry and fiction, but of natural history and mathematics.
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The Hungarian makes the sixth language which, during the last

century, has risen to the dignity of a language of books and literature.

Within the century before it there was not one that had changed its

footing in this respect in a striking degree. There are still in

different corners of Europe a few languages which remain in the
same position that they then occupied, or in very nearly the same ;

and of these there is a remarkable number in the British islands.

The progress of each of these six languages has been greeted as a

sign and harbinger of the progress of cultivation, but should we be

prepared to hail with similar gratulation a similar advance on the

part of the Gaelic, the Irish, or the Welsh ?

The tendency of all these changes has been to lessen the predo-
minance of the French language, and to alter the literary centre of

Europe. The cause of this pre-eminence of French has been the

subject of some interesting speculation, and in the year 1 783 the Aca-

demy of Berlin proposed the question for a prize. The answer which
obtained the reward was the well-known dissertation of Rivarol,

' De
1'Universalite de la Langue Francaise/ which has been frequently

reprinted, and has obtained a reputation somewhat out of proportion
to its merits. In this essay Rivarol passes but lightly over the

claims of the Italian, the Spanish, and the German languages, to

that supremacy which the French has obtained, but enters at some

length into the examination of the comparative claims of the French
and ourselves. The Italian language, he observes, was too early

ripe ; at the time when it had the advantage over all its rivals, Europe
was not yet sufficiently sensible of the necessity of a general dialect

of literature to make choice of any. The harmony of Italian is also

too monotonous ; the constant termination of its words in vowels
has been found so wearisome in prose, that poetical license in Italian

has the unusual tendency to make the words shorter and harsher.

To Spanish he hardly considers any claim to have ever belonged,

yet that noble and harmonious language is free from the fault with
which he reproaches the Italian, and was at one period spoken by a

nation which held the fairest portion of the old world, and spread
its conquests far and wide in the new. There was a time when
Spanish was frequently introduced for whole scenes in Italian plays,
and even occasionally on the stage at Paris, when it was commonly
spoken in the courts of Italy and in that of Vienna. To the defi-

ciencies of Spanish literature, and to the remoteness of the Peninsula

from the other civilized nations of Europe, must no doubt be ascribed

the singular neglect which has placed it as low in the list of culti-

vated languages as it once stood high. Of German, Rivarol main-
tains that it came too late that the place was already taken, and
that it has the disadvantage of being a language entirely new in lite-

rature. There was he asserts, a necessity that the predominant lan-

guage of Europe should be connected with the venerated language
of ancient Rome, since to that all the cultivated tongues, with
the exception of German, exhibited undoubted affinities.

There is a geographical reason, on which Rivarol lays no stress, to

which the Marquis Du Roure, who subsequently touched on the same

subject, was inclined to attribute the whole weight of the decision.

2 A 2
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France, says Du Roure, is situated precisely in the centre of the five

principal nations of Europe. The Englishman who wishes to visit

either Spain, or Italy, or Germany, without incurring the fatigue of a

long sea voyage, must necessarily pass through France, and in the

same way the inhabitant of each of these other countries is compelled
to take the same road. What can be more natural than for a nation to

study the language of its nearest neighbour ? and France is the only
near neighbour of some of these nations, as near as any to all. To
this motive the Marquis attaches so much importance, that he states

his belief, that if, owing to some startling revolution, the Basque or

Breton were to become the general language of France, Basque or

Breton would immediately become the most fashionable foreign lan-

guage in England, Germany, Italy and Spain.
If however we admit the correctness of Du Roure's hypothesis,

with regard to the original cause of the predominance of French, it

will not necessarily follow that the same causes are now in operation.

Undoubtedly at the time that France was elected, the number of

voters who would be supposed to influence the decision was but five ;

the constituency has now been extended ; the Russians, the Poles,

the Hungarians, the Scandinavians have obtained the suffrage. The
same reasons that formerly decided the predominance of French,
have now a tendency to promote the advancement of German. The

country of each of the rising literatures touches on Germany, and, as

has been before remarked, the literary centre of Europe has changed.
There has been a similar alteration with regard to the affinity of

the literary nations with the Latin language, the point which has

been dwelt upon by Rivarol. Among the new competitors in the

field, not one has the slightest connection with Latin or the Romanic
dialects ; many are closely akin to German ; the others are likely to

regard with more favour a language entirely dependent on its own
resources and that can be studied by itself, than one which to be

fully intelligible requires some study of its ancient stock. Thus two
of the advantages which France formerly possessed are turned against
itself and transferred to German. That language has in addition

a vast and striking recommendation which neither Rivarol nor Du
Roure has adverted to. Of the cultivated languages of Europe, none
is so weak an instrument of translation as the French, and none is

more powerful than the German. This consideration, which must

always have been an important one in discussing the claims of a

language to the place of a representative, has become doubly so by
the circumstances of the modern literary world. In French, there

is not even a tolerable translation of Tasso, or Ariosto, or Dante, or

Calderon, much less of Shakspeare, or Burns, or Byron. If only
one of the modern languages of Europe can descend to posterity, or

which is much the same, if posterity can only find time to make itself

master of one, it is the interest of the world that that one should

rather be German than French.

The time seems fast approaching when the predominance in point
of language will have to undergo a revolution, and these consi-

derations would appear to be weighty enough to bend the decision

to the side of German, were it not for the existence of another
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language whose claims are still more commanding. That language
is our own. Two centuries ago the proud position that it now occu-

pies was beyond the reach of anticipation. We all smile at the well-

known boast of Waller in his lines on the death of Cromwell, but it

was the loftiest that at the time the poet found it in his power to

make :

" Under the tropic is our language spoke,
And part of Flanders hath received our yoke."

"
I care not," said Milton, "to be once named abroad, though

perhaps 1 could attain to that, being content with these islands as

my world." A French Jesuit Gamier, in 1678, laying down rules

for the arrangement of a library, thought it superfluous to say any-
thing of English books, because, as he observed,

"
libri Anglica

scripti lingua vix mare transmittunt." Swift, in the earlier part of

the eighteenth century, in his '

Proposal for correcting, improving,
and ascertaining the English tongue,' observed,

" the fame of our
writers is usually confined to these two islands." Not quite a hun-
dred years ago Dr. Johnson seems to have entertained far from a

lofty idea of the legitimate aspirations of an English author. He
quotes in a number of the Rambler (No. 118, May 4th, 1751)
from the address of Africanus as given by Cicero, in his Dream of

Scipio :

" The territory which you inhabit is no more than a scanty
island inclosed by a small body of water, to which you give the

name of the great sea and the Atlantic ocean. And even in this

known and frequented continent what hope can you entertain that

your renown will pass the stream of Ganges or the cliffs of Caucasus,
or by whom will your name be uttered in the extremities of the north

or south towards the rising or the setting sun ? So narrow is the

space to which your fame can be propagated, and even there how
long will it remain?" "

I am not inclined," remarks Johnson,
" to

believe that they who among us pass their lives in the cultivation of

knowledge or acquisition of power, have very anxiously inquired
what opinions prevail on the further banks of the Ganges The

hopes and fears of modern minds are content to range in a narrower

compass ; a single nation, and a few years have generally sufficient

amplitude to fill our imagination." What a singular comment on
this passage is supplied by the fact that the dominions of England
now stretch from the Ganges to the Indus, that the whole space of

India is dotted with the regimental libraries of its European con-

querors, and that Rasselas has been translated into Bengalee ! A
few years later the great historian of England had a much clearer

perception of what was then in the womb of Fate. When Gibbon,
as has been already mentioned, submitted to Hume a specimen of

his intended History of Switzerland, composed in French, he received

a remarkable letter in reply :

"
Why," said Hume, " do you compose

in French and carry faggots into the wood, as Horace says with

regard to Romans who wrote in Greek ? I grant that you have a

like motive to those Romans, and adopt a language much more ge-

nerally diffused than your native tongue, but have you not remarked
the fate of those two ancient languages in following ages ? The
Latin, though then less celebrated and confined to more narrow
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limits, has in some measure outlived the Greek, and is now more

generally understood by men of letters. Let the French therefore

triumph in the present diffusion of their tongue. Our solid and

increasing establishments in America, where we need less dread the

inundation of barbarians, promise a superior stability and duration

to the English language."

Every year that has since elapsed has added a superior degree of

probability to the anticipations of Hume. At present the prospects
of the English language are the most splendid that the world has

ever seen. It is spreading in each of the quarters of the globe by
fashion, by emigration, and by conquest. The increase of popu-
lation alone in the two great states of Europe arid America in which

it is spoken, adds to the number of its speakers in every year that

passes, a greater amount than the whole number of those who speak
some of the literary languages of Europe, either Swedish, or Danish, or

Dutch. It is calculated that before the lapse of the present century,
a time that so many now alive will live to witness, it will be the

native and vernacular language of about one hundred and fifty mil-

lions of human beings.
What will be the state of Christendom at the time that this vast

preponderance of one language will be brought to bear on all its

relations, at the time when a leading nation in Europe and a gigantic
nation in America make use of the same idiom, when in Africa and

Australasia the same language is in use by rising and influential

communities, and the world is circled by the accents of Shakspeare
and Milton ? At that time such of the other languages of Europe
as do not extend their empire beyond this quarter of the globe will

be reduced to the same degree of insignificance in comparison with

English, as the subordinate languages of modern Europe to those of

the state they belong to, the Welsh to the English, the Basque to the

Spanish, the Finnish to the Russian. This predominance, we may
flatter ourselves, will be a more signal blessing to literature than that

of any other language could possibly be. The English is essentially
a medium language ;

in the Teutonic family it stands midway be-

tween the Germanic and Scandinavian branches it unites, as no other

language unites, the Romanic and the Teutonic stocks. This fits it

admirably in many cases for translation. A German writer, Prince

Piickler Muskau, has given it as his opinion that English is even
better adapted than German to be the general interpreter of the

literature of Europe. Another German writer, Jenisch, in his ela-

borate '

Comparison of Fourteen Ancient and Modern Languages of

Europe,' which obtained a prize from the Berlin Academy in 1796,

assigns the general palm of excellence to the English. In literary
treasures what other language can claim the superiority ? If Rivarol

more than sixty years back thought the collective wealth of its lite-

rature able to dispute the pre-eminence with the French, the victory
has certainly notdeparted from us in the timethathas since elapsed,
the time of Wordsworth and Southey, of Rogers and Campbell, of

Scott, of Moore, and of Byron.
The prospect is so glorious that it seems an ungrateful task to

interrupt its enjoyment by a shade of doubt ; but as the English Ian-
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guage has attained to this eminent station from small beginnings,
may it not be advisable to consider whether obstacles are not in

existence, which, equally small in their beginnings, have a probability
of growing larger ? The first consideration that presents itself is

that English is not the only language firmly planted on the soil of

America, the only one to which a glorious future is, in the probable
course of things, assured.

A sufficient importance has not always been attached to the fact,

that in South America, and in a portion of the northern continent,
the languages of the Peninsula are spoken by large and increasing

populations. The Spanish language is undoubtedly of easier acqui-
sition for the purposes of conversation than our own, from the

harmony and clearness of its pronunciation ; and it has the recom-
mendation to the inhabitants of Southern Europe of greater affinity
to their own languages and the Latin. Perhaps the extraordinary

neglect which has been the portion of this language for the last

century and a half may soon give place to a juster measure of

cultivation, and indeed the recent labours of Prescott and Ticknor
seem to show that the dawn of that period has already broken.

That the men of the North should acquire an easy and harmonious
Southern language seems in itself much more probable than that the

men of the South should study a Northern language not only rugged
in its pronunciation, but capricious in its orthography. The dominion
of Spanish in America is however interrupted and narrowed by that

of Portuguese, and to a singular degree by that of the native lan-

guages, some of which are possibly destined to be used for literary

purposes in ages to come.
At the time when Hume wrote his letter to Gibbon, the conquest

of Canada had very recently been effected. The rivalry of the

French and English in North America had been terminated by the

most signal triumph of the English arms. Had measures been taken

at that time to discourage the use of French and to introduce

that of English, there can be little doubt that English would now
be as much the language of Quebec and Montreal as it is of New
York and the Delaware. Those measures were not taken. At this

moment, when we are approaching a century from the battle of the

Heights of Abraham, there is still a distinction of races in Canada,
nourished by a distinction of language, and both appear likely to

continue.

Within the United States themselves, a very large body of the

inhabitants have remained for generation after generation ignorant
of the English language. The number is uncertain. According to

Strieker, in his dissertation ' Die Verbreitung des deutschen Volkes
iiber die Erde,' published in 1845, the population of German origin
in the United States in 1844 was 4,886,632, out of a total of

18,980,650. This statement, though made in the most positive terms,

is founded on an estimate only, and has been shown to be much ex-

aggerated. Wappaus (in his 'Deutsche Auswanderung und Colo-

nisation'), after a careful examination, arrives at the conclusion that

the total cannot amount to a million and a half. Many of these

are of course acquainted with both languages in several cases where
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amalgamation has taken place, the German language has died out

and been replaced by the English, but the number of communities
where it is still prevalent is much larger than is generally supposed.
In Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Missouri, to say nothing of other

states, there are masses of population of German origin or descent,
who are only acquainted with German. This tendency has of late

years increased instead of declining. It has been a favourite project
with recent German emigrants to form in America a state, in which
the language should be German, and from the vast numbers in which

they have crossed the Atlantic, there is nothing improbable in the

supposition, that, by obtaining a majority in some one state, this ob-

ject will be attained. In 1835 the legislature of Pennsylvania placed
the German language in its legal rights on the same footing with the

English.
It may be asked if any damage will be done by this ? The damage,

it may be answered, will be twofold. The parties who are thus

formed into an isolated community, with a language distinct from
that of those around them, will be placed under the same disadvan-

tages as the Welsh of our own day, who find themselves always as

it were some inches shorter than their neighbours, and have to make
an exertion to be on their level. Those of them who are only masters

of one language are in a sort of prison ; those who are masters of

two might, if English had been their original speech, have had their

choice of the remaining languages of the world to exert the same

degree of labour on, with a better prospect of advantage. In the

case of Welsh, the language has many ties : even those who see most

clearly the necessity of forsaking it, must lament the harsh necessity
of abandoning to oblivion the ancient tongue of an ancient nation.

But these associations and feelings could not be pleaded in favour

of transferring the Welsh to Otaheite ; and when these feelings are

withdrawn, what valid reason will remain for the perpetuation of

Welsh, or even, it may be said, of German ?

The injury done to the community itself is perhaps the greatest ;

but there is also a damage done to the world in general. It will be
a splendid and a novel experiment in modern society, if a single lan-

guage becomes so predominant over all others as to reduce them in

comparison to the proportion of provincial dialects. To have this

experiment fairly tried is a great object. Every atom that is sub-

tracted from the amount of the majority has its influence it goes
into the opposite scale. If the Germans succeed in establishing
their language in the United States, other nations may follow. The

Hungarian emigrants who are now removing thither from the ven-

geance of Austria may perpetuate their native Magyar, and America

may in time present a surface as checkered as Europe, or in some

parts, as Hungary itself, where the traveller often in passing from one

village to another finds himself in the domain of a different lan-

guage. That this consummation may be averted must be the wish,

not only of every Englishman and of every Anglo-American, but of

every sincere friend of the advancement of literature and civilization.

Perhaps a few more years of inattention to the subject will allow the

evil to make such progress that exertion to oppose it may come too late.
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The following papers were then read:
1. "On the Original Extent of the Slavonic Area." By R. G.

Latham, M.D.
The portion of the Slavonic frontier which will be considered this

evening is the north-western, beginning with the parts about the

Cimbric peninsula, and ending at the point of contact between the

present kingdoms of Saxony and Bohemia ; the leading physical link

between the two extreme populations being the Elbe.

For this tract, the historical period begins in the ninth century :

the classification which best shows the really westerly disposition of

the Slavonians of this period, and which gives us the fullest measure
of the extent to which, at that time at least, they limited the easterly
extension of the Germans, is to divide them into a. the Slavonians

of the Cimbric peninsula ; b. the Slavonians of the right bank of the

Elbe ; c. the Slavonians of the left bank of the Elbe ; the first and
last being the most important, as best showing the amount of what

may be called the Slavonic protrusion into the accredited Germanic
area.

a. The Slavonians of the Cimbric Peninsula. Like the Slavonians

that constitute the next section, these are on the right bank of the

Elbe ; but as they are north of that river rather than east of it, the

division is natural.

The Wagrians. Occupants of the country between the Trave and
the upper portion of the southern branch of the Eyder.

The Polabi. Conterminal with the Wagrians and the Saxons of

Sturmar, from whom they were separated by the river Bille.

b. Slavonians of the right bank of the Elbe. The Obodriti. This is

a generic rather than a specific term ; so that it is probable that several

of the Slavonic populations about to be noticed may be but subdivi-

sions of the great Obotrite section. The same applies to the divisions

already noticed the Wagri and Polabi : indeed the classification is so

uncertain, that we have, for these parts and times, no accurate means
of ascertaining whether we are dealing with swi-divisions or cross-

divisions of the Slavonians. At any rate the word Obotriti was one

of the best-known of the whole list ; so much so, that it is likely, in

some cases, to have equalled in import the more general term Wend.
The varieties of orthography and pronunciation may be collected

from Zeuss (in voce), where we find Obotriti, Obotrita, Abotriti,

Abotridi, Apodritae, Abatareni, Apdrede, Abdrede, Abtrezi. Further-

VOL. iv. 2 B
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more, as evidence of the generic character of the word, we find

Eust-Obotrites (Oster-Abtrezi), conterminous with the Bulgarains,
and the North- Obotrites (Nort-Abtrezi), for the parts in question.
These are the north of Mecklenburg- Schwerin, from the Trave to

the Warnow, chiefly along the coast. Zeuss makes Schwerin their

most inland locality. The Descriptio Civitatum gives them fifty-

three towns.

In the more limited sense of the term, the Obotrites are not conter-

minous with any German tribe, being separated by the Wagri and

Polabi. Hence when Alfred writes, Norfian Eald-Seaxum is Apdrede,
he probably merges the two sections last-named in the Obotritic.

Although not a frontier population, the Obotrites find place in

the present paper. They show that the Wagri and Polabi were not

mere isolated and outlying portions of the great family to which they

belonged, but that they were in due continuity with the main
branches of it.

Varnahi. This is the form which the name takes in Adam of

Bremen. It is also that of the Varni, Varini, and Viruni of the

classical writers ; as well as of the Werini of the Introduction to the

Leges Angliorum et Werinorum, hoc est Thuringorum. Now what-
ever the Varini of Tacitus may have been, and however much the

affinities of the Werini were with the Angli, the Varnahi of Adam
of Bremen are Slavonic.

c. Cis-Albian Slavonians. Beyond the boundaries of the Duchies
of Holstein and Lauenburg, the existence of Germans on the right
bank of the Elbe, and of anything other than Slavonians on the left

bank, except in cases of forcible transfer in the way of colonization,
is not to be found. Hence all the other divisions that stand over

for notice are Cis-Albian ; these being the Linones of Liineburgh, and
the Hevelli of Altmark.

With Altmark the evidence of a Slavonic population changes, and
takes strength. The present Altmark is not German as Kent is

Saxon, but only as Cornwall is, i. e. the traces of the previous Sla-

vonic population are like the traces of the Celtic occupants of Corn-

wall, the rule rather than the exception. Most of the geographical
names hi Altmark are Slavonic, the remarkable exception being the

name of the Old March itself.

The Slavonic- Germanic frontier for the parts south of Altmark
becomes so complex as to require to stand over for future consi-

deration. All that will be done at present is to indicate the train

of reasoning applicable here, and applicable along the line of fron-

tier. If such was the state of things in the eighth and ninth cen-

turies, what reason is there for believing it to have been otherwise
in the previous ones? The answer is the testimony of Tacitus and
others in the way of external, and the certain etymologies, &c. in

the way of internal evidence. Without at present saying anything
in the way of disparagement to either of these series of proofs, the

present writer, who considers that the inferences which have gene-
rally been drawn from them are illegitimate, is satisfied with exhi-

biting the amount of a-p'riori improbability which they have to



neutralize. If, when Tacitus wrote, the area between the Elbe and
Vistula was not Slavonic, but Gothic, the Slavonians of the time of

Charlemagne must have immigrated between the second and eighth
centuries ; must have done so, not in parts, but for the whole fron-

tier ; must have, for the first and last time, displaced a population
which has even been the conqueror rather than the conquered ;

must have displaced it during one of the strongest periods of its

history ; must have displaced it everywhere, and wholly ; and (what
is stranger still) that not permanently, since from the time in ques-
tion, those same Germans, who between A.D. 200 and A.D. 800

always retreated before the Slavonians, have from A.D. 800 to A.D.

1800 always reversed the process, and encroached upon their former

dispossessors.

2. "A Vocabulary of the Maiongkong Language." By Sir Robert

Schomburgk.
It has already been stated* that the villages of the Guinaus are

sometimes intermixed with those of the Maiougkong. The chief

abode, however, of the latter is on the banks of the rivers Paranu

(Padano) and Matakuri, tributaries of the Orinoko, and the south-

eastern affluents of the river Ventuari. Their territory lies Between
west long. 64 and 66 (from Greenwich), and north latitude 3 and

5, and comprises about 14,000 square miles.

The Maiongkong Indians belong no doubt to those tribes who
were known to the Spaniards under the general name of Maquiritares.

They were formerly so numerous that their name was given to the

river Paranu, which in La Cruz's great map is designated as Rio

Maquiritares. It is remarkable that though they frequently inhabit

villages with the Guinaus together, there is little analogy between
their languages, excepting a few local words. This may be taken

as a proof that their association has only occurred at a later period.
The Maiongkong resembles most the dialects of the Carib origin,

chiefly the Tamanak.

hair, uphuhari.

head, hohuha.

MAIONGKONG VOCABULARY.

front, opheri. chin, yetamuru.

eyes, uyenuru. beard, yetamwatti.

eye-lashes, yenitza-huha.
^^\A~T /

eye-brows, yeni-hatu.

eye-lid, yenutupiha,
nose, yoanari.

mouth, undatti.

lips, yewitti.

teeth, kuyeti or irerike.

tongue, unurie

ears, phanari.

neck, uphemutti.

cheeks, pohettari.

shoulder, mota.

elbow, intsehutti.

wrist, yamukenatti.
hand, yamutti.

finger, yamutti nakonko.

finger-nail, yemitti.

thumb, yamu-tumu.
1st finger, yamu tenetika.

2nd finger, yamu tiratavona.

* See paper on the Maiongkong, vol. iii. No. 74.

2 B 2
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little finger, yamu tenerika.

arm, yaphori.
breast, irahuiti.

belly, oweni.

navel, ophoneri.

heart, yewanni.
ribs, sutari.

skin, ophipha,

blood, munu.

flesh, ophunu.
back, inkatti.

thigh, yupheti.

knee, yemuru.

leg, phoreti.

ancle, irekewari.

foot, ohutu.

toes, ohure nakonko.

large toe, ohurume.

little toe, ohurenerika.

father, paha.
mother, mama.

grandfather, papa kono.

grandmother, nosammu.

son, tangwa.

daughter, inneti.

husband, tamua.

wife, wori.

brother, yakonno.
sister, woisa.

man, arei'iphe.

woman, areiba-worike.

boy, phekuka or murekuka.

girl, worike.

earth, nono.

fire, wato.

heaven, kaphu.
clouds, karutu.

sun, tshi.

moon, nuna.

star, yetika.

wind, pephete.

rain, konoho.

thunder, karimeru.

lightning, iwangko-kuru.
water, tuna.

river, eraiphe tuna.

house, ante.

grass, siphara or pampateka.
tree, tyeh*.

* Sound

flower, tyehkuru.
forest-wood, yuwurri.
savannah, wo'ih.

firewood, wato.

mountain, wuiphe.

rock, tahu.

bow, tsimarehuru.

arrow, tsimarei.

blowpipe, kurata.

war club, tsabeta.

poisoned arrow, kumaraba.

poisoned arrow for the blowpipe,
mussareku.

basket for carrying burdens,

wuiwa.

pot, atina.

matappa, tinkoi.

sieve, manarima.

rasp, tarau-ure.

tiger (or jaguar), maro.

deer of the savannah, purika.
deer of the forest, kawari.

deer, smallest kind, tshibatu.

dog, tsepheti.

agouri, agouri.

laba, oroma.

fish, narepakanu.
cock, kwameriha.

hen, kwameriha wori.

peccary, fakira.

, tohahanna.

calabash, wuisa.

plantain, paruru.
banana, mekaro.

cassada-plant, tsheraphe.

cassada-bread, opu.

yams, pieke.

batata, tsaku.

urari poison, kumaraba.

coata, yarrakaru.
bat, tete.

savannah dog, yurako.
sloth, wareratto.

armadillo, kahau.

armadillo, 3-banded, marura.

capybara, yuwutu,

porcupine, aruru.

antbear, pademu.
the t separate.
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squirrel, karihuma.

porpoise, wasatti.

harpy eagle, timosi.

toucan, tshahoko.

bell-bird, kweitara.

hoatzin, sassamari.

rock manakin, kabanaru.

marudi, wokira.

marudi, white-headed, kuyewi.
black darter, kararaha.

povvis, pauis.

jabiru, huku.

hanura, amararuima.

wauara, avisha.

musk duck, yuruma.
vicissi duck, wiwiyu.
cormorant, kayuwei.
turtle (large), wararakarma.

turtle, (small), phere.

alligator, keimanahema.

lizard, arakassi.

guana, yamanari.
rattlesnake, sererekema.

boa, mawari.

frog, kwawa.

frog (Hyla Faber), kwittau.

sting ray, inja maru.

pirei, katoa.

electrical eel, tjihusi.

shell (Melania spec. ?), ma-usi.

shell (Hyria spec. ?), pamphatti.
shell (Unio spec. ?), takutaku.

crab, warahami.

shrimp, ishura.

scorpion, marietta.

tarantula, kahuja.

scolopendra, komehehe.

grasshopper, kuratei.

mosquito, make.

tshigo, tshika.

sandfly, mapire.
flea, ureutte.

louse, tsami.

one, toni.

two, ake.

three, airtuaba.

four, aketemma.

fLve,pataurema.

six, amahahattauini.

seven, amahahatsake.

eight, amahattatuaba.

nine, amahattataketiba.

ten, amahatta.

north, tsuraauhe.

south, ihato.

east, tsinahaka.

west, tsinamonghe.

night, kweiwei.

day, yawannatti.
knife, kuima.

cutlass, supara.
axe, woewu.

fishhooks, annata.

razor, mawassa.

file, kirrikirri.

glass beads, meiyuru.

glass beads, mock coral, tsewitta-

kong.
scissors, tsakiha.

looking-glass, pekuru.

pin, ariphireru.

needle, makusa.

blue, I ,

green, \
ts att -

red, tsewetatto.

black, rumatto.

yellow, sephiratto.

white, tapherihatto.

it is good, assika.

it is bad, assikataubang .

it is cold, kamme*.
it is warm, tanne.

it is a small river, inkuakasake

tunake.

give me a long stick, kuwari sue.

that stick is too short, tuatigh
nonohei yanari tuati.

the basket is too heavy, tamani

wuiwa.

no, it is too light, akekinireware.

make the calabash full, tukena-

ninki kankurruba.

it tastes sweet, tone hanarefce.

the pot is clean, awishka arlnya
nari.

Sound the final e in kamme, tanne, strong, as if it were written eh.
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it is hot today, tanerinari irua.

he is a strong man, waruphete-
nari tangwa.

she is a handsome girl, awiska-

nari wori.

1 am sick, I have fever, wohuirika,
kammerewari.

my belly pains me, inaweni seni

watte yehoti.

my head pains me, huassenena.

I have toothache, senenanareti.

is it true ? inykane ?

it is not true, awankotarri.

come here quick, asima akarre.

how long has he been here ? asi-

ma rametaka ?

come tomorrow, penama woyo.
it is late, kaumuraba roorita.

give me some more, puisha kilya

nepoya.

yes, eghomarina.
no, unke.

I am tired, yetamituake.
make haste, ashekomakure.

go away, ashimaaphana.
here it is, eramane nineyehaw.
what will you have for it ? aneke

pyumana ?

I have none, inkyewane akanua.

there are no more, kameya.
will you sell this ? uiwa hewas-

awanne ?

where is it ? ishanno ?since yesterday, ashera kemuntane.

The following comparison of the Tamanak, Macusi, and Carib,

with the Maiongkong, will give us an idea of the affinity which

exists between these dialects. The Tamanak is quoted from Gilij,

Humboldt, and Mithridates.
CARIBISIS OF

ENGLISH. MAIONGKONG. TAMANAK. MACUSI. BRITISH GUIANA.

earth nono nono nung yuporo.

sky kaphu .... capu ka kapu.
water . tuna . . . tuna . , , tuna . , . tuna.

father

sun

paha.

tshi .

papa

veju

papa yumu.
, f weyu or we-
en

\ weyu.
apo wato.

akeh aripa.

yeh apu.
aute uto.

mutta .... indarri.

uyenu .... yenuru.
hepito.
hunu.. , num.

fire wato vapto .

bread opu ute . . .

tree tyeh jeje . . .

house aute aute . . .

mouth .... undati .... mdate .

eyes (my) . . uyenuru . . jauuru .

lips yewiti

tongue (my), unuru .... nuru ...

shoulder(my) mota humota.
blood munu mong .... munipe.
heart (my). . yewanni huyewang. . turopa.

wife wori puti ."..... wori poiti.
sister woisa wurisi .... wewe.

, . nuna kapoi .... nuno,

, . karutu katurupu . . kapurote.
, konoho . . . kono.. , konobo.

moon
clouds ....
rain

young family
or little ones

nakonko* . , munke.

* Nakonko in Maiongkong, or munke in Macusi, is the general term for a

person's family ; for example, Basiko munke, Basiko's children; but the word is

likewise used figuratively, as (in Maiongkong) yamutli nakonko, fingers, or figu-

ratively, the hand's little ones ; ohure nakonko, toes, or the foot's little ones.



These examples render it evident that the Maiongkong resembles

more the Tamanak and its sister dialect, the Macusi, than the Cari-

bisi as it is at present spoken in Guiana. I do not possess any other

words in Tamanak to extend the comparison, but being in possession
of ample materials of the Macusi language, I shall add the following

phrases in Maiongkong and Macusi, which render their affinity still

stronger.

ENGLISH. MAIONGKONG. MACUSI.

it is cold kamme komikenai.
it is hot tanne ane.

make it full or fill it . . . tukenaninki tukeyaniki.
come tomorrow kaumuraba (worita) komamuya.
come here asheka asika.

what willyou havefor it} aneka pyumena .. haneyuste pomanang.

However, there are some words in theMaiongkong language which
do not bear any affinity to the Carib-Tamanak dialects, namely tshi,
'

sun,' hohuha,
'

head,' and its derivative uphuhari,
'
hair.' I am not

acquainted with any vocabulary in South and North America which

possesses words for 'head' and 'hair' which are similar to those in

Maiongkong. EcJiuja,
'

head,' in Sapiboconi, one of the tribes of

the Peruvian family, comes nearest. '

Sun,' which in the Carib-

Tamanak dialects is expressed by weyu, vejou, weyou, weh, or some
other sound closely allied to it, is tshi in Maiongkong, approaching
on the one hand the chioi (French pronunciation) of the Menieng,
a language now almost extinct, which Balbi enumerates among his
' Famille Machacaris-Camacan,' and on the other hand to tschikinuk

(German pronunciation) of the 'Tchouktche Americain' and scheke-

nak (German pronunciation) of the 'Tchouktche Asiatique du Cap
Tchouktchi,' as quoted by Balbi. It will be of interest to follow the

affinities of this word from the southern part of America to the

abodes of the Esquimaux and Tchouktches.

Sun in Maiongkong tshi.

Omagua huarassi.

Menieng chioii.

Kiriri uche.

Mundrucu uaschi.

Maypuri chie.

Huasteca aquieka.
Cera xeucat.

Eslenes tomanis-ashi,

Choctas hashe, hasce.

Muskhogee AAsz>(Gallatin), hashseh (Mithrid.).
Shawanno (Buttlar) keeshathwa.

Kikkapoos ...... (Sm. Barton) kishessua.

Minsi (Sm. Barton) guishouyh, gischuch.
New Sweden (Campanius) chissogh.

Algonkin (La-Hontan) kisis.

Mohicans (Sm. Barton) keeshough.
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Sun in Chippeways (Carver) kissis.

Messisaugis ...... (Sm. Barton) keeshoo.

Chepewyan (Mackenzie) sah.

Tribes of the N.W. 1 /A , , A ,
.. O on\

coast of America /
(Archeo1 - Amer -^ " P- 38 )

Kinai (Lisiansky) tshanu.

Esquimaux (Long) shikonack.

Tchouktche Ameri- 1 ,D iu-\ * 1-1- t
A , > (Balbi) tscnikmuK.

cam or Aglemoute J
v

Tchouktche Asia-"")

tique du. Cap \-shekenak.

Tchouktchi . . J
. Kadjak (Robeck) tshinguguk.

3.
" A List of Words from the Gower Dialect of Glamorganshire."

By the Rev. J. Collins.

Angletouch, worm.

Bumbagus, bittern.

Brandis, iron stand for a pot or

kettle.

Carrie, adj. cntanyled.

Cammet, adj. crooked.

Cloam, earthenware.

Charnel, a place raised in the roof

for hanging bacon.

Clit, v. to stick together.

Deal, litter, ofpigs. .

Dotted, giddy, of a sheep.

Dome, 'adj. damp.
Dreshel, n.s. a flail.

Eddish, n.s. wheat-stubble.

Evil, n.s. a three-pronged fork
for dung, #c.

Finny, v. to clean out, of a stable,

8fC.

Fleet, adj. exposed in situation,

bleak. .

Flott, n.s. aftergrass.

Flamiring, s. an eruption of the

nature of erysipelas.

Fraith, adj.free- spoken, talkative.

Frithing, a fence made of thorns

wattled.

Foust, v. act. to tumble.

Flathin, n.s. a dish made ofcurds,
eggs, and milk.

Gloy, n.s. refuse straw after the
" reed" has been taken out.

Gloice, n. s. a sharp pang ofpain.

Heavgar, adj. heavier (so also

near-ger, far-ger) .

Hamrach, n. s harness collar made

of straw.

Hay, n.s. small plot of ground
attached to a dwelling.

Kittybags, n. s. gaiters.

Lipe, n. s. matted basket ofpecu-
liar shape.

Letto, n. s. a lout, afoolish fellow.

Main, adj. strong, fine (of grow-
ing crops).

Nesseltrip, n.s. the small pig in

a litter.

Nommet, n.s. a luncheon of bread,
cheese, &c. not a regular meal.

convalescent.

Ovice, n. s. eaves of a building.

Plym, v. to Jill, to plump up.

Plym, adj./w//.

Planche.v.fo make a boardedfloor.
Peert, adj. lively, brisk.

Purty, v. n. to turn sulky.
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Quat, v. act. topress down,fiatten.

Quapp, v. n. to throb.

Rathe, adj. early, of crops.

Reremouse, n. s. bat.

Ryle, v. to angle in the sea.

Riff, n.s. an instrumentfor sharp-

ening scythes.

Seggy, v. act. to tease, toprovoke.
Semmatt, n. s. sieve made of skin

for winnowing.

Shoat, n.s. small wheaten loaf.

Showy, v. n. to clear (of weather');

(show, with termination y, com-

mon).
Soul, n. s. cheese, butter, #c. (as

eaten with bread).

Snead, n. s. handle of a scythe.

Songalls, n. s. gleanings: "to

gather songall," is to glean.

Sul, or Zul, n. s. a woodenplough.

Stiping, n. s. a mode offastening
a sheep's foreleg to its head by
a band of straw, or withy.

Susan/ n. s. a brown earthenware

pitcher.

Sump, n. s. any bulk that is car-

ried.

Suant, part, regular, in order.

Slade, n. s. ground sloping to-

wards the sea.

Tite, v. to tumble over.

Toit, n. s. a small seat or stool

made of straw.

Toit, adj. frisky, wanton.

Vair, n. s. weasel or stoat.

Want, n. s. a mole.

Wirg, n. s. a willow.

Wimble, v. to winnow.

Weest, adj. lonely, desolate.

Wash-dish, n. s. the titmouse.
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Dr. Carl Meyer, Secretary to His Royal Highness Prince Albert.

Rev. B. Jowett, Fellow and Tutor of Balliol College, Oxford.

A paper was then read
" On the position occupied by the Slavonic Dialects among the

other Languages of the Indo-European family." By Prof. Trithen.

It is proposed in this paper to point out the peculiar position
which the Slavonic dialects occupy among the other Indo-European
languages, to show the advantages which comparative philology has
derived and may yet derive from the study of their grammar, and to

draw attention to the peculiar character of their literatures.

It is well known that the term " Slavonian" or "
Slavonic," both

in the form in which it appears for the first time in the sixth century,
in the writings of Procopius (as ZrAo/3qro<), "and of Jornandes (as

Sclavini), and in the acceptation it bears at the present time, is em-

ployed to designate numerous nations of kindred origin inhabiting
the greater part of Europe eastward of the Vistula. It is also gene-
rally admitted that these Sclavcni of the Byzantine historian and
of the Gothic bishop, and the Slavonians of the middle ages, are

identical with the older Sarmatte of Ptolemy and Strabo ; that the

latter were the same people who had long been known to the Greeks
under the name of Scythians ;

and consequently that the present
inhabitants of the eastern parts of Europe are descended from those

nations of remote antiquity who lived to the north of the Black Sea,

of whom Herodotus speaks as having drawn on themselves the ven-

geance of Darius, and whose country, manners and customs he has

so fully described.

It is true, however, that these results of a strict and conscientious

criticism have not been arrived at without setting aside many pre-

vailing opinions, nor established without causing the downfall of

many a theory. For the names of Scythia and Scythians, as well as

those of Sarmatia and Sarmatians, were used by the ancients in a

vague sense. This some of their authors have themselves acknow-

ledged. Strabo, for example, remarks, that by many of the Greeks

all the nations of the extreme north were termed indefinitely Scy-
thians or Nomades, just as those of the south were called Ethiopians.
And Pliny says that the northern nations in general were called

Scythians, but that as particular tribes became better known, they
were distinguished as Germans and Sarmatians, and the ancient

appellation of Scythians was applied to the inhabitants of unex-

plored regions.
It is natural therefore that this vague and indefinite use of the
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term "
Scythia" in the writings of earlier authors, should have pro-

duced many conflicting testimonies and irreconcileable statements in

the works of Strabo, Mela, Pliny, and Ptolemy ; hence that inex-

tricable confusion in the ancient geography and history of the coun-

tries northwards of the Black Sea, which has bewildered and misled

the most eminent scholars and antiquarians of our own times. Thus
the late theories of the Ugrian origin of the Scythians ; the belief

that the Turks and Tatars are descended from them ; the absurd

hope which Klaproth has expressed, that " none of his readers are

so ignorant as to confound or identify the Slavi with the older Sar-

matians ;" all these and many other fallacies have sprung from the

futile attempt to reconstruct Scythia from materials contained in

ancient geographers, none of whom had any better authority for their

assertions than hearsay and tradition. But Herodotus knew the

Scythians from personal knowledge. His residence in the Greek
colonies on the Euxine had given him the opportunity of studying
the history and customs of the people in whose land his enterprising

countrymen had succeeded in gaining a footing ; and the journeys
which he himself is said to have undertaken into the interior, have

raised his testimony to that of an eye-witness. He describes the

people whom he calls Scythians as a distinct nation, differing in

language, religion, and institutions, from their fellow-barbarians to

the north of the Danube, and as clearly denned by their name as

were the Greeks or Persians. Herodotus is more to be depended

upon than the authors who came after him, and it is from an im-

partial study of the fourth book of his history that we have derived

the conviction of the Scythian origin of the Slavonic nations of the

present day. For the proofs of the preceding statement, we must
refer the reader to the third volume of Dr. Prichard's ' Researches

into the Physical History of Mankind.'
These Scythians who at a later period of their history were

known under the name of Sarmatians, who in the first centuries of

the middle ages overran almost the whole of Europe in swarms of

Slavonians, Antes, and Wendes, and who now hold a greater extent

of country than is occupied by any other aggregate of kindred na-

tions in Europe these Scythians of Herodotus said of themselves

more than twenty-three centuries ago, that "
they were the youngest

of all nations*." And what is the meaning of those words, but that

the Scythians considered themselves to be the youngest of those

Asians to whose successive immigrations we owe the present popu-
lation of Europe ? that they were the last to leave their common
fatherland south of the' Himalaya, and were only then beginning
their history ?

What was true more than 2000 years ago is true at the present
time. Western Europe has now for nearly a century witnessed the

growth of a Slavonic empire, which has already made no small figure
in modern history, and of whose physical force it entertains great,

though it is believed unfounded apprehensions. The secret of the

surprising energy which this empire has displayed in acquiring the

* 'Qs de (cv0oi Xlyovffi, ve<!)Tarov airai'Tiav eQvewv elvai TO afyirepov. iv. 5.
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latest results of modern civilization and applying them for purposes of

her own ; engrafting them as it were on her own existence, and yet

causing them to bear a different fruit ; the secret of this wonderful

vitality has been sought for in the youthfulness of Russia. Indeed

it is not only because her name appears last in the pages of history,
that Russia has been called the youngest among the European
powers ; but because she represents in truth the youngest branch of

that great Asian family whose members have each in succession been

called upon to lead the destinies of Europe.
One tribe, and probably the oldest, of that primitive race, who from

the centre of Asia have carried civilization over the greater part of

the globe, has remained on its native soil. It spread itself quietly
and without much resistance over the whole of India. No disturbing
forces are known to have checked or even modified the original ten-

dency of its existence. The Brahman of the present time with his

religious ceremonies, is evidently the representative of the primitive

priest who, in the earliest days of Asian society, presided over the

sacrifice, and invoked the elements of nature in those sacred hymns
which now form the body of the Veda. His religion, his laws, his

philosophy and institutions bear no traces of a foreign element ;

they all are the necessary consequence of the original constitution

of the people of Aryavasta ; they all follow naturally from the germs
contained in the Vedas. The manners and customs of the people
of India, their superstitions, their very weakness, are to be referred

to the same source. They exhibit a principle carried out to its ut-

most extent with the strictest consistency. The Hindu is among
the Asians what the Jew is in the Semitic world. India and here is

meant the India of Sanscrit literature offers us therefore something
like a test by which we may estimate the comparative ages of the

nations of Europe.
None of these nations can at present be said to bear the slightest

resemblance to India in their religious and civil institutions so

complete is the change which Christianity has wrought in their

character. But the higher we ascend the stream of time, the greater
the similarity ; and the mythologies of Greece and Rome, as well as

their domestic and religious rites, though modified by local influences,

are clearly connected with those first impressions of the powers of

nature and of their relation to man which we find embodied in the

Vedic hymns.
But if the nations of Europe have undergone so thorough a me-

tamorphosis in a religious, moral, and civil point of view, that none
but the faintest traces of their former state can be discovered in their

actual condition, it cannot be said that their languages have suffered

the same fate. However they be altered and disfigured, their con-

nexion with the Sanscrit may still be traced ; they may be compared
with it without much difficulty ; and by means of such a compa-
rison we may be able to test the truth both of the statement in He-
rodotus as to the recent origin of the Scythians, and of the asserted

youthfulness of the Slavonic nations of the present day.
Before we proceed to compare the several languages of modern

2u2
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Europe with the Sanscrit in respect of their grammatical structure,

which in comparative philology is of far greater importance than

their stock of words, I shall choose some of the terms of relationship,
and the numerals, in English, French, and Russian, in order to point
out the degree of similarity that exists between them and the

Sanscrit.

ENGLISH. FRENCH. RUSSIAN. SANSCRIT.

father pere Otets Pitr .

mother mere Mat' Matr.
son fils Suin Sunu.
brother frere Brat Bhratr .

sister sceur Sestra Svasr.

daughter-in-law belle-fille .... Snokha Snu.-ha.

father-in-law . beau-pere. . . . Svekor S'vas'ura.

mother-in-law belle-mere . . Svekrov' .... S'vas'ru.

brother-in-law beau-frere. . . . Dever' Devr.

one un Odin Eka*.
two , deux Dva Dvii.

three trois Tri Tri.

four quatre Chetuire .... Chatvarah.

five cinq Piat' Pancha.
six six Shest' Shash.
seven sept Sedm' Saptan.

eight huit Osm' Ashtan.

nine neuf Deviat' .... Navan.
ten dix Desiat' .... Das'a.

It will be observed that in the words denoting relationship, the

Russian, with the exception of the first (the term for father), ap-

proaches the Sanscrit more nearly than the other cognate languages.
The French words are so much altered that they require to be

brought back to their Latin originals, in order to manifest their con-

nexion with the corresponding terms in Russian and Sanscrit, as

well as in English. But the most remarkable and interesting result

that follows from this comparison is, that while in the modern lan-

guages of Romance and Teutonic origin, the ideas of indirect rela-

tionship are expressed by a combination of several words ; they are

in Russian (as in Sanscrit) rendered by a simple term, indicative

of the position which the person whom it designates occupies in the

family ; and this circumstance, we need not observe, suggests at

once a much more primitive, a njiuch less complicated state of

society than the one in which we move, and which has given rise to

the compound words alluded to in the languages of the west of

Europe.
But although this be an interesting fact, and one likely to lead to

considerations of no small importance in the history of human

society, yet is it scarcely of so great a value in determining the

position which the Slavonic dialects occupy among the other lan-

guages of the Indo-European family, as the fact which cannot have

* In this instance the Sanscrit is singular.
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escaped attention, that the sound of the Russian words differs but

little, if at all, from the Sanscrit terms. Indeed some of them are

almost identical : snokha and snushd, svekrov' and svasru, svekor and

svasura, dever' and dever.

The same remark applies to the numerals ; the Russian dva, tri,

chetuire, are perfectly the same as the Sanscrit dva, tri, chatvarah;
while the English two, three, though the similarity be striking,
offer some no Less striking differences both with regard to the vowels
and the consonants ; and in order to identify the numeral four, we
must trace it back to the A.-S.feover, and Goth. fidv6r ; we must

compare this with the Latin quatuor; and again collate the Goth.

fimf with the Latin quinque, in order to ascertain that a Gothic f
represents a Latin qu ; and even then we must know that the Latin qu
stands for a Sanscrit cha. All this complicated process is indispen-
sable for the purpose of connecting the Eng.four with the Sanscrit

chatvarah and the Russian chetuire.

The French, with the exception of quatre, six, sept, and dix=
chatvarah, shash, saptan and dasa, is even further removed from the

Sanscrit than the English, which I have taken to represent the Teu-
tonic dialects.

It would therefore appear that the Russian words, having under-

gone a much less considerable change than the corresponding terms

in French and German, have had a comparatively shorter existence ;

that their separation from the Sanscrit dates from a less remote pe-
riod, or in other words they are younger.
And indeed if we recollect the words snokha, svekor, svekrov,

dever, in Sanscrit snusha, svasura, svasru, devr, and compare with

them the Latin nurus (for snurusj, socer, socrus, and levir (fordevir),
and the Greek eKvpa, eKvpos, and Safip, would it not appear that the

Russian terms approximate more to the Sanscrit than their Greek
or Latin equivalents ?

The existence of these words in the ancient languages and in the

Russian proves most distinctly that the nations who used them came
from one family ; and again, the circumstance that the Greek and
Latin terms differ more considerably from the Sanscrit than their

Russian equivalents, may be taken as an evidence of their superior

age. Not that the Greek or Latin forms are more ancient than

those of the Russian or Sanscrit words. On the contrary, they ex-

hibit the most unmistakeable signs of decay ; thus the Latin nurus

appears without the original 5 ; and the sh is changed to r ; the of

the Sanscrit and Russian words has been vocalized to o in socer and

socrus, to e in ettvpos and eicvpa, where, in addition to that change,
the sibilant s has been altered to the spiritus asper ; while in levir,

Sanscrit devr, Russian dever', the d has been changed to / ; and the v

or digamma dropped in the Greek <W/p, But if these marks of de-

terioration clearly indicate that the classical languages cannot claim

a higher antiquity than the Sanscrit, they nevertheless prove that

the Greeks and Romans left India at a very early period in the

history of mankind ; at a period greatly anterior to the emigration of
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the Slavonic tribes from their primitive seat in Aryavasta. For in

this case the greater perfection of the Russian forms cannot, as in

Sanscrit, be taken as a sign of higher antiquity ; it simply shows
that the Slavonic tribes had acquired their independence much later

than the Pelasgic races ; that they had spoken Sanscrit down to a

more recent period of history ; and that the languages they have

formed for themselves are consequently considerably younger than

those of Greece or Rome.
In order to prevent our drawing too large an inference from so

scanty a supply of facts, it is desirable that we should continue our

comparison of the Russian language with its contemporaries in Eu-

rope, in regard of their grammar. And in order not to embarrass

the memory with too many words, we shall retain those which we
have first compared with one another, with a view to ascertain

their comparative similarity to the Sanscrit :

' the mother of the

daughter,' la mere de la fille, mat' docheri mata duhituh, and
' the daughter of the mother,

'

la fille de la mere, dock' materi

duhita mutuh. We need not give any more instances ; it is at

once seen that the Russian, like the Sanscrit, indicates the rela-

tion which the words in a sentence bear to one another by means of

inflectional terminations (dock', docheri, mat', materi) ; that it

disregards the use of the article and of the preposition ; and that

in this respect also, it stands nearer to the original languages of

Europe than their more immediate derivatives. Like the classical

languages, it is synthetic. This term, it is well known, has been

employed to distinguish those languages in which it is customary to

express with one word both the existence of a thing or action and

its relation to other things in space or time e. g. docheri, filias,

Ov-yarpos ; fed ; OeXw from such languages as reduce the idea to

its elements, each of which requires a separate word; e.g. de la fille,

of the daughter, der Tochter ; j'ai fait, I want ; and which have, in

consequence, been termed analytic.
Thus the Russian est', like the Latin est and the Gr. eori, expresses

clearly enough that it is a third person of whom we speak, without

its being necessary to add the pronoun of that person, which is in-

dispensable in most of the modern languages of the west of Europe;
e.g. he is, er ist, il est, &c.

But although the Russian be a synthetic language, and conse-

quently in this respect also more nearly allied to the ancient lan-

guages of Europe than to their modern derivatives, there are many
peculiarities in its grammar, more especially in the use of the tenses,

which prove it to be inferior in point of age to the Greek and Latin.

While the classical languages generally exhibit forms which have

their analogies in the Vedic dialect (the oldest known form of San-

scrit), the Russian has a peculiar and extensive use of the participle
in the formation of the past tense, which occurs only in the Sanscrit

literature posterior to the Veda, and is entirely foreign to other

known languages of Indo-European origin.
There are also many words, such as S. chashaka, R. chashka,
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S. tanka, R. tuga, Pol. tega, &c., which are common only to the

Sanscrit and Slavonian ; but it must be observed that these terms

occur only in the Sanscrit of a late period.
We have hitherto considered the modern languages of Europe as

the natural consequences or developments of their originals ; for

there is still enough of Latin in French, Italian and Spanish, of

Gothic in German and English, of Hellenic in modern Greek, to view
them merely in the light of continuations of the more ancient lan-

guages. And in so far only they are older than the Slavonic dialects.

But if we allow a break between what is commonly called the an-

cient world and the modern ; if we admit that the analytic principle
has created new languages, and we therefore call them modern ;

then the Slavonic dialects are undoubtedly ancient, and may be said

to belong to the old world.

No doubt the difference between the grammatical system of the

languages of the present day (excepting the Slavonian branch) and
the ancient tongues is very great, and difficult of explanation. Mr.
C. Lewis, in his

'

Essay on the Romance Languages,' p. 26, thus

expresses himself on this subject :

"
It has been supposed by some writers that the analytic system

was transferred from the Teutonic to the Latin language, and that

the Germans, accustomed to analytical forms in their own tongue,

copied them faithfully in the jargon which they produced by lite-

rally translating German thoughts into Latin words. But this hy-

pothesis, though it affords an easy solution of the problem, is not

entirely consistent with fact. The ancient German or Gothic was

undoubtedly a synthetic- language, like the Greek ; and at the time

when the Teutonic tribes settled over the western empire, it had as

yet made but little progress to the adoption of analytic forms. It

still used the inflexion of cases ; it had no indefinite article, and of

the definite article it made little use ; nor does it exhibit more than

the rudiments of conjugation by auxiliary verbs. Consequently,

although there appear to be some few instances of German idioms

having been adopted into Romance languages, yet we must seek some
other explanation of the new character assumed by the Latin at the

time of the German conquest. This explanation is doubtless to be

found in the remark of Schlegel, that ' when synthetic languages
have at an early period been fixed by books which served as models,
and by a regular instruction, they retained their form unchanged ;

but when they have been abandoned to themselves, and exposed to

the fluctuations of all human affairs, they have shown a natural ten-

dency to become analytic, even without having been modified by the

mixture of any foreign language.' He illustrates this position by
the history of the German language,

' which not having been fixed

by any artificial means till the beginning of the sixteenth century,
had full liberty to follow its natural course ; and the progress which
it made during that time towards analytical forms, by losing parts of

its synthetical forms, is immense.'
"

It is possible, however (with regard to the Romance languages),
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that the German influence increased and hastened the disposition to

change which already existed in the popular Latin. But then we
know of no other language to the influence of which we can ascribe

the metamorphosis of the synthetic Gothic into the analytic
German.

Perhaps this remarkable fact may admit of another explanation.
When the introduction of a new moral element had ended in entirely

changing the modes of thinking, and the intellectual as well as the

moral natures of men ; when it was, in short, moulding the elements

of the old world into a new form of society was it not to be ex-

pected that a corresponding change should take place in language ?

Was it possible, that when mind was undergoing so great a meta-

morphosis, the outward symbols in which it clothed itself should

continue fixed and unalterable ?

[To be continued.]
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In closing, for the present, the discussion of this extensive subject,
it is proposed to make a few remarks upon the so-called verb-sub-

stantive, respecting the nature and functions of which there has

perhaps been more misapprehension than about any other element
of language.

It is well known that many grammarians have been accustomed
to represent this element as forming the basis of all verbal ex-

pression, and as a necessary ingredient in every logical proposition.
It would seem to follow, from this statement, that nations so unfor-

tunate as to be without it, could neither employ verbal expression
nor frame a logical proposition. How far this is the case will be
seen hereafter : at present we shall make some brief remarks on this

verb, and on the substitutes usually employed in dialects where it is

formally wanting. It will be sufficient to produce a few prominent
instances, as the multiplying of examples from all known languages
would be a mere repetition of the same general phsenomena.

In the portion of the essay relating to the Coptic, vol. iii. No. 66,

it was observed :
" What are called the auxiliary and substantive

verbs in Coptic are still more remote from all essential verbal cha-

racter (than the so-called verbal roots). On examination they will

almost invariably be found to be articles, pronouns, particles, or abs-

tract nouns, and to derive their supposed verbal functions entirely
from their accessories, or from what they imply." In fact any one

who examines a good Coptic grammar or dictionary will find that

there is nothing formally corresponding to our am, art, is, was, &c.,

though there is a counterpart to Lat. fieri (sthopi), and another to

poni (chi, neuter passive of che~) ; both occasionally rendered to be,

which however is not their radical import. The Egyptians were not

however quite destitute of resources in this matter, but had at least

half-a-dozen methods of rendering the Greek verb-substantive when

they wished to do so. The element most commonly employed is the

demonstrative pe, te, ne ; used also in a slightly modified form for the

definite article ; pe= is, having reference to a subject in the singular
masculine ; te, to a singular feminine ; and ne= are, to both genders
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in the plural. The past tense is indicated by the addition of a particle

expressing remoteness. Here then we find as the counterpart of the

verb-substantive an element totally foreign to all the received ideas of

a verb ; and that instead of its being deemed necessary to say in formal

terms ' Petrus est' ' Maria est,'
' homines sunt,' it is quite sufficient,

and perfectly intelligible, to say,
' Petrus hie,'

' Maria h&c,'
' homines

hi.' The above forms, according to Champollion and other investi-

gators of ancient hieroglyphics, occur in the oldest known monu-
mental inscriptions, showing plainly that the ideas of the ancient

Egyptians, as to the method of expressing the category to be, did

not exactly accord with those of some modern grammarians.
Another word employed to represent the verb-substantive is ouon,

used nearly in the same manner as pe to denote is, and with the ad-

dition of a demonstrative particle, was. Sometimes, with a slightly
varied form of construction, it is used in the sense of have, nearly as

the Latin formula est mihi. The radical import is however neither

is nor has, nor that of a verb of any sort, it being simply the inde-

finite pronoun corresponding to aliquis, some one, and occasionally

employed in the sense of unus. Thus the literal rendering of Petros
ne ouon, is simply, 'Peter then one, or some one,'= Petrus erat.

Here then we find another pronominal element used as the counter-

part of is or was, much in the same way as the demonstrative already
indicated, except that the original signification is more vague and
indefinite. Several other words are employed for the same purpose,

among which may be specified a, o, are, er, el, all apparently pro-
nouns or pronominal particles, and not differing materially in use or

construction from^e or ouon.

There is however another and a very common method of expressing
the verb-substantive, capable of more extensive development, and of

much greater variety of modification. Whoever refers to Peyron
and Tattam for the detailed conjugation of the verb to be, will find

a most imposing assemblage of forms, varied through all persons

singular and plural, and nominally comprising more tenses than
Greek or Latin can boast of. A little examination will however
show that all this array consists of nothing more than the suffixes

of the personal pronouns, exactly the same as those employed in

construction with nouns and verbs, combined with particles of time

and place that modify the sense of the phrase according to circum-

stances. Thus the masculine suffixes of the three persons in the

singular, either employed absolutely, ti, k,f, or with the preforma-
tives a or e, respectively denote sum, es, est, and by varying the

preformative particles, they are made to express almost every pos-
sible modification of time or contingency. Again the consuetudinal

tense formed by the combination of the suffixes with sha, sha-ti,

sha-k, sha-f, &c., 'to be usually, or habitually/ is commonly ren-

dered soleo esse, and most grammarians regard the formative as

a bond fide auxiliary verb, having the force of the Latin one. It

is however no verb at all, but a mere particle, having, among other

significations, that of usque, and therefore well-suited to express the

continuance or habituality of an action.
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It will perhaps be said that such an abnormal language as the

Coptic is not to be taken as a criterion of others, which may be or-

ganized on totally different principles. There might be some force

in the objection, if other languages presented us with no instances
of parallel constructions. This negative argument will not however
hold good, nearly every apparent Coptic peculiarity having its coun-

terpart in languages belonging to almost every quarter of the globe.
Thus, every Semitic scholar knows that personal pronouns are em-

ployed to represent the verb-substantive in all the known dialects,

exactly as in Coptic, but with less variety of modification. In this

construction it is not necessary that the pronoun should be of the

same person as the subject of the proposition. It is optional in

most dialects to say either ego ego, nos nos, for ego sum, nos sumus,
or ego ille, nos illi. The phrase

"
ye are the salt of the earth," is

in the Syriac version literally
"
you they (i. e. the persons consti-

tuting) the salt of the earth." Nor is this employment of the per-
sonal pronoun confined to the dialects above specified, it being

equally found in Basque, in Galla, in Turco-Tartarian, and various

American languages.
It will be said that there are in all the Semitic dialects verbs re-

gularly conjugated in the acceptation of am, was, &c., and defined

as verbs-substantive by grammarians. This is true ; but at the same
time it may be observed, that the numerous substitutes employed
show that it would have been very possible to do without them.
Neither does it follow that every word conjugated as a verb is formed
on a true verbal root. The Syriac periphrastic form already noticed

more than once, itha-i, ithai-ch, &c., is indisputably based on a con-

struct noun in the plural number, and the etymologically cognate
Hebrew yesh, which, with the exception of the root being singular
instead of plural, has precisely the same construction, must be re-

garded as standing on the same footing. In other Semitic words,
the signification 'to be' is not the primary one. The Arabic kan is

currently used in this sense, but a comparison with the other dialects

shows that the primary import is simply
' to stand/ a word, as it is

scarcely necessary to say, used as a substitute for the verb-substan-

tive in a variety of languages,
With respect to the term most commonly employed in Hebrew

and Aramaic (Heb. hayah, havah, Syriac hvo, &c.), the resemblance

to the pronoun of the third person, hu, hi, is so obvious, that many
of the best modern Semitic scholars regard the latter as the real

base of the verb. The possibility of this is readily conceived, if we
consider that when the pronouns themselves were familiarly used to

denote is, was, &c., it was a very easy matter to add the personal

terminations, pro re natd. Several eminent German philologists,

among whom may be specified Hoffmeister and Schwarze, have ge-
neralized this theory, regarding for example the Sanscrit as-mi=
Lat. sum, with all their Indo-European cognates, as no proper verbal

root, but a formation on the demonstrative pronoun sa, the idea

meant to be conveyed being simply that of local presence. Pro-

2E2
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fessor Newman seems to give some countenance to this theory, in a

paper lately published in the ' Classical Museum.'

Finally, we may briefly observe that particles, sometimes with

pronominal suffixes, and sometimes without them, are used in various

parts of the world in place of the verb-substantive, some nations in

fact having no other way of expressing it ; while others neither

employ verb, pronoun, noun nor particle, but leave the predication to

be gathered from the arrangement of the terms of the proposition.
This is in fact often done in languages which have a verb-substantive,

or even several ; and in practice scarcely any difficulty or ambiguity
is ever found to arise from this so-called ellipsis. The Magyars, for

example, have words denoting to be, or capable of being employed
in that sense. It is however considered rather inelegant to use

them in formal composition, and in the best writers whole conse-

cutive pages may be found without an is or a was enunciated in

terms.

Now it seems that the above-specified facts, to which a multitude

of analogous ones might easily be added, justify us in entertaining a

doubt whether the ordinary theory of the verb-substantive as a sort

of sine-qua-non in language and logic, can be rationally or consist-

ently maintained. Whatever intrinsic vitality there may be in is or

was, it does not seem easy to extract much from this or that ; still

less from here or there, words currently used as substitutes. Nor
are our difficulties lessened by finding that millions of people are

totally destitute of the term, or of any means of supplying its place,
not having in fact the smallest conception of the existence of such
an element. Indeed the writer believes that a verb-substantive,
such as is commonly conceived, vivifying all connected speech, and

binding together the terms of every logical proposition, is much upon
a footing with the phlogiston of the chemists of the last generation,

regarded as a necessary pabulum of combustion, that is to say, vox
et prceterea nihil.

He further believes that many of the extravagances promulgated
on the subject have arisen from the utterly erroneous idea of an
intrinsic meaning in words, constituting them the counterparts and

equivalents of thought. They are nothing more, and can be nothing
more than signs of relations, and it is a contradiction in terms to

affirm that a relation can be inherent. Nor had those employed to

express mental categories originally that power; all, without ex-

ception, being metonyms adopted from terms indicating the sensible

relations of matter ; it is therefore obviously out of the question that

they should at the same time be capable of intrinsically expressing
the phenomena of mind. Moreover, of all mental categories, the

idea of being was perhaps the least capable of being so expressed.
Let any man endeavour to form a clear idea of the nature of exist-

ence in the abstract, and explain in what it consists ; he will then
see how likely it is that persons in a rude state of society should find

a term intrinsically expressing what the profoundest metaphysician
is unable to give a tolerable definition of. Happily there is no need
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for any such effort of the intellect, there being scarcely any ca-

tegory capable of being enunciated in so many different ways, all

and any of them amply sufficient for practical purposes. There
is surely nothing profoundly intellectual in the Latin words
exsisto and exsto, taken in their ordinary and literal acceptations.
The former, vi termini, denotes to put forth, present; the latter,

to stand forth, or out ; yet both are currently employed in a secon-

dary sense, to express existence or being. But though the primary
words say nothing about being, they both clearly imply it, and this

in fact is all that is wanted. What is put forth or stands forth is

prominent ; what is prominent is conspicuous ; and what is con-

spicuous may be lawfully presumed to exist. The same holds good
of the innumerable other terms used as substitutes for the cabalistic

to be. If a given subject be '

I,'
'

thou,'
'

he,'
'

this,'
'

that,'
'
one' ;

if it be '
here,'

'

there,'
'

yonder,'
'

thus,'
'

in,'
'
on,'

'

at/
'

by' ; if it
'

sits,'
'

stands,'
'

remains,' or '

appears,' we need no ghost to tell us
that it is, nor any grammarian or metaphysician to proclaim that

recondite fact in formal terms. The same principle is applicable in

a great measure to language as a whole. Words are not to be in-

terpreted so much from what they actually say, as from what they
imply ; and they perform every function that they can be reasonably

expected to perform, when the implication is understood by the

speaker and the hearer.
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A paper was then read
" On the Elements of Language, their arrangement and their

accidents." By Edwin Guest, Esq.
When modern German philology first became an object of interest

to English scholars, their attention was more particularly fixed on
the new views it unfolded to them with respect to the laws of letter-

change.
' Grimm's Canons/ as they were termed, commanded al-

most universal deference, and were quoted as authorities in all cases

in which the analogies or the connexion of languages were matters

of discussion. It is now twelve years since the writer of this paper
first ventured to question their soundness, and the doubts he then ex-

pressed have certainly not been lessened by the more mature conside-

ration he has brought to bear upon the subject. But he has also been
aware of the great difficulties which surrounded the inquiry, and it

was with no slight misgivings that he laid before the Society his own
views of the origin, and the history of the labials*. He could have
wished not to have committed himself to any expression of opinion on
matters so obscure and difficult, till he had seen his way somewhat
more clearly to a proper arrangement of the elements of language. He
was however anxious to convince the reader that he was not ranging
these elements into groups according to the shifting exigencies of

his subject, but classifying them according to the laws of a certain,

system, whatever might be thought of the grounds on which that

system rested. It has been said, that definitions might be dis-

cussed with more advantage in the last than in the first chapter of a

scientific treatise, but it is generally found convenient to smooth

the reader's way, by laying before him at the outset what has really
been the result of a laboured investigation.
One grave error, as it appears to the writer, disfigures all the

schemes of German philology with which he is acquaintedf; he

* Phil. Proceedings, vol. iii. p. 165. Some time after the publication of this paper

appeared the ' Geschichte der Deutschen Sprache.' In this work the distinguished

author again recurs to the laws which regulate the changes of the letters, but the

results he has now arrived at vary widely from those he put forward in the
' Deutsche Grammatik.' All the more objectionable of his Canons are omitted, and

though some of his new views may not receive the reader's assent, they certainly

are not so obvious to criticism as his earlier ones. These changes of opinion on

the part of the German philologist afford us an instructive comment on the zeal-

ous and undistinguishing eulogies of our countrymen.

(
An exception ought perhaps to be made of Grimm's last work, the ' Geschichte

der Deutschen Sprache,'

VOL. IV. 2 F
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means the very slight distinction which is made between the initial

and the final consonants. If the views he has endeavoured to sup-

port be true, and there really be a unity in language, it would be

difficult to resist the conclusion, that in the Chinese we see language
in the earliest stage of its development, of which any records have
come down to us. If this be so, the initial and the final consonants

must have been elaborated at very different periods and under very
different circumstances. In the initial sounds of the Chinese roots we

recognize a large proportion of the consonants, with which the later

forms of language are conversant ; but with the exception of the

endings n, ng, all the terminal sounds in Chinese are vowel or

diphthongal. It follows that the final consonants must have been

developed at a period subsequent to that in which the Chinese took

its present shape ; and therefore must be of later growth than the

initial consonants which are found in that language. The circum-

stances under which the final consonants originated, it will be the

object of this and of some succeeding papers to investigate.
The papers on the " Elements of Language," which have hitherto

been submitted to the notice of the Society, may be considered as

attempts to show that the final n of the Chinese is often identical

with the final n of languages of later origin. It may be well to bring
before the reader's recollection the means by which the writer en-

deavoured to attain his object ; and it may be the more necessary to

do this, inasmuch as his attempt to arrange the roots, so as to exhibit

certain relations of language (which, though the exposition might
serve other important purposes, could not be considered essential to

his main design), may have obscured the clear perception of truths

which lay more directly within the course of his investigations.
The mere fact that a particular word resembles a Chinese root in

sound and signification, may not perhaps justify the inference that it

is identical with it ; but if it has the same primary and secondary-

meanings, then there certainly is, to say the least, a primd-facie evi-

dence of such identity. Now, according to Morrison*, the Chinese
root keun takes the following meanings :

" one at the head of a com-

munity, to whom all hearts are directed, a chief, a king, &c. ; one in

a dignified and honourable position, honourable, most honourable, the

father or mother of a family." The Welsh word cUn is sometimes used
as an adjective, with the meaning,

"
attractive, kind, lovely, affable,"

and sometimes as a substantive, with the meaning,
" one that attracts

or draws to himself, a leader, a chief." Here then we have a cor-

respondence both in the primary and the secondary meanings, and
therefore primd facie evidence of the identity of the Chinese keun

and the Welsh cUn. Again, the Icelandic kon-r\ signifies
" a man

eminent or noble, a king or commander a kinsman." Here we
have two meanings, both of which appertain to the Chinese keun, and
whose connexion with each other can be traced only through a cer-

tain primary meaning, which though lost in the Icelandic, is still ex-

* Chin. Diet. 6219.

f The final r is merely the nominatival ending, and disappears in the inflected

cases.
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Sanl in the Welsh and Chinese, viz. one that excites affection or re-

spect. Every one will admit that the chances in favour of identity
are now much greater than before, and with every fresh example
they increase, and that too in a very accelerated ratio.

The illustration of this principle was kept in view in the collection

of examples which accompanied each of the earlier papers. It would
however have been more satisfactory, if it had been kept altogether
-distinct from other considerations, and so brought more clearly be-

fore the reader's notice. In the selection and arrangement of the

following examples, the writer has endeavoured to avoid his former

error, and to present his subject as much as possible unencumbered
with collateral questions.
One of the Chinese tones is called " the abrupt tone," and among

Chinese scholars in this country is generally indicated by the same
mark (") which distinguishes the short quantity in Latin. The
reason which led them to adopt this symbol may be best seen in an

example. The root pa is pronounced abruptly like the English word

pat, with the final consonant omitted. In the ordinary Chinese, that

is, in the Mandarin dialect, which, no doubt, exhibits the language in

a form most nearly approaching its original purity, we find the roots

when affected with "the abrupt tone," still retaining their proper end-

ing. But in the provincial dialects, they are, when so affected, gene-

rally pronounced as if they ended in one of the hard consonants,

p, k, t. Thus at Canton pa is pronounced pat,po is pronounced pok,

and sa is pronounced either sap or sat. How natural was the passage
from the "abrupt tone" to one of these hard letters, may appear
from a passage* written many years ago, in reference to a subject

altogether different from that of which we are now treating, namely
the effect which the use of these letters might be made to subserve

in rhetoric or poetry :

" The whisper letters p, t, are sometimes used at the end of words
with great effect in representing an interrupted action. The impos-

sibility of dwelling upon these letters, and the consequently sharp
and sudden termination which they give to those words in which

they enter, will sufficiently explain their influence :

Till an unusual stop of sudden silence

Gave respite. Comus.

Sudden he stops, his eye \sfixd (fixt), Away!
Away! thou needless boy. Childe Harold, 1, &c.

All unawares,

Fluttering his pinions vain, plumb (plump) down he dropl,
Ten thousand fathom deep. Par. Lost. 2."

The same properties which seem to have recommended the use of

these final letters to the poet, caused them to be adopted in the pro-
vincial dialects of China, as substitutes for the "abrupt tone" of

the older and purer dialect.

The history of the Chinese language, or rather of the Chinese

* Hist, of English Rhythms, vol. i. p. 20.

2 F 2
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languages, is still very imperfectly known. But there is reason to

believe that the provincial dialects of which we have been speaking,
have from time immemorial co-existed with a dialect used for pur-

poses of state and government, and which is still the chief medium
of intercourse among the higher classes of society throughout the

empire. It would seem that the origin of these provincial dialects,

though generally speaking, they must be considered as merely de-

graded forms of the court-dialect, dates from a period of the most
remote antiquity, a period in which languages, which we generally
rank among the most ancient such as the Hebrew and the Sanscrit

had not yet exhibited the peculiar features by which they are

now distinguished.
The final p, after its adoption as a substitute for the abrupt tone,

seems to have been represented in the later languages by any one
of the labials p, b p', b'*. In some of these languages we have very

satisfactory proof that such was the fact. Thus Sanscrit nouns be-

ginning with any one of these four labials, may in the nominative take

either p or b for their final letterf ; e. g. swap, having good water,
when, used in a sentence as a nominative, may appear either as swap
or swab ; and kakub', a quarter of the horizon, may appear either as

kakub or kakup. It would be difficult to account for this grammatical
law, except on the hypothesis that in the earlier stages of the Sanscrit

each of these four letters p, b, p', b', was considered as a representa-
tive of the final labial. Again, the Greek changes the characteristicp
of its verb into/)' (TT into 0), though no law of euphony require such

change ; and we find the finalf of the Maeso-Gothic generally re-

presented by b, when another letter follows ; as the preterites tharf,

needed, gaf, gave, &c. make their plurals tharb-um, geb-um, &c. ; and

thiub-s, a thief, hlaib-s, a loaf, &c. make their accusatives thiuf,

hlaif, &c. In these cases the change of letters seems to be purely
conventional, and to show that at one period the TT and 0, the/and
b, were used indifferently at the end of a syllable. The confusion

which prevails in Celtic MSS. between the final p and b, is too well

known to require any lengthened notice in this place. For these

several reasons we shall, when arranging the following examples,
consider the final p of the Chinese dialects as represented in the

later forms of language by any one of the four labials p, b, p' (/), b'.

Cooking by fire, a hearth, a cake.

bepj Co.-Chin. a hearth; nha b$p, a cooking place; nha, a house.

pup-a ... Sansc. ... ah s.m. a cake.

iron-as ... Greek ... s.f. anything baked, especially a flat round cake often

used at sacrifices,

pap-a ... Russ bread.

* p, b\ represent the aspirates of p, b.

f*
Wils. Sanscr. Gram. p. 59.

J Generally speaking, the Chinese dialects have for their initial labial only the

hard letter p no b. The Cochin-Chinese however is an exception to the rule. In

this language the initial p of the other dialects is always softened into a b. Vid.

Phil. Proc. iii. p. 169.
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pob Welsh ... s.tn. a bake, a baking; adj. baked, roasted, toasted.

pob-i .... v. to bake, to roast, to toast.

peb-i .... Breton... v. to cook.

In the preceding examples we certainly have not those primary
and secondary meanings which we have been taught to look for ;

but as roots beginning and ending in p are comparatively rare in

language, the author considered these instances as not unworthy of

the reader's notice.
,

A blow a smack, clap, report.

bop Co.-Chin. to beat the head with outstretched hand.

bop a clap; bi bop, report of a gun, &c.

TTOTnr-vgco Greek. ... to smack (as a loud kiss), &c.

pop English., a smart sound.

paf Danish... a blow, a report, a snap, a clap.

We now come to roots which open with the guttural k.

Quickness volatility, trifling, banter,

kap Cant. Chin. 5911 (keih), haste, speed, promptly, &c.

5933 (keih), to play, to trifle comedy.
5934 (keih), he kap, trifling amusement, merriment.

kayf Arabic ... hilarity, good humour, high spirits produced by drun-

kenness.

Kfn<p-os. . Greek ... s.m. a light sea-bird of the petrel kind, a feather-

brained simpleton, a boobj
r
, a noddy.

caf A.-Saxon quick, sharp, nimble.

kaf-az . . . Icel to banter, to chaff.

The connexion between the two next groups seems to be an ob-

vious one.

1 . Striking, beating.

kap Cant. Chin. 5936 (keih), to strike, to knock, to beat, &c.

kob Pers beating, striking, who beats or strikes.

KOTT-OS ... Greek ... s.m. a striking, a beating, &c.

cob Welsh ... s.m. a knock, a thump.
cob English., a blow (Evans, Leic.Words) ;to cob, to strike (Brocket).

cuff a blow.

2. Striking of hard substances one against another, a ringing sound,

kap Cant.Chin.5908 (keih), the noise made by a lance or spear

striking against something.

khap Hole. Chin, the sound of stones striking against each other.

kabb-a ... Arabic ... the sound of a falling sword.

chap English., to strike (with a hammer), Jam.; to strike (as a

clock), Jam.

The three following groups also exhibit closely connected mean-

ings : first, the excitement produced by violence and outrage ; se-

condly, the general results of such outrage distress and suffering ;

and thirdly, a special result oppression of breathing.

1. Attacking, rousing to excitement excitement, anger.

kap Cant.Chin.5936 (keih), to rouse what is dormant, to attack

as in war, &c.

5937 (keih), to excite as rocks which impede a ra-

pid stream, &c.; excitement applied to the

feelings, to anger, or to gratitude, &c.
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kup Sanscr.... to be angry, to be flushed with wrath.

kop-a ... ah a.m. wrath, rage, mental irritation.

kapp Icel s.n. fervour, zeal, contention.

kepp-i ... to contend.

kapp-i ... s.m. a hero, a combatant.

cope English . . to contend with.

2. Oppression, distress.

kap Cant. C/tin. 5931 (kelh), the point at which opposing circum-

stances meet and clash with violence ur-

gent, progressing, impelled by circum-

stances, drained ofevery resource that feel-

ing of the mind which is excited by being

pressed, urged ;
hurried and not knowing

what to do, hasty, anxious, embarrassed,

straitened, in difficult and distressing cir-

cumstances, pressed with want.

5440 (kea), debility produced by over-exertion.

keep 5676 (kee), weakened by disease, weak, languid.

kup ...... Sanscr.... to be weak, to weaken.
kaf-a .... Pers adversity, straits, difficulty, affliction, sickness, dis-

ease, &c.

KOTT-OS .. Greek.... s.m. toil, trouble, suffering pain of a disease,

weariness.

kop-a .... Icel s.f. weariness, debility.

3. Oppressed breathing.

kap Cant.Ckin. 5437 (kea), the breathing of a sick person, inter-

rupted or short breathing.

keep 5701 (kee), to blow, to pant.
5702 (kee), diseased breathing, a shortness of breath.

kaf-a .... Pers strangulation.
Kcnr-va> ... Greek .... to breathe, to gasp,
kaef-a .... Icel s.f. a stifling.

The two next groups need no introduction.

1. Taking, holding a handle.

kap Cant.Chin.59Q7 (keih), to lay hold of with the hand, to seize, &c.
Hok.Chin.to take anything up between the fingers.

. the handle of a sword.

KVTT-T) .... Greek.... s.f. a handle, especially the handle of an oar, the hilt

of a sword, the handle of a key, of a torch, of a

handmill, of a whip,

cap-io .... Latin .... to take, to seize.

cap-ulus.. s.m. a hilt, a handle.

caf Welsh ... s.m. a grasp, a grasper, &c.

2. Snatching up, taking by force or fraud.

kap Canf.CAz7z.5428 (kea), to carry secretly, to hold as with nip-

pers or pincers, &c.

keep 5674 (kee), to take by violence, to plunder, to rob.

kaff Arabic... stealing, filching (money), &c.

cip Welsh ... a sudden snatch, pull, or effort.

kepp-i ...Icel. to take by violence.

kap Dan- .... piracy.
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The following sequence merely connects the action with the in-

strument ; cutting, cleaving a sickle, a cleaver.

keep Cant. Chin. 5721 (kee), a hook or sickle for reaping grain. To
cut, to carve, &c., to cut off, &c.

kabb Arabic... cutting off (the hand).
KOTT-IS .... Greek.... s.f. a chopper, a cleaver, a kitchen knife, a broad

curved knife like our bill, &c.
KOTr-ds ... pruned, lopped.
kubb-a ... Icel to cut off.

kapp-e ... Dan to cut, to cut off.

The notion which pervades the two next groups seems to be that

of concavity or hollowness.

1. A shell, a cup, a drinking vessel.

kap Hob. Chin, a sort of cockle.

k'hap .... a wine vessel.

kub Arabic ... a cup, or any such Vessel without spout or handle.

kiip-a .... Sanscr..,. I.s.f. a flask, a bottle.

KVTT-eAXoj/ Greek .... s.n. abig-bellied drinking vessel, abeaker, goblet, cup.

cap Welsh.... a cup.

cap-a .... Irish a cup.
kubb-i ... Icel a snail-shell.

2. A basket, a box, a vessel for containing things.

kap Cant.Chin.5895, a box for containing one's books.

keep 5703 (kee), a kind of basket or other vessel to con-
tain things.

Hole. Chin, a box, a casket.

kiif-a .... Pers a basket, a coffin, &c.

Kvft-as ... Greek s.m. a coffin,

cyp-a .... A.-Saxon a basket.

Covering by folding or lapping over, appears to be the leading
idea which runs through the following examples the scales of a

fish, the border of a garment which folds over, a wrapper, a cloak.

kap Cant.Chin. 5411 (kea), armour, clothing, the scales of a fish,

&c., the nails of the finger, &c.
5428 (kea), double or laid one on another.

5898 (keih), the hinder part of a garment, long gar-
ments, the border of a garment that folds

over, that which surrounds the neck.

kep Co-Chin, things doubled, &c.

kabb Arabic ... a gore, side, breast or collar of a shirt or other gar-
ment, &c.

kaff turning in and hemming a garment.
kauf doubling down and sewing the edges of leather.

kub Sanscr.,,. to cover, to clothe.

kab-a .... Pers a garment, a short tunic open in front.

Kvn-as ... Greek .... a shirt, a man's frock.

cob Welsh .... s.f. a cloak, a cape, a riding coat.

kaab-e ... Dan a cloak, a mantle.

ca?pp-a... A.-Saxon a cape, a cope, a hood.
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Protuberance a top, a tuft, a hill.

kap Cant. Chin. 5890 (keih), a high hill, a small lofty peak rising
above a larger hill, &c.

i 5927 (keih), a bunch of hair on the head, the manner
of Chinese females' head-dress, &c.

c6b Welsh. ... s.m. a top, a tuft, &c.

cob-caw.. v.u. to top, to tuft, to bunch, &c.

kup-a ... Swed any protuberance in a circular form.

kapp-e... Flem a top, a summit.

cop English., the topmost point of anything, as of a hill, of the

nose, &c.

The remaining examples have for their initial the dental t.

A hurried step a slip, a blunder.

t'ap Cant.Chin.9718 (ta), a kind of hurried, hasty, flying step.
9706 (ta), to slip the foot, &c.

tap Hok.Chin.to run suddenly against any one.

tap Irish sudden, quick.
a start, a blunder, a slip.

tif-a Icel to be ready of hand, to take quick steps.

* The notion of impact may be traced in all the meanings contained

in the two groups which follow.

1. Laying the hand upon, striking, making an impression,

t'ap Can<.C/H.9699 (ta), to touch, to strike, to place upon, &c.

97 J 3 (ta), to approach with the hand, to feel, to

strike, &c.

TVTT-OS... Greek.... s.m. a blow, an impression, impress of a seal, stamp
(of a coin), &c.

tapp-en .. Germ. ... to touch awkwardly with the flat hand, to grope, &c.

2. Stamping, stepping, treading upon with the foot.

t'ap Cant. Chin. 9695 (ta), to tread, to beat on the ground with the

foot, as in singing.
9715 (ta), to tread upon with the feet, to place the

feet upon the ground.
teep Hok.Chin.to tread, to stamp, to walk.

TVTT-OS ... Greek .... s.m. print of footsteps, &c., the beat of horses' feet,

tapp-en .. Germ. ... to walk in a heavy and negligent manner.
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"
English Etymologies :" Continued. By Hensleigh Wedgwood,

Esq.
Fizz, Fuzz, FEAZE, FUDDLE. To fizz represents the sound of

water flying off in rapid evaporation from a hot surface ; of air

forcing its way through a confined opening obstructed with moisture ;

of the conflagration of wet gunpowder, &c. G. zischen, pfuschen,
pfisen, pfusen. Hence fuzz, fuzzy, represents the condition of things
which fizz, a frothy spongy texture, a confused mixture of air and

liquid or solid particles, a loose shapeless mass.
A drummer being had up for drunkenness at the opening of

London Bridge, pleaded that they gave him some fuzzy stuff" out of
a long-necked bottle (meaning champagne), the strength of which
he did not understand.

A fuzz-ball is a round fungus which when dry becomes detached,
and on pressure flings out clouds of smoky dust, like steam from
water on hot iron.

Fuzzy or fozy turnips are spongy turnips, voose raepen, Kil. A
fuzzy outline is woolly and indistinct.

To fuzz or feaze, G.fasen,faseln, is to ravel out a woven texture,
to break it up into a.fuzz or loose mass of threads. Hence G.fctsen,

fdschen, faslein, a fibre or filament.

In a secondary sense to fuzz or fuzzle (subsequently corrupted to

fuddle) signifies to confuse the head with drink, to make drunk, by
a similar metaphor to that by which we speak of a person

' muddled
with drink,' having his understanding thick and turbid like muddy
water.

" The university troop dined with the Earl of Abingdon and came back
vreU fuzzed." A. a Wood in Todd.

" The first night, having liberally taken his liquor my fine, scholar was

sofusled that," &c. Anatomy of Mel.

By a like analogy the G.faseln is applied to that condition of the

mind in which it is incapable of definite conceptions or coherent

thought to be light-headed, to talk nonsense, to rave, to dote.

Kiittner.

RAVE, RAVEL, REVEL. It is remarkable that there is precisely
the same connexion of ideas in rave and ravel as has been shown in

fuzz or feaze and fuzzle or fuddle, or in the two senses of the G.

faseln, although the order of ideas is reversed in the two cases.

The original root would seem to be preserved in Kilian's raven,

reven, revelen, to croak as a frog, a phenomenon which the advance
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of cultivation has rendered much less prominent in modern time*

than it must formerly have been, but still (especially as heard in

hotter or marshier regions than ours) it affords a striking instance

of a confused importunate utterance. Hence the application of the

Du. rcven, ravelen, revelen, to the incoherent raving of madness, folly

or delirium, delirare, desipere, ineptire (Kilian)^ The same root

no doubt appears in the Fr. ravacher or ravasser, to rave, to talk idly ;

ravauder, to talk or act without understanding ; and in the simpler

resver, to rave, dote, speak idly (Cotgr.) ; or (in modern language),
to dream, from the incoherent images in sleep ; and again, as a

person dreaming is insensible to all that is passing in the outer

world, a reverie represents the condition of one absorbed in his own

thoughts, affording a curious example of a word signifying profound
stillness growing out of a radical whose primary import is a con-

fused importunate noise.

The step from a confused noise to the action by which such a

noise is produced, gives Kilian's ravelen, raveelen sestuare, agitari
et circumcursare, concursare; ravelinge vortex, gurges. Hence our

revel, a joyous, noisy festivity, often erroneously derived from the

Fr. reveiller, interpreted
' to wake, or keep awake in feasting,

dancing, &c.' (Richardson). But reveiller is to rouse from sleep,

expergefacere, and not to keep awake, and it does not give rise in

Fr. to any word equivalent to our revel, which on the other hand
answers exactly to Kilian's ravelen. The vortex of dissipation is a

common metaphor.
The Fr. and Eng. ravage is in all probability another shoot from

the same stock, signifying the waste and disorder produced by over-

powering violence, and not the spoil carried off by the invader, which
would be the natural meaning if the word were derived from Fr.

ravir, which besides, if it give rise to a noun of this nature at all,

would naturally form ravissage rather than ravage.
From the notion of confused multifarious noise and movement in

our revel Kilian's ravelen, concursare ; ravelinge, vortex we pass to

that of entanglement in his ravelen, intricare, and our ravel, as when
we speak of a raveled skein, or raveling out a web.
The same connexion of ideas is preserved in the Dan. vrevl, vrbvle,

1. to ravel or entangle, and 2. to talk loosely and confusedly.
In Kilian's raven, to croak, we have also probably an explanation

of the name of the Raven the croaker.

HERON, EGRET. The names of the common heron, and the egret
or small white heron, are superficially unlike enough, but may be

shown fundamentally to differ in termination only.
The Gloss. JElfr. apparently give us the word in the most com-

plete form ardea, hragra. Hence on the one side by dropping the

h, the Germ, reiger ; and on the other by dropping the initial r, the

Icel. hegri, Sw. hilger. The addition of the intensitive termination

on and of the diminutive ette gives egron (Vocabulaire de Berri), a

heron, and egrette, the little heron or egret. The passage from egron
to the Fr. heron, Eng. heron, is made clear by the Italian aghirone,
airone.
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PITTANCE. Many etymologies have been suggested. Pietancia

from the piety of the object in providing the monks with food

pitissantia, from pitissare, to sip ; pittacium, the ticket supposed to

be attached to each man's portion ; picta, Fr. pite, the small coin

of Poitou, the supposed limit of expenditure for each pittance.
If accident do not throw us upon the right scent in a word like

this, it is impossible to hit upon it by mere guessing. In the first

place, the proper meaning of the word has been very generally over-

looked. It does not signify the whole share of each individual in a

conventual meal, but merely that smaller portion of more tasty
viands which in frugal housekeeping is used to give relish to the

bread or pottage constituting the substance of the meal ; what is

still called sowl or sowling in some parts of England. The Pem-
brokeshire peasant says,

"
I have not had a bit of sowl to my bread

for these six months." Pictantia is explained by Ducange
" Portio monachica in esculentis lautior pulmentis quae ex oleribus erant,

cum pictanti<e essent de piscibus et hujusmodi.
"
Aquarn etiain puram frequentius bibebant et quandoque pro magnd

pictantia (for a great relish) mixtam vel aceto, vel lacte, nulla de via

facta mentione." Due.
" Dum a cel'.ariA per totum conventum piclatiliee, i. e. ova fvixa divide

rentup, invisibilem ei pictantiam misit, quod omnibus diebus pictantiis om
nibus carere vellet." Due.

" Quod si aliqua secundo vocata venire contemserit, insequenti prandi
ei pifancia subtrahetur she should lose her seasonings, should be put Oi

bread and water." Statutes of the Arch, of Canterbury, 1279, in Due.

Hence, as the pictantia or sowling would form but a small portion
of the entire meal, and not from anything implying moderation in

the word itself, pittance has come in modern language to signify a

ecanty allowance of anything. When once the proper use of the

term is clearly understood, the derivation lies very near the surface.

The ' Vocabulaire de Berri
'

gives us

Apidan^unt, apitan^ant appetissant, what provokes an appetite.
" Un mets est apitancant lorsqu'il fait manger beaucoup de pain."

Pidance, viande, ration.

Perhaps the word sowl may be explained by reference to the Bret.

soubinel of the same import, signifying the seasoning of melted butter,

honey or the like, eaten with the porridge which forms the principal
diet of the Breton peasant. The word soubinel itself is probably de-

rived from a sup of this seasoning being taken with each spoonful
of porridge. Bret, souba, to sup.
The dialect of Berri affords many examples of forms approaching

nearer either in sound or sense to their English correlatives than those

which have been preserved in classical French.

We may cite from the ' Vocabulaire de Berri'

AFFONURER plonger, enfoncer dans 1'eau to founder.
ALAS !- (G. Sand) for helas !

AMORT beaucoup. Prov. Eng. mort (E. Sussex, Kent, Holloway).
'
II y avait du monde a mort,' There was a mort of people, or a mortal

lot of people.
2 G 2
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The Fr. derivation of mort is much corroborated by the vulgar use

of mortal, as in the foregoing passage, as a mere intensitive. To de-

rive it from the Icel. margt, much, would be to take a highly emphatic
word, as mort is still felt to be, from the simplest prose. But per-

haps the expression may be a remnant even of British times, as we
find maread used in exactly the same manner in Breton. " Ce mot,"

says Legonidec,
" ne s'emploie jamais au propre, mais seulement au

figure avec la signification de multitude, grand nombre, foule."

ARRAYER arranger, to array.
BAYER aboyer, to bay, or bark.

BROSSES bruyeres, brushwood, scrubs. The barren country

overgrown with underwood is called in Australia the brush. In

Bern, les brasses is a common name of country places, as Scrubs

with us.

CARCAS body, carcase (G. Sand).
DRESSAGE (G. Sand). Dress, attire.

DRESSOIR buffet ou 1'on range les plats. A dresser.

DIACHE! Diable ! the Deucel Bret. Teuz, a phantom, spectre,

goblin (Legonidec), from teuzi, to melt, to disappear. Fris De
Deuker, the Deuce.

S'EMEGER s'etonner, to be amazed.

MALARD canard male, a mallard in Eng. confined to the

male of the wild-duck.

MOLLE mure, a wiw/berry ; G. maulbeere ; Gael, maol-dhearc,

in all of which the / is probably only a change of the r in Lat.

morum. The O.H.G., according to Schwenk, was originally mur-

bouma, then mulbom. But perhaps the Gael, maol-dhearc may
really exhibit the original form, and may be explained thornless-

berry.from moo/.W. moel, hornless, without point, in contradistinction

to the mtire de ronce or blackberry, the fruit of the prickly bramble.

NUISANCE dommage, prejudice a nuisance.

PAURE pauvre, poor.
PIOULER piauler, to pule.
POURSUIR poursuivre, to pursue.
QUERLUS courlis, a curlew.

RANCCEUR rancune, rancour.

REPENTANCE repentir, repentance.
REVANGE vengeance, revenge (G. Sand).
SOUFFRANCE tolerance, consentemeut sufferance.
VETURE vetement, vesture.

We cannot turn over a Welsh or Irish dictionary with a little

care without being struck, not merely with instances in which the

Celtic races have provided us with words actually in use in their

original signification, but with others which throw light on the re-

lations or the intrinsic meaning of the words in English, and often

in the classic languages. Examples of one and the other of these

cases have been given by Mr. Garnett in his papers on the languages
and dialects of the British Islands, and by Professor Newman on the

intrusive elements of Latin, in the ' Classical Journal.' The fol-

lowing may be added as examples of the latter class :
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BARRACK. From Gael, barr, the top or point of anything, comes
barrack, top-branches of trees, brushwood. Hence barrachad, a

cottage, hut, or booth, i. e. a hut made of branches, and thence

(through the Fr. baroque) our barracks, the lodging of a military

body, the plural form of which points to the time at which the sin-

gular barrack was a shelter for one or two men, and the barracks

implied a collection of huts.

BASKET, MESH. The Welsh has basg and masg in the sense of

plaiting or network, as bu and mu, a cow; baban and maban, a

baby ; baeddu and maeddu, to beat. The former initial gives basged,
a basket ; the latter, masg, a mesh or stitch in netting.

NAVEL. Parallel with our bow, G. bug, a bending ; the W. has

bog, a swelling, rising up, the nave of a wheel. Hence the dimi-

nutive bogel, a navel, which is remarkable from the word navel itself,

as well as umbilicus and d/n0aAos being formed on the same principle.
We have O.H.G. naba, the nave or convexity of a wheel, for

the origin of which we perhaps need not look farther than our knob,

as it must be remembered that the nave would in the first instance

be nothing but the extremity of the axis projecting through the

solid wheel. The hollow nave and unconnected axis is an invention

of later times, and therefore we ought not to look for the origin of

the word to the notion of perforation, to which the Germans are in-

clined to refer it. From naba the dim. nabalo, napulo, the navel.

In the same wayLat. umbo, the boss of a shield; Gr. apfiuv, ayu/3?/,

the top of a mountain, brow of a rock, eminence ; and the diminutives

umbilicus, optyaXos, a navel.

To Buss. W. bus, the human lip; Gael, bus, mouth, snout

(whence Fr. museau, the muzzle). Hence, to buss, to kiss ; as W.
ciciaw, to kick, from cic, the foot ; treidiaw, to tread, to kick, from

troad, a foot.

CAN. W. cannu, to contain. Hence our can, a vessel for con-

taining liquids; as rummer, a large glass, from Dan. rumme, to

contain.

CANT. The secret language of beggars and thieves, commonly
referred to the whining, singsong tone adopted in begging ; but it

should be observed that such a tone is adopted only towards the

public, while cant language is that which the initiated use among
themselves, when the professional whine would of course be laid aside.

It is then applied to the technical language of any art or pro-
fession :

" The doctor here,
When he discourseth of dissection,.

Of vena cava and of vena porta,
The meseraeum and ihe mesentericum,
What does he else but cant 1 or if he run
To his judicial astrology,
And trovvl the trine, the.quartile, and the sextile, &c.,
Does he not cant ? who here can understand him ?" Ben Jonson.

Gael, cainnt, speech, language, from can, sing, speak, say, call.

CHOKE. W. ceg, a mouth, throat, opening ; cegiaw, to choke or

strangle, to throttle.
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COOT. The notion of cutting off gives Sc. cutty, short, abrupt ;

and the W. cwtt, a little piece, a cut, a short tail
; cwtta, short,

abrupt, bobtailed. Hence cwttyn, a plover ; cwt-iar, a coot or water-

rail ; literally, a bob-taUed hen.

CRANE. From W. gar, the ham or shank (whence Fr. jarret, the

ham, and jarretiere, a garter), we have garanu, to furnish with a

shank ; garanawg, long-shanked ; and guran, a crane or heron ; Gr.

yepavos, quasi Long-shanks.
KITE. W. cdd, a hawk, a kite, from the hovering flight of the

falcon genus ; W. cdd, motion, flight ; cudawg, that hovers or flies

about ; cudiad, hovering about. So in Eng. one species of hawk is

called the wind-hover, W. cudyl y gwynt.
A GULL, SEA-GULL. Bret, gwelan, from gwtla, to wail or cry,

on account of their plaintive cry.
CONYGER. A rabbit warren ; a word which, though obsolete in

ordinary language, is frequently left as the name of a particular field.

L.-B. coningeria (Bailey). In W. cwning-gaer, a rabbit warren or

burrow, from owning, a rabbit, and caer, a city or fastness, as the

Eng. burrow from burg, fortress.

CROWD. A fiddle. \V. crwth, a bulging, paunch, box; crythu,
.to make bulky, to swell; croth, the belly; croth esgair, the calf of

the leg. Hence crwth, a crowd or fiddle, from the convex sounding
board.

Chaucer's ribible is the W. ribib, a reed pipe, from some equivalent
to the Gael, ribheid, a reed, and pib, a pipe.

CORSAIR. Gael, corsa, a coast, shore ; corsaich, to coast or cruise.

Corsair, a coaster, cruiser, pirate, a corsair. From the form of the

Italian corsale, corsare, or corsaro, I am inclined to believe that the

word was really adopted in the Romance languages from a foreign
source, and not independently formed from Lat. cursus, a course or

cruise at sea, which would rather have given corsario, and would un-

doubtedly have furnished a perfectly satisfactory etymology if we
had not been acquainted with the Celtic equivalent.

COSY. Gael, coiseag, a small nook, a snug corner : coiseagack,

snug, cosy.
CRAVE. W. cref, a cry, scream ; cr efu, to cry, cry for, beg or

crave. In the same way crew, a shout or outcry, and creii, to beg
or desire earnestly.
CRUM. Gael, criom, to pick, bite, nip, nibble ; criomag, a small

bit or fragment of anything, a crum. In the same way Gael, bid,

to nip, pinch (probably the original sense out of which that of biting
has been developed) ; bideag, a little bit, a crum. So also pioc, to

pick or nip, and pioc, a crum or small portion.
DAINTY. W. dunt, a tooth ; dantaeth, appertaining to a tooth,

toothsome a dainty. The word is found also in the Bavarian dilntsch,

leckerbissen (Schmeller) ; dilntschig, nice, pretty, dainty ; applied to

children, as Prospero's
"
my dainty Ariel."

DARN. Gael, dorn, a fist, short closed hand. Hence, a hilt, handle
what is held in the closed hand -a short piece of anything. W.

darn, a piece, a patch ; Fr. darnc, a slice, a thin flat piece, whence
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our darn, originally doubtless to patch or clout a garment, and sub-

sequently applied to the mode in which stockings are mended by
interweaving threads over the broken part, in contradistinction to

sewing on a patch of new stuff.

QUILT, COUNTERPANE. W. cylch, a hoop, circle, parallel with

the Gr. KVK\OS and the Lat. circa, circulus, &c. Hence cylched, a

bound, circumference, rampart what goes round about or enwraps,
bedclothes, curtains. Gwely a' i gylchedau, a bed and its furniture ;

Gael, coilce, a bed, bedclothes ; coilceadha, bed materials, as feathers,

straw, heath ; Bret, golched, a feather-bed, chaff-bed. Hence the

Lat. culcita, originally probably a wadded wrapper, but applied in

Latin only to a mattress, and avowedly borrowed from the Gauls.

" Sicut in culcitris praecipuam gloviam Cadurci obtinent, Galliarum hoc
et tomenta pariter inventum." Pliny.

The Du. kulckt (Kil.) shows the passage to our quilt, Fr. coulte,

coultre, coutil. The Spanish have colcedra and colcha, the one

through the Latin, the other perhaps direct from a Celtic stock.

When the stitches of the quilt came to be arranged in patterns
for ornament, it was called culcita puncta :

"
Estque thoral lecto quod supra ponitnr alto

Ornatus causa, quod dicunt culcita punc/a." Due.
" Nullus ferat secum in via punctam culcitram ad jacendum nisi is cui in

eapitulo concessum fuerit." Due.

This in Fr. became keulte pointe (Lacombe), coute pointe, courte

pointe, and finally, with that unconscious striving after meaning
which is so often a source of corruption in language, centre pointe,
from the opposite pits made by the stitches on either side of the

quilt or mattress. Hence finally our counterpane.
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BALDERDASH. Gael, ballart, noisy boasting, clamour ; ballartaich,

a loud noise, shouting, hooting, strongly resembling both in sense

and sound the Eng. balderdash, noisy empty talk. Other words in

Gael, are formed on the same plan, as clapartaich, a clapping or

flapping of the wings ; plabartaich, the noise of waves gently beating
the shore, unintelligible talk.

PIE-BALLED. Gael, ball, a word of wide signification, comprising

among other meanings that of a spot or mark; ballach, spotted,

speckled ; ball-bhreac, variegated. Hence pie-bald, marked like a

pie, chequered black and white. In Bret, ball is a white mark on
the face of a horse or cow ; also the animal so marked. Hence the

frequent use of the word in English as the name of a particular

horse, especially a cart-horse. In the same way Dun, Favel or Lyart
were used as the proper names of a dun, a bay, or a grey horse

respectively.

FENOWED, VINEWED MAWKISH. Gael, fineag, a mite; fineag-

ach, mity, motheaten. Hence, with some obscuration of the original

meaning, Eng.fenowed or vinewed, mouldy or musty.
" The old motheaten leaden legend and the foisty and fenowed festival are

still laid up in corners." Quot. in Richardson.

A like analogy gives rise to Eng. mawkish, tasteless, vapid, sickly
like half-decayed things, on the point of breeding worms, from
Prov. Eng. mawk, Icel. madkr, a maggot.

GRATE, GRIDIRON, CRADLE. W. graid, heat, whence greidiau,
Gael, gread, gradain, to scorch or parch ; W. greidel, a bakestone,

griddle or gridiron ; Fr. grille ; It. grata. Then as a gridiron con-

sists of a frame filled up with parallel bars, the It. grata, Fr. grille,

and Eng. grate have had their signification widened to designate any
structure made up of bars in a similar way.
On the other hand, the wide spread of words closely allied to

grate in the sense of wicker or wattled work, or the materials of

which it is made, would seem opposed to the hypothesis of so con-

fined a derivation as the foregoing. The Danish has krat, underwood,

brushwood, or, as they wquld call it in Staffordshire, crate-wood,

undoubtedly not derived from the Lat. crates, an implement of

wicker or wattled work, which is itself no doubt from the same
root. Fris. kratt, the growth from an old stool (Outzen). The

Eng. crate, a case made of rods wattled together, is probably from
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this Dan. or Fris. term rather than from the Latin, while the latter

gives rise to the It. graticcia, a hurdle or lattice ; the Fr. creiche

and our cratch, a rack or crib, a receptacle of parallel rods for cattle

to pluck hay out of.

The same root appears in the Gael, creathach, creuthach, under-

wood, brushwood ; creathall, a grate, a cradle ; as well as in the Eng.
cradle itself, A.-S. cradol, a wicker-basket for holding an infant.

GALLANT. The metaphor of the genealogical tree is a very an-

cient one. Thus the Messiah is spoken of as a rod or Branch out of

the stem of Jesse, and the familiar passage in the Psalms has made
olive-branches a trite expression for children. Two instances ap-

pear in Gaelic in which this analogy explains the origin of words

widely spread throughout Europe. Gael, gallon, a branch (of the

same stock probably with the Sp. gajo, a branch) ; also a youth, a

handsome young man. Hence galand, by which Douglas commonly
translates juvenis, and the modern Sc. callan, callant, a stripling, a

boy.
.

" Tharfor have done galandis, cum on your way,
Enter within our lugeing we you pray." D. V. in Jam.

" Quare agite O tectisjuvenes succedite nostris."

Hence the word gallant in all the Romance languages, and thence

adopted in English, applied to the qualities which are most striking
or most admired in young men to active bravery, attention to

women, joyousness, brilliancy. We see the same analogy in Gael.

ogan, a young man, also a bough or branch, and geug, a branch, a

young female.

VASSAL, GAIN. Again the Gaelic has gas, a stalk, a bough, a

branch, as well as a young boy ; gasan, a little branch, a youth ; the

gossoon of the Irish novelists. In Welsh, gwas, gwasan, which origi-

nally signified a youth, have come, like puer in Latin, to mean a

servant ; whence gwasanaeth, service ; gwasant, ministration ; gwas-
awl, ministering ; gwasaw, to serve ; Bret, gwaz, a man, a servant,

a vassal, one bound to feudal service ; L.-B. vassus, vassallus.
" Devenio vester Homo "

was the form used by the vassal in doing
homage or acknowledging his servitude to his feudal lord. Prov.

guasan, a vassal ; guasandor, a labourer ; and hence (with an easy

passage from the notion of the labour itself to that of the object for

the sake of which it is incurred) gttasagnar, gasagnar ; Catalan, ga-

zagnar, guadagnar, guanyar ; It. guadagnare ; Fr. gaagner, gagner, to

gain, to attain the object of service or labour. So in Breton gounid
is used" both for gaining or profiting, and also for labouring, tilling

the ground ;
and those Bretons who speak only French use the words

gagner and cultiver as synonymous.
We are thus in possession of every step of the process by which

the Eng. gain has been formed from a Romance development. Yet
it is singular that the same word appears in the Scandinavian lan-

guages with the same meaning, although apparently from a totally
different parentage. It is perhaps not easy to identify it with Ul-

philas' gageigan, to gain, to profit, the n of which, it must be remem-
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bered, belongs only to the infinitive termination; but we have the Icel.

gagna, gagnaz ; Dan. gavne ; Sw. prov. gena, to profit, to be of use ;

I. geignaz, to gain or get possession ; gagn (letter for letter the same
with the Fr. gagner) ; Dan. gavn, gain, use, victory. I. gagnlegr,
Dan. gavnleg, convenient, useful, the negative of which is preserved
in our ungainly. The Sw. provincial has gen and ogen, utilis and
inutilis (Ihre), bringing us to the Prov. Eng. gain, direct, handy,
convenient.

The I. gagn, gegn, through, against ; G. gegen, and our again,

against, are doubtless from the same stock, though it is not easy to

see their connexion with the notion of gaining or profiting.
GATHER. W. gwden, a wythe or twisted rod used as a band, a

coil, a ring (apparently from gwd, a twist or turn ; Bret, gwea, to

weave, to twist) ; Br. gweden, Gael, gad, a wythe ; gadag, a straw

rope ; gadair, to tether or tie the fore-legs of a horse. Then from
the notion of tying or binding, A.-S. geg&de, a collection ; gegada,
an associate, a fellow ; the G. gatte, a mate ; and Eng. gather, to

unite or bring several things into connexion with each other.

GRAVEL. Gael, garbh, coarse, rough, harsh; garbh-gaineamh
(literally, coarse sand), gravel ; gairbheil, freestone, coarse sand,

gravel.
HOSE. Gael, cos or cas, a foot, leg, shaft; cois-eideadh, leg

clothing, shoes and stockings or hose, which formerly included the

clothing of the entire leg. The Gael, c seems in other cases to cor-

respond to our h, as in cuip, a whip ; cuileann, A.-S. holen, holly ;

cuibheoll, a wheel.

LAST, ULTIMATE. W. ol, an impression, trace, footstep ; ol, be-

hind, after, backward; troi yn ol, to turn upon his traces, to turn

back ; olaf, hindmost, last ; oh, to proceed lastly, or to follow.

The root ol, of whose development in W. the foregoing are a few
of the specimens, would afford a much more satisfactory account of

the Lat. ultra, ultimus, than the pronominal origin commonly attri-

buted to them. It may be observed, in the first place, that the

phrase above cited, troi yn ol, suggests an explanation of the termi-

nation tra so common in Lat. prepositions, citra, contra, intra, &c.,

which may fairly be weighed against the theory that would derive

them from comparatives of the simple cis, cum, in, &c. If the ter-

mination tra be supposed identical with the W. tro, turning, it

would be precisely equivalent to the Eng. wards, looking to, giving
inwards, outwards, as the exact translation of intra, extra. The ori-

ginal signification of ultra on this hypothesis would be trace-wards
or backwards, having reference, when used in the sense of beyond, to

a person coming towards us in the distance, whose traces would lie

beyond him as our own are behind ourselves. The same condition

of things would explain the phrase ultra citroque, backwards and

forwards, viz. ultra, backwards, towards his own traces ; citro,

hitherward, towards ourselves. The analogy of the W. superlative

olaf, hindmost, last, regularly formed from ol, a footstep, would

equally explain the formation of the Lat. ulterior, ultimus, from a

2 H 2
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root ul equivalent to the W. ol, whatever may be thought of the

termination tra or tro in ultra, ultra.

It is remarkable that the same relation which has been shown be-

tween the two senses of the W. ol, holds good between the A.-S.

last, a trace or footstep, and the Eng. last, hindmost. On laste was

constantly used in A.-S. in the sense of after, behind; on laste the,

behind thee ; on leofes laste, after the loved one ; Csed. on laste, at

last ; last-weard, trace-wards, towards the rear, finally. In these ex-

pressions it cannot be doubted that the true force of the word last

is a footstep or trace, and when that meaning was no longer under-

stood, the word got confounded with the superlative of late, which
is always latost in A.-S., and probably never would have been con-

tracted into last, if it had not been for this confusion with last, a

footstep.
It is probably to the same source that we ought to trace the verb

to last, to perform or endure :

" And thei ben false and traitorous and lasten noght that thei behoten."
Sir John Mandeville.

Du. Ieesten,pr3?.stare, perficere, and durare, permanere (Kil.). As the

W. oli, Bret, heulia, to follow, spring from ol, heul, a trace, so from
the Teutonic equivalent last comes the M.-G. laistyan, to follow.

The Latin exsequi, to follow up, to accomplish, would then show
how the sense of 'performance' might be developed out of that of
'

following,' and thence probably the notion of endurance. When
we speak of a coat lasting for a year, we mean that it performs what
is required of it for that time.

Finally, from signifying an impression, the word came in the Icel.

leystr to signify that which makes the impression, viz. the sole of the

foot ; socka-lystr, sko-leystr, the sole of a sock or a shoe, explaining
the use of last for the wooden mould on which a shoe is made.

MAGGOT. W. magu, to breed, to bring up ; macai, magiod (that
which breeds of itself), maggots.
MILDEW. G. mehl-thau, a blight on corn, spots on linen, com-

monly explained as if it were identical with honeydew, which is a

totally different phenomenon. It seems in reality to be one of those

cases of false analysis in which some of the elements of a foreign
word have been unconsciously moulded, so as to give it significance
in the language which has adopted it, a process which in German
has affected both syllables, in English only the termination. The
true derivation appears to be the Gael, mill, to spoil, injure, destroy;
millteach, destructive; whence ceo-millteach* , a destructive mist,

mildew, blight.
In a similar way one important element of a compound word would

be lost on adoption into a foreign language, if we could suppose the

Eng. rut to be from British pwl-rod (literally wheel-pit), the word

actually in use in that sense in Breton. The same thing seems to

* Since the types were set, I see tliat Armstrong lias mill-cheo, mildew, blight,
which is probably the real origin of the Eng. word.
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have taken place in the Lat. monile, from Gael, crios-muineal, a

necklace, composed of crios, a belt, and muineal, the neck. Nor
would this be by any means a solitary instance of words in Latin

apparently borrowed from the Gaelic, a proof of the Romans having
been in intimate connexion with a tribe of that race at the time
when their language was forming, as is shown by Mr. Newman in

the paper cited in the preceding number. The activity of the same

tendency to curtailment in the case of newly-imported words, the

principle of whose formation is not understood by the vulgar, is

witnessed by the formation of the words cab and bus from cabriolet

and omnibus.

MIEN. From Fr. mine, countenance, look, gesture. The ori-

ginal meaning of the word seems to be the lips, and thence the

mouth and countenance. Bret, min, beak, nose, snout, face ; point
of land, promontory. W. min, lip or mouth, margin ; min-vin, lip

to lip, kissing.
MUGGY. W. mwg, smoke ; Gael, muig, cloudiness, gloom ; W.

mygu, to smoke, smother ; Bret, mougu, to suffocate ;

"
mouguz,

etouffant, qui rend la respiration difficile" (Legonidec). Hence

Eng. muggy, applied to steaming, oppressive weather.

BOB, MOB, MOP. The original force of bob seems an imitation

of the sound made by a gentle blow, or of something softish striking

against another body. It is then applied either to the action of the

striking body, to any short jerking action, or to the body itself which
is set in motion, designating any small hanging body or object of a

short thick form, as the bobs of a fringe, earbobs, bob-tailed. A
bobbin is the hanging bob of thread used in making lace, and then

the little piece of wood round which the thread is wrapped. It is

manifestly the same root which appears in the Gael, babag, baban,

babhaid, a tassel, cluster, fringe ; babaideach, tufted, tasseled. The

passage of the b into an m gives Gael, mab, a tassel or fringe ;

maibean, a bunch or cluster ; moibeal, moibean, a broom or mop, i. e.

a bunch of twigs or rags for sweeping or rubbing ; W. mopp, moppa,
a mawkin or bundle of rags, a mop.
To mab, in the North, is to dress in a careless slatternly manner,

to bundle on one's clothes, to wrap together:

" Men, having their faces mob'd in hoods and long coats like petti-
coats." More in Richardson.

Hence a mob-cap, a cap that envelopes and conceals the face.

PINE. The root pin in the sense of something sharp and pointed
is very widely spread, appearing in the Lat. spina, /nwnaculum. In

W. as in Eng. it appears in the simplest form as pinn, a pin. Hence

pin-bren, pin-wydd (precisely equivalent to the G. nadel-holz}, lite-

rally pin-tree or pin-wood ; a pine or fir-tree.

PLEAD, PLEA. W. plaid, a partition, originally probably a wat-

tled fence, from the notion of plaiting or wattling ; pleiden, a hurdle,

wattling, dead-fence; plaid-wellt, a straw partition ; Gael, fraid or

fraigh, a partition wall, wattled partition. The W. plaid is then

applied to that which is parted off a side, part, party, cause. O
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blaid, on'the part of, because of. Hence pleidiaw, to take a part, to

side with one, and the Fr. plaider, to plead or take the part of one in

a court of justice. The derivations in W. are numerous ; pleidiwr, a

partisan ; cyd-blaid, a confederate, &c. The Lat. placitum, to which
the word used commonly to be referred, is merely a latinizing of the

Celtic plaid, plegyd, and never was itself in forensic use in Latin.

The word plaid is found in the earliest Fr. monuments at a time

when none of the Latin consonants were lost, and when it would

certainly have been written plaict if it had really been derived from

placitum.
" Et ab Ludher nul plaid nunquam prindrai qui meon volcist meon fradr

Karle in damno sit. Et cum Lothario nulltun pactura inibo quod quantum
sciam fratri Karolo damno futurum sit." Due.

PLOD. Gael, plod, a clod. Hence Eng. to plod, to make slow

and laborious progress, like that of a person walking over the clods

of a ploughed field.

SLED, SLOT. We have formerly adverted to the verb to lead as

the causative of A.-S. lithan, to move, to be carried. The causative

of our slide seems to be preserved in the Gael, slaod, slaoid, to drag,
to trail, and in the Suffolk slude :

"
Heavy weights are easily sladed on level ground." Forby.

From this verb are formed the Gael, slaod, a raft or float, what drags

along, a sledge or sled, Suffolk slade, Icel. slodi, sledi ; slaodan,

the rut or track of a wheel, explaining the slot of a deer, the trail

or mark of his feet, and the O.-Eng. sleuth, the track of a man.

Sleuth-hound, a hound for tracking the footsteps of a fugitive. Again,
we have slaod, a clumsy or lazy person (one who drags or trails

along) ; slaodach, trailing, clumsy, lazy, ill- dressed, slovenly ; slaodag,
a slut or slattern ; Du. slodde, sordida et inculta mulier (Kil.). The
Du. slodderen, flaccere, seems to be from the notion of hanging and

trailing about; slodderhosen, caligse follicantes ; siodderachtig, sor-

didus, negligens slatternly.
SPUR. Gael, spor, a claw or talon as well as a spur ; cul-spor,

literally a back-claw, a spur. If spor had been borrowed from a

Teutonic language in the sense of spur, it never would have received

the qualification cul, hinder, indicating the position in which it is

worn.

WORTH. W. gwyrdd, green ; gwerddon, a green spot, a meadow.
Hence the termination worth in the names of places like Bosworth
and Lutterworth ; in G. werth and werder, as in Donauwerth, Ma-
rienwerder, interpreted a meadow, low land at the confluence or along
the side of rivers.
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" On the Elements of Language ; their arrangement and their

accidents." By Edwin Guest, Esq.
The elements which it is proposed to examine in the following

paper, are such as substitute the hard guttural for the "abrupt
tone," which seems to have characterized all the earlier forms
of language. The same kind of reasoning which led us to con-
clude that the final p of the Chinese provincial dialects might, in

languages of later origin, be represented by any one of the four

labials p, b, p', b', appears to justify the opinion, that the final k may
be represented by any one of the four gutturals, k, g, k', g . Sanscrit

nouns ending in any one of these gutturals may, when used as no-
minatives in the construction of a sentence, take either k or g as

their final letter (Wils. Sansc. Gr. p. 48) ; and in the perfect tense

of the Greek verb, we have the characteristic letters k, g, changed
into k' (x). In the Gothic dialects we find the aspirated guttural,
or rather its representative h, frequently taking the form of g ; thus

the Anglo-Saxon preterites fleah, flew ; sloh, slew, &c. make their

second persons singular flug-e, slog-e, &c. ; and burh, a fortress,

takes in the plural the form of byrig. These letter-changes appear
to be conventional, and not euphonic ; or to speak more explicitly,

they seem to have been adopted, not because they facilitated pro-
nunciation*, but because they served to mark with greater precision
the various forms of artificial grammar. If this be so, it is a rea-

sonable, if not a necessary inference, that the four gutturals k, g,

k', g\ were once used indiscriminately, or, as we may otherwise

phrase it, were, all of them, used as substitutes for the "
abrupt

%one" of the earlier languages.
But there are also other forms occasionally assumed by the final

guttural. It seems at a very early period to have been subjected to

ossification. Sanscrit nouns ending in ch and j, and occasionally
those ending in sh, assume k or g for their final letter in the nomi-
native : thus vuch, speech, becomes either vak or vag. It was

necessary to mention this letter-change, as we may occasionally be

obliged to introduce in the following pages elements which end in

* If in some cases facility of pronunciation seems to be promoted by the change
of letter, this fact will not invalidate the author's argument ; for even in those

letter-changes, which are generally allowed to be euphonic, the new letter seems
in most cases rather to have been selected as one of several candidates, than to have
been produced by any actual metamorphosis of the older one.

VOL. IV. 2 I
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ch or j. We shall however as much as possible do without them,
for the assibilation of the final guttural is a matter far too important
to be discussed incidentally ; and it is also desirable to treat each

accident of language separately, in order that we may bring it

clearly and distinctly before the reader.

Pressure, embarrassment, trouble, straits.

pak Cant.Chin.S529 (pih), urgent, pressing, reducing to straits, com-

pelling in an arbitrary manner, to press hard upon
and embarrass as by an enemy's troops.

pek Hok. Chin, to urge, to straiten, to trouble.

pak-a ... Sansc. ... ah s.m. general panic, or subversion of a country.

feig-iaw.. Welsh ... to drive to extremity, to embarrass.

fag English .. to tire, to weary, to beat (Todd).

Subjecting to the action of fire or heat, roasting, toasting ; cook-

ing, ripening.

pok Cant.CMn.8639 (po), to urge or press with fire, fire-dried,

to dry with smoke or fire, to heat, to burn,
to cauterize.

pek Hok.Chin.to roast anything at the fire.

p'hak .... to dry in the sun.

pak-a .... Sansc. ... ah s.m. maturity natural or artificial, as the state of

being cooked or ripened, cooking, dressing food, a

vessel in which anything is dressed, a saucepan, a

boiler, &c.

pach to mature by cooking or ripening, to boil, to dress,

to ripen.

pokh-tan. Pers to boil, cook, &c., to ripen.

<o>y-o> ... Greek ... to roast, toast, parch.

pec'h Ituss to cook.

a stove,

foc-us .... Latin .... a fire-hearth,

foe Welsh .... a fire-place, a furnace, a caldron.

It will be seen that the Sanscrit word puka signifies both cooking
and the oppression of a country. The tie which links these two

meanings together is by no means an obvious one. The Chinese

lexicographers define pok,
" to press with fire," find pak, "to press

hard upon and embarrass as by an enemy's troops." If they be cor-

rect in these definitions, and we must remember that Morrison's is

little more than a new arrangement of the great imperial lexicon,
then we see at once the connexion we are in search of, and how
closely allied are the two sets of meanings we have been considering.
The idea of substance connects together the three groups which

follow.

1. Substance, matter; raw material, unwrought iron, &c.

pok Cant.Chin.864:5 (po), crammed together in confusion, stuffed all

together, to fill up.
8700 (pub), a clod of earth.

p'ok 8619 (po), plain hard close wood, &c., the matter or

substance without the gloss or ornaments.
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p'hok .... Hok.Chin. the substance of anything, &c.
an unpolished gem, a diamond in the rough.
unwrought iron, iron ore.

pakh Pers gold or silver full of dross or bad alloy, unrefined.

Tnjy-as Greek .... earth dried and hardened after rain, &c.

2. Stiffness, viscidity, whatever iscurdledor frozen, gum, scum, &c.

pak Canl.Ckin.S533 (pih), the dregs or fj-eces of wine.

pok 8659 (po), frozen rain, hail, &c.

pichch-a . Sansc. ... a s.f. the gum of the silk cotton tree, &c., the scum of
boiled rice, &c.

pekh Pers a gummy substance adhering to the eyelids.

ndy-os ... Greek,... s.m. anything that has become solid, thick, stiff or

hard, frozen water, ice, &c., the scum on the sur-

face of milk and other liquids ;
salt deposited by

the evaporation of sea water, &c.

Tray da>.. . to freeze, to curdle.

Tra^-us ... thick, curdled, clotted, &c.

TTTjy-as ... s.f. anything that has become thick or hard, hoar

frost, rime, &c.

fasc-s(faex) Latin dregs, lees of wine, sediment.

3. Large, thick, substantial the fleshy parts of the body,

pak Cant.Chin.853l (pih), large, great, &c.

pok 8631 (po), the sides, tlie ribs, the shoulders.

p'hok Hok. Chin, the shoulders.

puk Pers thick, coarse, &c.

rrax-vs ... Greek.... thick, large, stout, fat, great.

TTJjy-os ... firm, solid, hence in good condition, powerful, strong,
&c.

Trvy-r) the rump, buttocks, fat swelling land.

fadge English .. a lusty and clumsy woman (Jam.).

This root is also used, by way of metaphor, to signify wealth or

substance.

p'hok Hole. Chin, full of treasure, abundance of wealth.

rrax-vs ... Greek .... o't Traces, the men of substance, the wealthy.

Diffusion, separation a spring of water, a shower of rain or snow.

p'ok Cant.Chin.8653 (p5), to throw forth or sprinkle water, water

dripping out, a shower of rain, &c.

8706 (pah), suddenly bursting forth as plants budding,
or as a spring bubbling up, &c.

pok 8714 (puh), water gushing from a spring, and rushing
down a precipice.

p'hak Hok.Chin. a fountain or cataract which sends out its waters far

and with noise.

payk-idau Pers to run (as water from the mouth), to sprinkle slightly,
to scatter.

77777-7}
Greek . .. s.f. a spring, a well, a fount, a source.

fok feel s.n. a fall of snow.

feyk-i .... to scatter to the winds.

With these meanings may be connected the English words fog, a

thick mist, and/o^r, to overcast.

The elements which take both an initial and a final k, are not very
2i 2
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numerous. In the three following groups of meanings, the leading
dea seems to be that of constraint,

1. Contraction, constraint, restraint.

kuk Cant.Chin.6552 (kuh), manicles, a collar for the neck; self-re-

strained by virtuous principles.
khek Hok.Chin.to constrain oneself.

kach Sansc. ... to bind.

kuch to be restricted or confined, to contract.

CU9 Welsh.... s.n. what is contracted, or drawn together, the knitting
of the brows, a frown.

2. To crouch, to be bent, to be crooked.

k'ok Cant.Chin.6203 (keiih), bent, to stoop, to cause to bend, or

crouch, &c.
6210 (keuh), crooked, bent, distorted, bent down,

&c.
k'heuk ... Hok. Chin, bent, crooked, not straight.
kuch Sansc. ... to be crooked.

keik-iz... Ieel to be bent or crooked.

kauch^en Germ. ... to squat or cower.

3. Stoppageof the chest orwindpipe choking, retching, coughing,
k'ak Cant. Chin.6314 (kih), to cough, to retch, to vomit, the noise

made in retching and vomiting.
koh 6448 (ko) coughing and retching.
k'hak Hok. Chin. to vomit.

khac Co.- Chin, to retch at vomiting.
koh Pers a cough, &c.

ceg Welsh.... a strangling, a choking.
kuch Flem a cough.
kecli an asthma, a difficulty of breathing.
kok-en... Germ to vomit.

keech-eu to pant, to gasp ;
to cough.

cowk English .. to retch ineffectually, to vomit (Brockett).
kech to retch at vomiting (Johns.).

The three next sets of meanings may possibly be connected with
those we have just considered ; inasmuch as the cries they express
are generally produced by strong muscular effort, and contraction of

the throat.

1 . A shrieking, a wailing.

k'uk Cant.Chin.6566 (kuh), the loud expression of grief by strong

crying and tears.

khok Hok. Chin, to weep, to bewail, to lament.

Ko>K-va> ... Greek.... to shriek, cry, wail.

2. The shrill shriek of an animal.

kok Cant.Chin.6450 (ko), the noise of a cricket.

kachch-a Sansc. ... a s.f. a cricket.

3. The cry of a bird a cock, a crow, a jay, a pigeon, &c.

kok Cant.Chin.6448 (k8), the cackling of a fowl, &c.
6455 (k5), a pigeon, &c.
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kek Hole. Chin, the cry of a wild fowl, the crowing of a cock.
kec Co.-Chin. a parrot.

kayk Arabic... clucking (as a hen).
kuch Sansc. ... to sound high, to utter a shrill cry as a bird.

kak-a .... ah s.m. a crow.
kik-i ih s.m. a blue jay.

cog Welsh ... a cuckoo.
coc A.-Sax. .. a cock.

couk English .. to utter the cuckoo's note (Jam.).
cake to cackle like geese (the a pronounced as in far),

Craven Dial.

The next group of meanings exhibits one of the processes by
which the idea of an aggregate may be associated with that of the

individual.

Division, separation, a separate portion ; separated from the rest,

the uttermost, the last ; those who are separated, the rest ; each

separately, each one, all.

kok Ca.CAn.6447 (ko), to follow, calling to but disregarded by the

person before
;
no mutual understanding ; each

apart ; each separately ;
each one of all

;

various.

cac Co.-Chin. all.

kok Hok.Chin. each, everyone.
kek to separate.
keuk to divide, a separate portion, a division of labour.

kak-ya.... Sansc. ... ya, s.f. division of a large building.
each Irish adj. all, every, each.

subs, the rest, the whole.

kack Flem last, uttermost.

The remaining examples take for their initial the dental t.

Striking a blow, striking with the fist, or with the open hand.

t'ak Cant.Chin. 10196 (tlh), to strike with the fist, to thump, to beat,
to strike with the hands in order to indicate

commendation.
teuk Hok.Chin.to beat, to thump, to pound.
tak to gore, to push with the horns.

tik Sansc. ... to assail, to assault.

taag Irish a blow on the cheek.

tag-a Breton... to attack.

tag Swed the stroke (of an oar).

tuck Flem a blow, a beating of the forehead.

tuck-en .. to butt like a ram.

tack English ..
" to tack means, in Devon, to give a stroke with the

palm of the hand, not with a clenched fist
; tack,

a blow so given." Exmoor Scold. Gloss.

.

" to tack hands, to clap hands either by way of

triumph or provocation." Ibid.

To take, is the root idea, from which have branched out the fol-

lowing meanings :
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1. Taking, culling, plucking.
tok Cant. Chin. 10289 (tS), to take with the hand as food.

t5k 10291 (to), to take up, or lift with the hand, to receive

with the hand, &c.

t'ik 10172 (teih), to approach with the fingers, to twitch,

to pluck.
tek Hok.Chin.io pluck, to gather, to pick, to twitch, to choose, to

select.

togh-am . Irish I choose, pick, cull, take.

tek Icel to take, to receive.

tack-en .. Flem to touch, to seize, to take.

2. Taking by force or fraud, robbery.

t'ok Cant.Chin. 10307 (to), to seize, to plunder, to take away.
10312 (to), to take by violence, &c.

tak-a Icel s.f. a carrying off, a theft.

3. Attainments, personal qualities, or rights.

tek HoJt.Chin. virtue, kindness, favour, happiness, or whatever is at-

tained in one's own person,
thich ..... Co.-C/iin. natural propensity,
toic Irish a natural right or property.

4. Acquisition, success.

t5k Cant. Chin.10194 ftill) , to be successful in doing something, to ob-

tain what one wanted, to attain the end proposed.
10195 (tlh), to obtain, to succeed.

tek Hok.Chin. to obtain.

tukh Arabic... gain, acquisition.

TV^-TJ .... Greek ... s.f. luck, good fortune, &c.

twg Welsh ... s.m. what is forward, luck, prosperity.

tyc-iaw... v.a. to prosper, to succeed, to prevail, &c.

The Welsh lexicographer (Owen Pugh) seems to have given to

twg a different etymology from that which is here assigned to it.

But there can be little doubt that twg is connected with the Greek

Tu^-rf, and just as little that rv\-ri is connected with Tvy^dvu ; and
as Tvyyavw signifies

" to hit a mark, to reach, to gain, to obtain

anything," it seems pretty clear that both TV^-TI and twg are pro-

perly ranged in the present group of meanings.
It should be observed that rv\-r) signifies, not only our good for-

tune, but any fortune whether good or bad, that is in store for us.

So the Irish toich-e signifies
"

fate or destiny." This latter fact is

important, not only as showing that both senses of ru^-i? appertain
to its representatives in the Celtic languages (twg Welsh, toich-e

Irish), but also as sanctioning the position we have assigned to the

Irish toic, inasmuch as we find a collateral meaning assigned to the

Irish toich-e.

5. Taking by the hand, leading, pulling.
tik Cant.Chin. 10158 (teih), to take hold of with the hand, to lead,

to draw,
tek Hok.Chin. to lead, to take anything in the hand.
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tog-a Icel to draw, to lead.

tog s.n. a drawing, a pulling.

togh-en .. Flem to draw.

6. Leading, governing, directing, teaching.
t'uk Cant.Chin.113'25 (tub), to rule, to govern, to lead as a general,

to give orders and dii'ections to, to correct.

tok Hoh.Chin. to rule, to lead, to instruct, to warn.

ray-ri Greek.... s.f. an ordering, arraying, array, command, rule.

ray-os ... s.m. an arranger, orderer, commander, ruler.

tsec-an ... A.-Sax. .. to teach, instruct, direct,

teoch-e... a leader.

The two next sets of meanings explain themselves.

1. To cut up, to lop off, to shave a knife, sword, razor, &c.

t'ok Cant.Chm. \Q3\2 (to), to lop off, &c.

t'ik 10164 (teih), to cut up, to separate the flesh from the

bone,

t'ik Cara^.C/.10168 (teih), to shave off the hair, to pluck out the

hair of the head.

tik HoJc.Chin. anything originally long and made shorter.

t'hek to butcher, to slaughter, to cut up meat.

tigh Pers a sword, a scimitar, falchion, dagger, a knife, a razor,
a lancet, &c.

toc-iaw... Welsh ... to curtail, to clip, to trim, to dock.

twc s.m. a cut, clip, or chip.
twc-a s.m. a kind of knife, a tuck.

tack-en... Flem to lop (boughs).

2. To hew, chop, hack an axe, a pick.
t'uk Cant.CMn.11333 (tub.), to strike with the axe, to hew or chop.
tok HoJc.Chin. to cut and hack.

tak Co.- Chin, to carve, to grave.
TVK-OS ... Greek.... a mason's hammer or peck, a battle-axe, a pole-axe,

tuagh ... Irish s.m. an axe.

Escape from, bursting forth a birth, offspring.

t'ok Cant. Chin. 10297 (to), to put off as clothes, to leave the womb,
to be born, to escape from, &c.

10296 (to), to open, to cast off, to escape from.
1 1318 (tub), the posture of a child in a natural and

easy parturition, &c.

t'hek HoJc.Chin. to open, to burst open as seeds when vegetating.

tuj Sansc. ... s.n. (nom. tub), offspring, children.

tok-a s.n. a bringing forth, a birth, the offspring, young
child, son.

TOK-OS .... Greek.... s.m. a bringing forth, a birth, the offspring, a young
child, a son.

The Sanscrit tuj is referred by Prof. Wilson to the d'atu tuj, to

guard or protect (Wils. Diet.), an etymology which would connect

the word with the Latin tego, and the class of meanings we shall

next consider. If we are justified in the present arrangement, it

should rather be connected with the d'atu tyaj, to quit, to abandon,
&c.
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From the general idea of covering, are derived the secondary

meanings.

1. A mat, a rug, a coverlet, &c.

tich Co.- Chin, a mat.
twach .... Sansc. ... to cover, to clothe, to invest.

teg-o Latin.... to cover.

teg-es ... a mat, a rug.

teigh Irish any covering.
ta'ck-e... Swed. .... quilt, blanket, rug, coverlet.

2. A case, a coffer, a wallet.

t'ok Cant.Chin.H336 (tub), a covering or case for a box.

1 1338 (tub), a sort of case for, a case for a sword, &c.

cases generally, a coffin, &c.

11339, a box case, a press.
tok H'ok. Chin, a chest, a coffer.

tiag Irish s.m. a wallet, a vessel.

taeg A.-Sax. .. a chest, a coffer.
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PROFESSOR KEY in the Chair.

The following works were laid on the table :

" On the use of Bronze Celts in Military Operations," by James
Yates, Esq.

" On the Early English Settlements in South Britain,"

by Edwin Guest, Esq.

A paper was read, entitled
" Further Observations on the Geometry of Boethius." By

George Sloane, Esq.
The writer was desirous of correcting one or two mistakes which

occurred in his former paper (vol. iv. p. 163), and of making some
additional remarks on Blume's theory as to the origin of the De-
monstratio or Appendix. That theory, it will be remembered, is

principally founded on the presumed identity of the Arcerian MS.
with that discovered by Phaedrus at Bobbio, and with which Blume

supposes Gerbert to have become acquainted during his residence at

that place.

Independently of the presumption against Gerbert's familiarity
with the Arcerian, suggested by the examination of his personal

history, the Geometry itself furnishes evidence almost amounting
to demonstration, that its author was unacquainted with it. The
most important, and, in an historical point of view, the most inter-

esting proposition of the mathematical part of the manuscript, so

far as its contents are known, is the general formula for the area of

any triangle in terms of its sides* (p. 300, 11 301, 5). Now
there is not the slightest hint to be found in any of Gerbert's

writings, of his acquaintance with this formula ; and as we know,
from his letter to Adelboldf, that his attention had been pointedly
directed to the rules then ordinarily used for determining the

areas of triangles, it is highly improbable that he should have

omitted all mention of it, if it had ever come under his notice.

The only rule applicable to all triangles given by him is, sub-

stantially, that the area is equal to half the sum of any side mul-

tiplied by the perpendicular let fall on it from the opposite vertex J.

* This formula is found also in some MSS. of Boethius, and has been published
from the second Berne by Venturi,

' Commentari sopra la Storia et le Teorie dell'

Ottica,' p. 125. The readings agree with the Excerpta Rostochiensia, where this

differs from the Arcerian. In p. 300, 11, we have id est instead of ut puta, the

reading of all the other manuscripts.

f Gerbertus ad Adelboldum de causa diversitatis arearum in trigono equilatero

geometrice arithmeticeve exposilo, in Fez. I, c. 83.

t See the passages in Fez. 31 and 39.
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On the other hand, the extract from Hyginus (p. 188, 14 190,

12), with which the Geometry ends, has been taken, not from

the Arcerian, but from the Gordian or some other MS. of the

second class : for not only does it agree with the latter, where
this differs materially from the first- and third-class MSS., but

also faithfully copies its peculiar blunders and corruptions*. The
writer entertained great doubt whether Blume was not mistaken in

supposing that Rigaltius copied the Fragmenta Terininalia from the

MS. in De Thon's library containing Gerbert's Geometry. That he

was acquainted with it is certain, for he refers more than once in

his notes to a MS. of Boethius belonging to De Thon (p. 234. ed.

Goes.). It would seem from the expression used by him,
" vetus

membrana penes illustriss. Thuanum," p. 216 that these fragments
were contained in a single leaf of parchment, which had once formed
a part of a perfect MS. of Boethius. Though Rigaltius was aware
of the resemblance between the Fragmenta and Boethius, he alto-

gether overlooked the actual identity of the two. That he did so

is evident from his distinguishing between the '

excerpta Boetiana
'

and the 'vetus membrana' (ib. and not ad Fragm. Term. p. 261).
The argument in favour of Blume's theory, arising from the Geo-

metry of Gerbert containing the extract from Hyginus, which we
find in some MSS. of Boethius, though apparently entitled to greater

weight than the rest, is far from conclusive, especially as it proceeds

upon an assumption, the truth of which, in the writer's opinion, is

at least doubtful, that the part of the Geometry containing the

passage in question is the composition of its reputed author. The
most cursory examination of the printed treatise will convince any
one that it could not possibly have emanated, in its present form,
from " the wise pope who was the instructor of his age." No man
of sense would have been so absurd as to repeat the same matter

twice in so short a compass, or to insert in the body of his book a

second introduction not materially different from the one prefixed to

it. Evidently two distinct treatises, the first of which ends with the

thirteenth chapter, have been somehow or another confounded in

the manuscript, and both have been published as one entire work by
Fez, who has overlooked the internal indications which they present
of having been originally unconnected with one another

-f . If then
we have two separate tracts fortuitously united together, which of

them is to be considered as the work of Gerbert ? Unfortunately we
have no weighty, much less decisive evidence on this point, and the

* It is much to be wished that we had some information as to the readings of

the Boethian MSS. of this passage. Unfortunately the writer's attention had not

been directed to this point at the time he examined the Cambridge MS.

j This opinion seems to receive some confirmation from the circumstance that

the Arundel MS. has only the first thirteen chapters, in other words, the first treatise.

At Chartres there is a MS. (No. 173), which has only chapters 14-40. The
Arundel shows how the two books probably came to be blended into one. The

concluding words of Gerbert are immediately followed by the opening sentence of

Boethius, as this is in like manner succeeded by another treatise on Geometry or

Mensuration, without the slightest indication that all three do not form one con-

tinuous whole.
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only, or at least principal reason, which with our present scanty
data can be urged in favour of the first and shortest, is, that it is

the one which bears his name not only in the Salzburg, but also in

the Arundel MS., which is apparently derived from some other
source*.

The writer is inclined to go a step further, and ask Is there any
evidence that Gerbert ever wrote a work on Geometry ; or have
we any surer grounds for asserting that either of the two treatises

which bear his name was actually written by him, than we have for

attributing the work ' De Divisione Numerorum,' which we know
to have been composed by him, to Beda, viz. that in some MSS. his

name is attached to itf ? Beda, Alcuin and Gerbert were the repre-
sentatives of the learning of their respective, centuries ; and to each
was ascribed indiscriminately every work of merit, the writer of

which was unknown or forgotten J.

* Since this paper was written, the author has discovered that Goesius was aware
of the distinction between the two tracts. In his ' Index in Rei Agrar. Script.' v.

Laterculi, he quotes two definitions of laterculus from ' Gerbertus MS.' and ' Ano-

nymum itidem MS.,' the first of which is taken from c. 15, and the last from c. 13
of the printed treatise. What reasons Goesius had for attributing the second and

longer one to Gerbert, it is impossible to say. No manuscript of Gerbert is men-
tioned in the catalogue of his library, unless it is included among the '

plura alia

artem geometricam spectantia' of No. 242 (Biblioth. Goes. p. 74). Is this manu-

script the same as that marked No. 138 in the ' Libri Append. Bibliolh. Scriver.,' and
there described as having formerly belonged to Nansius 1 If so, we have a clue

to Goesius's mistake as to the manuscript lent by Rutzers to Rigaltius (see above

p. 169). He has confounded the transcript of the Arcerian made by Nansius, and
lent to Rigaltius with another MS. of the third class, which had been the property
of Nanbius before it came into the possession of Scriverius. That this, the ' Codex
Nansii

'

of Rigaltius, was a Nipsus or third-class MS., seems to follow from its having
given the name of Siculus to Frontinus, and from having

'

templorum censita
*

instead of '

templi dese (or Idea?) concessa,' the reading of the first- and second-class

MSS. in p. 239, 10. (See Rigalt. not. pp. 210, 253, ed. Go,es.)

f The ' Liber ad Grammaticum,' which Richerius (I. c. p. 618) says was written

by Gerbert as a companion or guide to the use of the Abacus invented by him, has

been printed by M. Chasles in the '

Comptes Rendus de 1'Academie Royale des

Sciences,' t. xvi., and is the same tract with that published in Beda's works with

the title
' De Divisione Numerorum' (Op. i. 159, ed. Bas.). The treatise of Her-

mannus Contractus,
' De Utilitatibus Astrolabii,' which has also been published by

Fez from the same Salzburg MS., is attributed to Gerbert in two MSS. Chasles,

Catalogue, p. 44.

J In addition to the ancient MSS. of Boethius at Berne and St. Gall, there is

another also of the tenth century, in the Imperial Library at Vienna. It is described

by Endlicher, Catalog. MSS. Pkilol. Lat. Biblioth. Palat. Findob. p. 254. At the

end there is written in an ancient hand,
' Liber fratrum Praedicatorum de Buda.'

Obbar (Praef. ad Boeth. Cons. p. xxxvii. n. 42) suggests that the St. Gall MS.
No. 830, may be one of the two manuscripts of Boethius, bequeathed to that mo-

nastery by the abbot Hartmuth in ihe last quarter of the ninth century (Ratpert
Cas. S. Galli in Pertz, Man. Hist. ii. p. 72, 45). The words of Ratpert Boethii

5 libri philosophies consolationis in volum. i. Item alii 5 in altero volumine

seem rather to mean that he gave two copies of the same work. Compare p. 70, 33.

And this was apparently the opinion of Arx, the learned librarian of St. Gall : for

he has not marked it among the books mentioned by Ratpert, which are still to be

found in their ancient repository. Weidman also, in his history of the library, is

silent on this point.
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A.

AFRICAN languages: vocabularies collected by Krapf and Hales, 11 ; Caffre

dialects spoken continuously from the Cape to the Equator, 14; seem to admit
of the subdivisions, the Congo-Makua and the Caffrarian, ib.

Kbler's vocabulary of the Bonny language, 73; the Bonny language not a

dialect of the Ibo language, as hitherto supposed, ib.

Formation of the plural of the pronouns personal in Tumali, 79 ; on the ele-

mentary sounds of the Tumali language, 138.

Books written in the Vei language with native characters, 135 ; the Mendi

language closely allied to the Vei, ib. ; the Cameroons language with the Bimbia,
136; notice of the Fazoglo language, 139.

Vocabulary of the Avekvom (Quaqua) dialect, 183; the Avekvom clearly one
of the Ashanti languages, ib.

America. Vid. North American Dialects, Verb, Sic.

Anglo-Saxon language : peculiar use of the patronymical termination ing, 1 ; it

has the force of a genitival suffix jEftelwulfing land = ^Ethelwulfs land, 2; is

sometimes affixed to a woman's name Cyneburging tun = the town of the

princess Cyneburh, ib.; this idiom unknown to the other Gothic languages, 10.

Suggestion that these derivatives in ing may be adjectives corresponding to the

German forms Pariser, Breslauer, &c., 84 ; both forms independent of gender,
case, or number, ib. ; the Russian patronymics originally adjectives, 85.

B.

Benisch (Dr.), on the conjectural affinity of certain Hebrew and English words, 122.

Boethius : in the printed edition's of his works appears a translation of the first

four books of Euclid, followed by an appendix, generally known as the Demon-

stratio, 163; the latter chiefly contains fragments from Varro, Seneca, and the

Agrimensors, ib. ; the MSS. differ both from each other, and from the printed

editions, ib. ; Niebuhr denies the genuineness of the Demonstratio, 165 ; Blume
denies the genuineness both of the Demonstratio and ofthe Euclid, ib. ; negative

arguments in favour of the genuineness of the Euclid, ib. ; arguments against it,

166 ;
the opinion that Pope Gerbert compiled the Demonstratio examined, 168 ;

Blume's theory, that the work was compiled by some person on this side of the

Alps, who had been in communication with Gerbert, untenable, 169; additional

arguments against Blume's theory, 269.

C.

Caucasian languages. Vid. Verb.

Chinese languages: the "abrupt tone" of the Mandarin dialect, its nature, 241 ;

often represented in the provincial dialects by one of the finals p, k, t, ib. ; these

provincial dialects of indefinite antiquity, though merely degraded forms of the

Court dialect, 242; the final p represented in the later forms of language by p, b,

or p', b', ib.; roots of language ending with these finals, 243, &c. ; the final k

represented in the later languages by kt g, ork',g\ 261 ; roots of language

ending with these finals, 262, &c.

Collins (J.), a short vocabulary of the Gower dialect, 222.
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D.

De Morgan (Professor) on the use of the verbs shall and will, 185.

Donaldson (J. W.) on the Nomen of C. Verres, 75.

E.

Elements of language : means of ascertaining their identity in different lan-

guages, 240 ; elements ending with p or its representatives, 242
;

elements

ending with k or its representatives, 246.

English language : its probable future position, 207 ; tendency to the establish-

ment of a " universal language," ib.; the place, once filled by the Latin, now
occupied by the French, ib. ; the predominance of the French weakened by the

cultivation of several new languages the Russian, Hungarian, &c., 209 ; theories

of Rivarol and Du Roure to account for the prevalence of the French lan-

guage, ib. ; circumstances which formerly contributed to it, now favour the spread
of the German, 210 ; Hume's opinion as to the future importance of the English

language, 211; its great prevalence at the present day, 213; circumstances
which may interfere with its general adoption as a medium of communication, 213.

On the use of the verbs shall and will, 185.

Etymology of the Greek words iroiras, 242 ; TTOTTTTW^W, KCTT^OS, JCOTTOS, 243 ;

K07TOS, KCtlTVbt, KtillTt), 244 J KO7TIS, KOTTO.S, /CU7T6\\OJ/, (CVjSds, KVTTCLS, 245 ;

TVTTOS, 246 ; 0wyo, 262 ; Trayyds, vdyos, Trayow, TTO.XVS, Trjjyds, irijyos, irvyri,

TTJjyj), 263 ; KWKVU, 264 ; Tv^t], 266
; ray?), rayos, TVKOS, TOKOS, 267.

of the Latin words capio, capulus, 244 ; focus,fax, 262
; tego, teges,

268.

of the English words Christmas-box, to scorch, to pant, relay, rely,

housings, 125 ; whip, wipe, swip, swipe, to caulk, pantaloon, muscovado, 126 ; dun-

geon, quoit, 128 ; to bale, a board, to peep, 129 ; charcoal, 130 ; jade, to stroll, to

abridge, to allay, to assuage, 131 ; fizz,fuzz,feaze,fuddle, rave, ravel, revel, 247 ;

heron, egret, 248; pittance, to founder, a mort, 249 ; brushwood, 25Q ; barracks,

basket, navel, cant, choke, 251 ; coot, crane, kite, gull, conyger, crowd, corsair,

cosy, crave, crum, dainty, darn, 252
; quilt, counterpane, 253; balderdash, pie-

balled, vinewed, mawkish, grate, gridiron, cradle, 257 ; gallant, vassal, gain,
256 ; gather, gravel, hose, last, 257 ; maggot, mildew, 258 ; mien, muggy, bob,

mob, mop, pine, plead, plea, 259 ; plod, sled, slot, spur, worth, 260.

Euphony : in what it consists, 261 ; letter-changes said to be euphonic, often the

result of convention merely, ib. ; even when euphonic they do not necessarily
indicate any actual metamorphosis of a letter, ib.

F.

Final consonants : their origin later than that of the initial consonants, 240 ;

the Chinese "
abrupt tone" represented in the later languages by a final p, k, or

t, ib. ; reason of such substitution, 241 ; the final p permuted into b, p', or b',

242 ; the final A- into g, k', or g, 261 ; the final A- sometimes assibilated, ib.

Finnish languages. Vid. Verb, Polysynthesis, &c.

Formation of the Latin genitives cujus, ejus, hujus, 81 ; of the plural of the pro-
nouns personal in the Tumali language, 80.

G.

Garnett (R.) on the nature and analysis of the verb, 15, 95, 155, 173, 233.
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Greek language. Vid. Etymology.
Fragments of orations in accusation and defence of Demosthenes, respecting the

money of Harpalus, 39 ; probably written by an Alexandrian under the Pto-

lemies, ib. ; translation, 43.

Grimm (J.) his "
Canons," or the laws of letter-change propounded by him,

examined, 239.

Guest (E.) on the elements of language, their arrangement and their accidents,

239, 261.

H.

Hanson (A. W.) communication respecting the Vei and Mendei dialects, 135.

Hebrew language : on the connexion which exists between the Hebrew and the

languages allied to the Sanscrit, 122
; debber, he spoke, may perhaps be connected

with the German treiben, ib. ; chalal, to perforate, with the English hole, hollow,

&c., 123 ; pur, to break, with the German brechen, &c., ib. ; kaf, the hollow of

the hand, with the Latin capio and Welsh ciplaw, ib.
;
Mtckar with Kip/cos, ib. ;

tsippor, a sparrow, with the German sper-ling and English sparrow, 124; zood

with the German sieden, Engl. to seethe, ib. ; madad, be measured, with the Latin

metior, &c., ib.

Howse (J.) Vocabularies of certain North American languages, 102, 191.

Humboldt (W.),his views of the verbal construction in Tagala and Malagassy ex-

amined, 99; of the verbal construction in Maya, 156.

I.

Initial consonants: their origin earlier than that of the final consonants, 240.

Ireland : specimen of the dialects spoken in the Barony of Forth, in the county
of Wexford, 101 ; the "

Welshmen," whose descendants use it, must have come
from the English settlements in Gower and Pembroke, 102.

Isbester (J. A.) on a short vocabulary of the Loucheux language, 184.

K.

Kemble (J. M.) on a peculiar use of the Anglo-Saxon patronymical termination

ing, 1.

Key (T. H.) on the pronouns of the first and second persons, 25 ; an attempt to

prove the identity of the roots is, was, and be, 88.

L.

Latham (R. G.) on certain additions to the vocabularies of the Caffre languages, 10 ;

remarks upon a vocabulary of the Bonny language, 73 ; on the connexion be-

tween the ideas of association and plurality as an influence in the evolution of

inflexion, 79; on a vocabulary of the Cameroon language, 136; on a vocabulary
of the Avekvom language, 183 ; on the original area of the Slavonic population,

189, 215.

Latin language and literature. Vid. Etymology, Formation of the. Genitive, &c.

On the Nomen of C. Verres, 75 ; according to Muretus the family name was

Verres, ib. ; objections, ib.
; it seems to have been Cornelius, 77 ;

this Nomen too

.common to be distinctive, and therefore omitted in the designation C. Verres, 78.

2L2
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Suggestion that the latter element of the verbal forms ama-veram, ama-vero,

ama-vissem, &c. is connected with the German weten, 34 ; also of the forms

ama-verunt, ama-vistis, ama-visti, ama-vi, 35.

N.

Norris (E.) on the Vei language and its affinities, 135.

North-American languages. Vid. Polysyntltesis.

Vocabularies of the dialects spoken by the Shawnees, the Nipissingue, the

New Brunswick, and the Blackfoot Indians, 102, &c. ; vocabularies of dialects

spoken by the Chipewyan, Beaver, and Sikanni Indians, 192 ; by the Kutani,

Flat-head, and Shoushwhap Indians, 199.

The Loucheux language probably connected with the languages of Russian

America, 184.

P.

Pictet: his notions respecting the construction of the Welsh verb considered, 176 ;

also his theory relative to the causative verb in Sanscrit and Irish, 179.

Polynesian Languages. Vid. Verb.

Polysynthesis: the great characteristic of the North-American languages, 158;
found also in the Basque and in the Mordwinian dialect of the Finnish, 160 ;

not the result of philosophic contrivance, 159; appears to have originated in a

desire to be explicit, 160.

Pronouns : the doctrine, that in the Indo-European languages
" the nominative

singular of the first personal pronoun is from a different base from that from

which the oblique cases proceed," impugned, 25 ; the Latin ego may be connected

with the Sanscrit eka, one, and tu with the numeral duo, ib. ; eis connected with

wins, 26 ; the initial m often interchanged with w, which is again changed for

h, 27 ; the n of eywv answers to the m of the Sanscrit aham, 29 ; the Latin

egomet suggested as the original form of the first personal pronoun, ib. ; sug-

gestion that the German ich is the same word as mich with the loss of the m, 31 ;

that the last syllable ofego-met is the English word man, ib. ; the Slavonic initial in

mnoyu, mnye, may perhaps point out the letter-change which led to the forms

ens, vobi.t, &c., 32.

The Sanscrit dva, two, probably originated the Latin tu and Gothic thu, 33 ;

du before a vowel often becomes b, whence we may get vos, &c., and by changing
the w into ft,

the corresponding Greek pronoun, ib.

S.

Schomburgk (II.): a vocabulary "of the Maiongkong dialect, 217.

Sharpe (S.) on certain fragments of orations in accusation and defence of Demo-
sthenes respecting the money of Harpalus, 39.

Slavonic languages : the position they occupy among the Indo-European dialects,

225 ; the Slavonians identical with the Sarmatae of Ptolemy and the Scythians
of earlier writers, ib. ;

" the youngest of all nations" in the time of Herodotus,
226 ; the same title may be applied to them at the present day, ib. ; in terms in-

dicating relationship, the Russian approaches nearer to the Sanscrit than any of the

related languages, 228 ; also in its numerals, 229 ; the Russian, like the classical

languages, synthetic, 230 ; but some of its forms appear to belong to a late

period, ib. ; perhaps it may be considered of later origin than the classical, but

of earlier origin than the modern languages of Europe, 231 ; change of the latter

from the synthetic to the analytic class, ib.

Slavonic races: original area occupied by them, 187 ; Jazyges, a Slavish race on
the Theiss in the time of Ptolemy, 189 ; Daci east and west of them, and there-
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fore probably Slavonic races, 190; the Daci extended to the Morawe where the

Moravians are now settled, ib. ; arguments advanced to prove the existence of

ancient German settlements in Bohemia considered, 191.

Slavonic races in the Cimbric Chersonesus in the ninth century, 215; also

along the right bank of the Elbe, ill., and in Alt-mark, 216; the testimony of

the Latin historians as to early German settlements between the Elbe and

Vistula examined, 217.

Sloane (G.) on the connexion of Pope Gerbert with the Geometry of Boethius, 163 ;

further observations on the Geometry of Boethius, 269.

T.

Trithen (F. H.) on the position occupied by the Slavonic dialects among the other

languages of the Indo-European family, 225.

Tschudish or Finnish languages. Vid. Verb.

Tutshek (L.) on the Tumali alphabet, 138; his vocabulary of the Fazoglo lan-

guage, 139.

V.

Verb: its formation in the Tschudish or Finnish languages, 15; in the Mord-
winian the verbal forms are clearly polysynthetic, 16 ; in certain tenses of the

Wotiak and Tcheremissian verb, the endings closely resemble the suffixes, which
nouns assume as equivalents for the possessive pronouns, 17 ;

in the Hungarian
these two classes of endings almost identical, 19 ; opinions of the Hungarian
grammarians Marton and Revay on this subject, ib. ; the imperfect, perfect, and
future tenses of the Hungarian verb formed on modifications of the present, per-
fect, and future participles, 21 ; these participles appear to be ablative or locative

cases, and therefore when they take the pronominal suffixes, there is a case of

double attribution, as in the Burmese and Tibetan, ib.

The Caucasian languages appear to be connected with the Finno-Tartarian, 21 ;

the Georgian verb consists of an abstract noun combined with particles and pro-

nouns, ib. ; the pronoun may be prefixed or infixed, ib. ; it has the forms of the

oblique cases, 22
;
the pronominal elements of the Abchassian verb are also in

the oblique cases and identical with the pronominal prefixes of the noun, 23.

Polynesian languages, 95 ; the Feejee verb may be formed by a noun in con-

struction with an oblique pronominal suffix, ib.
;

in Tagala the pronominal
element appears sometimes as a nominative, sometimes as a genitive, 96; in the

former case the verbal base is a nomen actoris, in the latter a nomen actionis vel

passionis, ib. ;
in transitive constructions the second of these two forms is ge-

nerally used, 97 ;
the Malagassy verb, in what points it resembles the Tagala, ib. ;

the opinions of Roorda and of W. Humboldt with respect to these verbal forms

examined, 99 ; the notion that the formative prefixes confer the verbal character

untenable, ib.

South-American languages, 155 ; the personal endings of the verb agree with

the oblique cases of the pronouns in the Lule, Araucanian, Moxan, Maipurian,
and Mixtecan, 156; the same construction found in the Maya, ib.

; W. Hum-
boMt's remarks on this construction, ib.

North-American languages all formed upon the same principle, 157; poly-

synthetic character of the verb, 158; in the Massachusetts and the Delaware

languages, the personal endings of the verb the same as the possessive pronouns
in the inseparable form, ib. ; the same holds good in the Cree, 159 ; and in the

Greenland and Esquimaux, save that in the latter the verbal formatives are

postfixed and the possessive pronouns prefixed, 159 ; in the same language, by
affixing, prefixing, or infixing certain particles, &c., the action of the verb may be

modified, or in other words, different moods and voices may be formed to an al-

most unlimited extent, 161.
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Indo-European languages: in the Welsh the verbal endings are identical

with the prepositional forms of the pronouns, 174 ; all these endings, but two,

correspond with the verbal endings in the Sanscrit, Greek, Latin, &c., 175; the

verbal forms in Irish partly synthetic, partly analytic, ib. ; Welsh and Irish pre-
terites, ib. ; bhar, the Irish ending of the second person plural, the same as the

Sanscrit bhar, vestrum ?, 1 76 ; Latin primitive verbs may, in many cases, by aid

of the Welsh, be shown to be derived from nouns, ib. ; in the Sanscrit also of the

Vedas the d'atu or verbal root is often treated as a nomen actionis, 177 ; the supposed
occtilta vis of the verb, 179; if, according to Pictet, the causative verb in the

Celtic answers to the causative verb in Sanscrit, the latter must have an adjective
for its base, 180 ; causative verbs very commonly formed from adjectives in Greek,
Latin, German, and Lithuanian, 181 ; definition of a verb, according to its es-

sential characteristics, 182.

Verb substantive : not essential to a logical proposition, 233 ; in the Coptic the

pronoun demonstrative or indefinite frequently substituted for it, 234 ; or the

suffixes of the personal pronouns are combined with particles of time and space
to modify the sense of the phrase, according to circumstances, ib. ; the use of the

personal pronoun for the verb substantive occurs in the Hebrew, the Basque, the

Turco-Tartaric, and in various American languages, 238.

Attempt to prove the identity of the roots is, was, and be, 87 ; the s of is often

lost, ib. ; traces both in the German and the Celtic tongues of a final dental ap-

pertaining to the verb to be, 89 ; the Celtic verb which seems to answer to the

German verb wesen often loses its sibilant, 91 ; the interchange between a b, a

w, and an open vowel common in language, ib. ; speculations as to the etymology
of the verb is, 92.

W.

Wales : a vocabulary of the Gower dialect, 222.

Watts (T.) on the Anglo-Saxon termination ing, 83 ; on the probable future po-
sition of the English language, 207.

Wedgwood (H.) on English etymologies, 125, 247, 255.

Wexford. Vid. Ireland.
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